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THE M EDIUM IS No LONGER THE M ESSAGE
would have thought the hardware companies who trumpeted at
last January's Winter Consumer
Y ou
Electronics Show that their video DVD
players would be in US retailers' showrooms by September 1996 would have
learned an important lesson from the bungled DAT launch almost 10 years ago:
Without first getting complete agreement
of the software industry on substantive
issues, it's foolish to announce afirm launch
date for anew medium. September came
and went without DVD discs or players
being available in US stores. In fact, all that
happened was that the bottom fell out of
sales of 12" laserdiscs and laserdisc players.
However, as Iwrite these words in early
October, it looks as though the copyright/encryption issues have been resolved,
and that some video DVD players will
reach the Japanese market before Christmas. Icertainly expect that all the big manufacturers will have production DVD players on show at the 1997 WCES. What I
don't expect soon is any agreement on a
high-quality audio disc based on DVD,
even though Malcolm Omar Hawksforcl
reports in this issue (p.119) that the specification for DVD's audio channels does
include the potential for alinear PCM signal at 48kHz and 96IcHz sample rates.
When Irecently visited Malcolm Omar
in England, Itook with me acopy of Sonata,
Starophilds new Liszt Piano Sonata CD
(STPH008-2; see p.42). As we sat down to
listen to it, the thought struck me that all
these worthy efforts at setting DVD standards are adhering to an obsolete, McLuhan-esque paradigm. Ibrought Malcolm
adedicated audio medium, aCD. But I
could have taken him my music as 600Mbytes of PC WAV files on aCD-R. Ieven
could have e-mailed it to him—with both
us having Internet access via local telephone calls, the only drawback would have
been the inconvenience.
The point is, with adata format agreed
upon for the new high-density medium in
the form of DVD-ROM, the only standard
you need is asoftware protocol. Ibelieve
that the days when you will buy one kind
of optically encoded 120nun disc for video,
another kind for audio, and still athird kind
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

for computer data are numbered. Want to
set anew standard regarding the number of
audio channels or the sampling rate? All
you'll need to do is include apiece of driver
code on the CD- or DVD-ROM so that the
recipients' computers can untangle the data.
The paradigm for DVD is not CD or LD;
rather, it is audio CDs containing multimedia computer data, such as the Rolling
Stones' Stripped (Virgin 841040 2) —or multimedia CD-ROMs containing music data,
such as All Access: the Horde Festival CD-ROM
(Philips 310 691 025-2) — which tentatively
set the course for the single-medium fiiture
of home entertainment
—John Atkinson

number, the most efficient way to get that
information is first to look in the magazine — it is included in the specification
block that appears at the beginning of
each review. If you wish to e-mail me for
detailed advice on buying specific components, please understand if Idon't reply. Pretty much everything we have to
say about any component has already appeared in the magazine. To respond responsibly to such aquestion might take a
minute, but it might also take an hour—
and time is acommodity in short supply
at this magazine. Looking forward to
hearing from you.
—John Atkinson

GETTING IN

S
TAFF

TOUCH
Iapologize for the tardy manner in which
Ihave responded to those who have tried
to contact me over the Internet during the
last two months. Unfortunately, I'm so
swamped with e-mail that it's getting difficult to reply at all!
To give me a fighting chance of responding in any kind of timely manner,
those who have problems with their subsaiption to Stereophile should not e-mail me
except as alast resort. The person to contact
is Molly Crenshaw, our Customer Service
Manager, at 10320.63S@Compuserve.
corn .Molly tries to respond on the same
day she downloads a message, whereas
e-mailing me about aproblem invariably
results in adelay. If you do have asubscription problem, please include your street
address in your e-mail. An Internet handle
such as "s.
,shead@hifi. coin" is not sufficient information for Molly to work with.
It's hard to squeeze areplacement copy of
the magazine through the phone lines!
Speaking of replacement copies, if you
do not receive your subscription copy of
Sterrophile, acall to (800) 444-8908 will get
anew copy in the mail to you. Please note,
however, dut it can take up to three weeks
for it to reach you. We are looking at ways
of making this service more efficient
If you wish to send aletter for publication,
you should send it to John Atkinson,
744'72.255@Compuserve.com. If you
need information on aproduct that has
been reviewed in the magazine, such as
the manufacturer's address or phone

Russell Novak, whose review of the
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 loudspeaker appears elsewhere in this issue, has left
Stereophile's team of reviewers. Russ joined
us in 1993 from The Audiophile Voice,
where he had been akey member of the
editing team. We wish him well in his
future endeavors.
—John Atkinson

BEST SOUNDS

In our monster report from HI-FI '96 in
the October 1996 issue (VoL19 No.10) we
incorrectly attributed acouple of rooms.
The room that gained the most votes for
being The Best Sound at the Show
(pp.126-127) featured the Avalon Osiris
loudspeakers driven by Spectral amplification with MIT cable and ASC Tube
Traps. The exhibitor of this room should
have been listed as retailer Overture Ultimate Audio/Video of Wilmington, Del.
Our apologies to Overture's Terry Menacker for the oversight. On p.107, Thomas J.
Norton referred to the great sound in a
room on the Waldorfs 10th floor shared by
Aerial Acoustics and Mesa Engineering.
While the demonstration did feature Aerial
Acoustics 10T speakers being driven by a
Mesa Baron amplifier, the exhibitor in fact
was retailer A/V Ensemble of Nashua,
NH. Our a
pologies to A/V Ensemble's
Walter Swanbon, and our thanks both to
him and to Terry Menadcer for coming to
New York to demonstrate what the High
End is all about —great music with great
sound.
—John Atkinson
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Here's a
for the
The use of our patented Kevlae cones
is reason enough to choose the new
B&W 600 Series.
After all, Kevlar has always been
the standard in B&W's best and most
expensive loudspeakers.
But that's just the start of our
bullet-proof argument. Because B&W's
top-gun engineers loaded abarrage of
technical innovations into an entire
family of affordable, high performance
speakers— the B&W 600 Series.
• Our metal dome tweeters—borrowed
from the Matrix 801s —provide nearperfect response to well beyond audibility.
• Beveled cabinet edges and solidly
braced enclosures minimize box
resonance and the effects of diffraction
for truly transparent sound.
•Gold-plated speaker terminals allow for
biwiring to reduce component cross-talk.
• You can choose from afull line of
speakers ranging from bookshelf to floor
••••

standing, center channel to surround
••••

sound-,- a.vgn an active subwoofer.
• Prices start ai pet $4.00 apair.
End of argument. Any question's?...
Fire away. Call 1-800-370-3740.

The new B&W 600 Series

«me

bullet-proof argument
new B&W 600 Series.
Our commitment to flawless;music reproduction is evident in every
loudspeaker we make. BfV'
eti sadvanced engineering is conducted

KEVLAR . IS USED IN BULLE
PROOF VESTS AND HIGH-EN

at its famous Steyning

B&W LOUDSPEAKERS LIKE THE

esearch Laboratory in Sussex, England,

where scientists and atoustic engineers pursue the quest for perfec-

LEGENDARY B&W MATRIX 801

tion begun by founder John Bowers over 25 years ago. The B&W

AND CELEBRATED SILVER
SIGNATURE. ITS MAGIC LIES i
ITS ABILITY TO ELIMINATE Tif
EFFECTS OF RESONANCE AND

l

600 Series is the result of this relentless effort.
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STANDING WAVES. ESPECIALLY
IN CRITICAL MID-RANGE FREQUENCIES. SO ALL YOU HEAR
IS PURE, UNCOLORED MUSI

usic or watching
eincredible sound of
The difference is easy
asier to hear.

40€9

. global jazz grooves (CM
for info: 312.880.5379 fax
<stavesenteraccess.com>

B&W
Listen and You'll Se

B&W Loudspeakers of America.
54 Concord Street. North Reading, MA 01864
tel 1-800-370-3740 fax 508-664-4109
Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont.
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Ken Askew eJiis voten in this month's
election aptink7 on political audiology.

I
LLUSIONS, RIDDLES, &TOYS

Bany Willis asks if achieving realism is the
true goal ea lugh-end audio system.

EYEWITNESS TO EARWITNESS

Jonathan Scull listens to pianists Hofmann,
Paderewski, Horowitz, Stravinsky, and Rubinstein
pajOnning livc; courtesy of recordite engineer and
Steinway enthusiast D.W Belle

107

BACK FROM THE ABYSS

124

BRILLIANCE AND PASSION... AND DIRECTION

174

137
143
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153
161
171
171
171
171
181
189
197
203
213
217

Malcolm Omar Hawksford argues that the High End needs
ano-compromise digital data Jonnat and storage medium.

Ewlish conductor Andrew Davis talks with Barbara Jahn.

LETOUT ENSEMBLE

Jonathan Scull COMUSCS with Dr. Un Wagner ofEnsemble.

EQUIPME NT REPORTS
VP!TNT M K.3 TURNTABLE (MICHAEL FREMER)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS22 LINE STAGE (WES PHILLIPS)
AUDIO RESEARCH VT 130SE POWER AMPLIFIER (WES PHILLIPS)
SONY CDPXA7ES CD PLAYER (THOMAS J
.NORTON)
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CL-10 M ULTI-DISC SERVER (ROBERT HARLEY)
ENSEMBLE DICHRONO DRIVE CD TRANSPORT (
J
ONATHAN SCULL)
ENSEMBLE DICHRONO D/A CONVERTER (
J
ONATHAN SCULL)
ENSEMBLE SUPRAFLUX INTERCONNECT (
J
ONATHAN SCULL)
ENSEMBLE VOICEFLUX LOUDSPEAKER CABLE (
J
ONATHAN SCULL)
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS GAMMA D/A PROCESSOR (MUSE KASTANOVICH)
M ISSION 7311 LOUDSPEAKER (ROBERT J
.REINA)
AERIAL ACOUSTICS CC3 CENTER-CHANNEL LOUDSPEAKER (WES PHILLIPS)
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 13 LOUDSPEAKER (RUSSELL NOVAK)
PANAMAX MAX 1000+ SURGE PROTECTOR (BARRY WILLIS)
RADIOSHACK AMPLIFIED INDOOR FM ANTENNA (DON A. SCOTT)

FOLLOW-UPS
155
173
173
183
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AUDIO RESEARCH CD 1CD PLAYER (THOMAS J
.NORTON)
ENSEMBLE I
SOTRANS POWER CONDITIONER (
J
ONATHAN SCULL)
ENSEMBLE DIGIFLUX 75 DIGITAL DATALINK (
J
ONATHAN SCULL)
AUDIO ALCHEMY DAC-IN-THE-BOX (MUSE KASTANOVICH)
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John Atkinson points out that with DVD, the medium is no longer
the message.

LETTERS

'Topics this month: How to listen to the Beatles, rerdabk components,
DVD and the firture, adjusting azimuth, CD compression, Mockers,
and sound vs measurement.

I
NDUSTRY UPDATE

High-end news, including dealer-promoted seminars in Nov. and
Dec., plus: company changes, audio-related sculpture; super-efficient
speakers, and areport }tom the 1996 Frankfurt High-End Show.

SAM'S SPACE

Sam Tellig presents acost-tective CD upgrark ataste for silver, a
passive preamp, and Rhonats and Blacklights.

ANALOG CORNER

For starts, Michael Freiner travels to Camarillo to inspect the country's
premier record-pressing plant.
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CAR TUNES

75
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Wes Phillips pursues Precision Power in
his Great White Rhino.

George Reisch talks sex, religion,
speaker cables, and the laws ofphysics.

221

BUILDING A LIBRARY

231

RECORD REVIEWS

Barbara Jahn considers recordings of
Brahms's String Sextets.
Our "Recording of the Month" is The Complete Columbia
Studio Recordings of Miles Davis and Gil Evans. Plus: New
discs by Oscar Peterson and Avelique Kidjo. Classical includes works
by Astor Piazzolla, Bartók, Purcell, Boulez, and Shostakovich.

251

M ANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS

274

THE FINAL W ORD

Tales of digital output, drive-mirs, and dipoles.

261
266
66
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136
230
273

Publisher Larry Archibald wraps up HI-Fl '96.
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[Recommended Components)
We would like to recommend Cary tube amplification that could make your
present Hi -Fi system athing of the past...

CAD-211
250 Watt/Channel Class A/B
Pure Triode Mono Blocks

We recommend that your amplifier be apowerful push/pull triode, pentode or ultra linear Cary tube amplifier...
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SLM-200
zoo Watt/Channel
Class A/AB Mono Blocks
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...Cary SNIP
We recommend aCary tube amplifier for your family's musical gatherings...
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SIA-70B Signature

04411pe

65 Watt/Channel Class A/AB
Stereo Amplifier
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We recommend you invite friends and put all decisions and discussions on
hold and listen to Cary tube amplification...
—41111111.0.-
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i/Cliannel

Integrated Amplifier

May we also recommend the appropriately authorized Cary Audio Design
dealer? Just call us, We recommend it!

«IOW

SLM-100
ioo Watt/Channel Class A/AB
vfono Blocks.

ÇAR
The Signature

of Vacuum

Tube Audio...

dioesigtz

iii-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919-481-4494
•Fax: 919-460-3828

-D !leek', Jr., on the Studio/100
Audio Magazine/July 96

-Andrew Marshall, on the Studio/SO/CC-ASO/ADP-450
Audio Ideas Guide, Summer 96 Issue

High praise for PARADIGM
REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS...
dedicated to providing the highest
standard of technological design
excellence, and deliver breathtaking
high-end sonic performance!

i ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art inhouse R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest speakers, regardless of
cost! The result is Paradigm Reference...electrifying and
eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems that bring you
closer than ever to the live event!

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer
enjoyment of music, it is equally important for the best in home
theater sound, especially now with the arrival of digital AC-3.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm
Reference Dealer and experience this astonishing new reference
standard in music and home theater sound for yourself!

PARADIGM'S REFERENCE
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH ENO PERFORMANCE FOR ML,S,C AND HOME TEA,
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RESPECT?

Editor:
Ifinally gained the respect of the local
high-end dealer. Ibought six little black
discs for $550. Now, if Icould just
regain the respect of my family and
friends...
MROBERTS
Mroberts@Ccnetcom

No RESPECT

Editor:
Have you started paying reviewers by
the word? Please stop.
MICHAEL H. PRAGER
San Rafael, CA

M ORE BETTER

Editor:
More "Vinyl is Better" quotes from the
movies:
In brever lintng (starring Mel Gibson
and Jamie Lec Curtis), Mel Gibson,
who has been frozen for the last 50
years, is about to hear the first CD he
has ever seen.
Just as Jamie is about to play it she
says, "... somehow these [CDs] just
don't sound as good as the old records."
LEN W ERNER
E. Amherst, NY

M ORE MAHLER

Editor:
Stereophile's otherwise excellent "Building
aLibrary" feature errs only when omitting consideration of early monophonic
performances not available on CD. For
example, Iwould have enjoyed seeing
what Stephen Francis Vasta might have
said about the exemplary Mahler Fourths
from the Czech Philharmonic under
Karel Sejna, and the Concengebouw
under Eduard van Beinum and his
mighty predecessor, Willem Mengelberg. Why, even Mahler himself
conceded Mengelberg's superiority in
conducting this work, after an unusual
concert in 1904 consisting of each man's
own interpretation of the Fourth!
CLARK JOHNSEN
The Listening Studio, Boston, MA
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996
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Editor:
Ihad amusical epiphany last night!
Iwas driving home listening to Miles
Davis's Alive Around the World, and I
found myself completely caught up in
the music. For once Iwasn't thinking
"the front stage lacks depth," or "how
can Iget the subs to integrate bettet"
Instead, Miles was there in front of me,
with awonderful sense of hall depth.
Sax shared the stage, and the bass (problematic in acar, to say the least) was up
front and firmly rooted to the other
musicians.
After reading some of the letters that
have appeared in Stereophile slamming
Wes Phillips's "Car Tunes" column, I
get the feeling that many home audiophiles have no conception of how good
acar stereo can sound. If you use highquality gear and set up a system for
sound quality instead of boom, it's
incredible how real asound you can get.
And these are the systems that the
home snobs, with brandy snifters raised
and hair growing profusely from ears,
never notice, because you can barely
hear them from outside of the car.
Idrive aJeep Grand Cherokee that is
very quiet. Honestly, at highway speeds,
Iwould guess that the noisefloor is
competitive with that of my home listening room (refrigerator nearby, cen-

Letters to the Editor should be sent to The Editor,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax:
(505) 983-6327. E-mail: 74472255@C.ompuserve.
corn .
We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about specific equipment purchases. We arc also unable to take telephone calls
regarding equipment purchases. Were we to do
this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway!
Although all letters arc read and noted, only those
of general interest are selected for publication.
Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or
address more than one topic. All correspondents
should include their name, address, and adaytime
telephone number.
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tral air, neighbors, cat farts ...). And I'll
tell you this: You would have to enter
real high-end to get similar bass response
in your living room. When all is optimal, you can get home audiophile sound
quality in acar.
One caveat, though: In order to
appreciate, need, and want ahigh-end
car system, you have to love driving.
Volvo 242 and K-car drivers (no matter
how much they love music or tweaky
gear) need not apply. Car audio and love
of driving are inseparably bonded.
Before you dismiss me as aSherman
Vega/rack-system guy, please consider
that my home system isn't chopped liver:
Sonic Frontiers pre/power, Rotel 975/
Sonic Frontiers DAC 1/Ultra Jitterbug,
Rega Planar3/Blue Point, Goertz cable,
Clements speakers. But Ihave to sit
motionless on the couch in order to listen to my home system. In the car, on the
highway, on the way to the beach, I'm
traveling through the music, with aV8
providing motivation and accompaniment. It's times like that—speeding just
enough to excite, with my wife in the
passenger seat—when all is well with the
world.
JASON THORPE
Cz.Systems@sympatico.ca

PAULIE &GEORGE

Editor:
I truly enjoyed George Reisch's
"Undercurrents" in September '96, in
which he questioned amain goal of the
High End — the pursuit of ever-greater
resolution. Any music lover who's driven and listened to music even only afew
times has probably gotten his ya-yas out
goin' down the road. Then, after, and
probably before, playing that same song
on their home system just didn't cut it.
As for the Beatles thing, you bet I've
turned into a fun-starved hi-fi critic
rather than an emotionally awed fan
more and more as my system has
improved. (That is, if I'm not careful to
take efforts that prevent this dreadful
phenomenon from persisting. There
are ways.)
Il

•

FREMER WAS WRONG

Editor:
Isuppose it's alittle late, but Iwas reading Michael Fremer's "Analog Corner"
in the August issue and wanted to point
out acouple of pitfalls.
First, unless they've changed it since I
purchased mine, the Shure stylus force
gauge is virtually unusable for movingcoil cartridges. The main beam is made
of a ferrous material — the powerful
magnets in amoving-coil cartridge will
clamp the gauge to the cartridge, flattening the cantilever in the process. It
does work well for moving-magnet
types, however.
Second, Michael repeated the ubiquitous myth about aseemingly easy way
to adjust the cartridge azimuth (inverting one channel and listening for aminimum in the summed output of both
channels playing amono record). This
actually does not give any information
about azimuth, except by sheer happenstance. Let's review the basic concepts
and see why this is.
Stereo records are made with what is
known as the 45/45 technique, because
the information for each channel is cut
at 45° from the plane of the record. This
puts the groove-wall modulations at
right angles to each other (orthogonal).
To properly decode the stereo information, the playback cartridge must
have two transducers that are not only
orthogonal, but also unresponsive to the
(orthogonal) motion produced by the
other channel.
Approaching this ideal is theoretically straightforward but somewhat more
difficult to achieve in practice, primarily
due to mechanical tolerances. When
the generating element is accurately
aligned to the groove-wall modulations,
there will be maximum output from
the appropriate channel, and zero output from the other channel. Deviations
from perfect alignment will reduce output from the intended channel (but
only by arelatively small amount), and
sharply increase output from the other
channel.
Now we can look at the issue of
aligning the azimuth. There are two
distinct issues: arranging the two playback transducers to be exactly at 90° to
each other, and aligning the internal
generating elements to the cartridge
body itself. (If both of these could be
carried out to perfection, there would
be no need for the azimuth adjustment
on the tonearm.) Of course, these are
both fixed when the individual cartridge is manufactured, but we can
compensate for the latter problem by
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rotating the mounting surface for the
cartridge.
There are two ways to measure the
proper alignment of each transducer:
Look for amaximum in the output of
the intended channel, or look for aminimum in the output of the other channel. The latter is much easier to accomplish, as the null is quite sharp. The
proper way to make this measurement
is by using atest record that has modulation in only one channel. Essentially
what is done is to adjust the azimuth to
maximize the channel-minus-channel
separation. Since the cartridge's internal
generators are never exactly at 90° to
each other, the left-minus-right separation and the right-minus-left separation
will be different. The proper setting is a
compromise between the two. [I use a
similar method, which is to adjust the azimuth
until the crosstalk is equal in both directions—
or at least that is what Idid in the days before
Iowned aLinn toneann! —Ed.]
So what is actually happening when
the azimuth is "aligned" using the
method repeated by Michael? Basically,
the outputs from the two channels are
being made equal. (When they are perfectly equal and one channel is inverted,
there will be zero output.) Unfortunately, azimuth is only one of several factors that affect the output level (and
asecondary one at that). What typically
ends up happening is that the azimuth is
misaligned (reducing channel separation) to compensate for unequal outputs
from the two channels (often due to
unequal magnetic fields permeating the
two coils).
Where does that leave the vinyl-ophile? The simple answer is to adjust
azimuth by ear. After all, that's what
we're really trying to do — get great
sound, not maximize channel separation! However, as there are so many
different adjustments to be made to a
turntable, and they all tend to interact to
some degree, it's nice when we can nail
one down as being absolutely correct.
Then we can spend more time getting
the other adjustments right.
Audio-Tedinica used to make atest
record and cartridge analyzer that made
optimizing azimuth atrivial affair. Since
Michael has been successful at getting
Allsop to reintroduce the pads for the
Orbitrac, perhaps he could persuade ATto bring back their cartridge analyzer
CHARLES HANSEN
Ayre Acoustics, Chansen@ayre.com

W ELL-HUNG

Editor:
Iread "Analog Corner" in the August

1996 Stereophile with great interest. It
seems that there is some guesswork
involved in lining up the cartridge
protractor with the tonearm's lateral
bearing center that is not marked on
some arms. Ithink this part of the
adjust work is very important in
determining the ever-vital overhang,
and could be done with more accuracy, at least in theory. My suggestion is:
1) Find and mark the lateral bearing
center of the tonearm on top of the
pivot, which is much easier than looking for it from the side.
2) Use asmall precision centering
(weight) cone connected to apiece of
thin wire or thread hung from whatever can hold the wire steadily from about
12" above (a swing-arm desk lamp
should be okay).
3) Adjust the cone point exactly to
the center point of the lateral bearing,
but maintain its absolute verticality by
not letting the cone touch what it points
to (assuming the turntable and the
plinth have already been leveled).
4) Set up adirect light source so that
the shadow of the vertical wire is cast
right to the center of the turntable's
spindle. To get asharp shadow, the light
source must be at least afew feet away
from the turntable being worked on,
and strong enough to make a distinguishable shadow.
5) Immobilize the turntable, put on
the protractor, and align the pivot line to
the shadow of the vertical wire. As the
shadow may turn out to be wider than
the line, just keep the line in the center
of the shadow. Then do the rest of the
overhang/horizontal angle adjustments
as required by the instructions of the
tool in use.
6) If you believe the protractor/tonearm pivot relation has been very accurately set up, you might want to mark
the center be of the tonearm's lateral
bearing on the side by marking on the
tonearm where the line on the protractor aims at, so that next time you don't
need to set up the hanging device to
align the protractor.
Having described the above, Imust
say that Ihave no formal mechanical
or electrical background. I am an
architect who has very solid training in
architectural drawing, to which shadowing was traditionally essential (not
any more). My drawing professor
would be glad to know that the
knowledge he passed to me could be
used in an almost totally unrelated circumstance.
KERRY FAN
Ithaca, NY
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hri'31.5
Reference CD Transport

Extraordinary attention to detail, unequalled performance, and a
modular design that allows acomponent to preserve its state-of-the-art status even as technology evolves,
combine to define aMark Levinson Reference product. After four years as the standard against which
all high performance digital transports are measured, the N°31 Reference CD Transport is now updated to the N°31.5. A look inside reveals ameasure of refinement which guarantees its stature as atrue
reference standard well into the future. Retaining the innovative three-stage mechanical isolation of
the earlier Reference, the new N°31.5 adds Madrigal's proprietary Closed-Loop Jitter-Reduction system and anew balanced drive for the digital output, yielding adramatic improvement in the quality
of the outgoing signal. In addition, the N°31.5 incorporates significant new digital signal processing
capabilities that optimize the digital signal prior to its being sent to the digital audio processor, for
further improvements in both clarity and dynamics. And, in accordance with our definition, the N°31
maintains its Reference status via cost effective update to N°31.5 options. Discover how meticulous
attention to every detail results in uncompromised performance at your Mark Levinson dealer soon.
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 781, Middletown. CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
II you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address
above or visit us on the Internet at http://www.madrigal.com/
A donation to support AIDS research will be made tor every name added to our mailing list.
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W ELL DONE

Editor:
Love Stereophile, and love the "Letters"
section. Am especially fascinated by letters that discuss awriter's personal values
and how these values influence their
audio philosophy. Iwas delighted, for
example, with the letter from Robert W.
Connelly, B.S., J.D. in the July issue, in
which he quipped that, for the price of
the Audio Note Kassai Silver power
amplifier, he could "purchase anew, perfect, 7' Steinway piano..."
What an amazing juxtaposition! One
component in asystem of components
designed to attempt the reproduction of
aprimary acoustic experience on the
value shelf with one of the world's
finest producers of primary acoustic experience. The logic sounds obvious
unless one asks, "What if one does not
play the piano?" or "What if one were
solely into technology, or even technosnobbery?" or "What about an artist
like Glenn Gould, who valued the 'perfection' of the recording studio over the
live performance?" This last is controversial, indeed, but for Mr. Gould it was
acommitted and wonderfully productive personal philosophy.
For myself, the purchase of a"new,
perfect, 7' Steinway piano" was anobrainer, even though it brought with it
the heavy financial commitment Mr.
Connelly alluded to. My wife is an
accomplished pianist. Ihave studied for
years and even completed adegree in
Music. We believe in the supremacy of
the primary musical experience. Personal values.
After experiencing the limitless tones
and timbres on the Steinway and comparing it to what was reproduced in our
home on vinyl and CD, Iwent to alocal
hi-fi dealer and was amazed to hear
what was possible with entry-level
equipment. It was there that apart of
my value system changed, and Igot
hooked on audio and on Stereophile.
(Thank you, Pro Home Systems in
Oaldand, for listening, educating, and
matching my wife and me with agreat
"affordable" system!)
Until reason and my ear convince me
of amore personally satisfying way to
enjoy audio reproduction, Iwill keep
my current audio beliefs, agree with
writers who agree with me, and put
personally appropriate resources into
equipment and recording formats that
enrich and expand my personal musical
experience. Likewise, Ihope those who
write for and read Stereophile will own
and enjoy their audio convictions,
because that, Ithink, is what makes the
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

Thanks, Mr. Rudish, for your observations on
the ubiquitous practice of arranging levels on
CDs to butt up against OdBFS. I, too, have
been checking recorded levels for the last three
years, but Ibelieve the situation is more complicated than you depict. There are actually
two motives at work here, one of which is
benign. This is something Ido myself on the
OVERCOOKED?
Stereophile CDs: Iarrange for the highest
Editor:
Ihave abone to pick with all of the big, peaks to reach (but not exceed) OdBFS. This is
the most efficient way to utilize the CD's
major-label CDs being released, and the
dynamic range and maximize signal resoluway they sound. It points to one reason
tion; provided the playback equipment can
why vinyl versions may sound better
handle the high peak levels, it should have no
than their silver-plattered cousins.
About three years ago I'd purchased a sonic downside
The other motive— to compress the heck
DAT recorder and afiber-optic cable to
out ofthe recording to maximize loudness — is
hook it up to my CD and laserdisc playnot benign, but neither is it new. This is why
ers. As Ibegan to play around with it
commercials are so much louder than the TV
and make some compilations from
favorite CDs, Iwas slightly annoyed by programs that surround them — the peak level
may be the same, but the compression raises
the difference in volume I'd get between
the average level, hence the perceived loudness.
some of my older CDs and more recent
And more loud is more better, eh?
ones when recording through the
Iuse aDorrough AES/EBU-input digital
DAT's digital input. On closer exmeter to monitor recorded levels on CDs. As
amination, Inoticed that many of the
this shows both instantaneous peak and avernewer CDs were really "slamming" into
age levels, Ican get an idea of how much com"OdBFS" pretty hard. Hmmm, this was
not normal. Checking afew more recent pression is used. Imust say that, other than hiphop and rap, rock recordings, while compressed,
discs, Ifound asimilar trend where these
don't sound more so than they ever did. And
recordings were hitting OdB nearly conclassical recordings, while reaching OdBFS on
stantly, dropping back to maybe -6dB to
occasional peaks, actually sound less compressed
-10dB on the DAT recorder's meters.
than in the days of the LP, when the master
After realizing this, it occurred to
tape's dynamics had to be tailored to fit the
me that the old "volume wars" have
-J
A
returned to haunt us, now in pure dig- playback medium.
ital format! CDs are being compressed!
Perfect sound forever? How about UNDERDONE?
"Perfectly compressed sound forever"? Editor:
You stated in your response to my first
It's atrend that Inoticed on CDs mastered in this decade. And now I'm at e-mail that you try to arrange for the
highest peaks to reach (but not exceed)
the point where Ican tell, just by listening on even the cheapest of boomOdBFS. When I'm taping albums, Itry
to do the same myself. One of my earboxes, that arecording has been comliest CDs was The Police's Synchronidty.
pressed in this manner! Effectively, all
of the peaks of the music are shaved off It was mastered so low in level that you
could hear the distortion rise at the
the top.
fade-out ending of "Tea In The Sahara"
Igot in touch with amastering engineer who confirmed that my suspicions — especially if you had the volume relatively high.
were true. He says that personally he
Ihave some really bad examples of
hates the kind of compression I'm talking about, but that it's often the artists compression on many CDs of mine.
who insist on a"louder" CD. (If artist A Nothing Ilisten to frequently, but I
recall that one Prince album was
hears aCD by artist Bthat's louder, then
pretty
artist A wants theirs louder.) He tries to
scrunched to OdBe
ian intensely (can't
recall the name o
d; it was the first
strike a happy medium, pleasing the
one after his infamous name change), as
artist and producers while trying to prewere the latest Earth, Wind & Fire and
serve a decent-sounding master. He's
even done afew quick jobs on radio Al Jarreau CDs. A lot of the alternative
CDs Ipicked up were similarly affectcompilations that are already pre-compressed on the master tape he works
ed. In jazz, Idon't see it happening as
from, and the sound level doesn't quit often, but GRP appeared to be getting
"riding" OdB until it's halfway through into that practice on their later CDs.
I'm on your side — get it as close to
the fade-out!
NEIL RUDISH
nrudish@rust.net OdB as you can. Compression in the
Rudy's Corner: www.rust.net/nrudish "volume wars" is adead end for good

"art" of audio so stimulating, forums
like "Letters" so fascinating, and involvement with the reproduction of
music on any level rewarding!
GREG RUSSELL
Walnut Creek, CA
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MANY HOURS OF LISTENING HAVE PRODUCED THREE LOUDSPEAKERS THAT CONVEY
-ALL OF THE PASSION AND EMOTION OF A
DEDICATED MUSICAL PERFORMANCE.
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guitar playing" with adandy little footnote referring to aRichard Thompson
quote. Competent at what — guitar
playing? Are you serious? Hmmm,
maybe Iam showing my age, or my
years spent playing guitar, or even still,
my subjective opinions on Neil — I
PASSIONS
admit, Iam ahuge fan — but Ican hardEditor:
The music-review section is my favorite ly consider Neil's playing "barely compart of Stereophile. CDs are about the only petent."
My understanding of music, similar
things reviewed in the magazine that I
can afford to buy on impulse. Besides, to that of any art, is that, whether he is
thanks to your inquisitive, intelligent, playing music, painting a picture, or
and tasteful music-review staff, Ihave designing abuilding, the skill an artist
discovered anumber of wonderful new possesses — ie, dexterity, finger nimble(to me at least) performers, including ness, speed, etc. — basically has no
vocalists Claire Martin, Kendra Shank, impact on the rewards gathered by that
artwork's experience. Emotion and feel
and Madeleine Eastman.
Iam writing to correct aslip made by are not taught at Juilliard or Berldee,
Barbara Jahn in her August review and the ability to transfer ahuman element to an inanimate piece of wood
(p.179) of Einhorn's Voices of Light. The
silent film masterpiece that inspired this and steel is something very few musimusic, The Passion ofJoan of Arc, was in cians Iknow of can do. Ido know, howfact directed by the great Dane, Carl ever, of too many musicians whose finDreyer, not the equally talented French gers fly on the fingerboard faster than
director, Abel Gance (who was re- the eye can follow, but who sound as
sponsible for another silent classic, emotionally detached from what
they're doing as aprostitute turning a
Napolean).
If Richard Lehnert were still editor of trick, and whose concept of "comthe music section, Idoubt whether Bys petence" is not one of creating an exmomentary mental lapse would have perience for both the performer and the
made it to print, though one never audience, but rather of six-stringed
knows, do one? Thanks, anyway, to BJ masturbation. Can anyone say, "Pat
for the appreciative review of this love- Metheny"?
That said, Ido enjoy Stereophile trely recording. And if you ever get a
chance to see The Passion on the big mendously, and look forward to perhaps an e
xpanded role in using more
screen, don't miss it!
DAVID Foss
David_foss@harvard.edu "modern" (for lack of abetter term)
music in your equipment reviews. I
Mea culpa, Mr. Foss Blame the gap between must say, Debussy or Coltrane rarely
RL leaving the magazine and Robert Baird grace my CD player, but Johnny
joining Stereophile as Music Editor. Such Ramone blasting out power chords sure
lapses should now be athing of the past. But does take up alot of my time—as does
ART ZAWODNY
there's adeerence between matters offact and Mr. Young!
Azawodny@mobile.bam.com
matters ofpassion, as evidenced by the next letter.
—J
A
sound... but I'm afraid it's with us as
long as we have recorded music!
NEIL RUDISH
nrudish@rust.net
Rudy's Corner: www.rust.net/nrudish

PICKING

Editor:
Ihave picked up Stereophile occasionally
over the years and always found it pretty informative, if not alittle bit on the
"mature" side. Finally, at age 29, Isubscribed, looking basically to increase the
pleasure Ihave of listening to music. I'm
probably toward the lower end of the
age spectrum of your magazine's readers, and consequently also into adifferent musical experience than most of
your reviewers and listeners. Ialso have
abone to pick.
In his September review of Neil
Young's HDCD-encoded Dead Man
(p214), Allen St. John refers to Neil as
the "touchstone of barely competent
S
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PENSIONERS?

Editor:
After seeing a recent picture of
Stereophilès reviewing staff at HI-FI '96
(September & October 1996), Ihave
even more doubts about the credibility
of your reviews. Your staff is full of old
geezers! Given their advanced age and
declining hearing abilities, it's unlikely
they can justify all their claims of subtle
sound differences between equipment.
Ihave acouple of questions:
•Have you ever performed audiograms
on staff members to assess hearing function?
•Have you ever printed any of those
test results in Stereophile?
•If any of your staff was found to have
grossly defective hearing, would you

fire them, or at least stop using them as
reviewers?
•If you wouldn't fire them or stop them
from writing reviews, would you a) just
never bring the subject up in your magazine, or b) try to justify or downplay
audiogram results by saying something
like "although TJN's audiogram
showed a30dB hearing defect around
2000Hz, he heard the same subtleties
that Idid in arecording of such and
such; therefore his hearing must be
good, and the audiogram must be a
poor judge of hearing ability"?
Your readers can handle the truth, so
let's hear it!
WALTER W U
Walterwu@worlcinet.att.net
Yes. No. Ifand when. No. And No. But please
note Mr. Wu, that there is aqualitative deference between presbycusis —the normal loss of
HF sensitivity that comes with maturity, wisdom, and graying hair—and hearing damage
lower down infrequency that resultsfrom infection or excessive exposure to loud noises.
Research has shown that the former does not
impair alistener's ability to make reliable
repeatable value judgments on sound quality.
The latter, however, is adeferent kettle offish
And while almost all of Stereophile's writers
are indeed on the wrong side of the late Abbie
Hoffman's boundary of30, their hearing is still
more than okay—at minimum!
—J
A

BALANCED?

Editor:
Iam writing to congratulate you on the
August issue's achievement — it was the
first fully balanced-output magazine. If
you are confused as to what Imean,
then read on.
Isay that the issue was fully balanced
but maybe Ishould have said "it spoke
out of both sides of its mouth." Ifind it
amusing that both Wes Phillips and
Sam Tellig extolled the sonic virtues of
the Ayre V-3 amplifier even though its
measurements could be considered by
some not even high-fidelity. Then, elsewhere in the magazine, John Dunlavy's
entire interview was dedicated to the
philosophy that something cannot
sound better than it first measures. I
happen to agree with this philosophy.
After reading the magazine, Ididn't
know whether to laugh or cry. So,
what's it going to be: objective accuracy
or subjective aesthetics?
As an industry we are at acrossroads
(especially now with Home Theater).
Are we going to be content to make
systems that just sound good? If we are
content to just make systems that sound
good, then we should completely throw
out taking measurements and just build
21

Art meets technolo
Combine innovative digital data
retrieval technology with inspired digital to analog conversion and witness
the artful expression of Madrigal's
engineers. The result is acarefully
crafted compact disc player that clearly
benefits from the leading edge technology used to develop the highly
acclaimed CDD Compact Disc Drive
and DAP Digital Audio Processor.
The CDP Compact Disc Processor
employs the same elegantly designed
transport mechanism and Closed Loop
Jitter Reduction' circuitry found in
the CDD, virtually eliminating fitter related distortion. The CDP also includes
the same dual differential 18-bit

digital to analog conversion found in
the DAP. The precise sound reproduction and true musicality achieved
through the use of this technology is
unheard of in asingle-box component in this class.
Features like HDCIr decoding, a
high quality digital output for making
digital recordings and two auxiliary
digital inputs that allow external digital sources to benefit from the CDP's
superior digital to analog conversion,
provide the CDP aversatility not
found in lesser compact disc players.
Adding to its multi-function value, the
CDP incorporates afully balanced
volume control accessible from its

remote. The CDP can perform as aCD
transport, adigital processor and as a
preamplifier, driving your power amplifier directly. That's true versatility!
Experience the unique combination of performance, functionality and
art in one elegant package at your
Proceed dealer soon.
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different pressings of the same recording.
I also find the Glider to be extraordinarily nonfatiguing, an essential
quality for areviewer who often spends
many hours spinning records to meet a
deadline (poor me, huh!).
The Glider also seems to be aparticularly good match with my Audible
Illusions Modulus 3 preamp using the
stock MM phono stage. Its medium
output (I have the 1mV version) is perfectly adequate without upgrading to
the Mod. 3's Gold MC stage, which
saved me afew bucks. Idon't foresee
making achange anytime soon.
CARL BAUGHER
Stereophile

FANFARES &KUDOS

Editor:
I recently purchased a used Fanfare
tuner that had some performance problems. Icontacted Fanfare Electronics
and was introduced to Mary Southcott,
who informed me that a transferable
warranty was in effect.
The problem was corrected without
cost, and with an attitude that went way
beyond "going the extra mile." Kudos
to Fanfare Electronics and Mary
Southcott.
ROBERT DEFINIS, D.C.
Cape Coral, FL

DUMBFOUNDED!

Editor:
After listening to Stereophile's Test CD 2,
Iwas literally dumbfounded. If anybody has a conscience, tell me how
many major record companies are out
there distorting the truth!
In short, your CD transported me to
my favorite concert hall. I'm sure Iwasn't at home listening to the CD. Fidelity
and perspective were real enough. Never
hurts. Imagine if commercial CDs became Stereophile-ized! Oh, majors (maybe
minors as well), you know what you are
doing is indeed wrong —let Stereophile be
the judge.
YOON SIR KIM
Evanston, IL

Ithought that Ihad aproblem within
the speakers, but then again, Ididn't
know what Ihad. So Itook the speakers
to my local high-end dealer to see if they
also did it on one of their systems. Very
accommodating of these folks, since I
hadn't bought the speakers there.
Anyhow, before we hooked mine up, we
played Test CD 2on their system (Theta
front-end, Classé amp) into 'Thiel CS7s,
and lo and behold ... there was the same
old buzz, bigger and badder.
Ihave concluded this is afeature of
your test disc, not aproblem with my
equipment. Can you give me any advice
as to what might be going on?
THOMAS PURCELL
San Francisco, CA
Thank you, Mr. Kim. Glad you liked our
minimalist approach to recording. Rtgarding
Mr. Purcell's continents, Iproduced the warble
tones on Test CD 2using agenerator that
shapes a triangle wave to approximate a
sinewave. The residual high-order distortion is
less than 1% but still can be heard as aslight
buzz. It doesn't diminish the warble tones'
usefulness in setting up listening rooms and
speakers, but those bothered by it should note
that when Imastered Test CD 3, Iindividually low-pass-filtered each ofthe tones to ehmMate the buzz. Both CDs are available and
cost $795 and $9.95, respectively (plus $3.50
SE71-1). For credit-card orders, call (800) 3586274.
-J
A

BLOCKERS

Editor:
Howdy!
I'm not sure if RFI Blockers work, but
you may want to notify your readers
that you can get them relatively inexpensively. These cable clamps are
made of either nickel/zinc or manganese/zinc ferrites. Iam told you want
them at either end of your cable or AC
cord. For a'table/phono amp/amp system, that's about $12 for cables, $6 for
AC cords.
My housemate has been playing with
UL and apiece of equipment they want
to pass. In the process he spent about
GOT THE BUZZ
$80 on asuitcase of blockers to test on
Editor:
Recently Iwas using Stereophile's Test his equipment. Itook afew of these
home to see if they did anything for my
CD 2as Iwas repositioning my speaksystem's cables and AC cords. Results? I
ers, and testing asubwoofer that Ihad
can't tell you if the sound is bean but I
brought home for an audition. Imagine
my concern and dismay when Iheard a can tell you they make a difference,
very audible buzz from the tweeter of even on the preamp to monoblock links
(four total).
my Monitor Audio Studio lOs as my
Audio Advisor sells these things as
system stepped down through track 16,
the Bass Decade. The buzz got abit AudioQuest RF Stoppers, but at $59 for
aset of four, it may be acrime. The
quicker as the speakers lost volume in
specs seem to be the same —250 ohms
general, but remained throughout the
at 100MHz impedance for commercial
cut.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

blockers vs 247 ohms for AudioQuest
—but the commercial ferrite ones cost
much less at $3-$4 each (for round
cable core).
The company my housemate obtained them from is Parker Hannifin
Corp., Chomerics Division. Tel: (617)
935-4850. Their technical bulletin
describing these things is #75 (CHOSORB EMI Ferrites). Part numbers for
the cable clamps are 83-10-R256-1000,
83-10-R257-1000, and 83 -10-R 5541000.
As amanufacturer, it's possible that
Parker Hannifin does not sell direct to
the public, or at least not in small
orders. However, acompany that does is
Digi-Key: (800) 344-4539. Ask for part
10736-ND.
KELVIN COLD
Kelvincold@aol.com

M ORE ON JITTER

Editor:
In the September '96 issue, Kalman
Rubinson asserts that "the DTI•Pro 32
doesn't do any `de-jittering' with PS..."
(Vol.19 No.9, p.118). Iasked this very
question of Audio Alchemy several
months ago and received a response
from Peter Madnick, the designer. He
told me that although the I
2Sclock does
not pass through the data receiver, it is
processed by the 'Pro 32's second phaselocked loop and so does pass through the
jitter filter.
The jitter-reduction processing is
important regardless of input source
and your readers should understand
that I
2Sdoes not bypass it.
TREVOR C. STOREY
Newark, DE

AND ONE MORE ON AMY CAMUS

Editor:
Please don't let it be forgotten that Yma
Sumac —see "Record Reviews," July
'96, p221, and "Letters," October '96,
p.15 —had arole in aBroadway musical.
In Flahooley (music, Sammy Fain;
lyrics, E.Y. Harburg; available at one
time on CD as Broadway Angel, Angel
Broadway Classics ZDM 7 64764 2),
Sumac played Najla, an Arabian princess. She had three numbers in the
show. According to the liner notes, "it
was her husband-coach-accompanist
Moises Vivanco rather than Harburg
and Fain who created the numbers
(they can hardly be called 'songs') that
she performed in the show."
Think about it for amoment and tell
me if you start wondering the same
thing Ido: What did they do for an
understudy?
PAUL A. ALTER
Hyattsville, MD
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You Need More
Than Just Cable.
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one component to another, or from an amplifier to the
speakers. But, transmitting music takes more than just cable. The shapes of musical waveforms are
incredibly complex and critical signal timings are measured in microseconds. Ordinary interconnecting
cables or speaker cables cannot faithfully preserve these complex musical relationships across the full
musical spectrum.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables. MIT
holds seven basic patents in high-performance cable and interface design. These fundamental technology patents mean that only MIT can bring you interconnects and speaker cables scientifically designed to
eliminate the non-linearities and distortions caused by other cables, no matter whether the others cost
tens of dollars or thousands.
If you choose your system components with care, listening for the subtleties of music that distinguish
great components, then you need MITerminator interconnects and speaker cables. The hard science
behind MITerminators reveals the full musical potential of your high fidelity stereo system. Until you use
MITerminators, you'll never know how good your system can sound.

Patented MITI' Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's sonic superiority. These unique networks
enable MITerminator interconnects and speaker cables to deliver better bass, clearer midrange
and smoother treble sound, and to enhance the image, focus and soundstaging of every
recording you listen to.
MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects and speaker cables can transmit all of the sound quality that your program
sources and stereo system components are able to deliver.

New RCA conne
?COMMIS now

have

new high-performance

RCA-type connectors These machined, gold-plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and multi-contact
shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity . They

iconn - interchangeable
connector system

properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer
and outstanding sound quality.

MIT's exclusive iconn - system for speaker cable connections is so innovative, it has apatent pending. and every
MITerminator speaker cable has it. Thanks to iconn's
interchangeable connector types, you'll always have
right connector to fit the terminals on your ampl
speakers. iconn's gold-plated connectors assure
contact resistance and contamination-free conne
best sound quality.

With MITerminator interfaces starting at just $39.95 interconnect and $79.95 speaker
(MITerminator 5, not shown), MIT performance is truly affordable for any system.

" MITerminator

zip cord
•
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Why MITerminators
sound better

high end cob,
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Superior Final Energy Component
In transmitting electrical energy. cables store and release energy. MIT calls the amount
of energy that is stored and released the Final Energy Component. Unfortunately, as

1111111111111111111111111111111111

shown in the plot, the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atyp-
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standing electrical characteristics dramatically improves the overall sound quality. By
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ical high-end cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outemploying the patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times, non-linearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final
Energy Component is amajor factor in the superb sound quality of MITerminators.

Superior Efficiency

. MITerminator 2
1.

MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio
signals' voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain correct phase

high end cable

UV%

relationships, all of the signals' energy transfers to the next component or to the
speaker with 100°h efficiency. Ordinary cables' non-linearities make them much

11H1' ABI'

less efficient at low frequencies than at high frequencies, as the plot shows for "zip
cord" and for an ordinary high-end speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively "bright" treble sound.
As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give
MITerminator cables ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency efficiency and "flattening" the overall curve. This means that MITerminator
cables deliver far more accurate tonality and imaging, with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to
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Superior Imaging
In the accompanying graphics, you can see athree dimensional representation of the sonic image
created by an audio system. The blue, red and yellow areas represent the image size while the
musical note represents the image focus.
In the first room, using ordinary 12 gauge cable, we can see that the image size (the blue ball) is very
small and defocused—the note is blurry and undefined. In the second room, using conventional 'high
end' cable the image has become slightly larger and has moved forward between the speakers, but
still lacks lifelike size and absolute focus (the note is still blurry). In the third room, the system is wired
with MITerminator 2. The superior Final Energy Component and superior Efficiency provided by the
MIT Terminator technot
ogy provides a lifelike,

.
:4111

met

focused, three-dimensional image. Only MIT's
patented
Terminator
technology can achieve
this

level

of

perfor-

mance in your system

Experience the sonic improvements of MITerminators in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer ano-risk home trial program.
Call 916-888-0394 or Fax 916-888-0783 for the location of your nearest authorized MITerminator dealer.

Our components make your components sound their best.'
Music Interface Technologies - MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA
Distributed in Canada by Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965

It came wedged between srofoam, and produced that most wondrous ofeffects — alefi and right
channel. Suddenly yourfavorite songs sounded like music, and not the intercom system on a
WWII submarine. You've come along way in your appreciation ofaudio since then. All the way
to NHT We create some ofthe industrys' most celebrated products, including the Model 2.5.
It features components and ideas from our acclaimed bookshelfspeakers, together with abuilt-in

I

•

subwoofer, producing the clarity and imaging ofthe finest 2-way designs with the dynamic range
ofmuch larger systems. We're able to design
products such as this because, like you, we've
never lost our love for sound.

(N-IT)
WE'RE INSIDE YOUR HEAD.

FO R THE Nfif DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.S.) CALL 1-800- NHT -9993; (CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD., 514-631-6448. NIT WEB

SITE:

http://www.nhthifi.corn
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20, to discuss music reproduction and
recording, and to demonstrate the new
Wilson Cub loudspeakers. Call (415)
861-1044 for details.
On Wednesday, November 13,
Krell's Dan D'Agostino will be at San
Francisco Stereo Design's Berkeley store
(1805 Fourth Street). On December 4,
Robert Harley, aStereophile Consulting
Technical Editor and the author of The
C.omplete Guide to High-End Audio, will
discuss high-end audio and sign copies
of his book. Call (510) 486-1044 for
reservations.
On December 5, Robert Harley will
California: On Tuesday, November 12
at 6:00pm, Ambrosia Audio Er Video visit Ultimate Sound (41 Grant Avenue,
Second Floor, San Francisco), where he
(2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6, in Bel
Air) will host Doug Blackwell of will discuss avariety of topics, from how
to get the best sound from your room to
Transparent Cable. Doug will introthe latest in digital technology Bob will
duce their new Reference XL speaker
cables and interconnects. The evening answer questions and sign copies of his
book, The Complete Guide to High-End
will also feature an A/B demo of cables
Audio. Call (415) 781-6025 for more
with and without networks.
The Bay Area Audiophile Society information.
The Audio Engineering Society pre(BAAS) will sponsor apresentation by
sents its 101st Convention, "Head Out
Mark S. Schifter, President of Audio
on the Highway," at the newly remodAlchemy, at the Randall Museum in
San Francisco (199 Museum Way, off eled Los Angeles Convention Cente
November 8-11. The papers —chosen
Roosevelt), on Saturday, November 2,
by Dr. Marina Bosi, the Italian-born
2:00-5:00pm. Mark will discuss and
demonstrate Audio Alchemy's latest project engineer for Dolby's Digital
products and give previews of what lies Audio Group —cover low-bit-rate encoding, amplifier and loudspeaker deahead for the company. There will be
sign, sound perception and psychoample time for questions and answers,
acoustics, multichannel sound, and
and for networking among attendees.
The seminar is open to the public, but audio for multimedia. Of particular
interest are apaper on lossless audio
seating is limited. For information on
coding for DVD, authored by agroup of
both the seminar and BAAS memberPhilips engineers; another on mastering
ship, contact Jason at (510) 444-4169
at 961cHz by Sonic Solutions' James
(jserinus@out.org), Wilson at (415)
Moorer, and an invited paper by Bob
221-1634 (LEM321@aol.com), or DenAdams of Analog Devices, intriguingly
nis at (415) 381-4228 (bluedeer@a.
called "Unusual Applications of Noisecrl.com).
Shaping Principles." The workshop proJoin factory personnel from Mark
gram includes apresentation on masterLevinson Audio Systems and Proceed on Wednesday, November 6, at ing by famed engineer Bernie Grundman, adiscussion on audio on the World
San Francisco Stereo Er Theater Systems (2201 Market Street) for music Wide Web, and a session chaired by
and conversation. David Wilson of Meridian's Bob Stuart on "HighBandwidth, High-Quality Audio." More
Wilson Audio Specialties will be in
details from the AES at 60 East 42nd
attendance on Wednesday, November

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should Jcix (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, Where, and who at (505) 983632Z at least etklit weeks &five the month of
the event —ie, Ifyou're putting on somethiv
in January 199Z you should get the iennation to Debbie no later than November 1.
Mark the fax cover sheet "Fir the attention of
Debbie Starr — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible
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Street, New York, NY 10165. Tel: (212)
661-8528. Fax: (212) 682-0477. E-mail:
HQ@aes.org.WWW:http://www/
aes. org.
Colorado: On Saturday, November 9
at 6:00pm, Gold Sound (4285 South
Broadway, Englewood) will host aseminar, "Yes, You Can Build Better Home
Theater Speakers," featuring Ron Gold.
Mr. Gold has won aCES design award,
and tells us that he has designed speakers for NASA and Boeing. He will
demonstrate Gold Sound's complete
line of speakers — subwoofers, satellites,
towers, center channels, and surrounds
—all available in kit form. On Saturday,
November 16, Gold Sound will host
Bob Scowcroft, who will lead aseminar
on "The McIntosh Home Theater
Experience" that will feature demonstrations of McIntosh audio, THX, AC3, and multiroom systems. Call (303)
789-5310 for further details.
Cherry Creek Audio (2553 South
Colorado, Denver) will host aMartinLogan seminar featuring Brent Hefley
on Saturday, November 23. Brent will
discuss new Martin-Logan designs,
including the Aerius-i and the ReQuest. Space is limited; call (303) 758HIFI to reserve aseat.
Florida: Sound Components (1533
Madruga Avenue, Coral Gables) will
present a seminar with Transparent
Cable's Doug Blackwell on Monday,
December 9, 6:30pm-7:45pm. Transparent cables will be demonstrated with
and without their networks. Call (305)
665-4299 for reservations.
On December 10, 6:00-7:30pm,
Transparent Cable's Doug Blackwell
will present aseminar at Audio Vision's
new Tampa store (3655 Henderson
Boulevard). There will be an A/B demo
comparing Transparenes cables with
and without their networks, as well as
war stories from Doug's 28 years in
audio. Seating is finite; call (813) 8712989.
29

Georgia: On Sunday, November
17, 2:00-5:30pm, the Atlanta Audio
Society will host Dennis Had and Billy
Wright of Audio Electronics in a
seminar explaining AE's complete system approach to kit and factory-assembled tube preamps, SE power amps,
CD players, cables, and high-sensitivity
dynamic loudspeakers. The event will
be held at the Hellenic Community
Center (2124 Cheshire Bridge Road
NE, Atlanta). For information, call
Chuck Bruce at (404) 876-5659.
On Thursday, December 6, from 7:00
to 830pm, Audio Forests new Atlanta
store (6900 Peachtree Industrial Boulevard) will present aseminar with Doug
Blackwell of Transparent Cable.
There will be an A/B demo comparing
Transparenes cables with and without
their networks. Call (770) 729-0550 for
reservations.
Louisiana: Audio Orleans (2031
Metairie Road, Metairie) has scheduled
aseries of seminars for November. On
Saturday, November 2, 1996, ConradJohnson's Tor Sivertsen will discuss CJ's products and philosophy. On Saturday, November 16, Bill McKiegan of
Krell will discuss ICrell's new FPB

amplifiers and AV products. On Sunday, November 23, Stereophile Consulting Technical Editor Robert Harley
will discuss a variety of topics, from
how to get the best sound from your
room to the latest in digital audio technology. Bob will also answer your questions and sign copies of his book, The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio. Call
Audio Orleans at (504) 831-0050 for
more information.
Massachusetts: On Wednesday, November 20 at 7:00pm, Goodwin's High
End (899 Main Street, Waltham) will
host an evening with Bob Graham of
Graham Engineering, A.J. Conti of
Basis Audio, and Garth Leerer of
Musical Surroundings. All three will
discuss analog playback systems and
related topics. Call (617) 893-9000.
Michigan: Stereo Showcase will present NAD and KEF Home Theater
2000 seminars in their Grand Rapids
and Kalamazoo stores on Friday,
October 30. The new KEF monitor
speakers and the NAD model 118
Digital Surround Sound Preamplifier
will be featured. Call (616) 942-8920
for information.

Montana: Thirsty Ear Hi-Fi (9 East
Main Street, Bozeman) will host Martin-Logan's Gayle Sanders and Brent
Hefley on Friday, October 25 at 7:30pm.
On Friday, November 15, Krell's Dan
D'Agosfino and Wilson Audio Specialties' David Wilson will demonstrate
the latest products from their companies,
starting at 7:30pm. Call (406) 586-8578
for details/reservations.
New Jersey: Audio Connection (615
Bloomfield Avenue, Verona) has scheduled a series of seminars through
December. On Monday, October 28, a
surround system highlighting Rotel
electronics and B&W loudspeakers will
be featured. On Thursday, November 7,
Peter Bohacek of Wadia Digital will
discuss Wadia's approach to digital design, as well as their Model 27 Decoding
Computer. On Thursday, November 14,
Cary Audio's Dennis Had will explain
his design philosophy and will raffle off
a Cary SLA 70 (winner need not be
present). On Thursday, November 21,
Musical Surroundings' Garth Leerer
and Graham Engineering's Bob
Graham will discuss analog playback
and related topics. Bring your favorite
LP. On Wednesday, December 4, Harry
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and Sheila Weisfeld of VP! Industries
will demonstrate their new Aries
turntable and JMW Memorial Tonearm. Bring atreasured LP. Space at these
events is limited; call (201) 239-1799 for
reservations. All of the seminars run
from 5:00 to 9:00pm.
New York: The Gotham Audio Society
will host its third annual Audio Flea
Market on Sunday, November 24, from
2:00 to 600pm, at 202 East 77th Street.
Swap, buy, sell equipment, accessories,
LPs, and CDs. For further information,
call Dave Schwartz at (718) 788-0917.
North Carolina: Audio Advice (6701101 Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh) will
host Dana Carlson of Madrigal and John
McIntosh ofB&W Thursday, November
7, 600-8:00pm, for ademonstration of
the B&W Nautilus loudspeakers driven
by Mark Levinson electronics. RSVP to
(919) 881-2005. On Thursday, December
7, from 700 to 8:30pm, Doug Blackwell
of Transparent Cable will demonstrate
Transparenes cables with and without
their networks.
Ohio: Progressive Audio (1764 North
High Street, Columbus) will host Ken

Kantor and John Johnson of NHT
Loudspeakers on Thursday, November 7. Seating is limited; call (614) 2990565 for times and reservations.
Pennsylvania: Overture, in the Philadelphia/Wilmington area, will feature
Graham Engineering's Bob Graham
and Musical Surroundings' Garth
Leerer in aseminar/demonstration on
Friday, November 22, 5:00-8:00 pm.
Products featured will include Graham's
1.5t/c tonearm, the Basis model 2001
turntable, Benz Micro phono cartridges, Aesthetbc components, Record Research Labs cleaning fluids,
Shakti Audio Innovations, and the
Transfiguration Temper phono cartridge. Door prizes and free samples
will be offered. Call (800) 838-1812.

International: Wes Phillips
&John Atkinson
Portugal's Lisboa AudioShow, scheduled for October 25-27, will feature
more than 50 high-end audio and
home-theater exhibitors. Contact Antonio J. Almeida —Tel: (351) 1474 87
09; Fax: (351) 1475 13 67 — for further
details.

The fourth Singapore International
Audio Video Exhibition (SAVE International), incorporating the sixth High
End Exhibition (HEX), will be held
from October 31 to November 3at the
Raffles City Convention Centre (Westin Stamford) and at Le Meridien hotel.
More than 20,000 enthusiasts and trade
visitors are expected. The exhibitions
are organized by Inkwell Publications
Pte. Ltd. and the publishers of Audio
Video Singapore, the High EndJournal, and
Home Theatre Living. Contact Inkwell
Publications —Tel: (65) 344-3866; Fax:
(65) 344-5880 — for details.
The 1996 Budapest High-End Show
is taking place November 7-10 at the
Hotel Atrium Hyatt, Roosevelt Square
2, Budapest, Hungary 1052. Details
from Magic Sound. Tel/Fax: (36) 88420-502.
And those loudspeaker companies
who sell products into Europe should
note that, under the EEC's safety regulations, it will be illegal to fit speakers
with 4mm or banana sockets from
January 1, 1997. Apparently, the supposed danger of consumers being able
to touch the exposed metal surfaces
when aloudspeaker is hooked up to an
amplifier offering 75Wpc or more —

For 87 years, Denon has pursued one—and only one----goal: the faithful reproduction of the original performance. Whether it be
aconcert or studio performance, ablockbuster film or amusic video, the goal remains unchanged: to reproduce exactly what
the artist or director intended.
This philosophy is present in the full range of Denon Home Theater components, like the cost-no-object AVP-8000 Tuner/
Preamp Processor, the new audiophile Dolby Digital (AC-3) A/V Receivers and the highly affordable
Dolby Pro Logic A/V Receivers.
eat Denon, we remain faithful to the artist and to every one of our customers.

DENON
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TO PLAY AT YOUR HOME THEATER?

SUBSCRIBE FOR ONLY
$19.95!
Subscribe to Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
and EVERY issue of the Guide will
premiere in your living room!
As asubscriber, you receive each new issue of the
Guide hot off the press. News on all the best new
gear, latest technology, hottest video releases.
Why pay the full-admission price when subscribers
pay only the matinee price? Save nearly $2 aticket.
Mail the coupon, or call toll-free between
8am and 4:30 pm Pacific time:

1-800-444-8908
$ 19.95 PRICE GOOD FOR US AND CANADIAN ORDERS ONLY.
O RDERS OUTSIDE THE US AND CANADA ARE US540.
P RE-PAYMENT IS REQUIRED.
FAX CREDIT-CARD ORDERS TO:
(505) 989-8791.
A LLOW 6-8 W EEKS FOR DELIVERY.
MAIL TO : STEREOPHILE GUIDE TO HOME THEATER
P .O . BOX 469022,
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equivalent to anon-life-threatening (in
our opinion) 34V peak voltage—is
more than the Strasbourg bureaucrats
can bear to think about.

US: John Atkinson

George Bischoff has left Melos Audio,
the company he helped found in 1979.
We are told that co-founder Charlie
Gavaris bought out George's share in
the company and that Gavaris and the
other founder, engineer Mark Porzilli,
will be running the company. The availability of Melos products has not been
affected.
Mondial Designs Ltd., the manufacturer of Acurus and Aragon products,
has acquired Enlightened Audio Designs, best known for its digital and
home-theater components. EAD's former main man, John Hagelin, will head
EAD Research, and provide research
and design services to Mondial for
FAD, Aragon, and Acurus.
Though the 1996 launch of DVD has
been delayed, it appears to have had an
effect on sales of 12" laserdisc players.
Although LD player sales have never
been large —287,095 in 1994, 256,970
in 1995 — they plummeted in '96, sales
for the first six months being amere
76,379.

US: Wes Phillips

PSB Speakers has established a Web
page at http://www.psbspeakers.com
Immedia has moved. Their new shipping address is: 2443 Magnolia Street,
Oakland, CA 94607. Tel: (510) 8932573. Fax: (510) 893-2579. In addition
to RPM turntables and tonearms and
Audio Physic speakers, they now distribute Airtangent tonearms, A.R.T.
Graphite products, and Yamamura Systems cable, isolation products, and
squalin oil.
Reference Recordings has assumed
the distribution of AudioQuest Music
recordings. Both Reference Recordings
and AudioQuest Music will be exclusively distributed by Passport Music
Distribution of Denver. The first releases under the new agreement were
scheduled to be in record stores in
October, and will include Mighty Sam
McClain's Sledgehammer Soul and Down
Home Blues and Ronnie Earl's Eye to Eye,
which features Pinetop Perkins, Calvin
"Fuzz" Jones, and Willie "Big Eyes"
Smith — the rhythm section of the legendary Muddy Waters band.
S
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master disc spinning at precisely 33.33
revolutions per minute. The lightweight
wooden arm calls to mind an industrial
crane, aboom microphone stand, and a
hangman's scaffold, and was obviously
inspired by such highly refined radialtracking devices as Eminent Technology's air-bearing tonearm.
It's not clear if Mr. de Marinis was
aware of attempts to combine laser
technology with analog playback —as
in the Finial turntable that died on the
vine many years ago — but he makes
abundantly clear how absurd he thinks
this notion is. The constructed heart of
these pieces — lasers playing old records
— is the launching pad for all his humot
Unfortunately for Mr. de Marinis and
most museum goers, afull appreciation
of his work requires adeep knowledge
of the history of audio technology. The
casual observer may not get the jokes.
In Ich Audi Berlin(er), a green laser
shines through the bottom of abeltdriven glass platter that appears to once
have been part of adisc-mastering rig.
The platter supports asquare plate of
glass on which is etched the image of an
old 78rpm record. The narrowly foUS: Barry Willis
cused green laser penetrates both the
Audiophiles with an interest in art, and
spinning platter and the ghost disc to an
art lovers with an interest in audio, will
optical pickup above, whose output
enjoy the works of Paul de Marinis, curseems to be decoded and fed to apair of
rently on display at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art. De Marinis, a small loudspeakers via some exposed
circuitry.
recipient of a 1996 Society for the
Although A Flaw in the Decor is silent,
Encouragement of Contemporary Art
the other pieces appear to produce
award, works primarily with electronics.
sound through the interaction of laser
The four pieces by de Marinis in the
light on aspinning analog storage mediEllen McKean Gallery on SFMOMA's
fourth floor encompass the history of um. The storage media themselves (the
ceramic cylinder, the glass disc, the
the analog disc, educationally demonblank wax master, an old record) evoke
strate the principles of laser-read optical
the ephemeral nature of music, and Mr.
digital playback systems, and make eloquently hilarious statements about their de Marinis's creations emphasize both
the ultimate impossibility of accurately
mutual incompatibility. His work honors the engineering skills that brought recreating an original acoustic event and
our desperate need to keep on trying to
both systems into being, and simultanedo so. The groaning and moaning
ously spoofs the technical and concepsounds his audio retrieval systems emit
tual limitations against which audio
engineers must continually battle. Digiare like the echoes of residual noise after
the music has faded.
tal confronts analog, and in the process
His most incisive bit of satire is a
de Marinis engenders admiration for his
own considerable skill as engineer and work called Rhondo in Blew àla Cold
Turkey, which incorporates commentary
designer.
on not only the recording and playback
His works are fill of visual, historical,
processes but also on improvisational
and engineering puns. Fragments from
musicians' recurring creative blocks and
Jericho alludes to Thomas Edison's early
work: ared laser reads the grooves on a continuing reliance on recreational
rotating ceramic cylinder that resembles pharmaceuticals. Rhondo is an elaborate
turntable with all its mechanical and
apiece of ancient pottery. In A Flaw in
electronic parts exposed. Looking like a
the Decor, alarge turntable in abeauticross between a recording engineer's
fully finished blond hardwood enclolaboratory device and experimental
sure sports aworking screw-driven linmedical machinery, its platter spins a
ear tracking arm, at the end of which is
12", 78rpm recording of— what else?
ared laser focused on ablank beeswax

Old Colony Sound Lab, the mail-order
company associated with Audio Amateur,
Glass Audio, and Speaker Builder magazines, has afascinating selection of old
audio books available. From classics
such as Mullard Tube Circuits for Audio
Amplifiers, The Williamson Amplifier, the
RCA Receiving Tube Manual, and Radiotrou Designer's Handbook, through the six
anthologies of reprints of 1950s articles
from Audio magazine and its predecessor, Audio Engineering, to modern titles
such as the Groove Tubes Tube Amp
Book and the German Riihretwerstakker (a
lavishly produced and photographed
book of tube amplifiers), Old Colony
offers acornucopia of information for
anyone interested in antique gear and/
or building their own gear. They even
offer J. Gordon Holes Audio Glossary
and Harvey Rosenberg's Search for
Musical Ecstasy! For more information
and a catalog, contact Old Colony
Sound Lab, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: (603) 9246371 (24 hours). Fax: (603) 924-9467.
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"It's been afirst for me to be able to listen to
my own work on equipment that is so true to
—Michael Tilson Thomas
Music Director, San Francisco Symphony
Artistic Director, New World Symphony

4i)

W

ien asked why he had four Parasound high-end audio

systems installed throughout his home, Michael TiIsm Thomas
said it's because his favorite music system has over 100 musicians
and doesn't fit in his living rtx)m.

PARASOUND
geuil Baum. Sired •>kin Francisco. r.A 4l11
;97-71C10 •Eux
W7-0144

—Rhapsody in Blue, while above it a
motorized pivoting arm with a large
syringe affixed to its end moves into
position to "play" the record.
The syringe's needle, however, does
not come into contact with the record's
surface, but serves instead as afocusing
aperture for ared laser within the plunger. The record spins, the arm moves
over it, the laser tracks the record's
grooves. For afew seconds some unintelligible noise comes out of the
machine's loudspeakers, then abruptly
stops as the arm pulls away, off the disc.
A brief pause, and the process starts
again, repeated ad infinitum.
Rhondo's focusing and tracking operations — the "playback" — may be closely watched through amagnifying glass
mounted on the front of the machine.
After witnessing several aborted cycles,
one observer blinked at his companion
and said, "I don't think it's working."
Precisely.
Paul de Marinis's works are part of a
SECA-sponsored exhibit that runs
through January 7, 1997. San Francisco's
Museum of Modern Art is at 151 Third
Street.

US: John Atkinson

In aconversation Ihad recently with
Celestion's head of R&D, Graham
Bank, he hinted that alimiting factor in
current loudspeaker sensitivity is that
they must be operated free from resonances to achieve aneutral balance. By
contrast, aloudspeaker that was operated in a100% resonant mode would play
many, many times louder than aconventional design, the only downside being
that its usable bandwidth would consist
ofjust one or two musical notes!
I was reminded of this comment
when Iread an article in The Economist
of August 24th (pp.64-66), discussing
the use of resonant crystals to produce
ultrasound. Although the bandwidth of
such atransducer is small — afraction of
an octave in the 200kHz region — they
can produce high sound levels for very
little electrical power input.
The twist in the use of such resonators comes in a little-known phenomenon called the "Tartini Effect":
when two such ultrasonic resonators are
operated simultaneously, athird tone is
produced with afrequency equal to the
difference in frequency between the
two fundamentals. Elwood Norris and
his company, American Technology
Corporation of Poway, CA, have filed
patents for away in which the Tartini
Effect is used to produce audible sound.
One transducer produces afixed ultraS
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which broke up in acrimonious fashion
when Flatt and Scruggs formed their
own band in 1948. For a beautifully
remastered and nearly complete summation of this period of Monroe's career
(one that also produced the finest recordings in bluegrass history), the boxed set of
The Essential Bill Monroe and His Bluegrass
Boys (1945-49) (Columbia/Legacy C2K
52478) is without equal.
Somewhere in this pecking order is
Monroe's sense of fashion. In the '40s,
he and the Bluegrass Boys favored a
US: Wes Phillips
mbl of America, the US distributor of natty ensemble of high riding boots, billowy pants, and tailored jackets. Monhigh-end audio speakers, electronics,
roe acquired his most recognizable visuand accessories manufactured by mbl in
Berlin, Germany, seeks the assistance of al trademark in the '70s: atall, at times
the audiophile community in locating a ludicrously so, white straw cowboy hat.
Paired with the bad leisure suits of the
stolen pair of Model 9010 amplifiers.
period, his hats made him the antithesis
The pair disappeared from the 1992
of Nashville glitz, apoint he reinforced
Summer CES in Chicago. Since then,
by not buying a Nashville estate or a
there have been sporadic reports of their
fleet of Detroit dinosaurs.
location. The amps are distinctive, measuring 10" by 21" by 34" and weighing
200 lbs each. Unlike production samples, the demonstration units do not
have serial numbers and the faceplate is
illuminated by red lights, as opposed to
the standard white.
mbl recently received an inquiry
from aCalifornia resident who stated
that he had an opportunity to purchase
apair of mbl 9010s with red lights on
the faceplate. He requested they send
him an owner's manual. mbl of
America hired aprivate investigator to
pursue the lead, but to no avail.
mbl is willing to reward information
leading to the recovery of these compoEternally puzzled by the fact that
nents. However, they point out that,
other artists had hits with his songs
given the retail price of the 9010 —
$19,790 each —purchasing these stolen while his own recorded versions stalled,
products represents ahigh-grade misde- Monroe was nonetheless gracious when
the B side of upstart Elvis Presley's first
meanor and/or felony. mbl of America
hit was arocked-up version of his "Blue
can be contacted at 8730 East Via de la
Moon of Kentucky." While his friends
Luna, #13, Scottsdale, AZ 85258. Tel:
and allies snarled and plotted against this
(602) 991-8001. Fax: (602) 991-9787.
Check out mbl's Web page at www. punk kid who had despoiled Monroe's
music, the object of their admiration
mbl-hifi.com
was busy in the studio cutting aversion
of the tune whose tempo matched
US: Robert Baird
Say the name Bill Monroe — the leg- Elvis's.
Most of all, though, the mention of
endary country musician who died on
September 9at the age of 85 — and a Bill Monroe brings to mind the irrenumber of vivid, at times conflicting placeable one-two punch of his musical
gifts — the loud, driving picking style
images rush to mind.
that turned the mandolin into abonaFirst and foremost is his role as the
fide lead instrument, and his impossibly
chief synthesizer of Celtic fiddle tunes,
high, adenoid-shredding tenor. Even
European dance music, religious hymns,
now, first-time listeners are startled by
guttural hollers, and other unnamed
the stratospheric heights Monroe's voice
forms of Kentucky musical expression
could reach and sustain. While others
into what became known as bluegrass.
may have co-opted his tunes, no one
Next, there's his great mid-'40s band,
ever approached his mastery of the
the one with guitarist/singer Lester
mandolin and the high lonesome wail.
Flatt and banjo wizard Earl Scruggs,

sonic tone at, say, 200kHz, focused on
the listening position with asmall cone.
The other, also set to 200kHz and
focused with acone, is frequency-modulated with an audio signal. As the
201cHz audio bandwidth is very much
smaller than the 200kHz fundamental,
the ultrasonic transducer still operates
within its resonance bandwidth. Where
the beams meet, at the listening position, audio-frequency sound appears.

M ONROE WAS
GRACIOUS WHEN THE
B
SIDE OF UPSTART ELVIS
PRESLEY'S FIRST HIT WAS
A
ROCKED-UP VERSION
OF HIS "BLUE MOON OF
KENTUCKY."
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CELESTIOn

The Sound and the Science

Celestion, always a leader in loudspeaker enclosure technology,
introduces a new standard - Kingston. The enclosure of this
unique loudspeaker is composed of AlphaCrystale, a mineral filled
polymer compound. Using a unique two-step molding process,
AlphaCrystal is formed into aone-piece enclosure that looks, feels,
and performs like ultra-smooth marble. Performance is further
enhanced by its triangular cross section and gently curved panels
that virtually eliminate

internal

standing waves and

external

diffraction. This enclosure, together with its AlphaCrystal base,
form amassive, acoustically inert environment for the drivers.
Such a revolutionary enclosure deserves the finest drivers. The
1.25" tweeter, with its one piece aluminum dome/coil former,
and 6.5" Cobex cone woofer incorporate every technological
refinement developed by Celestion through its 70 year history.
The performance of the Kingston prompted Ken Kessler of Hi-Fi News &
Record Review to say, "... the most impressive and probably the most important
British speaker I've heard in years. It's adelight to behold, and apleasure to use."
Celestion International, Ltd. • Foxhall Road, Ipswich • Suffolk IP3 8IP UK • (1473) 32222
Celestion Industries, Inc. • 89 Doug Brown Way • Holliston, MA 01 746 USA • (508) 429-6706

US: John Atkinson

Sullivan, VP of Marketing, MC'd the
presentation with humor and savoir,while Dr. Junji Torninaga from
R&D provided the technical lowdown.
It's not really asubject to stir the savage
breast, unless you're wearing a limegreen notched short-sleeve shirt and
worship your pocket protector in a
Usenet newsgroup (rec.audio.get-a-life?).
We heard about DVD-R, WriteOnce technology for authoring systems,
information publishing and archival
storage, and DVD-RAM, arewriteable
medium for audio, video recording, and
multimedia development.
The underlying technology concerns
the nature of the disc substrate upon
which the pits are burned — in this case,
an amorphous alloy. In so-called "phase
change systems," the substrate must first
be initialized — le, changed from an
amorphous to acrystalline state — before it can accept data. A high-energy
laser is normally employed to crystallize
(initialize) the entire surface of each disc
— an expensive and time-consuming
procedure.
TDK's patented AVIST (silver-vanadium-indium-antimony-tellurium)
phase-change recording alloy to the rescue! TDK controls the amount of antimony (sounds like a legal term in
California) in the material, requiring
only minimal external laser power in a
quick post-sputtering step to complete
the crystallization process. The underlying technology will change profoundly
the way of recording for years to come.
That said, I'll admit Iglazed over at the
US: Jonathan Scull
Peter r5obbin gives good PR. So when I slide entitled "Fig.1: History of Rereceived an invitation from Dobbin/ cording Materials for Optical Phase
Change Disc — Chalcogenides." But
Bolgla Associates to attend a Press
the disc layering was interesting, and the
Seminar and Breakfast on behalf of blank
dissertation on the Writing Mechanism
media manufacturer TDK at the Rihga
Royal Hotel in midtown New York, I opened my eyes to the microdetail
involved in recording data.
RSVP'd immediately. At 10:00am on the
Issues abound regarding precision in
day in question, awash in weak hotel cofwriting (burning) the substrate to its
fee, Isettled down for the presentation.
molten state and then (quickly) cooling
Iimagine most audiophiles are curiit down. The physical shapes of the
ous about how DVD will shake out.
resultant pits in the land and grooves in
John Marks of John Marks Records
the substrate are critical as they relate to
hopes for four channels of uncombeam intensity and temperature profile,
pressed audio signal at 20-bit resolution
which affect crosstalk and what's called
with perhaps an 88kHz sampling rate.
Delos's John Eargle has speculated on cross-erasing.
As these technical issues were paradwhere along the elevated bien'samplerate curve we'll wind up, his projection ed before us — accompanied by copious
graphology on three monitors (two evibeing something around 22 bits and
dently suffering from glaucoma), plus a
closer to 44.1kHz than 88 or 96. Others,
trusty overhead projector — it occurred
like Gene Pope of PopeMusic, are lookto me that Iwas lucky they hadn't
ing to maximize the current 16-bit
frisked me for subjectivity when I
44.1kHz standard, and damn the slings
walked in. You can get more informaand arrows of outrageous fortune.
tion from TDK's Website at: www.
However this whirling dervish spins,
tdk.com
TDK will be there to support it. Tim

Audio Alchemy has announced upgrades for two of their products, the
DDE v3.0 D/A converter and the
DTI•Pro 32 jitter-reduction unit.
The Analog Recovery Module
(ARM) is an upgrade for the DDE v3.0
digital-to-analog converter. A small
printed circuit board is installed in the
socket currently occupied by the Pacific
Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD filter
chip. (The PMD-100 is plugged into
the ARM.) The ARM performs the
6dB gain reduction for non-HDCD
data sources in the analog domain,
rather than the digital domain, as before.
The board also allows the user to disable
the gain switching entirely if desired.
The ARM upgrade costs $99 and can be
installed by the end user.
The software upgrade for the DTP
Pro 32 — called "Revision-AD" for
"Adaptive Dither" — also costs $99, and
is a result of the research Audio Alchemy performed with their EDRS
mastering system. The new software
shapes the dither noise used to maintain
and/or increase low-level resolution to
give optimal sonic results. The dither is
"adaptive" in nature because it continuously alters its amplitude to be always
slightly below audibility, thus applying
the maximum possible dither energy at
all times. As aresult, Audio Alchemy
claims the 'Pro 32 produces "a more
three-dimensional image, with amore
'real' overall impression."
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Germany: Markus Sauer

It was hard to read this year's Frankfurt
High-End Show. As those who follow
international affairs will know, Germany is in atechnical recession, with
two consecutive quarters of decline in
production. The cost of reunification is
catching up with us big time, and a
Deutsclunark that is still too strong'
doesn't exactly help anation that is historically dependent on export. Our govenunent is reacting by cutting back on
social security, pensions, and whatever
else it will think of next week. The man
in the street is deeply troubled over his
financial prospects, and is accordingly
reluctant to spend money on nonessentials like hi-fi. The rate of savings, asure
indicator of the public's mood, is rising,
even though it still hasn't reached full
recession levels. Overall, this is apretty
gloomy background for the German
audio market.
Yet the Show was positively buoyant,
or at least seemed so (maybe it was a
front put on for business's sake). The
general level of professionalism at this
Show was the highest ever: Practically
no system demonstrated sounded truly
bad, afirst in my experience. The optical presentation was clean and uncluttered; the demonstrations were centered around music that people really
wanted to listen to, instead of audiophile-quality cuts intended to show off
the system's ability to impress with sonic
fireworks; information was given freely
and with much less bullshit than usual.
Companies in adjoining rooms took care
not to play so loud that fellow exhibitors
were drowned out (the seemingly unavoidable exception being home-theater
demos, with the Klipsch room being the
worst offender). In short, the exhibitors
acted like grownups—unheard of in the
High End.
Some of the usual exhibitors were
missing in action, victims of the recession alluded to above, which means the
Show was somewhat smaller than in
years before. Attendance, however, was
about the same as in 1995.
Let's start with what should be the
most important subject in any show
report: software — uh, that is, records.
Jórg Kessler of ARS Audiophile
Record Service announced that, in
1Comparing buying power for consumers, SI should
be worth about 1.90 DM; instead, it is hovering at
about 1.52 DM as Iwrite this.
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Make enough trouble and
people always start talking
Meier Research Lightstar Reference Amplifier
Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19, No.

4)

"Innovative, powerful (350 Wpc) power amplifier
that impressed RD [Robert Deutsch] with its
dynamics and sense of power in reserve, while
sounding impressively neutral."
11611111WX Anew
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Fall 1996
(Vol. 2. No. 3). Robert Deutsch

"It's very modestly priced but doesn't sound like
it...There are two groups of audiophiles to whom
Iparticularly recommend the TFM-35x: those
who are drawn to the tonal qualities of tube
amplifiers but don't want the responsibility
At Carver, we've found that making trouble is usually

of their care and feeding, and those who are

the first step in making real audio progress. For nearly

attracted to the sound of the Carver Lightstar

twenty years we've built audio components around

Reference but deterred by the price.. In the

controversial design concepts in order to break through

right system, it can give the big boys agood

traditional price/performance barriers.

run for their money."

The three amplifiers shown here continue that
tradition. The awesome Lightstar Reference is our most
articulate technical statement ever as well as Carver's
blueprint for the future. The lessons we learned during
its development are now common denominators for
every Carver amplifier design. As aresult, people are
talking about the latest Carver amplifiers in terms usually
reserved for far more expensive models, such as
"innovative," "powerful," and even "magic."
To achieve this level of performance, technology and
value in asingle precision chassis, we design and build

Carver INE06x Multi-channel Amplifier
Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19. No. 4)

"I was expecting competent performance; what
Igot instead was magic,' enthused TJN [Thomas
J. Norton] about the six-channel Carver...
'My favorite current multichannel amp."

these amplifiers in our own factory just outside Seattle,
Washington. Hear the technology that has the experts
talking at your authorized Carver dealer.

1996 Carver Corporafion All fights reserved
THX' Is a regIstered trademark of LucasFIlm. Ltd

MVER

Carver Corporation, P.O. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98046
For authorized dealer locations call (206) 775-1202
http://www.carvercom

cooperation with Joachim Gerhard of soloist, dating from 1978. Iwas given a
promo copy of the latter, which is playAudio Physic, he is launching reissues
ing in the background as Iwrite this; if
of the Telefunken catalog, both on
vinyl (mastered by Jochen Hinsch on a the series maintains the sonic and interpretive standards set by this recording,
Neumann VMS 70) and on Cl). The
we're in for atreat. These are fully comfirst three albums will contain examples
petitive with the Mercurys and RCA
of the three major periods in the history
Living Stereos.
of Telefunken, roughly equivalent to
On the hardware side, let's start with
the 1950s, '60s, and '70s. The first of
things tubular. An unexpected entry these records will be Camille Saintunexpected because it came from a
Saéns's Carnival of the Animals, a1953/55
company previously associated with
production with Franz Andre conductsolid-state amplification - came from
ing the Orchestre Symphonique de la
Symphonic Line. Rolf Gemein surRadiodiffusion Nationale Belge, chosen
prised everybody by introducing atube
for its historic significance as the first
preamp for $3890. 2 I didn't get a
Telefunken production using stereo
chance to listen to it, but the internal
milting to achieve natural perspectives.
construction seemed impeccable, with
The second will be Bach's Brandenburg
ceramic tube sockets and audiophileConcertos 2, 5, and 6 with Nikolaus
quality parts used throughout. Remote
Harnoncourt and the Concentus Musicontrol for the volume is an option, as
ens Wien, a 1964 production from
is MC capability. Symphonic Line
Vienna. Tlw third will be a Bottesini
products are continuously updated,
violin disc. with Ludwig Streicher as

with retrofittable modifications at very
reasonable prices, so this is arange that
holds its value well.
MuSiCa NoVa is ayoung company
that keeps expanding its product lineup.
A recent introduction is a tube FM
tuner called the PAndorA ($1250). The
fully discrete front-end is bought in
from Grundig, a company renowned
for its RF technology, with the additional benefit of full RDS capability, while
the output stage is MuSiCa NoVa's3
own tubed design. 'This tuner offers •
excellent sound at a reasonable price,
German magazines have found. Shown
in prototype form was the ProMetheuS
Cl) player, using aPhilips CDM 12.1
transport and dual DAC 7 converter
2All prices given exclusive of German VAT; speaker
prices per pair.
3 Random upper and lower case spellings. MuSiCa
NoVa's trademark, provide ahigh recognition factor.

1996 FRANKFURT HIGH-END SHOW-ADDRESSES & PHONE NUMBERS

W

here companies mentioned in Markus Sauees
report have US distribution, we have listed the importer's
address and phone number. Otherwise, the information is the European
manufacturer's or distributor's.
AB Lars Lundahl, Tiberiusgatan 7,
S-76150 Sweden. Tel: (46) 176-13930.
Fax: (46) 176-13935.
Acoustics Real, Dadisgasse 12, D89275 Elchingen, Germany. Tel: (49)
731 262661. Fax: (49) 731 263992.
Analog Audio System, Sonnenbergstr. 19, CH-5303 Würenlingen,
Germany. Tel: (49) 56 2811229. Fax:
(49) 56 2812141; available in the US
from The Audio Enthusiast, 4719
Elkridge Drive, Rancho Palos Verdes,
CA 90275-3901.
Audio Engineering Walter Krein,
Budiserstr. 27, CH-5000 Aarau, Germany. Tel: (49) 6423 0474.
Audio True Line by Eitech GmbH,
37308 Pfaffschwende, Germany. Tel:
(49) 36082 4320. Fax: (49) 6082
42028.
Audiodata Elektroalcustik GmbH,
Brabantstr. 73, D-52070 Aachen,
Germany. Tel: (49) 241 512828. Fax:
(49) 241 535366.
•
Audiophile Record Service, OttoErnst-Str. 63, D-22605 Hamburg,
Germany. Tel: (49) 40 825567. Fax:
(49) 40 825897.
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Audio Physic, distributed in the US
by Immedia, 2443 Magnolia Street,
Oakland, CA 94607. Tel: (510) 8932573. Fax: (510) 893-2579.
Audio Sculpture (Matière), distributed in the US by Mango Audio
Labs, 1720 N. Marshfield, Chicago,
IL 60622. Tel: (312) 235-6450. Fax:
(312) 235-5855.
Auditorium 23 Keith Aschenbrenner, Gaberlsberger Str. 23,60389
Frankfurt, Germany. Tel: (49) 69
465202.
Avantgarde by Gassmann Akustik,
CH-2505 Biel, Germany.
Copulare Tonbasenbau Gerhard
Brand', Dorftsr. 10, 94447 PlattlingPankofen, Germany. Tel/Fax: (49)
9931 6490.
Edison, distributed by MarvelHeiss, Prinz-Regent-Strasse 50-60,
D-44795 Bochum, Germany. Tel:
(49) 234 9731510. Fax: (49) 234
9731511.
Experience Electronics, Weststr. 1,
D-89542 Herbrechtingen, Germany.
Tel: (49) 7324 5318. Fax: (49) 07324
2553.
Greenwall Matthias Schneider,
Nikolaiplatz 7, D-72764 Reutlingen,
Germany. Tel/Fax: (49) 7121 321372.
MuSiCa NoVa GmbH, Sulzbacher
Strasse 105, D-90489 Nürnberg,
Germany. Tel: (49) 911 533291. Fax:
(49) 911 533420.

Naim, distributed in the US by
Nairn Audio North America Inc.,
2702 West Touhy Avenue, Chicago,
IL 60645. Tel: (312) 338-6262. Fax:
(312) 338-6202.
Octave Audio, Andreas Hofmann,
Schauinslandstr. 18, D-76307 'Carlsbad, Germany. Tel: (49) 7248 3278.
Fax: (49) 7248 3279.
Pata Acoustics by KID, Via Plinio
6, Milano, Italy.
Restek Electronic Products GmbH,
Richard-Roosen-Stt 15, D-34123 Kassel, Germany. Tel: (49) 561 51586. Fax:
(49) 561 998970.
Simba, distributed by Connect
Audio, Langhecker Weg 26, D65520 Bad Camberg, Germany. Tel:
(49) 6434 5001. Fax: (49) 6434
1667.
Spendo4 distributed in the US by
QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop #108,
Fredericksburg, VA 22406. Tel: (540)
372-3711. Fax: (540) 372-3713.
van den Hul, distributed in the US
by Stanalog Audio Imports, P.O. Box
671, Hagaman, NY 12086. Tel./fax
(518) 843-3070.
Verdier, distributed in the US by
Audio Advancements, P.O. Box 100,
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035. Tel: (201)
633-1151. Fax: (201) 633-0172.
W Vier, Steinstoss I, D-32657
Lemgo, Germany. Tel/Fax: (49) 5261
7442.
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The Meridian
508.20
Taking CD replay
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The Meri
566
A DAC with the
performance
where it counts.
Meridian's twin
Phase-Lock Loop
yields the lowest
jitter while our

balance

to the edge with
a new 20 bit
converter and
precision
re-clocking used
throughout. With
the lowest jitter
and pure Class A
analogue balanced
output the 508
reaches a
performance level
previously unheard.

new 20 bit DAC
gives you a new
benchmark of
clarity and deep
fulfilling bass.

The Meridian 502
A Dual mono preamplifier design. Separating the channels
onto individual boards gives Meridian a level of preamplifier
performance to match our new 20 bit CD sources. With the
highest quality components and Meridian's years of
experience in preamplifier design we are now able to offer

The Meridian 557

you a preamplifier that sonically disappears.

Balanced has never been so
right. With balanced inputs and
a dual mono design this 200W
amplifier is the perfect finish to
our balanced range. A unique
ground balancing system gives

Meridian System
Remote Control and
audiophile balanced

you the highest performance in
bridged mode without
compromising the superb stereo
that Meridian amplifiers excel
at. Bridged into 4 Ohms gives a
massive 1000W.

design from laser to
loudspeaker.
What more could
you ask for?

BCDCDTH ROVED STUART

/MERIDIAN

Meridian America Inc., 3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331
Telephone (404) 344 7111

Fax (404) 346 7111

1
1

The Acoustics Real BSloudspeaker, with
Hexacone drivers.

these amplifiers managed avery convincing soundstage and tonality, with
excellent micro- and macrodynamics.
An acoustic guitar sounded as small and
focused as the real instrument, not
overblown, as on many systems.
Octave is a 15-year-old company
that has slowly but surely been making
aname for itself on the German market.
Their tube designs are conservative in
topology and design, using solid-state
outside of the signal path to stabilize the
operating points of the tubes. Octave
winds its own power and output transformers. Teflon boards are an option on
the two preamps this company offers.
A completely new brand for me was
Audio True Line, which showed a
complete line of single-ended triode
power amps, each specified for adifferent output tube, including the 845,

in prototype form was the ProMetheuS
CD player, using aPhilips CDM 12.1
transport and dual DAC 7 converter
stage, with again atube output stage and
asophisticated power supply. The complete range is available in avariety of
front-panel and button colors, which
means you can specify agold panel with
chrome buttons (ugh), or a visually
striking brushed steel panel with copper
buttons (yeah!).
Audio Sculpture showed an outrageous triode monoblock power amp,
the Ultima. This employs two triodes, a
211 and an 813, in a topology called
The PlatineVerdier turntable was demonstrated
"impulse single ended" (ISE). While
with Naim ARO tonearm and van den Nul MC
Jean-Jacques van Leeuwen was relucTwo cartridge.
tant to disclose the exact nature of his
design, it seems that for normal and 300B, EL12, 2A3, and AD1 — atube
freak's heaven. There are also two tube
continuous power demands the amp
preamps and agorgeous FM tuner with
relies on the output of the 211 alone, the
an external stereo decoder, again with
813 operating only when peak power is
needed. Its appearance, an orgy in gold full RDS capability. The designer is a
Dr. Hans-Joachim von Papen-Senckell,
and gloss black, was controversial, to put
described as aphysicist, jet pilot, and
it mildly, but the sound emanating from
castle owner. If you want to know how
apair of Leedh Nazca speakers, with
this man came by a supply of AD1
the signal coming from an Audio
tubes, one of the most sought-after triSculpture CD transport/DAC combo
odes in the world, he got them in 1942
and preamp, fully justified the setup's
from asubmarine that was to transport
exalted price.
them to Norway. Lucky guy.
Experience is the company behind
Another new single-ended triode
the tube amp of the universally praised
amp came from Verdier. Details were
Sennheiser Orpheus headphones. They
demonstrated their "Classic" series of scarce, but since Monsieur Verdier
makes one of the best turntables in the
tube amplifiers, including atube preamp ($1940) that makes use of an ECL world and is an old hand at tube amps,
this should be an amp to watch out fon
86, asmall-power pentode more usualFrankfurt saw the official premiere of
ly found in old tube radios. In this applithe Lars Lundahl magnetic amplifier I
cation, the tube serves as alow-impeddescribed in the October "Industry
ance output stage in the preamp.
Update." Shown in its finished form with
Experience also showed a35Wpc stereo
a wood/metal enclosure and costing
power amp ($1880) and 120W and
180W monoblocks ($2850 and $4570/ around $2500, this amp was one of the
highlights of the Show. Demonstrated
pair, respectively), as well as asingleended pentode stereo design giving with amodified Pioneer CD player, its
sound was smooth, unfatiguing, and nat13Wpc from a KT88/6550 ($2150).
ural, with good dynamics and tonal shadWith Acoustics Real loudspeakers,
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

ing. As soon as production is in full
swing, I'll try to get my hands on one of
these and tell you more about it.
Regarding solid-state amplifiers, one
of the most interesting designs in
Frankfurt came from Greenwall. The
Small One is a single-ended, singlechannel transistor design delivering
around 5W into 8ohms. Using only a
single transistor in the signal path, it can
be reconfigured as the driving stage for
another amp, forming the Small Two
amp, which still gives only 5W from its
single output transistor, but which has
greater current reserves. The company
also makes arange of high-sensitivity
loudspeakers using horn tweeters, and
showed the prototype of aCD transport
using very sophisticated decoupling
techniques, including amagnetic spring
for the vertical and horizontal planes.
The Walter Krein designs from
Switzerland are touted as the audio
equivalent of Rolex watches. Small but
perfectly formed in aslightly retro-techno way, and with aprice tag of the ifyou-have-to-ask variety, they looked
highly intriguing. Ididn't get to hear a
demo, unfortunately. Each function is
contained in aseparate module.
In the loudspeaker department,
Nairn introduced aspeaker using the
same drivers as the SBL in atotally different and much simpler enclosure.
[Nameless at the Show, we understand that
the loudspeaker is to be called the Credo.—
Ed.] The speaker is made of two boxes,
the upper, smaller one carrying the two
drivers, the lower containing the

Greenwall's range of single-ended solid-state
amplifiers.

crossover and supplying the resonance
chamber for the bass driver. The novelty
of this design is aslit between upper and
lower parts of the enclosure, leading the
importer to describe the design as an
omnidirectional bass-reflex enclosure.
The new speaker will be considerably
less expensive than the SBL, at around
half the price of the established design.
(There will be an even cheaper version of
the new design using avinyl wrap instead
of real wood veneer, asimpler crossover,
and probably aplastic phase plug instead
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Put this on your Liszt
of great recordings!

SONATA
Robert Silverman
in works by
Franz Liszt
Only $15.95

Stereophile's first "20-bit"
piano recording

Engineered by John Atkinson

G

et set for Stereophile's finest piano recording ever—our
first solo piano CD recorded and mixed with 20-bit res-

olution. The dynamic range is breathtaking—capturing
the power of the performance. The resolution is extraordinary—
the sense of Silverman's "palpable presence," the full harmonic
structure and natural decay of the notes.
ii Franz Liszt's Sonata in B-minor is the composer's only fullfledged sonata for piano and, in the words of program annotator
Igor Kipnis, "one of the most remarkable pieces in the 19th-century
repertoire ..."Throughout the four movements, themes are
varied and contrasted in tempo and harmony. The architectural
plan which serves individual movements applies also to the work
as awhole—giving the B-minor Sonata its strong sense of classical
structure.
"I see the piece as awhole," says Silverman. "When I'm starting
to play it, I'm standing on my tiptoes so that 1can see over

Mail to: STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Iwant

copies of the new Silverman Co, Sonata, at $15.95 each.
Shipping and Handling
($3.50 per item U.S. and Canada, $8 per item foreign airmail)

$

the horizon to the end." According to some critics, the piece represents the Faust legend—see if you don't hear suggestions of
Mephistopheles in the later passagework.
The all-Liszt program continues with two versions of La lugubre
gondola ...Vallee d'Obermann ...and concludes with the composer's famous Liebestraum.
"I have tried to capture the bloom, the luminosity, of the original sound, and be true to the tonal qualities of the original," says
John Atkinson. Silverman's instrument is aNew York Steinway,
renowned for its rich midrange—each note exists as aunique
tonal identity as its sound decays. All this is captured in stunning
20-bit resolution!
•We guarantee you'll be captivated by the performance and swept
away by the sound ...or your money back. Total timing on the
disk is agenerous 72:36—nearly an hour and aquarter of music.
The CD is available immediately—order now!

I Check enclosed
Please charge my 0 MC

I VISA

ACCOUNT No.

TOTAL
SIGNATURE

GUARANTEE: If not satisfied, 1can return the disc(s) within 30 days of receipt and
you'll refund all my money, including the shipping.
Payable in U.S. Funds. Make checks payable to STEREOPHILE. Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery.

NAME (Mee Pm°

CITY/STATE/ZIP OR POSTAI. CODE

I AMEX

of the spun-metal version found in the
current bass driver.) The crossover wasn't
finalized yet, Ihope, because either the
tweeter wasn't run in or the tweeter
alignment needs work — this speaker
sounded way too bright, Ifelt.
An interesting experience callie
about in alarger suite Naim had rented
to show off its home-theater system.
This used two Naim DBLs as the main
speakets4 and ably demonstrated what I
hate about Home neater: helicopter
sound effects from the Dustin Hoffman
movie Outbreak had enough subbass
content to cause queasy sensations in
my stomach. And people pay money for
this sensation? Anyway, when we
played some music afterward, all those
present agreed that the sound was
somewhat compressed in the treble. I
would have suspected an overgenerous
tracking weight of the Platine Verdier/Nain ARO/van den Hul turn-

Rolcsan's Attessa CD player has anew exterior
design.

table combo, but Naim's man in
Germany, Andreas Kayser, got out his
screwdriver and loosened the mounting
plates of the DBL:s tweeters. He took
them out and rearranged the cables
leading from the crossover to the tweeters. After screwing the tweeters back in,
we again listened to the same music.
The difference was staggering — the
treble now was beautifully free and
expressive. Apparently, the cables had
pushed against the mounting plates and
thus had defeated the decoupling
afforded by the tweeters' mounting
plates. Iwould never have guessed this
cause. The episode shows that when it
comes to setting up asystem, an intimate knowledge of the components is
indispensable.
With the newfound interest in lowpowered amplifiers, one of the most frequent questions must be, "Yeah, but what
speakers can you drive with them?"
4DBL stands for lkcoupled Box Loudspeaker, hut a
more accurate translation would he Damn Big
Loudspeaker. In the design stage, they apparently were
referred to as the HIS—you can figure that one out.
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Resteles Concret SSC CD transport suspends the
transport mechanism on strings.

Unfortunately, most sensitive loudspeakers have tended to be large and expensive.
A shame, really, because there are quite
good affordable amps around. From Italy
comes the answer to many aprayer in the
form of the Pata Acoustica range.
These fairly conventional-looking speakers are expressly designed to work with
low-power amps, say of 5-20W. The
Model K2 speaker ($1030) employs a
SEAS 7" woofer with apaper cone, a
paper voice-coil former; aphase plug, and
a SEAS dome tweeter, to achieve a
91dB/W/m sensitivity with a true 8
ohm impedance. These were demonstrated with Shindo triodes and with the
magnetic amp described above, and
sounded truly wonderful. They have a
natural voicing and do nothing seriously
wrong, which makes them an ideal start
on the slippery ascension to the rarefied
strata of true high-sensitivity loudspeakers. They also work with solid-state amps.
In the same room, the Auditorium
23 Morgane speakers drew alot of praise.
Designer Keith Aschenbrenner said this
one-off was intended to demonstrate the
capabilities of the historic Siemens drivers
used. In his opinion, modern designers
could learn alot from the study of old
drivers. One of his pet hates is aluminum
or ICapton voice-coil formers; while these
may have ahigh heat resistance and arc
thus able to withstand the assault of modern 500W amplifiers, in sonic ternis
they're aclear step backward, Aschenbrenner maintains.
Spendor introduced acomplete new
range for the budget sector. The range
comprises three models, asmall bookshelf/stand-mounted design, the same
drivers in asmall floorstander, and alarger floorsunder using multiple bass drivers. Both tweeter and woofer are made
by Spendor themselves. The bass driver
is unusual in employing an oval basket
reminiscent of the RCF designs from
Italy. The cone is made from anew plastics material that the marketing side hasn't had time to find asnappy naine for
yet. The manufacturing itself makes use
of direct-injection molding for the cone,
which opens up all kinds of possibilities

in assigning different thicknesses to the
various parts of the diaphragm. Also new
was asmall active studio monitor, the SA
200. This semiprofessional model is
about twice the size of an LS3/5a, and
features extremely tight tolerances for
excellent pair matching.
Thorens, once exclusively known
for turntables, introduced a range of
loudspeakers to join its amplifiers,
which are pretty successful in Germany.
Surprisingly, Thorens reported aresurgence of interest in analog turntables,
orders in 1996 being considerably up
over the year before — the full scheduled production for 1996 has already
been sold out, and they're negotiating
with their suppliers to see if output can
be increased.
Audio Physic proudly premiered a
new version of their third-from-the-top
Avanti speaker. Called the Avanti
this is basically arefinement of the old
model and similar to the Virgo Michael
Fremer loved in his September '95
review. The Avanti II has several newsworthy features, especially the midrange driver, whose cone is made of

Odeon loudspeaker

spun magnesium. This driver is unusual
in that it appears not to have arising top
end, showing only one sharp peak at the
top of its range, and this can be tuned
out with an individually adjusted resonance tuned filter (a technique also used
in the Celestion SL600). The twin bass
drivers, still mounted on opposing sides
of the cabinet so their vibrations will
cancel out, have paper cones. The bass
alignment is tuned to aQ of 0.5, afirst
for Audio Physic, so this model will
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Now the Theta That Brings You the Music
Can Take You to The Movies, Too
We live in atime of Change. Theta has made areputation over
the last nine years for building components that do not become
obsolete. Casablanca is the full realization of this ideal: configured
specifically for your needs now, it can quickly and easily be
reconfigured and upgraded for your future needs.
Casablanca's open architecture allows for choices in capabilities
and quality levels now, for upgrading later, and updating as
industry standards change. Casablanca can be configured as a:
•high performance D to A converter
•high performance analog preamp
•high performance digital preamp
•surround sound processor with Dolby Prologic
•surround sound processor with Dolby 5.1*
•surround sound processor with Dolby AC-3'
•surround sound processor with DTS Coherent Acousticst
•high fidelity video switcher

THETA DIGITAL CORPORATION
Derry lye., Suite R. 1gottra

Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079

The main use of the Avantgarde CD is as
atransport, but it also includes aDAC
section bought in from Arcarn, augmented by adiscrete output section and
an improved power supply.
Restek introduced the Concret SSC
CD transport ($3260). There's an intriguing story behind this transport. Manfred
Diestertich, designer of I.Q loudspeakers
(the company introduced anew active
flagship at the Show), had been playing
around with CD players and transports,
but was not content with the results he
was getting from them. He suspected that
mechanical vibrations from the transport
mechanism itself were one factor in
deciding overall sound. His solution was
to suspend the transport mechanism on
fishing line (hence the name: String
Suspension Concept). He took his modified player to amagazine, which was very
enthusiastic about the result. The Restek
transport is the commercial realization of
the idea and is reported to be the best CD
transport around.
Newsworthy in analog turntables, the
SAC turntable ($5600), designed by
Bernhard Schelp and Walter Fuchs, is
very compact yet achieves ahigh mass
through extensive use of lead — for the
main bearing and tonearm mountings,
for example. The main bearing achieves
azero tolerance by accepting ahigher
amount of friction, something that is
Verdier's stereo single-ended triode amplifier
claimed to be of no consequence as long
W Vier showed an intriguing speak- as the motor is strong enough to keep the
er concept consisting of an open-baffle platter spinning, which it most certainly
subwoofer (an active design called the is. Some historic turntables have achieved
Polar, $5700) and acouple of conven- good results by using abrake on the plattional two-way satellite speakers in a ter to pre-load the motor and keep it
D'Appolito configuration, which can be from "hunting" for the right speed, so
had in either active or passive form. this might be an intriguing design. The
Dipole woofers open up exciting possi- speed stability achieved by the prototype
bilities for room matching, but the was certainly exceptionally good.
The Amazon turntable ($2860)
implications go beyond the scope of a
show report. Iwill try to report further seems to have taken the old Goldmund
on this technology. The company also Studio as its starting point, but improves
showed room-tuning components called upon the older design in anumber of
Acoustic Toys, which may have con- ways. It features an inverted ceramic
tributed to the good sound in this room. bearing, a methacrylate chassis, and
On the digital side of things, Avant- Spectra Dynamic damping elements
garde showed atriangular CD player instead of the normal metal springs.
simply called the Avantgarde CD Designer Hartmutjanszen has found an
($10,000). This is distinguished by using unusual solution to the old problem of a
ringing platter: sandwiched between
16 red and green LEDs to bathe the
rotating CD in asoft glow. The exact record and methacrylate platter is aring
intensity of the light and the color mix of tin wire; this is said to completely
have been the subject of long listening break up standing waves.
AAS Gabriel has taken over German
trials, their being no measurable, but
apparently very audible, differences distribution of the Mozart tonebetween playing aCD with and without arm (originating from Hungary, I
the Las Vegas light show. Designer Fred believe), adesign that takes up some
Gassmann claims that painting the edges ideas from the Well Tempered range of
of the CDs themselves would bring arms. Available in 9" and 12" forms
($2270 and $2560, respectively), these
about much less of asonic improvement.

have tighter-sounding bass than previous models from this manufacturer. The
tweeter is similar to that used in the
Tempo, but with a transmission-line
back chamber and anew ferrofluid said
to have lower hysteresis than the usual
stuff, and with acloth surround. Sensitivity is specified as 91dB, but some 4
or so of those dBs are achieved by an
overall 3ohm loading. Price will be in
the $7000/pair region. The demo made
use of aForsell The Statement amp
bearing the serial number 007 ...
Audiodata launched a new top
model, the Elance. The Audiodata range
is distinguished by very sophisticated
enclosure design, the side walls being
damped by plastic sheets filled with lead
shot for excellent damping. The Elance is
the first time-aligned model from this
manufacturer. High-tech ScanSpeak drivers are used, and the impulse response
Audiodata showed was extremely clean.
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arms are notable for their ability to be
adjusted during play. Like the AAS, the
Edison turntable uses magnetic bearings for the horizontal and vertical
planes. This is the only magneticbearinged turntable that does not go the
high-mass route, the platter being of
dimensions similar to aLinn LP12's.

The Acapella Audio Arts range of speakers

Ifound only one new cartridge at the
Show, avan den Hul design called the
Frog (with agreen anodized body). It
combines the traditional van den Hul
body with some of the innards of the
Grasshopper series and costs about half
the price of the Grasshopper III.
There are two "accessories" I'd like to
mention. One is achip mounted in what
looks like a clothespin, the Simba
Chip. This is intended to be clipped
onto power cables near their entry into
the amp, CD player, or whatever. This
reeks abit of magic — apassive chip
improving the power supply — but
extensive tests in the German press have
found that the device actually works.
The other is the Copulare range of
equipment stands. Expensive, beautifully handcrafted, and available in any
color or configuration you might sensibly wish for, these devices enjoy an
excellent reputation in Germany, with
several magazines using them as areference. The internal construction is fairly
complex and will be adapted to suit the
individual component to be placed on
the sand- or metal shot-filled shelves.
Reporting on a previous Frankfurt
High-End Show, Iremarked that the difficult economic climate was in some
ways beneficial for the German highend industry, shaking it out of its complacency and forcing it to come up with
better and more interesting products.
This impression was certainly vindicated
by this year's Show. Germany is emerging as avery interesting and important
country for the High End.
S
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The
American
Custom
Theatre
Event
200X3
3x200 continuous watts

10OX3
3x/00 contii5uous watts

With no money down, no
interest and no payments for
12 months, you can purchase
Acurus the amplifier rated #1
by Video Magazine.
In addition to Acurus
Electronics you can add
American made speakers
(yes, that does include
Canadian speakers) and
whatever accessories you
need to complete your stereo
or surround sound system.
All with no money down,
no interest and no payments
for 12 months during the
limited time ACT event.'
Acurus is the worlds
most flexible home theater
amplifier system. It allows
you to choose the correct
Acurus two and three channel
amplifier combination to
perfectly drive your speakers.

acurus
BY

MONDIAL

MONDIAL
DESIGNS
LIMITED
20 Livingstone Avenue
Dobbs Ferry. NY 10522
914.693.8008
914.693.7199 Fax
www.mondialdesigns.com
•During the promotional period minimum monthly payments are NOT reported and Finance Charges will accrue II the promotional purchase is pard•in.full within the promotional period. all Finance Charges will be waived
if not all accrued charges will remain in the balance All sales subject to credit approval

For purchases linanced on your GECARN Plan Account subject to credit approval by Monogram Credit Card Bank of Georgia Minimum

monthly payments are NOT required Finance Charges MI be assessed on your purchase during the promotional period bur win lbe credited to your account if the purchase is paid-in-lull within this period In states other than
CO. IA. ME. NC and WI for accounts opened before 12'15P4. the Annual Percentage Rate. APR ts 21 84% but may vary above that rate when Prime Rate is greater than 9.0and for accounts opened on or alter 12(15(94.
the APR is 22 34% but may vary above that rate when the Prime Rate is greater than 8°. In IA ME NC and WI. Finance Charges will be assessed at 18°. APR and in CO Finance Charges will be assessed al 18% or 21 ..
(Depending upon your GACAF Plan terms) The minimum Finance Charge is S 50 ericept in IA. ME NC and WI where there is no minimum Finance Charge -
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SAM TELLIG
usical Fidelity X-10D" it
said on the box. No, this
is not bathtub mildew
remover or laundry detergent. Actually,
it's hard to figure out exactly what it is.
The box is little help. Musical Fidelity
calls the X-10D "the missing link," a
"pure Class A CD-player accessory."
I'll reveal the true identity of X-10D
in amoment. But I'll say straight off that
for those of you with such CD players
as the Marantz CD 63, RadioShack
Optimus CD-3400, etc., this may be the
most cost-effective CD upgrade ever to
come down the pike.
Digital processors?
Nah. Do you want to spend $500 to
$1000 (for starters) on aprocessor, only
to be faced with paying $200 for agood
digital cable to run between your player
and processor? And what else do you
get by separating the two boxes, besides
having to buy cable? You get jitter, that's
what.
I say forget processors. Anthony
Michaelson, Managing Director of the
British Musical Fidelity company, appears to agree —even though he makes
processors. In aphone conversation, Anthony referred to outboard processors as
"commerce" — which Itake to mean he
can sell 'em but you should perhaps not
buy 'em.
According to Anthony, although
there's nothing wrong with the DACs
in many modestly priced players, their
analog output stages are another matter:
cheap op-amps, wimpy power supplies,
and the like. Much of the improvement
in sound that you get with an outboard
DAC may be due to the DACs better
analog output stage.
So why not just buy abetter analog
output stage?
That, essentially, is what the X-10D is
— for about athird of what you'd likely
pay for even abudget outboard DAC.
Cost-effective? You bet!
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

200 ohms or less, but in fact it's about 15
or 20 ohms. What this does is allow a
CD player to operate perfectly. You can
take almost any old CD player, bang an
X-10D on the end of it, and you can't
believe the results you get."
If my own experiences with the
Maranta CD 63SE and the Optirnus
CD-3400 are any indication, Anthony is
right. With the CD63SE in particular,
the X-10D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where the CD63SE itself is weak. There was more
body, more bloom. Dynamics were
vastly improved. There was more there
USI
CAL FIDELITY'S
there.
One caveat: The X-10D is probably
X-IOD MAY BE THE
not for every CD player, and the two
extra sets of RCA connectors, plus the
MOST COST-EFFECTIVE
cabling and everything else that will
now be in the signal path, will probably
CD UPGRADE EVER.
compromise the sound ever so slightly. I
did not hear any great improvement
So... what exactly is this thing that I using the X-10D with my Meridian
508, perhaps because the Meridian
am suggesting — nay, gaging—you to
player has such asuperb (and tubelike)
shell out 200 bucks for?
analog output stage already. Nor would
It's atubed output stage and buffer.
Iuse the X-10D with the YBA 3 CD
The X-10D has two sets of RCA jacks:
input and output (you'll need an extra player, feeling that the X-10D made the
sound ever so slightly less transparent.
set of interconnects). You put the X10D between your CD player and your But with the Maranta CD63SE? Holy
smoke! Talk about transformations!
preamp, active or passive. Or you can
Anthony swears up and down that
put it after your preamp, active or pasthe X-10D does not add distortion or
sive. Or you can put one X-10D before
alter frequency response.' "The figures
the preamp and another one after, if you
like — which would have the effect of we're getting from this thing have never
tubing everything before it goes to your been achieved with tubes before," he
crows. "Distortion is less than 0.01%
power amp.
from 10Hz to 100kHz. Signal/noise
"Voilà!" says Anthony, whose proratio is way better than 90dB. Freducts are all the rage in France. "You
quency response is flat from 10Hz to
have turned your solid-state pream100kHz." I would assume that any
plifier into a tube preamplifier" with
"the ineffable magic of tubes.
"Essentially, the unit is an impedance1Actually, according to afriend who has measured the
matching device," he explains. "It has a X-10D, it does have ldB of gain. This is enough to
make AfB comparisons tricky in that because the
very high input impedance, of about
sound with the Musical Fidelity buffer is slightly loudhalf ameg [500k ohms—Ed.], and quite
er than without, it will be perceived as "better dynamics," "mon: detail," etc.
—JA
alow output impedance — we rate it at

The X-10D thing looks neat — a
long, narrow cylinder supported along
its sides by two rails running the length
of the unit. Anthony tells me that, inhouse, they've nicknamed it "the piglet." Additional products using the same
chassis will be forthcoming, including a
tubed headphone amp, an outboard
phono stage, and a line stage — although whether or not these or other
Musical Fidelity products make it to
these shores remains up in the air.

M
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slight loss of information is because of
the cabling and connectors.
The key with the X-10D is versatility.
Hell, you could use this thing even if
you do have aDAC —put it after the
DAC or after the preamp. Music, especially digital music, almost always
sounds better after it's passed through
bottles. Put it into the tape loop of your
preamp and tube it on the cheap.
Inside, the unit has two 6DJ8s, each
mounted in a tube socket so tube
replacement should be no problem. The
unit is meant to be left on all the time —
which, contrary to what you might
expect, may actually prolong the useful
life of the tubes. (This would not be true
of tube amplifier output tubes, of
course.) If you open the unit to change
tubes, be aware that Musical Fidelity
considers this "tampering"; if they catch
you at it, they'll void your warranty. Oh,
hell, just be careful, and remember that
the top hex screw holds the ground wire
—you'll have to carefully put it back in
place when reassembling. In any event, I
haven't tried messing with the tubes, and
Idon't su 1.4:est you do, either, until it
becomes anecessity
At the risk of being repetitious, the
X-10D is a stunning upgrade for the
Maranta CD63 or CD63SE. The unit
adds richness, dimensionality, and improves dynamics. It takes the sounds of
these players — which, straight out of
the analog outputs, can be alittle thin —
and fleshes it out. It smooths the treble
and adds body to the midrange and bass.
It takes the $500 Maranta CD63SE and
makes it sound more like a $1500$2000 CD player —all for $199.95 from
Audio Advisor.
Quibbles? The metal rails on the bottom of the unit can scratch your table or
other piece of equipment. You should
get some felt or stuff to put under the
unit — or tweak it with four dabs of
Blu-Tack or Fun Talc, whatever they call
it at your local ironmonger's — oops,
hardware shop.
And, as Isuggested, if you have a
more-or-less state-of-the-art CD player,
like the Meridian 508 or YBA CD3, you
may not want to bother with the X-10D.
The unit may take away as much as it
gives, just because of those extra pairs of
connectors and interconnects in the signal path. On the other hand, if you own
something like the Maranta CD63 and
you're reasonably happy with your CD
player, don't give it another thought:
Buy aMusical Fidelity X-10D.

KIMBER SILVER STREAK
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Kimber Silver Streak interconnect

nects along with your X-10D. In fact,
you may want to upgrade all of your
interconnects while you're at it. Over
the last few years, anumber of interconnects have become available at modest
prices — say, $100 to $200 for alm unbalanced pair. So while you can go crazier than ever with super-high-priced
wire, you can also get aheck of alot
more performance for your money in
the budget or midprice categories. XL0,
AudioQuest, and WireWorld, for instance, all offer reasonably priced interconnects with performance that was not
available for the price just afew years
ago.
At heart, though, I'm asilver man.
The interconnects I've liked best have
tended to be silver, and I'm not the only
one. Why do you think JA's reference
loudspeakers are the B&W Silver Signatures? Because each speaker is internally wired with silver — including
the inductors and capacitors in the
crossover — and comes with its own
pair of silver speaker cables.
The single-ended triode crowd is
high on silver, too. Witness the EX version of the Wavelength Cardinals, with
silver internal wiring and silver-wound
transformers. Ditto the Signature version of the Cary 805. Other mainstream manufacturers, such as Audiolab, recognize the virtues of silver interconnects. But, says Chris Jackaman,
sales manager of Audiolab in the UK,
"Don't even think about silver cables
unless you've got lots of money to
spend!"
That's no longer true.

My special silver fave has long been
Kimber KCAG — fairly expensive at
$390 an unbalanced meter pair, but still
very good value for money and not
completely, well, haywire in price.
Now, for less than half that price —
$180/meter pair —Ray Kimber has a
new cable: the Silver Streak. Itried some
short lengths throughout one of my systems and was so impressed that I
replaced my 7m pair of long interconnects with Silver Streak, too. (KCAG
would have been too costly.)
If my aging ears are to be trusted, you
lose very little with Silver Streak compared to KCAG — so little that Irecommend you run with the Streak.
Listening with the Meridian 508, the
Audio Synthesis Passion passive preamp,
and the Jadis SE300Bs, Ithought Iheard
a slight loss in transparency with the
Streak as compared to the KCAG, but
so little as not to be concerned about it.
With more modest equipment — say, a
Maranta CD63SE into aPurest Sound
Systems Model 500 passive preamp (see
later in this column) into aMcCormack
DNA 0.5 — Iheard virtually no loss in
sound quality at all.
What do you gain with Silver Streak
compared to areasonably good pair of
copper cables? 2 Speed, for one thing —
a gain in clarity and quickness. The
music seems to get where it's going
faster. The sound is cleaner, clearer,
quicker, less confused. Ifeel that there's
asubjective gain in dynamics, too.
2It wouldn't be fair to pick on one particular copper
cable. Icompared Silver Sneak to wveral.
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.

To FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE DIABOLICALLY CLEVER DESIGN OF THE LINN 5140 LOUDSPEAKER
AND FOR THE NAME AND LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST LINN DEALER CALL 1-800-LINN HI -FI .
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The downside of silver cable? It's
generally not what Iwould recommend
to soften or sweeten the sound. If you
want to roll off highs, fatten the bass,
warm up the midrange, silver cable is
not for you. On the other hand, if the
equipment you have is already reasonably warm, sweet, and otherwise
endowed with musicality, silver cable
generally won't compromise it, and I
think that's key.
So... is silver cable superior to copper? Iput the question to Ray Kimber.
"Not necessarily. Not all silver interconnects are great. You can make amess
of silver more easily than you can with
copper. But, having said that, silver
offers advantages over copper.
"For one thing, silver is superior to
work with — there's more we can do
with it. This has to do not so much
with conductivity but with how the
metal acts when it's heated and drawn.
Copper wire is always going to have a
cross section that looks like a candy
cane. When you draw the wire
through dies, you will get areas of compaction, which change the core-to-surface density.
"Silver, on the other hand, is almost
like wax. You can have amuch more
uniform core-to-surface density, and
there are ways to manipulate silver so
you have perfect density."
How did Ray get the price down?
Silver Streak is only half silver. In its
unbalanced configuration, the interconnect consists of three braided conductors, each coated with Teflon. Only
the signal-carrying conductor — the
hot, or positive —is silver. The two
returns are copper. In its balanced configuration, Silver Streak consists of two
silver conductors and one copper. A 1m
balanced pair retails for $285.
Kimber Kable interconnects, as you
probably know, are unshielded. Ray sees
a problem with shielding. As he explains, a cable — in this case, an interconnect —acts like an antenna: You
shield it to prevent picking up unwanted noise. But then you have the
problem of what to do with that noise
once you pick it up.
"If you dump the unwanted noise to
ground, that raises the noise of the
ground plane. However, noise and
music are both signal. As soon as you
play music, the shield picks up the
music (signal) from inside the cable and
dumps part of the music to ground,
therefore degrading the signal and
diminishing dynamic range.
"Our premise is to make the cable, as
much as possible, not act like an antenSTEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

Purest Sound Systems Model 500 Dual Mono preamplifier

of Kimber output jacks. These arc wired
with 'Umber AGSS Silver Wire. The
remaining two input jacks are sourced
from Vampire and are connected with
Kimber copper wire.
The Model 500 is simple — the
whole point of apassive preamp —but
beautifully made. The custom-made,
dual-mono Boums volume pots are
precisely calibrated and easy to use.
Tape dubbing — easier to use than to
explain —is abreeze.
"I discovered the Bourns potentiometer when Iworked for NASA and
Ipicked it out of atrashcan," David said.
"I had been using ALPS pots. Itried the
Bourns in aunit Ibuilt for afriend and
we both agreed it sounded superior."
David isn't disparaging the ALPS or
Noble pots —only suggesting that they
might not be optimal for apassive preamp unit
The standard Model 500 uses the
PUREST SOUND SYSTEMS 500
same Boums pots, Kimber copper wire,
DUAL-MONO PREAMP
and Vampire RCA jacks throughout.
"Do you think Ishould change my last
Unfortunately, Ididn't have the two
name?" David Hum once asked me.
units — standard and Silver Edition —to
"H-m-m-m
Idon't know, David.
Change aname like David Hum? For a compare at the same time, but Ithink I
heard again in clarity.
maker of audio gear? No way —let
As with all passive devices, the burthem laugh if they want, but you know
that they can never, ever forget your den of driving your power amp is passed
on to your source component, which
name."
may not necessarily be up to the task,
The Purest Sound Systems Model
500 Dual Mono passive preamp has particularly if you have along interconnect — say, more than a couple of
been a mainstay of "Recommended
meters. Of course, you could, as
Components" for four years now. It's
Anthony Michaelson would say, "bang
available factory-direct; $325 gets you
an X-10D onto the end of it."
the standard edition.3Another 60 bucks
Though Hum has been at this for sevgets you aSilver Edition unit with two
pair of Kimber RCA jacks and one pair eral years now, he still sees himself as a
hobbyist building for his friends. He
doesn't advertise and sells only direct.
3 Purest Sound Systems, 1217 E. 60th Street,
No credit cards —checks only.
Cleveland, OH 44103. Tel./fax: (216) 881-0253.

na. One way we do it is with the braided cable geometry. The other way is to
make the cable so conductive, especially
at higher frequencies, that it cannot
develop any voltage potential along the
length of the cable.
"If you have alength of cable that's
picking up signal — be it music or noise
—the cable is then acting like an antenna and there is voltage along its length.
That means high impedance/resistance
along its length. Reduce the resistance
and you reduce the noise. The whole
idea behind our cable is to make it so that
it doesn't receive or transmit, and to
make it extremely conductive —in other
words, low impedance/resistance."
But what's really new here is not performance but price. Kimber Silver
Streak represents amajor performance
breakthrough for the price.
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If you call — early evenings are best
— tell him Sain sent you. Other models
with more inputs are available. Each is
hand-built to order; if you have special
needs, David might be able to customize something for you.

THEY LAUGHED WHEN THEY
EXAMINED THE RINGMAT

The QR/DNM Design Ringmat 330
MK.II XLR "record support" ($90 from
Music Hall) is an updated version of the
old Ringmat. Now, instead of $75 for a
piece of peer — the manufacturer calls
it "cotton flock" but it looks like paper
to me — with four cork rings stuck to it,
you pay $90.
I saw the Audio Advisor — aka
Wayne Schuunnan —trying to sell these
at HI-FI '96. One potential customer
took the Ringmat out of its sleeve,
looked at it, and laughed. Ididn't stick
around, but Idon't think Wayne made
the sale.
Don't laugh. Listen. That's what I
always say.
All right, laugh you might. The
Ringmat is only 9" in diameter —as if
the manufacturer is saving on paper...
ah, urn, cotton flock. In short, it does
look like you're getting flocked.
"Hey, it shrank!" the would-be customer at HI-FI '96 exclaimed.
"Why," Iasked Roy, "does this thing
cost nearly $100?"
"Profit, profit, profit," Roy sighed (his
usual answer). "I pay alot for it, and
after applying the normal markup, that's
what it sells for." He paused. "It's very
fussy to make. Each one is manufactured by hand."
"I'll bet your daughter Tess could
make these on the kitchen table. Cut
out some paper, stick on some cork."
"She's very good with paper and
cork," said Roy, "but I'm afraid she can't
make Ringmats. Neither can you. Can
you imagine cutting the cork rings to
just the right thickness and width — and
we are talking about wee, small tolerances —and then affixing it to the paper
ah, um, flock at just exactly the
right spots, because the position of the
rings is important, on top and on bottom? Can you imagine how painstaking
and time-consuming it is? Look, why
are you giving me such ahard time?
You use it on your AR turntable and
you were using it even before Ibecame
the importer."
True enough.
For me, this is the only mat that has
mattered on my AR ES-1 turntable. My
friend Lou uses one on his Linn —probably because Igave him my old one —as
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

11/DNM DESIGN'S
RINGMAT

330

MK.II XLR

BRINGS ANALOG REPLAY
CLOSER TO DIGITAL.
does Bob Deutsch. And Iunderstand
that the mat even works well on the normally matless Well Tempered Table.
Be aware, though, that Ringmat may
not be ideal on all 'tables. Itried it on
my Rega Planar 3, with glass platter, and
didn't like the sound: too ... well, glassy.
(The Rega's felt mat measured almost
exactly the same thickness as the standard Ringmat, so VTA should not have
changed.)
What are the changes with the new
mat?
"On top, they made the outer ring
wider and the inner ring shallower,"
Roy explained. "The record sits alittle
lower. On the bottom, they changed the
spacing of the rings, bringing the outer
ring alittle more from the outer rim."
He paused. "I don't know why, but the
bloody thing works."
Since Idid have the new and old versions to compare, Ican tell you that the
new mat is superior to the old. Iheard
greater clarity, focus, sightly tighter bass,
and a deeper, wider soundstage. Dynamics improved, too. Ringmat brings
analog replay closer to digital, which I'm
sure will please my colleague, Mr.
Freiner.
What to do? If you own an AR or a
Linn, buy one — with a money-back
guarantee, of course. For the analog

compulsive, the Ringmat is available in
three different thicknesses. The standard 330mm model is almost exactly e
thick, if you want to compare the thickness of your present mat. Ithink the different thicknesses are abit silly — the
two thinner versions are 200mm and
250mm, respectively — themselves vary
in thickness.
Iraised this point in arecent conversation with co-designer Dennis Morecroft when Ivisited him at Mission in
England. Dennis just smiled, as if the
different thicknesses were someone
else's idea. Go for the standard version.
Roy Hall is smiling as Iwrite. Ijust
took him to this wine shop in Connecticut with one of the largest stocks of
different single-malt Scotch whiskys in
America —most of them selling for 60
bucks abottle or more.
"For each Ringmat you sell, you can
buy one of these bottles of Scotch," Isaid.
Iwon't print Roy's reply.
l

AUDIOPRISM CD BLACKLIGHT

Digital fans can get matted, too.
Not from Ringmat, but from Victor
Tiscareno of AudioPrism,4 who has
designed the CD Blacklight CD mat.
It's available in two versions, both priced
at $39.95. The standard version, with a
12.95mm hole, is for most CD players
or transports. The special version, with a
14.99mm hole, is for Pioneer Stable
Platter players and most portables with
ball-bearing retainers, including the
RadioShack Optimus CD-3400 and the
Meridian 508.
First, aword of caution: This thing is
4 Distributed by AudioPrisin, 1420 NW Gilman,
Suite 2593, Issaquah, WA 98027. Tel: (206) 641-7439.

AudioPrism CD Blacklight
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Introducing the
Evolutionary New THIEL CS6

he exceptional sonic performance of the new CS6 is the result of an evolution in speaker design unlike any
other in the audio industry. It is the culmination of years of painstaking development of alineage of the
Norld's most outstanding loudspeakers through innovative driver design, superior cabinet construction, and
accomplished crossover execution. Experience the CS6 and fall in love with music all over again.
The suggested retail price of the new CS6 is $7,900 per pair.
o

The CS6 Coherent Source. design incorporates several distinctive design features: All drivers are THIEL designed and
built, using THIEL's short gap/long coil, copper stabilized motor systems for extremely low distortion. •Coaxially
mounted tweeter and midrange drivers are used to achieve accurate time performance, regardless of listener position,
improving imaging and transient fidelity. •All drivers use aluminum diaphragms for greater rigidity and more accurate
requency response. •A concrete baffle, thick cabinet walls, and internal bracing reduce unwanted vibration for greater
clarity. •Completely phase coherent crossover system, built with premium components, for extraordinary realism.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
For home music and video sound systems

"

Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

THIEL

Dealer List by State
Palm Audio Video Hunt', ille. AL 205-8305020 •Sounds Like Music Phoenix. AZ 602993-335 I•Audio Excellence San Francisco.
CA 415-433-1335 •Bay Area Audio San Jose.
CA 408-255-0735 •Christopher Hansen 2
Los Angeles. CA 310-826-8286 •dB Audio
Berkelex. CA 510-548-8733 •Digital Ear
Tustin. CA 714-544-7903 •GNP Audio Video
Pasadena. CA 818-577-7767 •Wilson Home
Theater Systems Woodland Hills. CA 818883-28 11 •Soundings Denser. CO 303-7595505 •Take 5Audio New Haven. CT 203-7771750 •Overture Wilmington. DE 302-4786050 •Audio Visions Tampa. FL 813-8712989 •House of Stereo Jacksonville. FL 904642-6677 •Sound Components Coral Gables.
FL 305-665-4299 •the Sound Gallery at Hi
Fi Buys Atlanta. GA 404-261-4434 •Classic
Audio & %.ideo Honolulu. HI 808-732-9625 •
The Good Ear Boise. ID 208-323-8292 •
Audio Consultants Chicago. IL 312-6425950/Evanston. IL 847-864-9565/Hinsdale. IL
708-789-1990/Libenyville. IL 847-362-5594 •
Champagne Audio Champaign. IL 217-355%828 •Sound Productions Carmel. IN 317844-1103 •Audio Labs Des Moines .IA 515288-2216 •Audio Odyssey Iowa City. IA 319338-9505 •Planet Audio Davenport. IA 319344-8833 •Audioport Overland Park. KS 913341-2222 •Bill Hardy's Stereo Shoppe
Lexington. KY 606-272-7278 •Audio Orleans
Metairie. LA 504-831-0050 •The I.istening
Room Pikesville. MD 410-239-2020 •Stereo
Shop Arlington. MA 617-648-4434 •Stereo
Center/Front Row Flint. MI 810-732-2220 •
St. Louis Sound St. Louis. MO 314-993-0002
•Hal's Stereo Trenton. NJ 609-883-6338 •
Steven's Audio Bernardsville. NJ 908-9539750 •Stuart's Audio Westfield. NJ 908-232(1483 •The Candy man Santa Fe. NM 505988-8933 •Audio Visions West Babylon. NY
516-661-3355 •Innovative Audio Brooklyn.
NY 718-596-0888 •The Listening Room
Scarsdale. NY 914-472-4558 •Lyric Hi -Fi
New York. NY 212-439-1900AVhite Plains.
NY 914-949-7500 •The Sound Concept
Rochester. NY 716-442-605(1• Audible
Elegance Cincinnati. OH 513-793-3737
•Hi-Tech Hi-Fi Lyndhurst. OH 216-449-443.4
•Paragon Sound Toledo. OH 419-882-1010 •
Progressise Audio Columbus. OH 614-299(1565 •K-Labs Premium Audio Tulsa. OK
918-665-1113 •Audio Gullet, Pittsburgh. PA
412-521-9500 •Nicholson's Stereo Nashville.
TN 615-327-4312 •Statement Audio
Knoxville. TN 423-693-0084 •Dallas Audio
Concepts Dallas. TX 214-360-9520 •Don's
Hi Fidelity Amarillo .TX 806-353-9625
•The Groove Audio Video Houston. TX 713523-2900 •Hi-Fidelity of Lubbock Lubbock.
TX 806-794-4507 •Audio Design Salt Lake
City. UT 801-486-5511 •Audio Systems
Richmond. VA 804-780-2528 •Gifted
Listener Centreville. VA 703-818-8000 •
Nuts About Hi-Fi Silverdale. WA 206-6981348 •Definitive Audio Seattle. WA 206-5246633/Bellevue. WA 206-746-3188 •HI-Fi
Heaven Green Bay. WI 414-494-8999/
Appleton. WI 414-954-9777 Canada: Audio
Ark Edmonton. AB 403-453-6624 •Sounds of
Music, Calgary. AB 403-265-1393 •Sound
Plus Vancouver. BC 604-873-4571 •Brack
Electronics Toronto. ON 416-366-3636/
Thornhill. ON 416-881-8832
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fragile, and once it gets chewed up by a
transport — if you're careless, it might
happen — you may find it hard to get it
back into shape again. Also, you can
easily melt the mat by doing what
you're supposed to do — hold it up to a
light to "energize" it — for just alittle
too long. And the CD Blacklight won't
work with car CD players. Watch carefully as you return the mat to its jewelbox storage case — you could let the
mat slip and put anasty crease in it. On
the plus side, the mat is washable in a
light solution of soap or dishwashing
detergent.
"Energize" the mat by simply holding
it to alight source (halogen light bulbs
work particularly well) and see it turn a
phosphorescent green. Hey —it's radioactive. Then stick it atop aCD —or under
it, if you use aPioneer Stable Platter—
and load.
Does the thing work?
Unfortunately, yes. Not only that, it
worked in abig way in all players Itried
it with. Isay "unfortunately" because
the CD Blacklight now makes playing
CDs more of apain. But the gain is
worth it.
Ihear again in clarity, overall smoothness — especially treble smoothness —
and an increase in dynamics. Ihear cleane4 crisper transients and just plain more
information off the disc. That includes
spatial information. Bass is improved, too
—it becomes tighter, sounds more
extended. You just have to hear it for
yourself.
Victor describes the CD Blacklight
as "cumulative," meaning you can use
your other favorite tweaks, too, including AudioPrism's own CD Stoplight green pen, which Istill use and
recommend. The mat also works
well in conjunction with the Bedini
Clarifier.
Victor's not too forthcoming about
what the mat is made of—for which I
can't blame him. Obviously, he doesn't
want to get knocked off. But CD
Blacklight is obviously made of some
kind of phosphorescent coated vinyl,
with aconductive carbon latticework.
Victor says the mat lowers the electrostatic potential of the compact disc
itself, thus allowing the laser to read the
disc with less interference. The big
thing, though, is the way the mat optically saturates the CD with phosphorescent green light. Victor claims
this reduces jitter. Maybe Bob Harley
can measure it. Me? I'm with Roy Hall.
I'm not sure Iunderstand how, but the
bloody thing works.
Of all the CD accessories and

tweaks I've tried, this one makes the
most difference. Idon't play a CD
without first painting its edges green
with CD Stoplight. And Idon't play a
CD—not even in my CD-3400 —
without CD Blacklight. Period. Way
recommended!

M ERRY CHRISTMAS!

Ordinarily Idon't get excited about
audiophile recordings, but here's one I
really enjoy, and it will make awonderful gift for both audiophiles and nonaudiophiles alike. The CD is Rejoice! A
String Quartet Christmas (John Marks
Records JMR-12). The quartet features
Arturo Delmoni and Alexander Romanul, violins; Katherine Murdock, viola;
and Nathaniel Rosen, cello. All the
quartet arrangements, save one, are by
Delmoni. Talented guy!
Actually, this disc was issued last
Christmas, but the release was late and
distribution spotty. By the time Icaught
up with Rejoice! last holiday season, it
was too late to tell you about it.
The carols —"Joy to the World,"
"The First Noel," "It Came Upon a
Midnight Clear," etc. — each last from
one to three minutes. Intriguingly, the
arrangements suggest various classical
composers — a hint of Haydn, a
moment of Mendelssohn, abreath of
Brahms. The playing is warm and joyous, and the recording quality — as is
usual with John Marks Records —is
excellent.
If you buy one Christmas record this
year, make it this one. If you can't find it
in stores —Tower, Borders, and Barnes
& Noble all should have it — you can
order direct from the distributor,
Allegro, at (800) 288-2007. The price is
$15.98 plus aflat $4 shipping for up to
four CDs. Order five or more and shipping is free. Buy early. Even with no
publicity and spotty distribution, this
disc was acomplete sell-out last season.
Cheers!
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100W + 100W Stereo (200W Mono),1 x6SL7 + 10 xEL34 Push-Pull Class AB, Ultra Linear,
Transformer Phase Splitting, Cathode Follower Output Stage, 0 Feedback, Toroidal Power
Transformer, High Current Choke Filter, XLR Input (Mono), 20"w x 15"cl x 8.5"h, 65 lbs,
Proudly Made in USA
US$1,780.00
For Product Information and your nearest Golden Tube Audio dealer, call or write to:
Solo Electronics 2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward, CA 94545. Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657 Specifications subject to change without notice.
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'in tired of reading hacks who pre- E;
diet the merging of audio, video,
and computing. You know, the î
integrated "multimedia" living-room '
package — Dad sitting before the theater-sized flat screen doing his taxes,
Mom "surfing" the Internet for recipes,
Junior downloading instructions for
building pipe bombs — that sort of
thing.
It ain't gonna happen, okay? Not when
Dad can have a$1500 PC in the basement home office, not when Mom can
have a$1000 PC in the kitchen (Dad's
always has to be bigger — it's a"Family
Values" clause in the Contract On
America), and Junior can have one in
his bedroom — and everyone can
attend to his or her own business in private. Why would you want to tie the
whole thing together in one place so
Dressed Left Coast style. MF hangs out at RTI's
that everyone but the person hogging
Camarillo facility.
the monitor can get ticked off waiting
Isaid, "You know, that's great, but the
for screen time?
No, the family room is for family problem is, if you hadn't called to tell me
the LP was being released, Iprobably
business, like watching television and
would never have known about it. I
movies. Ihave running water in my
kitchen — does that mean Ishould rig mean, if someone hadn't called and
alerted me to the vinyl of Elvis's All This
up atoilet in the middle of the room?
Useless Beauty, I never would have
Ifeel better now. But how about this?
known about that."
In October, Icomplained to you about
"Wait aminute!" the Warners publihow difficult it was to find out what's
being issued on vinyl in this country. I cist shot back. "That was released on
wrote: "I got Elvis Costello's All This domestic vinyl?"
Need Isay more?
Useless Beauty on domestic vinyl, but you
Or how about this one: Igot acall
wouldn't know it existed from the ads,
today from arecord dealer who shall
not to mention from aperusal of the
remain nameless. He said to me, "Hey,
bins at most stores."
you have Neil Young's Broken Amu ,on
So last week Iget acall from apubvinyl, right?"
licity guy at Warner Bros. telling me
"Yes," Ireplied.
how cool The Tracking Angle's Van Dyke
"Well, where'd you get it?"
Parks cover story was, blah blah blah,
"Carl Baugher got it for me at Lou's
and that Warners was about to release a
in Encinitas. Why?"
new Robyn Hitchcock album on both
"My WEA rep told me it had been
CD and limited-edition LP, and that
canceled and never released."
he'd send me one for review because he
"Then 1must be having an acid flashknows how much Ilike vinyl, and that
back, because Ihave it and I've heard it.
the LP, Mossy Liquor, contains different
It's mastered by Chris Bellman at
material from the Cl), Moss Elixir.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

Bernie Grundman Mastering, it's allanalog mastered from the original twotrack analog master tapes, and it sounds
[expletive deleted] awesome! Gigantic
soundstage, killer cymbal sound. Much
better than the HDCD *CD!"
Igot out the LP and read him the
numbers so he could stick it in the rep's
face. A few minutes later he called
again. "Are you sure it's domestic vinyl?
The guy says it was never released."
At this rate, folks, we can all kiss our
black vinyl butts goodbye.

BOB LUDWIG GETS LATHED

That's one side of this schizophrenic
vinyl revival. The other side is some
recent news from Bob Ludwig. When I
received Carl Baugher's review copy of
Rage Against the Machine's new LP, it
included aBob Ludwig mastering credit. "Impossible," Itold Carl. "Ludwig
doesn't have alathe at Gateway. He set
up adigital mastering facility with no
lathe. They probably just copied the
credits from the CD booklet."
Icalled Ludwig, and guess what? Iwas
wrong. He's got his Neumann VMS 80
lathe with SX-74 cutter head up and running. Not in time to cut the Rage LP (it
was done at Masterdisk), but in time for
Pearl Jam's new double LP. Ludwig was
tired of losing the growing LP-mastering
business, so he's back cutting lacquers.
He also told me that, from what he's seeing, digital recording and/or mixing in
the rock world is "dead." Virtually everything's coming in on two-track analog. In
my vainer moments (most of them), I,
ah, like to think Ihad something to do
with this.

M IKEY DOES CAMARILLO

The way Ifigure it, we were three days
away from not having apremier pressing
facility in the United States. Three days
away from not having 180-gram RTI
pressings. No Classic, no DCC, no
Analogue Productions, no Mosaic, none
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No matter where you are, you're there.
Musical truth.
At once familiar. Yet resonant with expanded meaning.
You sink deeper and deeper into aprivate experience.
You've travelled these chords before, but suddenly
you're hearing them for the very first time. The
speakers fade into the distance as the
soundstage grows.
See your Energy dealer today. And
audition the new Connoisseur series.
Surrender to pure, unadulterated sound.
Your command performance.
Lost in space.

Energy Connoisseur-series speakers

Sound as aperformance art.

6000 per title to about 3500. This is not
necessarily bad news — the fact is, there
are so many titles out there now, everyone can no longer buy everything.
That's good.
What's not good is that not enough
new vinyl enthusiasts are entering the
market to pick up the demand. If we
don't increase the size of the vinyl-buying population, and if those already in
the market don't buy, the future will
not be as pleasingly black as it is today.
Fortunately for MacInnis and RTI, as
the 180-gram business began to taper off,
the indic rock business picked up. Labels
like Touch and Go and Drag City discovered what Sub Pop already knew:
RTI pressed high-quality records. And
make no mistake, these labels care about
quality. There are superb-sounding
records on all of these labels that would
thrill adventurous audiophiles both
musically and sonically.
For awhile there was only one 180gram press operating, but ahuge backlog of orders for the indic market kept
five 120-gram presses running. Today
RTI is back up to three presses running
180-gram, with Analogue Productions,
Classic, King, DCC, and Mosaic all
having records pressed while Iwas visiting. DCCs project was areorder of
the spectacular-sounding two-LP
Raiders of the Lost Ark set. At the same
time, the indic scene is in abit of alull.
In other words, the market is very
volatile — and somewhat fragile.
Still, MacInnis is confident about the
future of vinyl —so much so that RTI is
installing anew external boiler (for heating the vinyl pellets) and anew, roofmounted blower unit. These expensive
investments will allow the presses to
operate in amuch cleaner and air-conditioned environment, and there'll be
room for another press where the old
boiler once stood. Whether RTI will
need another press is really up to you.
During my discussion with MacInnis
we touched on many subjects, including
what JVC did to its premier pressing
facility in Japan, which once did contract work for King "Super Analog,"
Reference, and Mobile Fidelity, among
others. JVC didn't just shut the plant
down, it destroyed all of the presses, even
though many companies — including
Tam Henderson's Reference Recordings
—tried to buy them.
MacInnis, through Henderson, offered to pay JVC to have its pressingplant experts spend afew weeks at RTI
to help them improve their quality. No
go.
"Did you ever hear of a company
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

With the upgraded plating facility
operating, the only link missing at RTI
was a cutting lathe. MacInnis wasn't
about to move in that direction by himself, however, encouraged by Acoustic
Sound's Chad Kassem, he began to
explore the possibilities. Kassem had
been giving his mastering work to Doug
Sax and it was costing him abundle; plus
Sax was busy mastering so many commercial CD projects, Kassem's tapes
ended up sitting on the shelf.
A perfect lathe room already existed
at RTI: acoustically isolated and treated,
it had been used as part of the old tapeduplication service, and had sat empty
for years. When Wilson Audio Specialties decided to get out of the record
business, Dave Wilson offered Kassem
and Machinis his lathe (driven by an
Audio Research tube amp) and associated equipment. They bought it and
went into business together as AcousTech Mastering. (ATM is atotally sepaADDING LINKS TO THE CHAIN rate entity from both RTI and Acoustic
Sounds. When Analogue Productions
While RTI had asmall plating facility,
up until recently, the really top-quality —Kassem's label — uses the facility, it
pays like any other client.)
work was being done at Greg Lee by
The new company hired veteran masthe late, great Ed Tobin. MacInnis
tering engineer Stan Ricker, who, ironiwatched the volume of plating increase
to the point where he felt he was losing cally, had been chief mastering engineer
too much business by not offering a at the old JVC Cutting Center in Los
premier plating facility to go with his Angeles, and later cut for Mobile
Fidelity. The attractiveness of a "onetop-shelf pressings, so he upgraded his
stop" cutting, plating, and mastering
equipment, adding the crucial pre-platfacility has proven to be astrong lure.
ing step necessary for the creation of the
Right out of the box, business has been
high-quality "mothers" and stampers
strong — there's been more outside
required for audiophile vinyl.

willing to destroy its assets when buyers
were available?" Iasked MacInnis.
"No," he replied.
Iasked him why they would do that.
"I don't know, some kind of philosophy
of 'We're done with this, it's not going
to be of any use anymore.'"
Equally frustrating, the guys who
worked in the pressing plants, possessing
all of this key knowledge MacInnis
would like to tip into, and who they
would like to help, seem to be forbidden
by JVC from doing so. Sinister, if you ask
me. To this day, no one outside ofJVC is
privy to JVC's SuperVinyl formula,
arguably the quietest, finest-sounding
vinyl ever made.
It would be no skin offJVC's nose to
give or sell the formula to RTI, along
with the requisite knowledge needed
for handling it in the presses. But no-oo-o-o!!! Guess which company's consumer electronics products Iavoid?

e

From vinyl biscuits to 180gm LPs: RTI's pressing plant hard at work.
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TUBE COMPONENTS
WITHOUT THE TUBES.
The Conrad-Johnson PFR remote-controlled pre-amplifier and
MF2300 amplifier embody the natural musical qualities for which
our tube components are highly prized, yet they don't use tubes.
Combining innovative circuit design with highest quality parts,
Conrad-Johnson has created a line of solid-state electronics that
will deceive your ears with their tube-like musicality and natural
warmth. Whether tube or solid state, all Conrad-Johnson
products share one important quality. They just sound right.

MO,
conrad-johnson

•A
0-230°

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive • Fairfax, VA 22031 •phone: 703-698-8581 • Fax: 703-560-53(10

work (including, in another irony, for
Japanese record companies) than work
for Kassem's own Analogue Productions.
Not that Kassem hasn't been busy
using his new lathe: Since setting up the
facility he's issued Junior Wells's essential Hoodoo Man Blues (Analogue
Productions APB 034), a Stereophik
"R2D4" in its Delmark CD incarnation. It's also the first of AP's "Revival
Series" of $17.98 LPs—an eclectic
bunch of records including Otis Spann's
Good Morning Mr. Blues (AAPR 3016),
and Sonny Boy Williamson's Portrait ofa
Blues Man (APR 3017), culled from the
same session that yielded the legendary
Keep It to Ourselves, originally on Alligator and another R2D4. I'm not going
to run down the entire series here
except to say that it's worth exploring
both for the music and the sound.
During my time at RTI Ialso interviewed Chad Kassem and Stan
Ricker. ICassem's rise to preeminence in
the analog audiophile world is even
more unlikely than Machmis's. It's a
story worth telling and Iplan to do so in
this space soon. As for Ricker, he's alegend. His analog talcs, from the early
days on, will also make for some memorable reading. But since what we've
got here is not abook but amagazine
column, that, too, will have to wait for a
future installment.

COOL TOOLS TWO

Last time, Ibrought some analog aids to
your attention. Here are afew more.

How tight is "tight"? Ever ponder
that question when torquing down a
cartridge in aheadshell? Ihave. Well,
Rega has the answer: areally neat cartridge torque wrench in the form of a
precision-made, round-knurled metal
cylinder abit smaller than a35mm film
canister. Protruding from one end is an
Allen wrench that fits the hardware
supplied with most of today's highquality cartridges.
You stick the end into the screw head
and turn... and turn... and turn until
you think the damn thing's gonna snap
the head off— and suddenly there's a
click as the wrench reaches its preset
maximum. Four clicks and you're there
— probably much tighter than you
would have suspected it would be safe
to be. But it is.
Rega's torque wrench costs $125.
Not for everyone, but certainly for serious analog addicts and professional
installers. (Imported by Lauerman
Audio Imports, 108 Jackson Ave.,
Knoxville, TN 37915. Tel: (423) 5216464. Fax: (423) 521-9494.)
The old standby record-cleaning
brush — the Hunt EDA, a carbonfiber/felt-pad combo imported by Roy
Hall of Music Hall —has anew challenger: the CA 2+2 record brush.
(Imported by Pro Audio Ltd., 111 South
Drive, Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (847)
526-1660.) The 2+2 uses two sets each
of two types of brushes —carbon fiber
and "aromatic polyamide" — cut in two
lengths of bristle. Hence the naine. (I

don't know why they call the stuff "aromatic polyamide": Iput it up to my hooter and didn't smell athing. [The world of
oeanic chemistry— the chemistry of carbon
compounds—is divided into "aromatic" and
"alipltatic" compounds, those with and without
benzene riles, respectively—Ed].)
One set of bristles is on the flip side of
the insert. To access them, slide the brush
assembly out of the holder, turn it upside
down, and reinsert it in the holder. The
second set of bristles is shorter, which
makes them somewhat stiffer, and thus
more effective on dustier records.
Iknow the founder of this publication does not like record-cleaning
brushes, but Ibeg to differ. No, these
devices should never be used as cleaning
devices. The only way to clean arecord
thoroughly is with avacuum-operated
cleaning machine — an essential tool in
the war against analog dirt. If you try
using a carbon- or "aromatic"-fiber
brush or Discwasher to clean arecord,
you'll only smear the filth around while
contaminating your cleaning device. In
fact, if you use avacuum machine on a
really dirty record without first using
cotton wads and an Orbitrac to remove
the real filth and grime, you'll do the
sanie thing.
But when used in aconscientiously
applied program of regular vinyl hygiene, these brushes do serve apurpose:
they're very useful for manicuring loose,
dry dust from already cleaned records. I
recommend giving even the cleanest
record in your collection a once-over
with either the Hunt or the 2+2 before
play. Believe me, while you were playing
your pristine LP that last time, the three
Ds — dust, dandruff, and detritus —
were falling on it. Just don't press down
on the brush as you rotate the record —
let the brushes, not pressure, do the
work.

FINALLY, SOME

Chad Kassern of Acoustic Sounds and Analogue Productions with RTI's Don Maclnnis.
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REAL TROUBLE
One of the neat things about having a
monthly column is that you can write
about things not deserving of a full
review but worthy of mention. One
such thing is the unmentionable "magic
clock" I'm sure you've heard of and dismissed —unless you have one.
Laugh all you want. I'll laugh with you
because the concept is laughable and the
product is ho-ho-ho —until you plug it
in. I'm not the only person who swears
he hears the benefits: A few manufacturers feel likewise, including averywell-known and well-respected electronics designer who at one point considered —in fact, did ship his products to
the Coherent Systems Corporation (in63
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is recorded

through a microphone

which converts sound energy into an electrical signal. The
Von Schweikert Research VR-4 loudspeaker is a technological
breakthrough which perlOrms as an acoustic inversion of amicrophone -reproducing the entire 360 degree soundfield captured
at the microphone.
The result -the VR-4 achieves virtual reality in the reproduction
of a live musical event.
This acoustic inversion is attained through a revolutionary
new circuit technology - the global axis integration
network (GAIN). The GAIN circuit harmonically blends
signals at frequency points outside of your cars most sensitive
regions. This technology does not allow the drivers to
be identified as the source of the signal. In addition, all five
drivers have been modified and/or designed to have similar
tonal

characteristics

at

their

overlap

points.

This

allows

the VR-4 to sound like a single element speaker, flawlessly
integrating the five drivers to reproduce all ten octaves in
a smooth power response that extends 360 degrees around
the speaker.
This one-way blending design of the VR-4 circuitry is the inverse
of that of the recording microphone -resulting in wide, even
dispersion and more coherency and accuracy than many other
loudspeakers at several times its price.
Visit Von Schweikert Research at www.VonSchweikert.com
or phone 315-779-8748 for the dealer nearest you or for more
information on the revolutionary new VR-4 loudspeaker, including
review reprints and the technical white paper.
"Von .tichweikeres achievement in the VR-4... places it in that rare category of speaker design that Iwould term significant. This is an accomplishment that establishes a new level if performance and expectation for
speakers anywhere near its price point."
David Robinson, Editor, Positive Feedback, Vol.6, No.4
VR-4 suggested retail $34 ;o per pair.
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ventor, discoverer, whatever, of whatever
it is) for "processing."
Ditto aline-conditioner manufacturer
who flew to California to try to learn the
"secret" of the process and arrange to
become the manufacturer and distributor of the product. Rebuffed, he began
doing his own thing in this area of arcane
electricity.
So what are we talking about here?
The product is the Elec-traclear EAU-1

1

—/AUGH ALL YOU WANT

AT THE MAGICAL CLOCK.
I'LL LAUGH WITH YOU
BECAUSE THE CONCEPT
IS LAUGHABLE —UNTIL
YOU PLUG IT IN.
—a small black box you plug into the
wall, in the sanie set of sockets as your
stereo system. (Though I'm not suggesting that the products are at all similar in design, there is aprecedent for this
in MI'T's Z Stabilizer, designed by
Richard Marsh — no mystic he.)
Claims made for plugging in the
EAU-1 include: "increased timbral clarity, higher resolution and cleaner sound,
added depth, presence, and fullness,
greater definition and distinction, reduced harshness, neutralized AC interference, reduced signal indecision,
greater involvement."
Ihear everything claimed when I
switch the damned thing on, but don't
ask me what "reduced signal indecision"
means.
Ilove this: you are warned "DO NOT
OPEN: RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK" on
the back of the box, but the company
surely knows that everyone wi// open
the box: When you do, asticker inside
reads: "This simple circuitry provides a
vehicle for Coherence Technology. This
invisible coherent, conductive electromagnetic field effect technology neutralizes electron 'noise' or interference and
the harmful effects of electromagnetic
radiation."
Don't ask me what that means either,
or how it does what it claims to do, or
why you should have to pay $400 for a
box, acircuit board containing afew
parts and one IC that doesn't even look
like it's in the circuit, an IEC AC jack,
an on/off switch, and aneon light. But
then, "value" has never been aparticular hallmark of audiophile equipment
STEKEOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

— especially accessories.
The claims made for this product in
the accompanying literature are surpassed only by what's in the brochure
from Joly speakers (see September '96,
p.89). Among other things, they claim
that their speakers will make your hair
grow better.
An excerpt from the Coherent
Systems Corporation literature: "When
the inaudible noise or interference is
eliminated, you will notice the absence
of the inherent stress and fatigue in
electronic sound and images. Music and
video feel more alive....
"Each of our bodies metabolizes our
entire environment [in] 1/1000th of a
second. When the electromagnetic
fields in your environment contain stress
and chaos, your physiology must process
these harmful qualities. If the fields resonate with coherence and consonance,
then your physiology processes these
beneficial qualities."
Clear enough, but how does it work?
According to another part of the
brochure, "The Electraclear features an
advanced superconductive electromotive,
coherent technology, UT Code'',
which utilizes complex principles of resonance to change the quality of electromagnetic fields surrounding all the
equipment [to] assume apositive or bal-

anced vortical energy flow." It goes on
from there.
Idon't know anything about the
mumbo jumbo in the literature. Nor
can Imake sense of the graphs and
charts that accompanied the unit
(though that could be my problem). But
based on these supporting documents,
the whole thing sounds like alot of
horsehockey to me.
What Ido know is that Iwas able to
sit in my listening position with the
thing plugged into the wall and on my
lap. Icould switch it on and off while
listening to music. No, it wasn't "double
blind" A/B/X, but Iswear Iheard less
texture, more bloom — all of the things
claimed in the literature. Ifelt more
relaxed, as did the musical presentation.
Can Ilive without the EAU-1? Yeah.
Will I? Yeah. Is something going on
here, or is it the sort of difference gold
and silver faceplates make to the sound
of apreamp? Idon't know. If you order
an EAU-1 from Coherence Music
Systems (943 Euclid St., Suite A, Santa
Monica, CA 90403. Tel: (310) 3944488), you can try it out for two weeks
and, if you hear nothing, return it for
your money back. What have you got
to lose except the time and energy it
will take you to listen, then write and
tell me if you hear what Ihear?
S
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Aunt Bertha's
Fruitcake Surprise
1 c.
1 c.
1 c.

candied pineapple
whole walnuts
chopped pecans

2-1/2 cups

siettmhe
HIGH-PERfORMANG SPEAKER
Aerial's

10T,

Audio Pastry's DVOreilo,

RECOMMENDED
COMPONENTS

flour

3 eggs
1 c. sugar
1/2

c.

dark corn syrup

1/4

c.

water

A Tower ok;
Look to
INC lop

1 stick of butter
1 T. vanilla
Melt butter, mix in all
ingredients. Bake at
350'
for 1-1/2 hours.

THE
1996 WCES .
FULL REPORT

MICHAEL FREK1ER ON
PHONO CARTRIDGES

RICK ROSEN
VISITS
PHIIIP GLASS

ROBERT HARLEY ON
PARASOUND DIGITAL

Aunt Bertha's
Recommended
Components

Aunt Bertha's recommended components
make a pretty sound fruitcake—so sound in
fact that you could build a house with
multiple batches. But no matter how sound
the fruitcake, your friends still can't listen to
it. If it's good sound your friends want, give
them Stereophile.

Our
Recommended
Components

Act now and you can send two Stereophile
subscriptions for the price of one. Just $35
for both subscriptions. Add more gifts if you
like—including your own subscription or
renewal when you make it part of your gift
order! Each additional gift is just $17.50.
Order now and we'll bill you later.

Give 2 subscriptions for the price of 1
Mail the card or call our gift hotline today! 1-800-444-8908

Nine out of ten audiophiles prefer it to fruitcake.
Additional gifts are just $17.50 each. Special 2-foul offer good only in the U.S. and Canada. (Canadian residents please pay in U.S. dollars and odd 7% GST to
your total.) One year of Stereophile is $83.40 at the cover price. Gift subscriptions start with the January issue. We'll send you aspecial holiday gift card to personally
announce each gift. If your gift order reaches us after December I, we'll send acord directly to each recipient in your name. Offer expires 12/31/96.
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PHILLIPS

ruing rrring! Brrring ming! As I tionships to our cars by changing the
watched, afax dribbled out of distance of our listening position from
them, and by the toe-in of the speakers
my machine:
relative to our ears. In atypical vehicle,
such as the Great White Rhino — or a
Dear Wes:
Ihave discovered arather interesting piece of stock new car — the tweeter and midrange/midbass drivers get placed in the
12-volt equipment which will help the GWR
image and stage better. The Precision Power front doors, while the woofers or subwoofers are relegated to the rear deck or
PSC-221 ($399) works in the phase domain...
compensating for path-length erences. Not cargo compartment. The distance from
the left and right speakers to the listener's
only that, but it does it in the analog domain.
ears is not equal —not by awide margin
You should check it out.
—which creates significant phase probSincerely,
lems, resulting in nonexistent center-fill
Nick WingatJr.
and ahazy sense of image. This is exacerbated by the distance between the
Ihad met Nick at the IASCA finals
last year, where he was demonstrating woofer and the rnidbass driver —which
creates additional phase shift.
Dale Fontenoes unbelievably refined car
stereo — one of the systems that convinced me that the High End and the
best 12V systems were philosophically
compatible. He figured it was high time
WAS GETTING
Stereophik found out just how serious
— ITHOUGHT —
the best auto sound was, and he did his
best to make me feel at home during
A REASONABLY SOLID
the finals.
So when Nick told me the PSC-221
IMAGE. WHEN I STOPPED
was worth checking out, Ididn't hesitate to call Precision Power.' Sean GibKIDDING MYSELF, IT
bons, the Marketing Director, was also
pumped about the 221. "That's a fun
WASN'T ALL THAT GOOD.
piece! You're going to love it!" he
enthused. "If only you home guys knew
One cure for this is to mount the driabout some of the stuff we play with,
vers in severely angled kick-panel
you'd go nuts —stuff like 1
/
3-octave, 31speaker pods mounted low on the
band graphic and 10-band parametric
doors. By placing the near speaker
EQs, speakers with carbon fiber, Nomex
honeycomb diaphragms, active speaker much farther away from the listener's
ear, this effectively balances the different
systems ..." Ido enjoy meeting aman
path lengths. However, not every car
who loves his job.
In ahome system, the speakers tend (the Rhino, for one) can accommodate
kick-panel placement, besides, they're
to be equidistant from the listening spot,
expensive, and require acertain amount
not to mention symmetrically placed
of vehicular modification. What's adriaway from the room boundaries. We
can fine-tune a speaker's phase rea- ver with aleased car (or an aging classic)
to do?
The PSC-221 Phase Shift Control is
14829 South 38th Street. Phoenix, AZ 85040-2964.
designed to compensate for the lessTel: (800) 62-POWER. Fax: (602) 414-3502

I

•

than-ideal speaker placement imposed
by the automotive environment. It controls the phase relationship between the
left and right channels. It's housed in a
simple box with two rotary control
knobs, which provide phase-shift adjustment for each channel. At either end are
apair of RCA jacks (input and output).
Next to the inputs are four push-in
selectors: one pair shifts phase 180% the
other bypasses the phase shift entirely,
allowing for easy comparison between
unadjusted and corrected settings. Why
the 180° shift control and the rotary
knob, you ask? Because, used together
they can correct really drastic phase imbalances in asimpler, easier way than
could a single rotary knob offering a
wider range of operation.
The PSC-221 should be placed in the
circuit after the crossover and upstream
from the power amp controlling the
midrange or tweeters/mids. It's aunitygain device optimized for the midbass
region (80Hz and above), but it seemed
to have the greatest effect — in the
Rhino, at least — between 400 and
600Hz.
According to Dave Gumienny of Precision Power's Technical Services Department, "the signal is delayed agiven
amount determined by the position of
either control, so rotating the knobs
changes the arrival times relative to your
listening position."

TI
PPI N' IN

Installing the PSC-221 was astraightforward matter. It was placed adjacent
to the McIntosh power amp, keeping
the interconnect runs as short as possible. Power connection is simple —and
made even easier via aquick connect/
disconnect barrier strip module.
Before Imade any adjustments to the
system, Idrove around for afew days
listening to its imaging. Iwas getting —
Ithought —a reasonably solid image,
67
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although one that was low (relative to
my ears) and rather to my right. Actually, when Istopped kidding myself, it
wasn't all that good. Iwas getting asolid, exciting sound, but nothing that
compared to my home rig — especially
with imaging champs like the Audio
Research LS22 and VT130SE (see reviews elsewhere in this issue).
Adjusting the relative phase is asimple operation, but tuning my system
was not as easy as I'd envisioned. If you
think about it, you'll see why: The 221
gives you such abroad range of control
that it can take awhile to zero in on the
proper area. At least, that's how it went
with me. Of course, the logical thing to
have done was to rig atemporary set of
long power and signal cables, so that I
could play with adjustment from my listening/driving seat — but that would
have made far too much sense. As it
was, every time Imade an adjustment I
had to get out of the car, walk around to
the rear, and raise the false floor under
which I'd mounted the Precision Power
unit. Only then could Itwist the knobs.
My other problem was that Ithought
that the phase changes required would
be rather minor. As it turned out, Ihad
to set the two controls about 135° apart
before the sound finally clicked into
place. Isuspected that Iwas getting
somewhere when TJN, catching aride
back from the Albuquerque airport after
the CEDIA convention, commented,
"Hey, that sort of sounds like astereo
image." He was right —it sort of did.
Ipersevered and finally got things
dialed in to where Inow hesitate to

tweak anything further. In the final
stages, Iused Holly Cole's Blame It On
My Youth (Manhattan 97349 2) as my reference. It's atrio recording that places
Ms. Cole in the center of the stage, and it
made matters alot simpler than the other
discs I'd employed. When Ifinally got
her voice right under my rearview mirror and just above the dash, Istopped.
I'd been concentrating so much on centering asingle voice that Iwas startled
when Iplayed Jolm Hiatt's Walk On (Capitol 33416 2) —the band was spread out
from one windshield post to the other,
and the image sounded solid enough to
crack an egg on. The Delevantes' Long
About That Time (Rounder 9041), which
has just about lived in my changer since I
bought ir, was like anew disc. Playing it
reminded me of the first time Iheard a
real high-end system (original Quads,
tubes — the record was Bowie's Herne).
Suddenly the group consisted of people
standing in different places, playing instruments that occupied space, and existing, if
not in the same world as myself, then in
one just as substantial.
Idon't care how much Ihear this effect, Ifind it hard to be blasé about it.
Paul Hales and Scott Brooks came by my
pad last week to set up their Hales Design Group Concept Five speakers, and,
as is typical with these get-togethers, we
forgot about being audio gecks after a
few hours and just starting playing cool
tunes for one other. That system was
really happening, especially in the solidity-of-image department, and as Isat
there listening to the Shawn Colvin cut
Scott was playing, Igot excited: "It's as if

she were really there!" Which, if Irecall
correctly, was what Isaid the first time I
heard a high-end system — and hundreds of thousands of times in the 20odd years since. Idon't want to give up
that sense of magic just because Ihave
to drive somewhere. Thanks to the
Precision Power Phase Shift Controller,
Idon't have to.
But the large print giveth and the
small print taketh away: There's abasic
problem with tying everything to phase
adjustment, and that's that there are no
standards for recording. Record producers employ everything from singlepoint miking techniques to using 64
tracks recorded in seventy-eleven locations — no single setting will correct uniformly for them all. There just ain't no
way around it: Confused, crappysounding recordings will always sound
confused and crappy. Superb-sounding
discs, such as (ahend)Festival (Stereophile
STPH007-2) only improve, however.
(Of course, we went to considerable
pains to keep things in their proper relationship on that disc.) Once Igot the
PSC-221 set, however, Ifound relatively few discs that went all wobbly on me
— perhaps that says something about
my sonic preferences in general.
Another benefit was the integration
of the low bass to the midbass. When
the image solidified, everything gained
more heft and coherence. As Martin
Colloms has pointed out, slam relates to
the rhythmic integrity of reproduction,
but it comes directly out of tonal integration. You can't get the rhythm right
while sacrificing timbre. They're related.
What can Itell you? The Precision
Power PSC-221 Phase Switch Control
acted pretty much as advertised. It solidified the Rhino's stereo image and even
raised it abit—although Ithink I'm
going to have to raise my tweeters if I
really want aheads-up soundstage (image height appears to be tied to frequencies at about 4kHz and up). And it
was fun to play around with, just as Sean
Gibbons promised. There are units that
operate in the digital domain that can
produce the same effect, but they're generally part of complete and expensive
systems. For those leasing their cars —or
who are otherwise unwilling to make
structural changes—the PSC-221 offers
the simplest way to compensate for lessthan-ideal speaker location. It's awinner.

POSTSCRIPT - TURN
THE RADIO ON

Precison Power's PSC-22I
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When Ifinished writing this review late
last night, Iwas feeling kind of down —
deadlines are upon us, we're all working
69
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feverishly, I'm fighting off the bronchial
infection that has ripped apath through
the staff, and the weather has turned —
Isaw snow on the Sangre de Cristos
yesterday. Blah. Bleaghh.
So Iwent for aride. 'The Delevantes
were on the box again and Ithought I
might change the disc after one more
song. Maybe the next. Or the next. Or
the one after that. Man, they sounded
good!
know howl hate driving when it's.
light /Hey, little girl let's go driving tonight..."
After along, hot summer, the nip in
the air is actually kind of invigorating.
And the change of the light to its new
honey glow is worth celebrating, after
the sere intensity of August. My lights
were gleaming back off the wet pavement and Icould see the stars, stark
against their deep black pillow, through
tears in the clouds. When Ithought
about it, Iwasn't really tired —nothing
wrong with me that some good music
and alittle drive-time couldn't cure.
As Icame around the corner and saw
the street Ilive on, Ikept going. Maybe
after the next disc, Steve Earle's IFeel
AInght (Warner Bros. 46201-2). Maybe.
I everythiue you want or need
limn- darkest frar, your-Prides( dream
Iask you questions, tell pin lies
Criticize and sympathize
Be care/id what you wishfiu'friend
Because I've bear to hell
and now flu, back again.
HAH! Yeah, Ifeel alright — Ifeel
alright tonight.

ROAD-TRIP ALERT!

Italked to Nick Wingate today, checking
in on how he'd come along with his
PSC-221. "I've got it adjusted to where I
don't dare touch it," he said. Iunderstand, man. Nick had some exciting
news concerning IASCA's 1996 finals in
Greenville, South Carolina. He and felow Sound-Off competitor Mark Eldridge had the brilliant idea of establishing ahigh-end reference system that the
judges and competitors could refer to
during the trials. The system will consist
of Krell Reference electronics, Straight
Wire Virtuoso cables, and apair of Thiel
CS-7s. Bravo! While Iimagine more
IASCA competitors have experience
with home high-end products than
home audiophiles have with first-rate
mobile sound, this is afantastic opportunity to expose people to real high-end
hi-fi sound.
I'm driving to IASCA in Dynaudio's
show-car, so I'll report on the road-trip,
the car, and the finals in the next "Car
Tunes."
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

Naturally,
this is the greener side...
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hink about this: of ane components in your Istern, cables are
the only ones that can be designed to he completely neutral.

Every other component, by its very nature, must alter the signal. Cables should simply
move the signal from place to place with no additions, colorations or distortions.
So why isn't anyone else designing them that way?
The answer is that no one else has TARA Labs' exclusive Rectangular Solid CoreTm
technology RSC cables are designed to have the lowest electrical specs on the market.
That means an open bandwidth, extended frequency response and superior frequency
linearity.* Better than any stranded, round, or milled "ribbon-type" conductors.
So what you hear with RSC cables is 100% pure music. Unfiltered. Clear. Natural.
That's why RSC has been afavorite of the most respected audio reviewers since its
introduction.
You'll find the full range of RSC cables at aselect group of authorized retailers.
Call TARA Labs for your nearest RSC dealer.

Interconnects

Speaker Cabte

RSC-CD
Prime

Prime 500
Prime 1000
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541/488-6465
TM -Rectangular Solid Gore, RSC and all RSC product names are trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.
*For acomplete technical explanation of RSC design theory, please see our four-part series "The Science of Cable
Design," appearing in Stereopbile in early 1996. Or call TARA Labs to request reprints.
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COMMAND

Control.

II

CENTRAL

That's what the preamplifier commands in any high-end system.

It is the "keystone" component in your playback chain and performs the necessary operations to switch, route, amplify, attenuate and output the delicate
signals which originate from your reference source components. However, for
the most part, today's best high-end preomps do not combine their inherent
level of performance with the desired level of ergonomics or features to allow
an audiophile to easily utilize it in avariety of system configurations.

The Line 1 and Line 2
Preamplifiers with Remote Control

With the introduction of the all new Sonic Frontiers IINE series preamplifiers.
audiophiles now have a product with both the fidelity and flexibility for their
changing home entertainment needs -whether it be areference 2-channel system, a multi-user home theater installation, or the intimate environment of your

quency response into any load)
•all tube circuitry using 6 -6922 tubes

favorite headphones!

•home theater ready (dedicated processor loop featuring avolume control

Our new UNE Series products offer an entirely new level of sonic and technicol performance from a vacuum tube preamplifier

• no output coupling cops -DC coupled with servo bias (for flat, wide fre-

which you control

from the comfort of your listening chair!!! II

bypass)
•integrated headphone amplifier with Head Room' processing circuitry
• high moss (14 awg. plated CRSI, fully damped chassis (using both
Soundcoot and E.A.R. compliant feet)

Both the LINE-I and LINE-2 share the following features in common:
• refined, fully differential (balanced) cross-coupled circuitry, first pioneered
in the SFL-2
•uniquely styled full-function remote control (included)

• I.R. Jack (for multi-room operation) and Relay Trigger (for cueing of home
theater accessories)
•STANDBY feature with "Constant ON" supay (fa extended tube life)
•5year PARTS and LABOR Warranty 11 year on tubes)
In addition, the LINE-2 has the following distinguishing design attributes:
•separate outboard power supply (row and pre-regulation stages)
•4 additional power supply regulation stages
•optimized layout and design of the PCB for the audio stage
•higher quality component parts
The optimal preamplifier solution combines the best sound quality with convenient, ergonomic features -ideas which no longer need to be mutually
exclusive in today's rapidly changing high-end electronics market

with the

introduction of our new LINE Series preamplifiers.
Take Command of your system -audition aLINE-1 or LINE-2 as soon as possible.

For the dealer nearest you, or to receive ocomplete set of literature

on these exceptional new preamplifiers, Coll, Write, Fax or E-Mail us today.

4itt
Mg SONIC FRONTIERS
WMINCORPOR

A

T

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Rood, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, 1.6H 514
Tel: 9051 829-3838 Fan: posi 829-3033
E-Moil: SFIesonichontiers.cons VVVVVV:hop://www.sonichontiers.coaffl

pudding is in the eating: Only with such
amodel in hand are we in agood position to determine what the laws of
physics say about these cables.4
Once we've got the laws of physics
talking, however, anew problem arises:
Should we believe the model? Even if
Jim Aud shed some light (sorry!) on all
this by showing us a computer simulation of his cables, one that clearly
showed how their optics affect their performance, Istrongly suspect this case
would not be closed. One should still
ask: Is the model well-constructed? Does
it leave out any relevant factors? Does it
make illegitimate assumptions? Just as
geophysicists and environmentalists continue to argue over models of global
warming, audiophiles and engineers
could argue for along time over whether
models of these cables are convincing.
None of this means that science and
electrical engineering arc not the best
avenues toward understanding and
improving audio equipment. They are. It
does mean, instead, that it should be easy
for all of us to play nice. Skeptics often
seem to wield "the laws of physics" like
arhetorical club, as if you're either for
4 As Cimvright puts it, "Fundamental laws do not
govern objects in reality; they govern only objects in
models." p.18.

'em or agin"em. But this leaves no room
for the best, most peaceful point of view:
As the objectivists insist, the laws of
physics do govern every aspect of sound
recording and reproduction; but they
don't (as objectivists suppose) instantly
tell us everything we'd like to know.
Much the same can be said of "the
scientific method" and "pseudoscience."
These concepts get thrown around alot,
too, but they're most useful for raising
blood pressure. It's too easy to confuse
whether aclaim is scientific or pseudoscientific with the question of whether
or not it is scientifically correa. If Iclaim
that my Nirvana-in-a-Can line conditioner works by violating the law of
energy conservation, this claim is not
pseudoscientific — it's false (or else I'm
Nobel-bound).
Actually, it's hard to say what "pseudoscience" really is. When you think
about the sciences as historical disciplines, slowly For rapidly? 4Thomas Kuhn
— Ed.] evolving and changing as the
years go by, it's not surprising that this is
an open question among historians and
philosophers of science. Scientists often
stumble onto effects and phenomena
that can't be understood with current
theories. In retrospect, they may be seen
as revolutionary, even though their con-

-

temporaries may see them as crackpot
pscudoscientists.
One thing is clear: There's nothing
pseudoscientific about modesty and
honesty. As JA once suggested, "it is possible just to say that [one doesn't] knot'
why something works, only that it does"
(June 1996, p.15). Maybe it's in JA's
English blood, but that was Newton's
point of view when he fended off his
critics. A lot of really bright folks
thought he was peddling pseudosdence.
Again, think of lonely Pionœr 10 being
pulled here and there by distant stars and
galaxies. Exactly how, Newton's critics
wondered, do massive objects reach
across empty space and exert gravitational forces on each other? It does seem
kind of spooky, doesn't it? Newton didn't
know how this could be, and most of the
time he refused to speculate: "Hypotheses
non Jingo" ("I frame no hypotheses") was
his famous response.
Newton had little doubt that gravitational force was real, and that it
obeyed his equations. Hou, it worked,
however, remained amystery until Einstein had his say more than two centuries later. If the PAD cables work as
claimed, despite the fact that Jim Aud
has no idea why, he still may be in some
illuminating company.
S
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AudioNideo Rack with fix or swiveling top MN

$475.00
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Amplifier Base two different sizes

$189.00

pliANTIS

Audio Rack with 4or 5shelves

$165.00 /$195.00

.: 1-800 -663 -9352 Fax: (5
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Speaker Stands
21 or 24 inches

son Tel.: (51

$525 00 /$605 00
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fMama Cass and Karen Carpenter had
simply shared that ham sandwich, they'd both be alive today.
So saying in half-jest after the two warblers joined the
choir invisible, audiologist Kinky Friedman, late of The
Texas Jewboys, knew it was apipe dream. Cass was
a tube mama, Carpenter a MOSFET gal.
Share? Fat chance. Sure, they sang asimilar
tune, but to any good ear the two were
hopelessly out of phase.
The clot of solipsistic caterwauling
called the US political system could use such an ear. Our
two parties, despite sweet hymns to harmony, would come
to blows over boaters at Henley, were we droll enough to
stage aHenley Regatta.
Where does that leave the music-loving American voter

KEN ASKEW OFFERS VOTERS IN THIS MONTH'S ELECTION

Rai

Ltschail
A PRIMER ON POLITICAL AUDIOLOGY
this season, struggling to separate signal from noise in the
cacophony of election hype?'
Why not judge Presidential candidates like we judge our
friends: on their gear? Hi-fi reflects character, after all, which
is why audiophiles resemble their rigs —as skippers resemble their boats and animal lovers their pets. This is the core
tenet of Political Audiology, aresurgent discipline audiophiles are rushing to embrace this November.
To choose among Presidential candidates, forget what the
SOBs say. How do they listen? Let their rigs do the talking,
like the rest of us do.

A TWISTED

LEGACY

Some historical context is in order.
Academics trace the peculiar institution of Political
Audiology (or PA, defined by the OED as "doctrinal analysis
based on hi-fi preferences") to a polarizing moment in
November 1932 when Clifford Odets, fueled by a
Nebuchadnezzar of amusing domestic claret, set the
Algonquin Audio Society abuzz by proclaiming that "half.
idealism is the tinnitus of the soul."
This ripped the Society into two snarling camps:
Objectivist Republicans ("Objurgates") and Democrat
Subjectivists ("Dim Sums"). Ironically, both embraced as battle ay Webster's definition of tinnitus —"a sensation of noise
that is purely subjective" —and adopted as methodology the
1Who writes those speeches, anyway?
80
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double-deaf doctrine.2
As audio deteriorated into two channels, the so-called
Algonquin Sound Schism of 1932 became amere curiosity
for monks debating how many Mpingo Disks can dance on
Tianenmen Square. Background noise — until the fourth
estate stepped in.

Syndrome) and aims his carbuncle charms against the
national political machine, both channels of which he claims
are driven by the legendary Nader Nightmare Power
Supply. According to Brown (in an interview in the mystic
Pissed Bliss magazine), its ominous circuit "works basically
like an Audi 5000 idling
behind aFord Pinto at a

SOUNDS LIKE YOU BLEW SOMETHING, SIR

Political Audiology first warped American electoral destiny
in 1969, when National Audio Review publisher Bill Beltway
revealed Ted Kennedy's weakness for aural pleasures with
the cover story, "Teddy Sinks 'While Jecklin Floats." The
Senator's ill-fated wee-hour trip to an all-night RadioShack
for emergency male-to-female headphone Y-adapter provisions dumped Kennedy's White House dreams
in an open Beveridge container, nailed it shut,
and buried it six feet down.
He wasn't the last to be condemned for his
audio judgment.
Gary Hart's campaign went monkey-business when The Newt Republic published
Polaroids of the candidate in bed with apassive
crossover. Richard Nixon's future was erased by his

Dokorder Dub-o-Mat. Michael Dukakis's hopes melted
when his purportedly modest Dynaco snowblower was
revealed to boast hand-wound silver transformers and fancy
mods that redlined it past even aJim Bongiorno-tweaked
John Deere.

How COME THE PRESS NEVER COVERS
[INSERT FAVORITE MINOR CANDIDATE HERE]?

Boutique favorites, whose charm is that they can't or won't
go for the brass ring, have been spared the public deep-six.
(Also, they don't have media bucks, but naturally that's not
afactor.) Otherwise, you can bet these rigs wouldn't go
unnoticed by the nattering nabobs of negativism:
Bill Bradley: A bit esoteric and hard to listen to.
Futterman-mod KLH desktop-radio driving DaytonWrights. "Canadian Gas" angle could help or hurt, depending on spin (standard or Lirpa).
Jerry Brown: The World's Angriest Buddhist has just
one component these days: Zen preamp, displayed in a
raked-sand garden. He once had speakers, too, in the '60s;
like their owner, they were Fried.
Today Brown bitterly opposes harmony (Post-Rondstadt
2A quaint legacy of those early days yet thrives among afew simulacra prophets
—notably the tiny, loud, and self-anointed "Mighty Handle who bully otherwise
worthy Internet audio newsgroups. For adouble-blind PA exercise hi how John
Ditchers and Red Party members spring from the same genotypic loins, select any
of the Handful's humorless screeds (Objurgate or Dim Sum), strip absolute-phase
Me!. ("digital sucks, analog blows: science stinks, art smells," -question reason,
doubt faith," etc.), then try to identify ideologies.
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red light as aGM truck passes broadside through the intersection." No one's actually seen it work, but rumor says it
sounds awesome and blows everything away, man, including
your lawsuit.
David Duke: His rig seems to have a channel each
designed by Albert Schweitzer and Adolf Hitler. Very odd
imaging. Custom source: Burning-Cross-Field Head Akai.
audiophiles have learned to decline invitations to
David's ranch for anight of listening, as the Dukester has graduated past the simple double-blind test to the gala doublebind, gagged, trussed, hanged, and burned test.
Steve Forbes: Broke into national consciousness courtesy of his father, who rode aDynavector tonearm across
China. Young Forbes rejected the Dynavector for aRabco
81

For well over 60 years, the name Tandberg has been associated with flawless, faithful sound reproduction. Whether the
components were professional grade reel-to-reel tape recorders, audiophile-quality cassette decks or high-end electronics,
Tandberg invariably established new standards of excellence.
The new 4000 Series continues this unbroken tradition. The unique, stackable, top-loading transport of the CD Player, the
Zero Negative Feedback and Discrete Class Acircuitry of the Control and Power Amplifiers, the Dual Gate MOSFET and Class A
circuitry of the FM Tuner are packaged in amuseum-grade, fully remote-controllable system as pleasing to use as it is to view.
Tandberg achieves the best of both worlds by integrating old world craftsmanship, world class industrial design and the
latest audio technologies. In the process, Tandberg has once again created audio components that transcend traditional hi-fi to
become one of your most prized possessions.

What keeps us in the foreground is our background.

TANDBERG

Jason Scott Distnbuting. Inc.
tel (215) 836 9944 fax (215) 836 2273

TANDBERG
Much more than hi-fi.

and its hypersensitive straight-tracking mechanism based on
creating error. Disciple of Bob Fulton's "flat from DC to
light, before and after tax" methodology, his FlatWire campaign was doomed by high negative feedback, a style rejected by the Audio /
Election Society.
Newt Gingrich: Sound quality
deteriorates as connections corrode.
"Only one Speaker" stance appeals
to monoblock vote. Tainted and
unfortunately titled book
deal, 0 Rescue Us from the
Slough of Despond, recalls memories of previous blown Speaker.
Dick Lugar: Wise
to bow out early.
When the press got
wind of aguy with a
naine like this owning
aFreudosphere amp, it
would be all over.
Sam Nunn: Might have
appealed with his rare Cold
War-era ICrasnojarsk-modified Edgarhorn and the best
valves inside the Beltway. But
he embraced ARC's dimly
regarded SP-4 generation of
"don't ask, don't tell" epoxy
boards, and plummeted in the
polls.

Keith Monks cleaner, apaper clip, and 10,000 EDS volunteers armed with Zerostats.
Perot then used tax deductions to profit from an elaborate
diaspora of gear, including asplay of
lonovacs (with accessory lead
underwear), the only extant
Lirpa 666 Doomsday Expender/Crusher (given in
gratitude by the good
Doctor), apair of those
Yamaha speakers from
\ the '60s shaped like
big cars —and a
matching custom
center-channel
speaker shaped like
big lips! (Perot
bought and moved
Yamaha to Texas to
build this center
speaker, and the sucking sound you hear is
because ... well...)
Perot advocates: a reclocking device by Tice; an
Empire Troubadour turntable
played upside-down; aproprietary 144-speed CD-ROM
player dubbed "Alvin One"
that hurries everything like the
Chipmunks; HayWire speaker
wire, which isn't wire at all but

AUDIOPHILES RESEMBLE THEIR RIGS.
Pete "The Guv'nor" Wilson: Rumors of doped
wool behind eardrums, tendency toward tricky John B.
Connally transfer functions, fussy policies, and recent
Kremlin ties: all hurt with the electorate. No one
believes the money argument.
Lyndon Larouche, Dick Doman, & other hopefuls
with no hi-fis at all: Helpless reclum-hipsters who sold
their magnificent stereos for campaign funds but frittered
away proceeds on silly hobbies. Blaming supporters for their
own failures, these whining divots arc probably too pitiful to
ridicule in print, but what the hell —in the courageous tradition of those before us, we'll do it anyway. Bright spot:
Dead-end roads near shopping centers often named in their
honor! Likely fate: repairing really big Pioneer receivers,
muttering of glory days to come when they get akiller new
hi-fi that'll show everyone, oh, man.

CONTENDERS (AS

OF THIS

WRITING)

Ross Perot: The sacrificial Lamm having lost his way, Perot
dominates the independent ink because his is unquestionably
the strangest hi-fi in the race —perhaps the strangest ever.
Where to begin? Pcroes hi-fi zealotry caught fire when he
rescued the Lirpa research team, held hostage by aberserk
Hirschite, from atiny demo room in Alcihabara using only a
S
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heated troughs of Wonder Solder, and apeck of redlined
Shun Mook discs, which he's using wrong.
Perot recently went surround, aspectacle featured in two
competing magazines owned by vanity press Perot Publishing —My Thoughts Exactly and /Guild Not Agree More—
with all articles ghostwritten for Perot, calling the result "My
Lifestyle System: Small but Loud." Small is in the eye of the
beholder; rear channels are custom Jadis Eurythmic horns
aver berets, smoking Galois, and baring breasts just below the
midrange. The surround decoder is based on Babbage's
Difference Engine, which, being steam-driven, is the truest
known example of vaporware.
Perot also boasts the world's largest collection of small
things, including Forsell Floss travel kits.
No one in the PA discipline can thus far explain the Perot
phenomenon. It begs dissertation. Grant applicants: Please
forward to Perot himself.
Bill Clinton: Penetrated the national scene because he
knew an open Bush position when he saw one. Slick Willie's
attentions seem locked on car stereo deployed in the rear of
his enshrined "pickup" truck in Arkansas (on display next to
Buford Pusser's car). Although the Oval Office itself is
equipped with Michael Green gear that tunes itself to the situation, the press is more likely to latch onto the fact that
Willie had staff quietly unload his big Spendor speakers in
83

We've all heard it before.. music is the international language. So, all
audio components speak the some language, right? Wrong. You con't
get the translation right if you don't have the right equipment.
Introducing the ULTECH HDCD-10. A bold new D/A converter with a
twist.. .built-in HDCD' . decoding. Benefiting from the HDClr chip
comes in two ways: decoding of the new HDCD-encoded CD's AND
incredible digital filtering for non-encoded CD's. And don't forget, the
HDCD-10 utilizes two 20-Bit Burr Brown PC/A 1702J D/A Converters
for impeccable sonic quality.
To speak the international language correctly, stop by your nearest
ULTECH dealer and audition the HDCD-10 as well as other fine
133:D • is o registered tnadernark of Pocifk

ULTECH components. (Note: They're NOT priced out of this world.)

MiCrOX01.3,
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ULTOCH
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rHA1101
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, ,,e3 and d,stributed by

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
401 Choddock Drove, Wheelong,11 60090 Phone 847/537.9008 Fos 847/537-6657 Emoll: uhech@soncenirk.net
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time for the election. Bedroom system is aHeadRoom system. In his own words, bedroom equals headroom.
Al Gore: The 2000 candidate doggedly colors his edges
green. Saved cash as lad peddling Grit. Still hails to Heathkit
he built wearing safety glasses to fulfill Webelos requirement. Proudly owns world's most complete collection of
Rek-O-Cut accessories. Arrested at college rally for melting
Barcus-Berry styrofoam tweeters. Secret Service giving Al
rhythm lessons; look for serious hi-fi redress before next
election.
Bobdole: Bobdole perpetually owns Threshold. Bob-

tion from new consultant née
of Reagan campaign — by
an impressive wall of
Red, White, and Blue
GAS Ampzillas.
How 'bout Powell,
You Say? Likelihood of
someone with little political baggage, clean moral
slate, vigor, and proven leadership ability

T

ED KENNEDY WASN'T THE LAST TO BE CONDEMNED
FOR HIS AUDIO JUDGMENT.

dole reps Time Windows. Bobdole admires Bobcarver for
deft, amicable handling of media. Despite robust appearance, Bobdole in private uses apeter walker, another stark
contrast to Bill Clinton. Bobdole believes amplifiers run on
corn. There's abright golden haze on the meadow.
Pat Buchanan: Apparently shy and needy, Pat purportedly owns hi-fi featured on cover of Kampfruf magazine —
mbls powered by German Expression amps —but it was a
lie, Itell you, alie! Truth is, Pat traded in his mbls weeks ago
under misapprehension that "mbl" means Made By Latinos.
Now Pat relaxes with great WW2 speeches spitting from
his vintage American-cobbled Heils, powered —per sugges-

being thrust into position?
Surely you jest. Chances, in
the Karen Carpenter mold:
Slim to nothing.
F01711er White House speechwriter
Ken Askew nies to emulate his
sleek new Meridian digital surround rig, but often spits like his
vintage Quad ESLs. He owns
Alchernedia, apolitically income
dealership in Morin, Caljfirnia. S
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Tel: 212-734-1041
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Compare Siltech
Cables with a
oth
loutperform the competition in neutrality, resolution,
warmth and overall musicality.
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Fortunately most people
are discerning enough to know
-and hear -the difference.
They're aware that many
manufacturers are now trying
to duplicate the unique design
and outstanding performance
of Mirage, the inventors of the
original Bipolar loudspeaker.
Yet they're equally aware that
no one has even managed to
come close.
Our flagship M-Isi towers
offer the perfect case in point.
This fully symmetrical, threewav Bipolar speaker has earned
the acclaim and awards of
audiophiles around the world.
Its dual 8" subwoofers in
individual chambers generate
amazingly accurate bass down
to 20Hz while proprietary
tweeter and midrange designs
ensure minimal distortion and
optimal dispersion.
Now Mirage is setting
amazing new standards in
Home Theater sound as well,
with an awesome array of full•
e ers, center

\

•ti
FOR AN EXPERT DEMONSTRATION OR
VISIT

— THE

I
NNER EAR REPORT

channels, subwoofers and
satellite surrounds. No matter
where you are in the room,
with Mirage Bipolar you're
utterly immersed in the most
spacious, three-dimensional
music and sound effects
imaginable.
So you can put off
purchasing until the next
millennium, in hopes that the
imitators will eventually catch
up. Or you can listen to Mirage
and enjoy the future of Home
Theater today.

3641 M CNICOLL AVENUE,
SCARBOROUGH, O NTARIO

THE EXCLUSIVE

RAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA.

"Since there aren't
any faults that
we can hear,
the standard in
loudspeaker design
may well be at
hand.., the benchmark of modern
engineering."
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to
emember the old mathematical riddle about
moving afootball from ahundred yards out
to the goal line? Known as Xeno's Paradox,
it goes like this: if each time the ball is
moved it travels half the distance to the goal,
how many moves will it take to get there?
The answer: an infinite number, because no
matter how many times you cut the distance
to the goal by half you'll always be some infinitesimal distance away from it.
We audiofools
face just such ariddle in our relentless
pursuit of musical
realism. Ican hear you now: No, say it isn't so. Surely our technoloe is equal to the task I'm sorry to tell you that it isn't, and
probably never will be. One good reason: acouple of pesky
laws of physics governing the behavior of transducers.
Transducers, for those of you who weren't in class the day

es

back. During playback (the part of the cycle that so greatly fascinates audiophiles), the signal is amplified to sufficient
strength to set aloudspeaker in motion, thereby moving air
that reaches our ears in the form of, we hope, enjoyable music.
Believe it or not, the signal produced by the microphone
actually remains pretty well intact as long as it's confined to
the electronic realm, analog or digital. Despite all the
research into all the various forms of distortion that can alter
an electrical waveform, and the supertanker's worth of ink

Barry Willis asks if achieving realism
that has been spilled in discussing them, relatively little light
has been shed on the fact that most of the damage done to
the integrity of the musical signal happens at the air/transducer interface —probably because there's not much we can
do about it.

BODIES AT REST, BODIES IN MOTION

is the true goal of a
we covered them, are devices that convert one form of energy into another. Microphones, which convert airborne
soundwaves into electrical signals, and loudspeakers, which
do the opposite, are two related varieties of class of such
devices called electroacoustical transducers.
The business end of amicrophone contains a
lightweight element that moves in response to
instantaneous changes in local air pressure — the
back-and-forth motions of soundwaves called compression and rarefaction. As the element moves, it induces an
analogous electrical signal in the wires to which it is attached.
(In the real world, analogous means similar to, not exactly like.)
This signal is recorded onto astorage medium for later play-

Isaac Newton, who spent alot of time observing and thinking about the things around him, came up with asimple,
elegant explanation for their behavior: Bodies at rest tend to
remain at rest, and bodies in motion tend to remain in motion.
A microphone element in aquiet room is abody at rest.
It resists moving until changing air pressure overcomes its
inertia and sets it in motion. Now it has become abody in

high-end audio system.

S
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motion and will resist moving in the opposite direction,
which it must to accurately transcribe the soundwaves acting upon it. At each change of direction there is abrief but
unavoidable delay.
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Conrad-Johnson melts away all doubt of whether digital
can achieve the musical results of analog reproduction. The
DR-1 transport, WA- 2b tube dac and D/A-3 solid-state dac
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conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive Fairfax VA 22031 phone 703-698-8581, fax 703-560-5360

FOOI ING AROUND

(If you've ever had to push astalled car, you've experienced such adelay: You push against the car. At first, nothing seems to be happening. Your leg muscles contract, but
the car remains where it is. Force is being applied, but the
energy of the applied force is being absorbed by the inertia
of the car's weight and mass. You get mad, push alittle harder, and Wow! the car moves. You know that once you've got
it moving it's easier to keep it moving than it is to stop and
rest and have to start all over again.)
The microphone element in motion is moving at more or
less the same rate as the soundwaves making it move; it is an

All of which leads to the question. llave you ever heard a
recording that was not obviously arecording? In other
words, have you ever been fooled into believing that you
were hearing alive musician? Probably not
Ican think of acouple of instances in which Iwas
momentarily uncertain. Ionce moved in next door to aguy
who was playing some rock music so loud it sounded like a
band was practicing in his house. And Iremember once
going to afriend's for dinner and thinking, as Iapproached
the house, that someone was playing the piano inside •
but
the moment Iwalked in the
front door, Iknew it was the
hi-fi. The music was coming
from avery good system in
another room, where the piano
stood, but Icould tell it was arecording because Icouldn't
feel it. A real piano vibrates and resonates when played; you
can feel it through the floor, especially awooden one, in
your feet and shinbones, and through your chair if you're
seated. Hi-fi systems don't do that
In fact, good hi-fi systems are designed to not do that Our

All microphones and loudspeakers
oscillating body, and oscillating bodies exhibit apeculiar form
of behavior known as resonance, which means that they favor
some frequencies over others. The net effect of these two
mechanical phenomena, delayed response and resonance
(for the sake of simplicity I'm ignoring ahost of electrical
effects governing the behaviors of transducers), result in the
characteristic deviation from accuracy we call acoloration. All microphones and all loudspeakers have
audible colorations, and are therefore inaccurate.
Always have been, always will be. And loudspeakers? They also have ahost of other problems, meaning that aloudspeaker will never be able to launch aviolin's
waveform into aroom the way aviolin ran. This fact alone
ensures that we will never get all the way to the goal of atruly
realistic reproduction of sound.

have audible colorations,

LOST DIMENSIONS

The other probably insurmountable obstacle to audio realism is the fact that there is no vertical information in any of

credo "The goal of high-end audio is the most accurate possible reproduction of the original acoustic event" is so deeply
ingrained in us, and our listening skills so finely honed, that
few of us can be tricked into thinking that what we hear
through our systems is really real, even though that's what
we claim to want. We know it's fake, but nevertheless chase
endlessly after the next panacea promising to bring "reality"
(whatever that means) atad closer Never mind that, increasingly these days, there isn't an "original
acoustic event" to reconstruct The performers often aren't in the same studio at the same
time. Sometimes, as in the case of Frank
Sinatra's critically lambasted Duets albums,
they aren't even on the same continent

and are therefore inaccurate.
our recordings. That's right. None. You probably haven't
given this much thought, but the whole paradigm of recording technology is built on horizontal references: left-centerright, left-rear, right-rear. Any "stage height" we hear is the
result of ahappy accident — the right music feeding the
right loudspeakers in the right room to alistener in the right
mood — our brains playing nicks trying to make sense of
the interference patterns resulting from two or more radiating surfaces in the same room, trying to place what is essentially all lateral information in amore familiar three-dimensional context. That's not to say we don't sometimes hear the
illusion of height; we do, but it's not based on any intentional cues
in the recording.
Although it's possible, with acluster of microphones and
amultitrack recorder, to encode vertical as well as horizontal information, the playback system to reproduce it requires
so many channels of amplification and such acumbersome
array of loudspeakers that the cost constraints (not to mention the huge Domestic Interference Factor) rule out any
commercial potential. Lucky for us that two channels are all
it takes to fool us into thinking a"soundstage" is there. (And
one channel is all it takes for musical enjoyment — in some
cases, one channel is more realistic than two: play asinglemiked recording of asolo voice or instrument through only
one speaker and see if you agree.)
STERFOPHILF. NOVEMBER 1996

GETTING THERE?

But however impossible the goal, the ideal is laudable If the
day Thomas Fdison unveiled his cylinder recorder was the
starting line, then we're well past the 90-yard line • maybe
even the 80. The goal line of ultimate realism is tantalizingly close. Fach incremental improvement brings it alittle
nearer, but it remains out of reach, and always will
In that case, is there anything we can do to make our

Always have been,
hobby more rewarding, more to use afrivolous term not
in vogue in serious audiophile circles -fins? For starters,
how about amoratorium on the use of the word "real," and
any of its derivatives or cognates, in the description of
recordings or the characteristics of equipment used to play
them? Wouldn't that be refreshing? (I believe the correct
term is "representational." But arave review reading "the

always will be.
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most representational loudspeaker on the market?"
Z,z7≥7,)A few alternatives: surreal, suprareal, hyper-real.
And Ihave asuggestion for those of us afflicted with Critical
Listening Syndrome: Lighten up.

CRITICAL LISTENING SYNDROME...

... is acluster of reflexive responses and behaviors that occur
automatically in an audiophile the instant he or she hears
music. The analytical left brain continuously monitors and
attempts to dissect and override the emotional responses of
the right brain, which desperately needs the exercise and
nourishment of unencumbered free association. This inter-

If you don't get
nal conflict is asource of unresolved tension in the afflicted
audiophile, manifesting itself in adour attitude and anitpicking dissatisfaction with almost everything heard.
Critical Listening Syndrome is the compulsion to analyze
the sound quality of audio components whenever and
wherever music is being played, whether such analysis is
appropriate to the occasion or not. (And even at times when
no electronics are involved: Ionce heard an audiophile

spoken with ahint of nausea on the part of the speaket
We audiophiles are quite the classic missionaries, bemoaning the state of the pitiful heathens. How much better their
lives would be if we could teach them to speak our language
and worship the one true God. Quite the contrary: Ithink
these untutored savages have alot to teach us. Ithink they
hear music in apurer way. They aren't aware of the equipment: they don't listen to it, they listen throligh it. They don't
let technical shortcomings interfere with their enjoyment.
The music is all they hear. They're like children in their innocence, and that innocence is the state of being we're all trying to get back to even in our tortuous, roundabout way of
nonstop criticism and constant equipment upgrading.
There's an easier way. les called letting go of the critical
voice. Once you've got your system set up and sounding
good, relax and give yourself over to the music. You don't
need to make any judgment about the way it sounds. No
one's going to grade your listening skills.
Don't get me wrong. Critical listening is avaluable and
important attribute, an ability cultivated through years of
study and practice. But learn to load your Critical Listening
Program only when it's needed: in the evaluation of equipment you're considering for purchase, or to make your system
and listening room sound as good as you can make them.
When that job is done, file the Critical Listening Program

critical listening syndrome under control,
describe alive jazz band — all acoustic — as "too bright.")
Sufferers frequently babble in an esoteric jargon full of references to "tonal accuracy," «timbra! delicacy," "textural
shadings," or "harmonic integrity." They will assign actual
dimensions to an imaginary soundstage: "It extended about 3'
to either side of the speakers and about 4' above them."
They will fidget uncomfortably if required to sit through an
entire piece of music without making frequent adjustments
to the equipment and/or comments about what they're
hearing. Conversely, they will play the same 30 seconds of a
favorite piece over and over again all night long, each time
through adifferent combination of cables, in an obsessive
need to quantify some slight sonic difference between them.
Critical Listening Syndrome interferes with the ability to
enjoy music — the very reason we were attracted to this silly
business in the first place. It stands like aBerlin Wall
between the audiophile and the soul of the music. CIS is an
insidious ailment crippling an ever-increasing number of
audiophiles. Hear nie now and believe me later If you don't get
CLS under control, you will die broke and unhappy.
Despite being highly opinionated, many CLS sufferers
are dogged by alack of confidence in the soundness of their
own judgments and look to professional experts for validation. Although many of them seldom hear live music, they
uphold it as astandard to which they negatively compare the
experience of listening to audio systems. "Not aconvincing
performance" or "Failed to transport me to the recording
session" are the audiophile's kiss-of-death for gear and music
that don't quite cut it in the "realism" department.
The symptoms of CLS vary widely, but the overwhelming commonality is the inability to turn it off, to simply relax and enjoy the music It's also characterized by an
extreme disdain for ordinary music lovers, the masses of
poor misguided souls who are moved by the music they
hear through their "$1000 rack systems" — aphrase usually
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

away, including its nagging subroutine, "Realism?" Critical listening is auseful tool, that's all. It's not the meaning of life.

A DIFFERENT WORLD

An illustrative anecdote: Last autumn Ihad the opportunity
to house-sit for my friend Michael while he and his family
were away on vacation. In the evenings, after feeding the
animals and watering the gardens, I'd sit in the small study
of the quiet farmhouse and avail myself of Michael's library,
which is largely devoted to his profession of woodworking
and residential construction, and — his passion and the

you will die
source of endless friction between him and his wife Serena
— model railroading.
The study's bookshelves were bowed with several years'
worth of publications like Vintage Rails, Railroad Model
Craftsman, Trains, Rail News, and Model Railroader, which I
read at random. Icouldn't resist doing alittle comparative

broke and unhappy.
anatomy between the two hobbies. (Judging by the number
of journals devoted to it, model railroading absolutely
dwarfs hi-fi.) The back pages of the rail magazines were
clogged with small ads from hobby shops (names, addresses,
phone numbers; long lists in small print of items stocked)
and manufacturers of accessories, add-ons, and upgrades for
model railroad layouts — small buildings and vehicles,
bridges and trestles, miniature trees, custom wheels and cou91

Now You Can Stop Kicking Yourself
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piers, and special paints.
Imarveled at the photographs of amazingly lifelike models, and pored over painstakingly well-researched articles on
the histories of individual locomotives or entire railroads,
profiles of prominent hobbyists and industry luminaries, and
technical pieces on the construction of realistic mountains
from styrofoarn blocks and papier-mâché, applications of
Digital Signal Processing in the production of authentic railroad sounds (!), and the use of fiberoptics for believable
flicker-free lighting in passenger cars. The journalistic level
was soberingly high.

them Itried to project myself down in size and pretend that
Iwas ahalf-inch high and looking up. The believability was
good enough to make me want to do that.

MAGIC

My curiosity was tweaked. The next time the rail club put
on one of their public exhibitions, Ishowed up. If grown
men in engineer's caps presiding over ahalf-acre of toy
trains strikes you as silly, Imust rise to their defense and say
they are no more silly than grown men littering their listening rooms with metallized candies and small wooden discs
in the faith that "it will sound better." At least
the railroad buffs have friends with whom to
share their fantasies. Iwatched in fascination
as little freight trains chugged across ersatz
plains and up steep mountain grades. Goods
were loaded at one Lilliputian town and unloaded at the
next. Lumber and steel, cattle and coal, commodities that
made this nation great, were shuffled and traded and shuffled again, all in miniature, by big men with the imaginations of small boys.
When they were done with the hard work of making it
as realistic as it could be, they relaxed, sat back, and played. It
seemed extremely therapeutic. These guys, like audiophiles,

Learn when to say "enough."
One thing Ididn't find was the internecine bickering that
plagues the hi-fi world. In my few evenings of perusing railroad-buffjoumals, it looked to me like steam-engine fanciers,
their diesel-loving counterparts, and the myriad sects devoted
to differing scales accorded each other quite abit of mutual
respect —considerably more than we see in the ongoing analog vs digital, tubes vs transistors, single-ended vs push-pull,
two-channel vs surround-sound, high-end vs Home Theater,
and subjective vs objective
controversies. Of course, I
was barely scratching the
surface, and probably didn't
notice the infighting that is
almost certain to occur wherever and whenever people organize around acommon interest.
There are many similarities between the two hobbies. The
acquisition and sharing of arcana is one, as is the fanatic attention to detail. Pride of ownership is another. And there are differences, the most obvious being that model railroading is
very much ahands-on, skilled-craftsman activity, like audio
was when hobbyists built most of their own equipment.
But the overwhelming similarity is the emphasis on realism. This theme flows like ariver through the pages of
model-railroading publications, in features and advertising,
just as it does through the pages of Stereophile: "incredibly
realistic," "true to life," "a realism unmatched by anything in
its price range," "lifelike in every detail," "enhanced sense of
realism" — and my favorite, "indistinguishable from the
original," describing an expensive, all-metal, limited-production locomotive that can be held in the palm of the hand.
No serious model railroader would ever think of assembling
acartoon train packed with clowns. Not even as ajoke.
Iwent to ameeting of the Model Railroad Society with
Michael and his son Zach. There was adiscussion of the
merger of the Southern Pacific and Union Pacific railroads,
an announcement about aspecial train of privately owned
luxury railcars making aslow excursion from Los Angeles to
Calgary, and apresentation by one of the members about
modifying model locomotives to make them more realistic.
He went into excruciating detail describing techniques for
removing tiny molded plastic handrails and hoses and
replacing them with metal and rubber, applying and curing
decals so they look like paint, weighting engines and cars for
more realistic motion, and painting and aging for that "real
working train" look. Many hours of work go into each car
in an authentic-looking model train. Some of this modeler's
efforts were on display, and Imust
admit: they looked exactly like the
real things. As Istood staring at

Listen hard, then let go and listen easy.
have sunk many hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars
into their hobby. They take it all very seriously, but still possess the childlike capacity for unabashed play. It's awonderful thing to see. The ability to pretend is arare enough quality in adults, but it's absolutely necessary for the full enjoyment of many art forms — novels, plays, movies, and music.
It's something Ifear we audiophiles arc losing in our relentlessly critical pursuit of "realism."

Open your heart
It's known as the willing suspension of disbelief—the psychological trick that enables us to sit through an episode of Star
Trek without complaining that Jordi, Worf, and Data can't really beam up. It's what allows us to accept, for entertainment's
sake, that James Bond can Finish the dust off his jacket and

to the music.
walk away from an explosion that blows the doors off his car.
It's what lets us imagine that we really own and control the
Burlington Northern. It's what lets Vladimir Horowitz and
Emmylou Harris come into our listening rooms.
Learn when to say "enough." Be critical in the service of
deeper musical enjoyment, not in the service of amanufactured compulsion. Listen hard, then let go and listen easy.
Play the air guitar. Sing along with Pavarotti. Conduct your
phantom orchestra. Open your heart to the music. That's
when the magic happens.
S

That's when the magic happens.

S
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The chapel of Centenary
College in Hackettstown,
New Jersey.
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.W (Don) Fostle is a man with a mission. He
describes himselfas awriter who believes in getting the
word out via multiple channels. You may recall he got
things out in abig way in arecent two-part article in
Audio magazine regarding noiseshaping and what
he considers HDCD's foibles.' D.W is aContributing Editor to
Audio, and is also the proud author ofThe Steinway Saga, published last year by Scribnas.
1Audio, March & April 1996.
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I
first heard about the Earwitness recording sessions from Antoinette Flosi, aperipatetic publicity
person who works with many of today's better-known
recordists and equipment houses, including Swiss-made
Nagra and dCS, ahigh-bit, high-speed converter manufacturer in the UK (distributed by Canorus Inc, Acton, MA
01720. Tel: (508) 263-2111).
The whole story is incredibly romantic In the course of researching
the Steinway bode, Don discovered aletterfium the renowned pianist
Josef Hofmann, thought by many to be o
ne of the greatest playas of
the 20th century. In it, Hofmann described his delight with reproducing pianos. (Reproducers were quite adiffirent beastfrom the millions
ofgarden-variety player pianos popular earlier in the century)
Don's research also brought to light information regarding the most
rare ofreproducing pianos, that based on the Steinway Model D concert grand. Only ten of these monsters were built, and most are now
lost. He also discovered thousands ofperformances still in existence on
paper rolls, including originals recorded by the likes of Paderewski,
PHOTOS ST KATHLEEN LIENVEMSTE

Ferruccio Busoni records aDuo-Art
reproducing piano roll.

Hofmann, Busoni, and Horowitz.
Don tracked down one ofthese hgaidary
insinmoits in Pennsylvania, and hauled
Harold C. Schonberg over to hear it.
(Schonbeig, critic emeritus ofthe New York
Times, had always thought player pianos
unimpressive at best) Well, in short order
Harold changed his mind, Madngal Audio
Labs (manilla« cturers of the Mark Levinson
and Proceed lines olligh-end audio components) underwrote the recording project,
Chicago-based WFMT Fine Arts Network
agreed to broadcast aseries ofradio programs
based on the resultant tapes, asuitable 1,0111e
was found, the Steinway D was put right,
and modem digital techniques were harnessed to capture the pure, unadulterated
magic issuingforth from the mighty steed.
And, one lovely*spring evening, Kathleen
and Ifound ourselves on the campus of
Centenary Collie. in Hackettstown, New
Jersey The recording sessions were taking
place on the secondfloor of the main building, in amahogany-laden, turn-qt-.the-century chapel built in the fonn (fend),OM ,
its.
e; ellipses, with no real corners to speak of
apafect recorditig mute. Don describes its
shape as llasklike." Go Don Co! The pews
are set at an angle to the stage, and there
seemed to be very little slap-echo or boom.
Attendees included Harold Schonberg and
friend Alexis Golovin, diverse numbers of
Don'sfamily to lend support and sustenance,
and Henry Z. Steinway himself And Elvis.
Yup, he was there too! Unbeknownst to Don,
the colke had scheduled an Elvis impersonator concert a
few buildings away at 8put that
evening. I.
oess pm might say... Elvis is in
the building! Afier the sessions, Iasked
Don how this project had been conceived:
D.W. Fostle: It all stemmed from the book Iwrote on
Steinway. In the course of researching that monstrous 700page thing, Ibecame interested in classical pianists of what I
call the halcyon days — the 'teens and the '20s — and their
fascination with reproducing pianos. Player pianos were
immensely popular at that time, and millions of them were
sold. Of that number, only about one in 50 were reproducing pianos, and they were incredibly expensive — the cheap-

est cost $1200 when aModel T Ford cost $275!
It was considered in its time to be the ultimate homeentertainment system. There'd be vast installations in the
music rooms of the super rich of the '20s, with an Aeolian
pipe organ and areproducing piano. Both would be operated off of acommon vacuum system, and there were actually rolls that would play organ/piano duets!
Jonathan Scull: How does areproducer differ
from aplayer piano?
Fostle: Principally by being able to accurately render dynamics and pedaling. Player pianos just chug along with ahonkytonk, rinky-tink kind of sound. You don't have that with the
reproducers. 'Mere's information encoded on the roll that tells
how the pianist pedaled and how loud they played.
Scull: Was the Steinway the first reproducing
piano made?
Fosde: No. Actually, Welte und Siihne in Germany came
up with the first of these in 1904. Their background was in
what you might call automated musical machinery: music
boxes and Orchestrions. One of the Welte sons came up
with the very first reproducer system —similar principle,
but no format compatibility with the Duo-Art mechanisms.
In 1909, the Aeolian Company was making apiano called
the Weber. For many years during the 19th century, Albert
Weber was the head of the company, just as William
Steinway was at Steinway and Sons. They were the most bitter of competitive enemies, playing incredibly dirty tricks on
each other, and defaming one another in the press.
Scull: Soundsfamiliar...
Fostle: [laughs] William Steinway died in 1896, but the rivalry continued. In 1909, Paderewski — who was brought into
this country by Steinway —jumped ship to Weber. They
gave him alot more money than Steinway was willing to
pay. Naturally, this upset the Steinway people, who still had
the number one name in the industry in spite of competition from Ampico — the American Piano Company, which
had acompeting reproducing system.
Anyway, adeal was worked out in which Aeolian's DuoArt reproducing mechanisms would be put into Steinways
— the "standard piano of the world," as the advertising used
to say. Charles Steinway was running the company at that
time; he was anephew of William's, and avery sharp businessman. He thought it was agood idea, but there were a
couple of things he wanted them to do. Aeolian had to
promise, right there in the contract, to remove Weber pianos
from the world's concert stages. Aeolian thought about this
for abit, then agreed. So of course that unhorsed Paderewski
— he had no piano to play in America, and had to return to
Steinway. The whole thing was avery smooth move.
In any case, the reproducers themselves didn't actually
start appearing in the market until about 1914 — classical
R&D problems.
Scull: What did the world think ofthis marriage
of Duo-An reproducers and Steinways?

Jonathan Scull listens to pianists I-Iofmann.
Paderewski. l-lorowitz. Stravinsky. and Rubinstein
performing live. courtesy of recording engineer
and Steinway enthusiast D.W. Fostle
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Fosde: Well, for one thing, many artists became intrigued
by this technology To understand why this was so, you have
to look at it in context — what else was out there for making recordings back then. You had %"-thick 8Orpm Edison
disks and 78rpm acoustics — everything was acoustic, of
course; there were no "electrical" recordings. And the quality of most of this stuff was quite poor — after afew plays it
sounded like it'd been made during aforest fire! Compared
to that, the reproducing pianos gave astunning illusion of
reality. So the artists said to themselves, Wow, here's how I
can preserve myself for the future.
By the middle of the 1920s, the whole piano-in-the-home
phenomenon was at its peak. By 1925 half of the homes in
America had pianos. That's more than have air conditioning
now! During the early '20s, perhaps 80% of all pianos built
were player pianos. They were sold as entertainment devices,
by the way, not as something you'd play yourself
Scull: What rocked the boat?
Fosde: Radio... which came along about 1923. Sales took
off and went ballistic. They were selling amillion radios a
year before long and the player-piano industry collapsed,
which of course meant the piano industry's collapse as
awhole. By 1931 the entire business was annihilated —
one of the great consumer collapses of all time.
The historical beauty of it, however, was that at
the time this strange vacuum-operated technology
came along, some real masters of the piano [were
alive and available to make rolls]. Reproducers were
introduced just at this time of flowering virtuosity,
coupled with atight connection to 19th-century
romantic classical music. For instance, we have a
show highlighting four pianists who studied with
Franz Liszt for years. Boy, do they know how to play
the piano!
Scull: Are there any... questions regarding
the reproducers' veracity to the ong'inal event?
Fosde: Well, there is some question about how accurate it
is. My own view is that it is acredible illusion.
Scull: I'll say...1 still have goosebumps from
listening to JosefHofmann play!
Fosde: Yes ... Henry Steinway told me it was like his ghost
was there! And even beyond the credible illusion, people
who really know their pianists will tell you they can detect
artists by their style. Harold Schonberg and Henry Steinway
are among those who can do this. They can tell you if it's
Cortot or Hofmann playing, for example.
Scull: So tkere exists some controversy surrounding
these "recordings"?
Fosde: Yes. Some pianists were, in effect, saying that a
machine can't possibly be as good as the real thing. But then
avery peculiar thing happened. These instruments were
incredibly complex things. The standard Steinway grand has
about 12,000 parts. Add the Duo-Art mechanism and you're
up over 20,000 parts, most of them of the moving variety. It
was acolossally complex device made of wood, leather, little
bits of brass, rubber tubing, and all this other perishable stuff.
When you think about it, it becomes evident that if you
don't have someone around to keep the mechanism in tiptop shape day to day, it just won't stay in good form. They
were designed, some people claim, to last only about 10 or
20 years at the outside.
So by the 1950s, music critics were saying that they
sounded terrible. And they did. People were listening to a
30-year-old piece of machinery that hadn't been tuned
properly in years. They'd been played for hundreds if not
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thousands of hours with little or no maintenance! And most
of the guys who knew how to fix them were dead.
So it became fashionable to knock reproducing pianos;
Harold Schonberg was among those who felt that there was
no merit to this technology. Now we roll forward another
30 years...
Scull: Rollforward—you're reaching Don!
Fosde: Ididn't mean to say that. [laughs] Let's first-finvard 30
years. I'm writing my book, reading these raves about how
fabulous these reproducing pianos were. They gave concerts
in the 20s to help market them. They'd bring in the heavyweight pianist du jour, and he'd sit down on adarkened stage.
All of asudden the spotlight would come on, the music
would ring forth, and there would be Leopold Godowski —
amasterful player — doing some Rachmaninoff or whatever.
Then, just before abig crescendo,
he'd kick the chair back and
walk offstage — and the
music would continue! Audiences
and critics went
wild, as reported in the New
York Times.
They'd play
afew more

Henry Z. Steinway
before the mighty
Model D reproducing

piano (with the custom
plenum chamber under the
instrument).

rolls, and Godowski would come back, remove aroll very
ceremoniously, and sit down to play himself
So I'm saying to myself, If the artists were enthusiastic
enough to invest the time it took to make these rolls, there
must be something to it. The other thing that occurred to
me was, if you're Josef Hofmann, how do you make your
living? By giving concerts, of course. People paid the princely sum of $2 — half aday's wages at the time — to come hear
you play. Well, if he put out piano rolls that were lame, he'd
be killing his own gate!
Now Hofmann was much too smart for that. He liked
driving fast cars, and boy did he like young girls and whisky. A
very canny type — no moss growing on his head. He just wasn't going to make these rolls if they represented him badly.
The criticisms [of the reproducing pianos] simply could not be
correct—something had to be missing. So Iasked Henry...
Scull: Henry is...
Fosde: Henry Steinway went to work for Steinway and
Sons in 1937 after graduating from Harvard, and worked
there until he sold the company to CBS in 1972. A combination of his father's illness and the prevailing market conditions had nearly bankrupted them, but in the 1950s he
turned the company around. Henry has keen historical
interests and huge family records at his disposal.
Now Henry is simply not aguy given to exa 14
1eration. He
told me that when you have areproducing piano in good
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condition, it is capable of very fine perforniances. Let me put
this in perspective for you: 'This is aguy who actually heard
Rachmaninoff and Paderewski play. He sat around and had
drinks with Hofinann! So Iknew Ihad to find agood one.
Scull: How did it happen?
Fostle: Through asheer stroke of luck. Iwas talking to a
consulting acoustician who knew Iwas writing the book.
He told me he'd seen the biggest damn Steinway imaginable
in Pennsylvania. He described it as pretty near 10' long, and
that's about afoot longer than it's supposed to be. And he
recalled that it played rolls of some kind.

Scull: You must have been beside yourself
Fosde: Yeah — it's my Deusenberg-in-a-barn story. Iknew
from my own research that only ten Steinway D reproducers
had ever been built — all to custom order —and one of them
had indeed gone to Pennsylvania. Icalled the owner up —
Penny Proserpi —to inquire about its condition. She told nie it
had been restored in the '80s by afellow in Chicago after afire.
She was very gracious about letting us come over to hear it.
Then Ihad to convince Harold Schonberg to come with
me, because he'd written that these things were essentially
not meritorious. Ifinally got him out there, and he was flab-

The Nuts'N'Bolts Technical View
Jonathan Scull: Don, let's get technical black walnut, 1.5"-thick sections, with a Scull: Was all the on worth it?
and talk turkey regarding the mike It didn't rotating grain. We took the resulting Fosde: Yes —it c
leared up all the highlook much like the Schoeps Sphere I've seen at cube and turned it on alathe and hol- frequency problems I'd noticed with
Other recording sessions.
lowed it out to make a nice thick the stock item.
D.W. Fosde: No... that was yet another sphere. You tap aSchoeps Sphere and Scull: Iguess we'll soon be seeing aFostle
item custom-built for the Earwitness ses- you get atick-ting kind of sound, but if Signature Minisphere
sion. We never do anything the easy way. you tap our Minisphere, you just get a Fosde: Idon't know, it is possible. If
Scull: Of course not. Are we not audio- tock —it's very inert.
people want to buy them, we'll make
philes?
Scull: You couldn't use Mpingo wood? more of them.
Fosde: Right! As you know, the
[laughter]
Scull: So the two mikes within the sphere
Schoeps Sphere evolved from work Fostle: Naw
Mpingo is another were thefront channels?
done by Gunther Thiele. (Pronounced name for ebony, and that stuff is hell to Fosde: Yes. The back channels were a
TEEL-uh.) Schoeps and Neumann both machine. We chose black walnut be- pair of bidirectional Schoepses that
came out in the early '90s with
were placed right above and coinversions of these spheres, and
cident with, in time with, the
Jerry Bruck, the Schoeps distribufront channel capsules.
tor for the United States, had his
Scull: Funny, Idon't remember seehands on one. The KFM 6U
ing the main mikes.
Schoeps has really stunning imagFostle: Well, you wouldn't
ing, but also has two distinct probnotice them unless you looked
lems. One was that by the time
very carefully. The main mikes
you get the Sphere close enough
are embedded and flush with the
to achieve aproper ratio of direct
surface of the sphere, and the two
to reverberant sound, it has atenmikes on either side of the sphere
dency to split the image. Jerry's
are the bidirectional capsules.
theory was that the sphere itself
Scull: They weren't located tvithin
was too large.
the sphere?
Besides that, Ididn't like its renFosde: No, but in any subsequent
dering of the top octave —
version Iwould put them in the
10-20kHz. Ithought it hard and
ball. But we just clamped them on
excessively bright. That bothered
the outside, almost like headme because, when recording on
phones. A sphere with ears!
location, the reverberation in the
Scull: Tell us more about the surroom wouldn't sound like what I
round aspects of the recording.
heard from the tape. That mike
Fosde: When you're just doing
could take anice, woody church
two-channel, you can run the
and turn it into agranite mauback two channels up a little,
soleum! [This whyfor our Iirct Piano
which controls the bloom. You
Sonata project—see Stereophile June Basic Eorwitness recording set-up: an analog stereo chain using a
don't want to run them up too
1996 — although Iused a Schoeps De Paravicini-modified I' two-channel Studer C-37, a44.1kHz,
much because you degrade the
Spherefor the main pickup, Ialso used 24-bit, four-channel digital chain using one Nagra-D. and a96kHz,
signal/noise ratio. You mix your
24-bit, four-channel digital chain using two Nagra-Ds.
aspaced pair of WI< omnis for the
position in this way — you can
main pickup. —EL]
move forward or back over a
In recording apiano like that you end cause it's very dense and strong, and yet large range by adjusting the relationship
up with an excessively hard treble and a it has good machining qualities, which of the two pair. Mathematically there's a
kind of ticky, clangy, modern concert- you need to make aprecisely spherical decorrelation going on when you do
piano sound that just isn't right for this object. Then we had to bore holes in it, that, and that's what makes the sound
music. With that in mind, Jerry thought which turned out to be areal challenge bloom and what gives, when you get it
asmaller sphere would do the job. So I — the mikes had to be located very pre- just right ... well, the best Ican describe
built one, laminating the sphere out of cisely.
it is, an omnilike fullness in ambience
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bergasted to hear aroll cut by Camille Saint-Saëns himself1
Harold is afan of his; Saint-Saëns was alot more than a
musician — he was aconsiderable intellect in science and
mathematics, and avery fascinating personality.
Scull: How did it sound?
Fosde: It was the most hideous thing you can imagine. It
sounded like the man was drunk! He was 85 years old at the
time he cut it, but even so, it was almost tragically bad playing. How could this legendary 19th-century figure play that
incompetently? Harold thought it had to be the machine at
fault. There was atechnician there who was in charge of the

and the precision of acoincident pait
Coincident pairs by themselves are
thin-sounding. While omnis have lots
of bloom, you can never tell quite
where everything is — it's everywhere! With our setup we get a
spookily precise image that's even
better than a coincident pair,
while still retaining the fullness of
the ambient sound.field.
Scull: How did you manage the mix
on this recording?
Fosde: What you heard that
evening was what Iconsider to be a
good two-channel mix — the back
channels were down about 45dB,
barely there.
Scull: Don, one of the remarkable elements
of the Earwitness recording sessions was that
you were recording with both a 44.1kHz
chain and a96kHz chain in aspecial configuration, as well as in analog. Let's step through
the major components ofeach chain
Fosde: You can think of it as past, present, and future systems. The past technology was represented by the analog
Studer C-37 recorder, the present with
the Prism 24-bit, 44.1kHz converters
and aNagra-D, and the future by the
dCS/Nagra 96kHz setup.
Scull: Since we're concerning ourselves with
days of yesteryear, let's specify the "technology
past" chain first. How did you get the signal
back to the recorders—line or mike level?
Fosde: The four mike outputs ran
directly to aMillennia mike preamp —
that's awell-regarded pro unit —from
which we took most of the gain. Then
straight into aSonosax FD-M4 line-level
preamp. That's aunique device that has
one input and three outputs for each
channel. We used it more as abuffer/
splitter. In this way all three recording
chains had the same mike feed.
On the analog side we're next into an
EAR mixer to take the four channels of
signal from the Minisphere and mix
them down to two. Afterward, it's
directly into the C-37 Studer.
Scull: Hot-rodded, ofcourse?
Fosde: Of course ... that was Chris
Rice's all-tube analog C-37 De ParaSTEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

instrument, and he took umbrage at that, as you might expect.
It had been atwo-and-a-half-hour drive, and Ithought,
Uh-oh, we're going to be out of here in aboutfive minutes. So
Harold asked Penny if she had any other rolls to try, perhaps
one cut by Josef Hofinann...? Yes. She puts one on and
Harold jumps up, "That's him!" We spent the rest of the day
listening, and Harold became well and truly fascinated. And
that was essential, as he's the guy who knows the music and
the artists.
Scull: For readers who might not be familiar
with Harold Schonberg's work...

The Fostle microphone array: omnis
embedded within the sphere and bidirectionals on either side.

vicini-modified machine that runs 1"
tape at either 15 or 30ips.
Scull: That must be quite amonster.
Fosde: You don't appreciate how monstrous it is until you've carried it up a
flight of stairs. It weighs about 200 lbs!
It's atruly fabulous-sounding machine
— Ijust love it. We had it going one
night while Busoni and Horowitz were
playing. We may release an all-tube
analog version of these recordings.
Scull: You'd better! Lees leap to thepresent with
the 44.1kHz chain...
Fosde: Sure. The main element on this
line was aNagra-D at 44.1kHz, with a
pair of Prism AD 1Plus converters —
the new firmware version of which is a
nominal 24 bits. The signal went
through amixer and was backed up to
aTascam DAT and aMarantz CD-R,
and from there into the Mark Levinson
No36S converter [for monitoring].
Scull: Then, Oh Chefofda Future— hornma homina (apologies to Ralph Kramden] —
what of this complex 96kHz chain?
Fosde: For the future, we had two
Nagra-Ds slaved together running dCS
converters — they're out of England at

96kHz — for which we run four channels that will be used in a surround
recording when somebody decides how
DVD is really going to work.
Scull: Now, Kathleen and Iwent to the recording session in the hopes of comparing
44.1kHz to 96kHzfeeds, but that wasn't
possible...
Fosde: Right, here's how it
worked. dCS is a fascinating
British company that does alot of
DSP work for airborne radar and
things of that sort. They also make
really excellent A/D and DIA converters. Right now they're the only
company in the world that Iwas able
to find who make converters running at
96kHz. They do their own silicon —
they're not waiting for others to come up
with a receiver and transmitter chip.
They got together with Nagra and took
the 96kHz sampled signal and muxed
[multiplexed] them together, which
means splitting it into two 481cHz channel pairs on the 4-channel Nagra-D. You
can think of it as left channel number
one, left number two, in alternating samples. Then there's asecond pair of mirror-imaged channels, right number one
and right number two. To record them at
96kHz you put them in at 48kHz/
481cHz, take them out at 48IcHz/48kHz,
mux them together in the DIA, and
you've got your 96kHz system.
We slaved two Nagras together for
four channels so that we can do 96kHz
nominal 20-bit surround in four channels at some future time, should the
medium ever evolve to support it.
Scull: And the monitoring chain?
Fosde: Jon Herron at Madrigal, who
you met the night you visited, supplied a
Mark Levinson No38S preamp, the
No36S converter Imentioned, and a
332 power amp that I called The
Hemiator! That's a200Wpc stereo unit,
and it powered apair of Aerial 10Ts for
monitoring the front channels. On the
back we used aCrown Reference II and
apair of Aerial 7s. And, let's see ...Jerry
Bruck used apair of Stax SRX Mk3
Pros.
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Fosde: He began writing record and concert reviews about
1937, and for roughly 30 years was the chief critic for the New
York Times. In fact, he won the first Pulitzer Prize ever given
for music criticism. He retired in the late '80s, but he's still
very active judging piano competitions around the world.
Scull: So... what next?
Fosde: Icontacted the WFMT Fine Arts Network in
Chicago and talked to them about doing arecording project.
They thought it would make afabulous story, and wanted to
do 52 programs around it! Ithought we'd try for 13 segments
and see what happened.
Scull: And thefunding?
Fosde: That's when Igot the Madrigal people involved. It
didn't take long after they'd heard acouple of the scratch
tapes. They were just devastated by the performances, so...
they were in.
Scull: Iunderstand you built acustom vacuum
systemfor the beast. Did this piano have aname?
Fosde: No, it was just 215 329 to its many friends and
admirers. When you listen to bad recordings of reproducing/recording pianos, one of the things you
always hear is the rumble of the mechanism. One
reason is that some people use adevice called a
Vorsetzer, which is German for astrange cabinetlike
thing that had little arms coming out of it that
actually struck the keys, as you'll find on the new
Nimbus recordings. You've got amotor, aflywheel, apump, and guess what? It's right in front
of the piano and the microphones.
It's true that, in standard reproducing pianos, the
motor and pump were inside the instrument too. You
know if you press the sustain pedal on apiano and give
it awhack on its side, you'll hear agodawful btvaaaqq.
Point is, it's aresonant system, and we didn't want to have
that kind of noise. We wanted the most credible illusion that
we could manage.
Scull: Your solution?
Fosde: We took the vacuum pump and its motor and set it
under amass-loaded baffle about 20' away. Then we suspended the whole thing on acoustic isolators.
Scull: You built this yoursee
Fostle: Yup. Then we covered it all with amass-loaded
shell made of 1
/"marine-ply, cross-braced to break up reso4
nant modes. It weighs about 50 lbs, and it's stuffed with
open-cell PVC foam. We even rebuilt the pump to make it
as silent as it could possibly be. To keep any remaining vibrations at bay, we used flexible rubber tubing on the output of
the pump. We came out of the box and picked up aPVC
pipe, which runs the 20' out to the piano.
Scull: Encounter any problems with this
arrangement?
Fosde: Funny...
Scull: ... you should ask! [laughter]
Fosde: The problem was, when the piano wanted vacuum
power, it had to suck it down this long pipe, and we didn't
think that was such agood idea. So we built aplenum chamber — you can think of it as agiant vacuum capacitor —just
under the piano.
This has two distinct advantages. The pump puts out a
vacuum that's alot like chopped DC; four separate bellows
do the work. If you put your hand against the pipe, you
could feel the pulses! Ihad the idea that if we had asmooth
vacuum source, the piano might be more responsive, and
subjectively that proved to be true. By using this device, we
smoothed the vacuum delivery and got what was, for all
S
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practical purposes, an endless supply of vacuum delivered
with no time delay.
Scull: Who was that fellow attending the
Steinway at the recording session?
Fosde: That's aguy by the name of Jeff Morgan, who has
devoted his life to the restoration, preparation, and fanatical
care of reproducing pianos. That's all he does, and he's along
way from rich as aresult of it. But he's almost endlessly
knowledgeable, and he will leave no stone unturned — or
turn unstoned —in attempting to get the most out of the
instrument.
Scull: What was it, aside from the parts count,
that made the reproducers so sensitive to setup?
Fosde: Well, one of the things that
became very clear was that it's
not an adaptive mechanism. It's just aseries
of bellows, levers,
and rods. Now it
can be said that

A smiling D.W.
Fostle regards
the havoc he
hath wrought—
including $75,000
worth of Nagra digital
recorders.

apianist is an adaptive mechanism. If aparticular note under
the hands of agood player doesn't strike quite as loudly as it
should, or perhaps strikes alittle high or low, or even if the
key is coming up alittle faster or slower, he can cope. But
this series of valves and mechanisms can't.
So if you want aprecise performance, you have to give the
reproducing mechanism exactly that which it expects to see.
And that's aperfect 1923 Steinway — not a1924, definitely
not a1940, and God forbid not a1995 model! No, it wants
to see a1923-spec machine.
Scull: How in the world...?
Fosde: Well, Iobtained the technical memoranda from
Henry Steinway, which allowed us to set it up in correct
fashion. Much of that relates to action and damper regulation, because the silence is as important as the sound.
The dampers come down and snub the strings, you understand. Well, if you're an ordinary piano player or aconventional technician, you don't worry alot about that. It comes
down about the right time — good enough for government
work. Not so with this thing, because it's dumb — it can't
adapt. So when it expects the release of anote, it expects that
to happen at exactly the time it asks for it, and in exactly the
right relationship to all the other ongoing musical events.
If you put astraight edge on the top of our dampers when
they're up, you'd see they're perfectly level, all raised to
exactly the same height that was specified in 1923. There's a
friction coefficient attached to this; the proper lubricants and
101

tolerances were established to allow the dampers to drop at
the correct rate of speed. So our mechanism sees what it
expects to see — what the whole chain, beginning with the
artist sitting at the instrument in 1915, saw.
Scull: That's beauted Don. You make my
tweaky seljseem normal!
Fosde: Not much chance of that, Jonathan! [laughs] Look at
apiano action — if all 88 keys are pulled out, you have about
5000 individual parts made up of things like hide from a
particular gazelle in South America — I'm not kidding. It's
extremely exotic stuff, and most of it's organic; there's very
little metal in it. Metal screws sometimes hold things together, but you find felt bushings in apiece of wood running on
ametal bar or ametal dowel.
So when the humidity changes, for
example, the wood expands.
What does that do?
It crushes the felt
and changes the
friction coefficient. The key
doesn't work

Heaven In a box —
reproducer rolls.

at the same speed it did before. You have to get all this stuff
lined up to its original specification, and that might mean
slightly increasing the diameter of the hole and re-felting it,
for one thing. And there arc only about five or six thousand
of these things that you have to adjust! When you're done,
though, you have aperfect 1923 Steinway action.
Scull: Iwonder what itfeels like to acontemporary pianist?
Fostle: Well, you have an instrument that alot of modern
players can't handle, because the fashion in piano regulation
has changed so muck You give it to avirtuoso and they say,
OmiGawd, this is the piano I've always wanted. You give it
to aguy who plays cocktail piano, and it's as if he's had his
hands amputated. He can't deal with it. The keys are harder
to push down, the notes come in later as the key drops, the
drop itself is greater — it feels very peculiar. Artists love it,
but mere mortals can't handle it.
Scull: And the rolls themselves were in relatively
good shape?
Fosde: The rolls are in varying condition. We're talking
about paper, after all. We have original master rolls signed by
Horowitz, others by Paderewski, and some by Hofmann.
These are the actual rolls they recorded on and approved.
The other rolls arc all original factory ones. People have recut
and duplicated them, but we wouldn't use any of that stuff.
Scull: Any trade-offs using the originals?
Fosde: Yes, with avery few of the recordings, in the quietest
sections, you will hear aslight rustle. That's the paper rub102

bing across the tracker bar, which has avery high polish on
it to minimize noise and maximize vacuum contact. Or
sometimes if the roll is alittle dog-eared, you hear... not
quite arattle, but something abit like that Iaccepted this
slight trade-off against the illusion in favor of knowing that
these were absolutely accurate rolls.
Scull: Fantastic So these recordings will be
broadcast thisfall?
Fostle: October through December [on the WFMT Fine
Arts Network]. Along with the broadcast, we'll probably
offer adouble-CD set of what I'm calling, for the moment,
The Critic's Choice —which is to say, Harold's choice!
Scull: What about yourfavorites?
Fostle: Well, if Harold doesn't agree with me on acouple
of selections, there will be afew that will be my choice.
We're planning on two-and-a-half hours of material for the
recording...
Scull: Who's doing the mastering?
Fosde: Chris Rice, in Connecticut. Ah, the mastering —
you've hit upon Fostle's Pet Peeve. If you've recorded it
fight, you don't need amastering engineer. You just need
away to get it onto aCD blank or onto adigital tape,
and you just don't want to touch it. You want to run
the signal through aminimum of digital cable to the
mastering device.
Scull: And, Isuppose with just one hard dock.
Fosde: Yes, an atomic clock, so to speak. Our recording will come out of the work station, get hardredocked, then right on to what becomes the CD replication medium. We'll probably do that via an Apogee
UV22 to convert 24 bits to 16.
Scull: How long did the entire project tak from
the initialflash in the night to the recording session?
Fostle: About two years.
Scull: And how did you fed after all that work?
The vacuum was up, the rolls were playing...
Fosde: Ican't describe it, Ireally can't. It was anticlimactic
in away, because Iknew what was going to happen, then it
happened. But in another sense, every once in awhile, I
just
got zoned out and lost in the music. Iwas hearing these glorious performances, like the complete Firebird played by
Stravinsky himself, that he had adapted for the piano. There
are only two sets of these rolls in the entire world. Including
whoever was present when they were made, there are probably fewer than 100 people who have ever heard it. If each
owner of these rolls played it for 50 people in their lifetime,
I'd be surprised. Our set was virtually untouched!
So, imagine ... there arc only afew people who have ever
heard Stravinsky play his Firebird the way he wanted it played.
Now at that time Iwas supposed to be listening to the noisefloor, for passing taxis, barking dogs —and Elvis, who
showed up that Friday evening. But at times I
just drifted off
into amusical dreamland. Ibecame so absorbed in the music
— well, some of it was pretty close to musical ecstasy.
Scull: Tell us about one of these out-of-body
experiences!
Fostle: Well, I'd heard Paderewski's 78rpm recordings, and
Iknew about his reputation. You know, he was probably the
world's first international superstar. Women would pass out
at his concerts — faint, scream, and in general carry on. A
very Beatles-like phenomenon, except it occurred in 1892!
When he came to town and women chased him down Fifth
Avenue, it was page one news in the New York Times!
Anyway, when you hear Paderewski on early acoustic
discs, you're sitting there with 30dB signal/noise ratio, and a
S
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7or 8kHz top-end. And among the rumble and the rush,
you hear someone say, Wow, that's fantastic piano playing.
But hearing Paderewski on a reproducer, wide-band,
20Hz-20kHz, with 107dB S/N ratio, with imaging and
ambience to boot... well, it just knocks me out. He had an
incredibly flashy, flamboyant style — aJerry Lee Lewis kind
of piano player. Ican just imagine him in his Polish accent,
"You shake my nerves and rattle my brain, and now I'm
going to play alittle Chopin for you, honey." And the girls
would go crazy!
Scull: So you got closer to the performance?
Fosde: Yes, hearing Hofmann, you get the feeling he was
Mister Control, all facility and finesse. Then, hearing Busoni
was just amazing, even on an old war horse like Liszes
Campanella. I'm not purely aclassical listener by any means,
yet I've heard that old thing at least athousand times. But
when Iheard Busoni play it, it was as if Iwas hearing it for
the iirst time. It sounded wildly different —brilliant. No
longer just an old war horse, it became an original composition of tremendous virtuosity.
What is remarkable to me is that each of these guys was
so stylistically individualistic. When you hear Cortot play,
you will always know what he sounds like. Paderewski's like
that; Hofmann's like that; and Busoni too. They had individual style. Now Ican only speak for myself, but if I'm listening to FM radio and there's somebody playing the piano
and Ihaven't heard the recording before, Idon't know who
it is. Ican't tell.
Scull: Well, hold on. There are some ktyboard
artists with very recognizable styles. Brendel and
Richter...
Fostle: Yes ...

Scull: ...and Horowitz is so embellished you
can't possibly miss the filigree Uchida is so dean
and elegant when she does the Mozart sonatas...
Fosde: Well, Horowitz is of this class, of this epoch, and
Brendel almost is. My point is that these people are much
more distinct stylistically. There is so much individuality and
personality in it.
Scull: Well, well lookforward with real anticipation to these releases. Istill can't get over the magic of
the evening we were there It was very poetic
Thanks for the memories, Don! And thanks very
much for telling us this wonderful story.
Fosde: Jonathan and Kathleen... you're perfectly welcome.
As afinal testament to the Earwitness sessions, D.W R)stle stopped
by the other day with a"scratch" CD-R clasped bnghtly in his hands.
Of course, Iwas anxious to hear it. The recording wasn't as yet in its
final buffed-up commercial firm (it hadn't received its audiophilegrade dithering treatment, /or example), and Jon Herron of Maddc
gal
had mentioned separately to me that the DAT sounded even better
titan the CD-R, which he'd also heard.
Nevertheless, as Isat in the Ribbon Chair and listened to &mid()
Busoni play an adaption of the Chaconne Iront Bacit's Sonata Jr
Violin in d, let me tell you, Iwas glued, riveted to my chair, unable to
mitai t; much less breathe! It was dean:6411g, stupendous, miraculous, and
akgether moviqe mimic/Ea: You, may think rnt embellishing somewhat, àla Horowitz I'm not It was magiç pure and simple (And the
recording did indeed have world-class imaging, especially for the piano,
as Don had suggested.)
You can hear these amazing recordings October through December
on WFMT in Chicago in aseries f
one-hour shows hosted byfanner
doubter Harold Schonberg.
S
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The picture is worth athousand words.
The sound will leave you speechless.
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he Genesis Digital Lens, represents a

whole new technology born from the

WITHOUT THE

conviction that digital can sound alot

DIGITAL LENS

better.

The Digital Lens takes the raw digital
data from your CD player, clocks it into
half amegabyte of ram, eliminates jitter,
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subcode, and even the clock itself. Using
advanced DSF technology apparent
resolution is increased from 16 to 20
bits. Transients are faster, bass is more
powerful and defined, and while the
overall sound becomes more spacious,
individual instruments and voices
simultaneously become more specific.

If music is your aim, then focus it with
the Digital Lens. Until you have heard
music through the Lens, everything else
sounds like ablur.

Genesis Technologies, Inc. P.O. Box 669, Minturn, CO 81645
Phone (970) 827-9515 Fax (970) 827-9519

The author is Director ofthe Centre Audio
Research and Engineering, apartment of
Electronic Systems Engineerin at the University ofEssex,
Olcheter, Eteland.71ris article was written in September 1994, btfore the
formal announcement ofDVD, andfirst published in somewhat deirentfomi as 'Digital
Fmntien" in the February 1995 issue of HiFi News & Record Review. It is presented here in 1996 in its unabridged director's cut,
brinwht up to date by an addendum on the
state o/DVD as ofSeptember 1996.
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ake no mistake: the
future of high-end audio
is at its most critical juncture. The influx of lowcost home-theater products and down-market
pressures are at work, while the broadcasting
and telecommunications authorities have an
eye to cost of delivery. Even companies that
one might consider "hi-fi" are providing digital technology that actually lowers performance. There is also athreat from multimedia
and digital video involving dam-compressed
audio. The promise of amedium
that simultaneously encodes
video and sound, although attractive within its market sphere,
represents data reduction by the
back door, if it becomes commonplace in the popular music
arena, it means a freezing of
sound-quality standards with a
conrinercial inertia that will be
impossible to resist.
The industry has powerful
lobbyists who are advocating
data-compressed
surroundsound using, for example,
Dolby AC-3 code at, typically,
384 kbit/s. This has found its
way onto the 12" laserdisc,
replacing one analog FM carrier. Yes, you read that correctly:
one analog channel. Sacrificing
two analog channels could have
achieved asignificantly higher
data rate with less compromise,
but...
The introduction of the AC3laserdisc may be agood thing
for the movie industry. In that
sense, it is welcome and represents a genuine advance, but
there will also be forces to move
this technology toward the
High End. This, Ibelieve, is
unwelcome, especially if there is
then resistance against higher
bit rates.
The piecemeal introduction

II

of compromised technology, however
sophisticated, is of great concern. I
believe it is unwelcome both for the
music lover and for preserving recordings of artistic merit. Today we may
think we are clever, but tomorrow our
technology will appear limited, and
already-set standards can offer great
inertia to change. Iaccept that there
will be improvements in encoding
technology that will be passed on to
the consumer, and that there are strong
reasons for using compressed digital
sound for cinema. However, when it
comes to the high-end audio market, it
is prudent to be cautious and to seek
higher goals.
So how should the High End
respond? A visit to the 1994 Frankfurt
Show suggested that one response is to
address aesthetics: to make the product look
the part by engineering exotic casework with
chrome, brass, and acrylics. Of course, this is
part of the charm of high-fidelity systems, but
it is only asurrogate for sound quality. Highend audio is rapidly reaching adata-storage
impasse in which current technology is abottleneck, and new technology,
although sophisticated, is driven
by inappropriate forces, whose
goal is no longer quality.

PROFESSOR
IALCOLM OMAR
LOOKS AT
THE FUTURE Di
DIGITAL AUDIO
AND ARGUES T
HAT
THE HIGH END
NEEDS A
NO-COMPROMISE
DATA FORMAT
AND STORAGE MEDIUM
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DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING

'There is no doubt that presentday high-end audio remains
dominated by analog systems,
and that digital has yet to fully
assert itself as the definitive route
to ultimate performance. Nevertheless, Ipredict that this will
change; the intelligent applications of digital technology and
refinements in system design will
eventually win the day. Over the
past 12 years, our research at
Essex University has shown that
digital signal processing (DSP)
can perform amplitude and
phase-response correction for
loudspeaker systems, allowing
almost textbook performance in
certain casrs. Also, extensions to
digital and active architectures
can further enhance performance by reducing analog system imperfections — where, for
example, the advantages offered
make interconnect errors pale
into insignificance. Such techniques allow near-optimum
crossover functions to be implemented that include compensation for drive-unit response
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AV-600 THX PREAMP/TUNER:
premium Dolby Pro Logic
decoder •Separate circuitry for
front (analog) and rear (digital)
processing •THX Home Cinema
processing •AM/FM tuner

"The combination of the AV-600 and five MA-500s
produced aremarkable sense of envelopment
and immersion in the soundtrack."

•5video and 4audio inputs with
versatile copy features •preamp

Robert Harley, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Summer 1996

outputs connect to Marantz
DP-870 Dolby Digital decoder

"The AV-600's
surround performance
was the best I've heard
on my system."

•smart input switching selects
surround mode for video sources
and stereo for music sources
•separate subwoofer levels for
movies and music

"The AV-600
is very well thoughtout and loaded with
intelligent features..."

•MA-500 MONOBLOCK POWER
AMPLIFIER: high-current power
amp •125 W continuous (into
8ohms) •bridge 2MA-500s for
450 W continuous •monoblocks
provide total isolation between

"In both music and
home-theater rooms,
the MA-500s were
impressive."
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protection •daisy-chain
connection to Marantz AV-600
THX Preamp allows remote
power-on/off •width of
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The Marantz AV-600 THX Preampf Fuller and MA-500

Tux

Monoblock Power Amplifiers are proof that high-

5MA-500s is the same as
conventional component

performance home-theater sound does come in ahandy six-

•DP870 DOLBY DIGITAL (AC-3)

pack. With its superb Dolby Pro Logic decoding, THX Home

DEMODULATOR/DECODER:
discrete 5.1 multi-channel
decoding for Dolby Digital AC-3
soundtracks •DSP decoder with

Robert Harley,
Stereoph i
le Guide
to Honte Theater,
Summer 1996

Cinema processing, high-sensitivity tuner, and thoroughly intelligent switching
functions, the AV-600 is the perfect front-end for demanding listeners. The
companion MA-500 power amps deliver solid punch with audiophile grace, in a
crosstalk-free, flexible monoblock design.

Zoran AC-3 chip •RF input
connects to compatible LD
•digital AC-3 inputs for future

Experience

sources with AC-3 digital output

the Future of

(DVD, DSS) •channel level and
balance controls •configuration

Surround Sound

switches match output to system
speakers •connects to existing
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power amps or AN receiver with
5pre-out/main in loops)
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The future is here, and it fits right between the AV600 and the MA-500s. Our DP-870 Dolby Digital AC3decoder features state-of-the-art Zoran DSP
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total control of your NV
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commands each for one-button
operation •LCD window and keys

All You Need is One

connections. Looking to add Dolby Digital to your home theater system? Look no
further than the affordable Marantz DP-870.

illuminate automatically
•ergonomic design with logically
grouped functions •LCD displays

each component •label-naming
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Get total control and
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IGH-END AUDIO IS RAPIDLY REACHING ADATA-STORAGE IMPASSE IN WHICH
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY IS ABOTTLENECK, AND NEW TECHNOLOGY IS DRIVEN
BY FORCES WHOSE GOAL IS NO LONGER SOUND DUALITY.
datastream form achannel of buried data whose random statistics function simultaneously as subtractive dither. The CD
player replays all 16 bits in the normal way, but the lower 2
or 3bits are channeled to adecoder to extract the buried
data.
By using appropriate coding, buried data can be used to
enhance performance even while the data remain compatible with the standard CD format, although the dynamic
range is compromised compared with anoiseshaped 16-bit
system. The proponents [31 of this system cite applications
that include: audio bandwidth extension (>22kHz); dynamic range extension; encoding of surround-sound information; auxiliary data channel for information; and graphical
data.
The argument favoring bandwidth extension using
buried data is that the additional ultrasonic information
requires relatively crude coding duc to both the low energy
and low audible significance given this data. Also, coding of
surround sound could be efficiently performed, as reference
to the principal high-quality audio signals would establish an
accurate coding framework in which to hang the additional
correlated data. Further buried-data capacity is also
promised by making the noiseshaping/quantization adaptive [41. Applying masking theory, avariable bit rate for the
buried-data channel, which is afunction of the main audio
signal, is made feasible.
Ironically, such techniques are moving closer to those
achieved in data-reduction schemes and therefore should be
questioned within the framework of high-end aspirations.
Effectively, aCD would still contain 16-bit numbers, but the
information within the main stereo signal would be compromised. Additional data, however, would be available
from the buried-data channel, which would cunningly
manipulate the balance of performance. The assumption is
that coding artifacts resulting from data truncation, hit randomization, and adaptive noiseshaping adhering to apsychoacoustic metric, will remain inaudible, and that the decoded buried
data can be used more efficiently to augment
overall performance.
Iam sure that in the future we shall sec
such systems using buried-data technology, as
there is acommercial rationale and some
interesting possibilities. The following is
speculation because technical details arc
sparse, but it's possible that Pacific Microsonics uses some form of buried data in its
HDCD* system to achieve performance enhancement both in subjective dynamic range and
bandwidth extension. Sample HDCD recordings
Ihave auditioned (without decoding the extra
data) arc of above-average quality;
though currently restricted to two channels, this technology clearly offers one
route forward.
However, aproblem with any burieddata system is that if signal processing is
S
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performed prior to decoding, then the buried data are irreversibly lost. Although not insurmountable by using appropriate decoding prior to signal processing, this may be the
Achilles' heel of such systems; it is certainly an obstacle for
adopting some of the aspects of digital processing currently
being considered.
This brief description shows one possible avenue by
which sound quality can be improved. Yet, inevitably, such
systems are compromised; there will always be questions
over encoding artifacts depending on whether dither is correctly used, the subjective effects of the coding algorithms,
or, ultimately, whether the psychoacoustic models are adequate and universal. At apractical level, the complications
arising from special buried-data schemes, each with their
idiosyncratic protocols and dedicated processing architectures, restrict system development due to the cost of specialpurpose DSP devices. Also, the judgments being made
today are limited by the performance of existing analog and
digital electronics and by associated recording and loudspeaker systems, all of which are imperfect. As the performance frontiers arc advanced, acceptance of encoding and
processing systems will become more stringent; even the
way we listen to two-channel stereo is acritical factor (as discussed later in this article).
My proposal for anew high-end digital storage medium
is more radical, as Ibelieve there should be no compromise
imposed by encoding algorithms. It recognizes that, once
the blue-laser technology is developed, recording density on
an optical disc can be increased, probably by four to eight
times in the short term by using more modest, shorterwavelength lasers [hence DVD]. Most listeners would suggest
that 60 minutes playing time is adequate for asingle disc,
and that longer times offer little advantage to the serious listener. Anyway, the use of buffer memories and multi-disc
technology allows aseamless transition between multiple
discs. However, even if blue-laser technology is problematic, IBM in the US has
reported progress with a multi-layer Cl)
technology that could offer arecording density increased perhaps ten times. Itherefore
predictthat laserdisc storage could increase
by 50 to 100 times in the next ten years, and
will be driven by the energetic forces at the
heart of the computer industry. If such predictions arc true, data reduction for highquality audio is not only unnecessary, but
already an obsolete concept for the High
End, especially as audio data requirements arc
relatively modest. Period.
The choice will be between the highest standards of recording quality or having, for example,
all of Beethoven's works on asingle disc.
But given the choice, would you purchase
arecording that had been contaminated
with data reduction when you could have
a no-compromise alternative with the
option of surround replay? Aficionados of
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BUILDING THE BEST
LOUDSPEAKER ISN'T ROCKET
SCIENCE, BUT IT'S CLOSE.
Many of the engineering principles which put arocket into space apply just as well to the
creation of aHales loudspeaker. At Hales Design Group, we employ sophisticated computer
engineering, advanced materials science and proprietary driver technology to redefine the
state of the art. Beauty complements function with select hand-matched veneers and unique enclosures of
exquisite craftsmanship. But, superior design and manufacturing techniques are alone insufficient to guarantee
perfection. In our opinion, the expression of musical truth requires an understanding of art, as well as science.
Hales loudspeakers are faithful to the human, emotional qualities of music. Instruments and voices are portrayed
with amusical rightness which can only be described as breathtaking. So, while your
speakers may be planted on terra firma, you can enjoy alistening experience which is
truly out of this world.

SERIOUS LOUDSI'EAKERS FOR SERIOUS LISTENERS.

Hales
HALES DESIGN GROUP'
!6812 Gothard Street Huntington Beach California 92647
Voice 714 841 6884 Fax 714 841 2427
http://www.halesdesigngroup.corn
c 1996 .ALES DESCH GROUR All RIGHtS RESERVED

!iHE NEW DIGITAL STORAGE FORMAT SHOULD BE DESIGNED TO CARRY FORWARD
THE ASPIRATIONS OF QUALITY AUDIO SYSTEMS INTO THE NEXT CENTURY.
high-end audio should not have to waste their time considering whether adata-reduction algorithm's claims for inaudibility are valid.

THE HIGH END MUST SUPPORT AN AUDIO
ENVIRONMENT FREE OF DATA REDUCTION

To initiate this debate, Iwould like to call upon high-end
companies and interested parties to form aconsortium within the ARA movement to consider the introduction of a
new digital storage format whose performance will in no
way limit the aspirations of the finest sound-reproduction
systems. Such aformat does not have to pander to the latest
technology in data reduction or be overly constrained by
mass-market products; it should be designed to carry forward the aspirations of quality audio systems into the next
century. It is time for the high-end industry to contemplate
its destiny by defining aset of parameters that go significantly beyond those considered theoretically adequate. The
industry must not be led purely by the mass-market needs
of home theater, multimedia, and bandwidth-limited delivery systems. Of course, data-handling compatibility must
remain — inevitably, an audio system will have adual role. It
is simply that the primary source must be of superlative
capability.
The main features of my proposal are as follows:
• Data structure on disc to be configurable under program
control (stored as aheader file on disc), allowing an
exchange between number of channels, number of bits
per channel, and sampling rate.
•Each channel to be sampled at aminimum of 96kHz
(twice the current professional sampling rate); some master recorders already operate at this rate.
• Multichannel format in which program code residing on
disc assigns the number of channels (possibly up to six),
enabling acompromise between playing time and spatial
resolution and recording type.
• Hierarchical surround encoding to simplify compatibility
with varying loudspeaker arrays.
• Transparent data compression [5] to be
part of specification to exploit redundancy,
but designed to guarantee no loss of audio
data.
• Data channel for carrying information on
recording.
•Block addresses to enable data to be transferred to local memory in bursts, thus
allowing auniformly clocked buffer at the
DAC to eliminate jitter and provide rapid
access to data.
• Pseudo-random coding of data both on disc and
in transmission channel, to eliminate correlation
with jitter and audio data when data are transferred in continuous mode. [6]
• Optional subwoofer channel carrying
up to six low-frequency signals, but
format assignable under program control.
• Auxiliary channel to contain data that
would be "buried" on aCD mastered
S
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with this process. This would enable flexible compatibility with recordings such as HDCD, but give the option of
transcoding between main recording and buried data.
• Format to include the use of 5", 8", and 12" laserdiscs so
that, in the short term, there will be adequate data capacity for the format of highest spatial resolution. (Browsing
among 12" discs is more satisfying than trying to read the
jewelbox spines of shelved CDs!)
•Identification of pigments for laserdiscs that are transparent
only to laser wavelength, to reduce scattered light artifacts.
• System to be linked to an advanced study program to
research the methods of encoding, noise-shaping, and a
move to true three-dimensional sound. As such aflexible
and programmable coding format is mandatory to accommo&te different philosophies and technical requirements
and to enable results from experience, new ideas and
experimentation to be incorporated.
Ibelieve that the future of high-end audio is to use audio
data in its purist state; that is, tuicompromised by data reduction or, more controversially, band limitation. Some schools
of thought hold that even 96kHz is inadequate, so coding
flexibility will be important. For example, asystem could
combine 16-bit words with 8x-oversampling and mild noiseshaping. Such options could be specified in the disc header
file, and the DAC configured for appropriate decoding.
The storage medium should also address the problem of
correlated jitter that can arise in standard S/PDIF interfaces
[6] (although anew standard would be required). The minimization of interface jitter will be even more critical in
high-resolution systems.
In the future, data capacity on optical disc will not impose
asevere limit; thus, it's desirable to extend the bandwidth to
40kHz and remove the coloration imposed by near-brickwall filters at the edge of the audioband. At present the
design task of these filters and their ensuing time dispersion
is too critical, especially as aminority of listeners have hearing that extends beyond 20kHz in the
steady state. There is growing evidence that
ultrasonic information present in audio transients is necessary to create that final level of
realism. Even if there is doubt about this
(many will argue that there is), Istill believe
it wrong to compromise system performance; data capacity should not be the limiting factor.
However, Ido advocate the use of data
compression — but of the lossless variety. [5]
Because of the low energy of ultrasonic
information, lossless encryption can be made very
efficient in asystem using extended sampling
rates, as there is considerable inter-sample correlation. By lossless, it is implied that the process is
reversible and therefore transparent. Such
systems potentially save data and represent amore logical way to extend the
bandwidth, as the audio data are seamless
and do not require complicated algorithrns to reformat an approximation of
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IGH-END AUDIO SHOULD WEAR THE DUALITY LABEL: "NO DATA REDUCTIOU
the original audio signal. Also, if data are communicated in a
compressed format, then problems of correlated jitter are
ameliorated.
Iam also excited about the opportunities of multichannel
surround sound. In Frankfurt Iwas fortunate to audition a
five-channel discrete recording (44kHz sampling, 16 bits per
channel, using afive-loudspeaker layout). The reproduced
soundfield was of excellent quality and seemed considerably
more tolerant of listening position than standard stereo.
However, when this recording was transcaled to Dolby
Surround (two-channel stereo recording replayed with
mono surrounds), although some aspects were reproduced
dramatically, in comparison the results were only acrude
imitation. Those subtle clues that instill asense of envelopment and "being there" were lost. Indeed, accurate stereo
monitored under optimal conditions is much more satisfying in terms of imaging.2 Isometimes wonder how many
listeners have experienced true stereo, as most use their
loudspeakers dose to furniture and room boundaries, where
subtle dues are distorted by near reflections.
My vision, therefore, is of asuper-high-definition digital
format designed to meet the highest demands of the audiophile — amedium that will allow the art of surround recording to develop such that precise and integrated soundfields
can be reconstructed. It would be aformat that would challenge the high-end designer and enable the frontiers to go
beyond their present state, even though some aspects of present-day ADC/DAC systems stubbornly remain inadequate.
Ihope Ican start adebate among manufacturers both large
and small, especially those who care passionately about
sound quality. Possibly aforum could be instigated within
the ARA movement designated:

ARA CONSORTIUM FOR HIGH-DEFINITION
DIGITAL AUDIO

This consortium could cooperate on bringing an advanced
digital storage system to the marketplace; one that would be
free from (nontransparent) data compression. It should
reflect both the hardware manufacturers and the specialist
record labels, and would bring true meaning to the term
"high-end." Ihave warmed to the idea of the
12" music format, but in arobust digital format. Let us consider the exploitation of using
the extra bits promised in the near future to
enhance sound reproduction, and not become preoccupied with the extended playing
times of bit-limited systems or the need for
portability, as these systems already exist.
As acaveat, Iwould like to recommend to

specialized audiophile record manufacturers that they introduce aquality label of "No Data Reduction (NDR)." This
would reflect both the storage format and any processing
performed within the recording chain prior to final mastering. Iwould be pleased to talk with interested parties about
this suggestion, and would consider overviewing the
process. I'm sure that such aquality assurance would be of
great interest to the record buyet and that having aquality
label would prove attractive.
Though some will argue for amore data-efficient strategy,
Iwould counter this with aminimal-compromise stance
coupled with the expansion in storage capacity that should
soon emerge. Also, transparent coding, especially with multichannel systems, enables significant savings to be made. The
various tricks being proposed for buried data, data reduction,
etc., although ingenious and technically challenging, are not
adevelopment path for high-end audio. A high-definition
system for surround-sound encoding in which the potential
performance is beyond reproach will advance the status of
high-end systems.
On the other hand, the vision of numerous data-compression systems, and related schemes for buried data, will
lead to considerable complexity and system incompatibilities. Satellite and cable digital delivery systems already use
data reduction with the potential for cascaded coders.
Projections are being made to download digital data to retail
outlets, atechnique that will thrive on data reduction even if
the final data format is to CD standard. I've already heard of
studios earning money from cleaning data-reduced signals
by filtering the coding artifacts, only for it to be corrupted
again by further coding, requiring additional cleaning, etc.,
etc. The imminent threat and proliferation of data-reduction
schemes must, Ifeel, be resisted if high-end aspirations are
not to be compromised by asea of complexity and inappropriate engineering practices enforced by cascaded stages of
data transcoding.
High-end audio should wear the quality label: "No Data
Reduction." It should become a designated DataReduction-Free Zone. Ibelieve the time for high-end companies to act has come: aquality format is desperately needed, and apositive stance must be taken.
Already, digital audio has evolved to achieve
good quality, but what is the future? Surely
it must go beyond the marble-and-chromium-plate front panels, exotic and desirable
as these can be.
Ifloated this proposal to several manufacturers at the 1994 High-End Show in
Frankfurt, and the concept was warmly
received. Several thought there was currently little originality within the industry, and
that an engine for change was essentiaL
Audiophile aspirations need to be fueled by
exciting new products that challenge present
standards and offer aprogressive and evolutionary path toward high-definition, three-dimensional sound reproduction.
Other companies, such as Audio
Physic (Germany) and Are Mo
(Norway), already recognize the importance of DSP when applied intelligently
to the enhancement of loudspeakers. At

Fo
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2 The optimum loudspeaker layout for two-dunnel stereo
involves using apair of widely sptaced, well-matched speakers,
well away from room boundaries. This arrangement was introduced
to me by Audio Physic's Joachim Gerhard (visiting Fellow, Essex
University), using Al's accurately matched Step loudspeakers (see
HEN/RR, November 1994 and Stamp/tar, Gawk r 1994, Vol.17
No10). paisard's pother-Sarnia« phiknophy gate disaused m hull in
=e in -Vaud Firmer's review cf the Audio Physic VnRo in
1995, Kit?
—Ed]
the critioal location of
the listener — irtandatory for •
Cy stereo —the
imaging can be specocuLu, especially in a darkened
room. If you find that the listening position in your system is uncritical, then Idoubt whether you're experiencing the ultimate capabilities of two-Iiiudspeaker, twodiannel stereo. Though imaging is a low priority for
some audiophiles, for me it renuins the quintessential
essence of sound reproduction.
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FIER AN EXTENDED DEBATE, THE ARA CONCLUDED THAT
IT IS BETTER TO ENCODE TWO STEREO TRACKS THAT ARE
INDEPENDENT OF THE SURROUND MIX.
the 1994 Hi-Ii News & Record Review Show in London, Dr.
Richard Greenfield (lecturer, Essex University) and I
demonstrated the advantages of 13SP in fine-tuning the performance of an audio system_ We believe this technology is
now part of the next evolutionary step on the road to superior performance. Icontinue to be amazed at the preoccupation with accessories such as cables, spikes, etc. (relevant as
these may be), when the basic performance of most loudspeakers remains flawed. The intelligent use of DSP can also
simplify analog signal processing, eliminating the need for
analog preamplifiers and complex analog crossover networks. The art of the analog designer is still critical, but the
signal path can be simplified. Indeed, the gains in transparency that arise from an active digital loudspeaker are significant, as the DACs are now directly interfaced to their
associated power amplifiers. Also, the direct coupling of
amplifier to drive-unit improves efficiency and eliminates
interaction between drive-unit impedance and crossover, a
process that can be nonlinear under large-signal conditions.
This technological approach to loudspeaker system
design has already been pioneered by Bob Stuart (visiting
Fellow, Essex University) of Meridian Audio, and digital,
active loudspeakers are currently being manufactured_ Also,
multiloudspeaker layouts are possible via the Meridian 565
processor. These products give aglimpse of the future, and
prove why the multichannel approach is so important. It
underpins the approach being forwarded by the ARA.
However, even though DSP can improve sound reproduction and move doser to the performance envelope dictated by CD, we believe there is room for improvement that
can only be addressed by astrategic advancement in technology. Pioneer is to be congratulated for introducing such
products as the double-speed DAT machine, which gives a
tantalizing image of what ano-compromise system could
offer, and for experimenting with adouble-sample-rate CD,
as reported recently in HFN/RR_ II
However, this is still inadequate. The future
must encompass aquality surround-sound
carrier in which each channel encodes to
exemplary performance unimpeded by data
reduction, and for which daims that coding
artifacts are almost insignificant are irrelevant
In general, the rear signals are as important as
the front signals; fine ambience information
requires quality encryption if astrong sense
of integration and envelopment is to be
achieved_
My case is that, among the proliferation of systems now advocating data reduction, a parallel
niche market exists. A high-resolution format
would hiel the high-end community, endowing it
with adistinct identity elevated above its
present middle-of-the-road position. From
amusical perspective, such aformat would
move the frontiers to where exquisite performance could be anticipated both in the
dynamic portrayal of sound and in the

accurate representation of athree-dimensional soundfiekl.
High-end, by its very nature, should accommodate adegree
of over-engineering and challenge present standards. It should
not be constrained by bit limitation, or by psydmacoustic theories that are only approximations of the complicated operation of the ear and brain colored by conclusions drawn from
existing and compromised ethnology. It is time for achange,
and to move beyond apreoccupation with pseudoscientific
artifacts. ARA will promote the general awareness and acceptance of surround sound. Let us grasp this opportunity and
complement it with adefinitive and flexible format for highdefinition digital audio.

ADDENDUM: J
UNE 1996

This article was originally written for the British magazine
HFN/RR in July/August 1994. At that time there was no
open talk of DVD, although the technology for ahigherdensity optical format was becoming evident. It was also
apparent at that time that lossy data compression was being
taken very seriously by the audio engineering fraternity:
where the bit-rate reduction ratio seemed more important
than the sonic performance of the technology, there was
(and still is) adanger that atechnology could be duust upon
the high-end audio community that could not only stifle
future developments, but itself be outdated in arelatively
short time. The article was therefore written in that spirit
Since then anumber of developments has occurred that
complement the article, but also date it in terms of its proposals. My initial vision was for aflexible format configured
more like acomputer disk, with aflexible file structure that
could be arranged to allow awhole range of applications.
This now seems unlikely. Also, later that year Him Negishi
of Canon formed anonprofit group called the Acoustic
Renaissance for Audio. Following anumber of technical
meetings, the technical subcommittee, under the chairmanship of Bob Stuart of Meridian, UK,
evolved and produced the proposal, which
was subsequently published in Siereophde as
"Setting the Super-CD Standard" in August
1995 (VoL18 No.8, p.53). It is also available
on the World Wide Web (at http://
www.meridian.com ). The proposal focused
on the need for any new audio format to
include multi-channel three-dimensional
sound capability as well as improved coding
parameters compared with the current CD
standard. Contentious issues remain, not
least the debate about coding format, be it multibit (PCM) or sigma/delta modulation (SDM),
as well as the number of channels required for a
realistic rendition of athree-dimensional sound-
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Ibelieve it is important to consider the
ultimate goal of three-dimensional sound
reproduction, and not be misled by the
peripheral surround sound common on
so many film soundtracks. Three-dimen117
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il HE SPECIFICATION FOR DUD'S SOUND CHANNELS HAS BEEN
WRITTEN VERY FLEXIBLY SUCH THAT LINEAR PCM AT
BOTH 48KHZ AND 96KHZ ARE OPTIONS.

sional sound should aim to occupy all space surrounding the
listener; it should include both envelopment and exact
image localization in terms of angular position, distance, and
image size, together with an exact rendition of timbrai
attributes.
Ambisonics offers aworking technology that should be a
central option in any new proposal. Iam not suggesting that
this technology is perfect, but it is well understood and is
capable of excellent results. It is also atechnology that lends
itself to immediate application, and does not require ahigh
number of channels to obtain good results. One can argue
about whether the channels should encode loudspeaker
feeds or the core W, X, Y, Zcomponents. Strictly, it should
be the latter, but it is also possible to process the loudspeaker feeds to reconstruct the components and thus accommodate arange of layouts. The problem is that "loudspeaker
feed" encoding is inevitably layout-specific and therefore
cannot be universal; processing will nearly always be
required, hence component coding is the better choice. This
is also why abitstream code is ahindrance, but that's another story....
There is also asonic educational/evaluation issue. When
first encountering asurround-sound system, even aflawed
one, the added dimensionality is very obvious to the listener and can be strongly appealing. At first, poorer-quality
loudspeakers/ancillaries and possibly inferior-quality
recordings can sound rather good. But as familiarity creeps
in, we have to reappraise the way we audition such systems
before we can sensitize ourselves to any problems. For
example, is an AC-3 recording better in every respect than
its two-channel Pro Logic 16-bit/44.1kHz counterpart?
Certainly the spaciousness and image portrayal are more
dynamic and less compromised compared with Pro Logic,
but is it as good in a"hi-fi sense," especially when the pictures are missing?
Another important issue considered in
depth by the ARA is that of two-channel
compatibility. Can afixed or even adynamic
matrix produce an acceptable result, and can
it be achieved in away that will make studios
feel comfortable with the technology and
justify the added production costs? After an
extended debate, the ARA concluded that it
is better to encode two stereo tracks that are
independent of the surround mix; dedicated
two-channel systems can then access this
information directly without complicated
signal processing.
However, just when the DVD-audio architecture was looking feasible, two more factors
emerged to cloud the issue. The first concerns the
Sony Bitstream proposal, which suggests
that SDM be used as ameans to encode a
serial bitstream, and that these signals be
coded directly on the disc. The motive is
guided by the opportunity for adirect
connection between the code produced
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by abitstream ADC and asimple DAC in the player. Ihave
already expressed my strong opposition to this suggestion
(details can be found on the ARA Web page).
The second factor is the proposed limit on the maximum
bit rate that can be read off the DVD disc operating in audio
mode, which is to be set at approximately 6.1 Mbit/s. This
rate is supposedly determined by the need for cheap portable
players to be able to reliably read the disc. We thus have the
low-end market dictating what parameter will be available to
the high-end user.
These developments are particularly worrying for highquality audio reproduction. They are partly of apolitical
nature, and separately or together can limit and compromise
the ultimate performance of an audio system. Either we
have abitstream code that invites alimit on information
with no fundamental guarantee of linearity (unlike dithered
PCM), and/or them is alimit on the number of channels
and the encoding parameters (bits and sampling rate) of
those channels. Ideally, we should think of 20 bits/96kHz,
with lossless compression, as the norm. These uncertainties
may open awindow of opportunity for lossy compression
schemes, which was counter to the original proposal.
Clearly, there are many aspects to this subject, the debate
will run for some time, and the outcome will no doubt be
dictated by political and vested interests. Isimply say that
we need aflexible multi-channel format, preferably with
lossless compression and the use of PCM, so that low-distortion post-processing can be applied that addresses the
needs of three-dimensional decoding as well as digital and
active loudspeaker technology. Also, the format should
enable encoder-decoder technology to develop, and not
impose an "information bottleneck." Nor should it assume
that present psychoacoustic theory is complete, or that we
know how to optimally encode and record three-dimensional sound. These theoretical and signal-processing considerations are critical, and are central factors in my total opposition to the bitstream
coding format.
In practice, we may have to wait for blue
laser (or yet another format) to deliver the
optimum goal; the present DVD should be
seen as astep toward that goal. Nevertheless,
if all goes according to plan, DVD audio
could set new standards in and expectations
of sound quality, and erect aplatform upon
which the recording of three-dimensional
sound could be built. There is still much to
learn ... but let's get the basic parameters correct
and beyond question.
Some late news indicates there is now cause
for optimism with DVD. The specification for
DVD's sound channels has been written
very flexibly such that linear PCM at
both 48kHz and 96kHz are options
within the multiplex as well as compressed code such as AC-3 and MUSICAM. There appears also to be acapabil-
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So Istarted conducting at Cambridge and then Idecided
to take it up, and went to study with Franco Ferraro in Italy
for ayear. When Icame back Idid various odd jobs: Iwas
Martindale-Sidwell's assistant organist in Hampstead, and I
played some continuo for various groups— the English
Chamber Orchestra and the Academy of St. Martin-in-theFields; I'd played with both when they came up to Cambridge. Ialso did some proofreading for SchottsJahn: ... who publishes Tippett, of course.
Davis: Yes. Iproofread the first act of the orchestral parts to
Tippett's Knot Ganlen.
Jahn: Ibet that was hard work
Davis: Oh, yes — they had areally terrible copyist at the time.
Then the Liverpool Phil. had aconductor's seminar—which
they only did for two or three years before the money ran out
Ispent afortnight up there; there were four of us, one of
whom was John Eliot Gardiner, whom I'd also known from
Cambridge. Iplayed continuo for him the first time he ever
did the Monteverdi Vespers, which became his signature tune
for many years. After that they invited me back to Liverpool
several times and I eventually became Principal Guest
Conductor for three seasons. Before that I'd auditioned fot
and got, the position of Assistant Conductor in Glasgow with
the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, so Iwas there for two
years between 1970 and '72. I'd taken over aconcert in 1970
with the Scottish doing Janácek's Glagolitic Mass, and that real-

Davis: Yes. That was made by CBC, the Canadian Broadcasting Company. Idid quite afew recordings for them; CBS
wasn't too bothered about that because CBC had, and still
has, very poor distribution and was not considered aparticularly serious threat In that time Ialso made some records for
CBS with the Philharrnonia in London — that was the other
orchestra that Iworked with for along time. Then Igave up
on CBS as rather abad job, so Iwasn't really recording anything for awhile 'til Icame back to the BBC SO and we
signed the contract with Teldec. I'm very happy with that. I
like almost all the recordings we've made very much_
Jahn: How does being with an orchestrator asustained period alter
the way you work with them? Mesumably you get up each day knowing you're going to see the same set offerer, and knowing how thry
work
Davis: Well, you can look at it two ways, positive and negative. The positive side is that you're so used to each other that
they know what you like and you know what they are capable of and you can set to work at afairly high level quickly—
which you can't do when you're guest-conducting. The danger is that you become too familiar with each other, that may
have happened in Toronto, but I'm not the best person to
judge that kcertainly hasn't with the BBC yet, and I've just
signed up with them for another four years—until the year
2000, by which time Ishall have been there for 11 years!
But... there arc all kinds of differences between the two
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CONDUCTED ALL THE BIG AMERICAN ORCHESTRAS tITHIN A VERY SHORT
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IF I PINCHED MYSELF I
'D WAKE UP.

ly launched my carece Things took off from there.
Jahn: Iremember you went to America at this stage
Davis: Yes. Iconducted all the big American orchestras
within avery short time. It was an odd experience; Ikept
thinking if Ipinched myself I'd wake up.
Jahn: It must be difficult to appear constantly as aguest conductor
with great orchestras so early on in acareer.
Davis: It was hard, except when you're young you don't
drink it's hard_ When you get older you start to think about
it. You say, "Wait aminute... [laughs] how could this happen?" And then you realize things are more difficult than
when you had the brash inexperience of youth_
Jahn: And then you went to Toronto in 1975 for 13 years?
Davis: Yep.
Jahn: Had you intended to stayfor such along while?
Davis: Idon't know. They had been without aconductor for
two seasons because my predecesor, Karel Anced of the
Czech Philharmonic, had gone there in 1969, having left
Czechoslovakia in 1968 when the Russians invaded. He died
there after only four years. Before that they had had Seiji
Ozawa for four years in his first job, and so Iwas rather determined that Iwould stay there for longer because the poor people wanted abit of stability. But 13 years was probably too
long! Then, during that time, Ibegan to record for CBS and
in asense that was amistake because Isigned an exclusive contract with them for aguaranteed minimum of one record a
year, and for along time that's off Imade. So I&ilk Imimed
opportunities with other record companies.
Jahn: Irecently heard your Heldenleben — that was recorded in
Toronto.
STEREOPOILE, NOVEMBER 1996

orchestras: the main one is that the repertoire Ido with the
BBC is much more diallenging, in asense. You know, Iuy
to do everything from Haydn to what was written last week
for us. We do concentrate on 20th-century music more than
most orchestras; that is atradition that goes back along way.
We look at contemporary British music especially. From the
Boulez years the BBC developed an ability to deal with very
tricky contemporary music. Istill think they handle this better than any other orchestra.
So we are constandy doing very interesting repertoire. We
opened the season before last with acycle of Berlioz concerts.
Next season we're doing aStravinsky Festival, and then we
have the January weekend projects that we've always done,
when we focus on one 20th-century composer. This year it's
Ives, last year it was Hindemith, the year before that Tavener
(which Iwasn't involved in), and the years before that Janácck,
Berg, and Henze (which, again, Iwasn't involved with). Igenerally like to do these — I'm doing next year's, which will be
Lutoslawski_ So we are constuidy stimulated by new repertoire, and we tour regularly.
Jahn: You went to the States in 1995.
Davis: Yes, and it was avery successful trip. We are going back
in two-and-a-half years' tizne to alot more important centers
than we went to this time. The orchestra hadn't been for
eight years, so although we played New York, Philadelphia,
and Washington, we played in anumber of smaller towns.
Jahn: Which repertoire did you take with you?
Davis: We took Elgar 1, Tippett 2, Brahms 4, Bartók's
Mirandous Mandarin, Iklius's Brie Fair, aBerlioz Overture,
and anew piece by Elliot Carter, which we premiered in the
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Proms in Septembet
Jahn: You've ahvays carried the flame for British music—I believe
pm did alot of it in Toronto.
Davis: Idid alot of Elgar ... we actually did aperformance
of The Kingdom in Toronto that we took down to Carnegie
Hall, and as far as anyone could find out it had never been
done in New York before. Ialso did alot of Tippett, including die North American premiere of the Triple Concerto
and The Mask of lime.
Jahn: Yes, you made the premiere recording of that in 1986. That
must have been exciting.
Davis: Yes, it was. That was made from alive recording
from the Festival Hall. It was the second time rd done it—
rye done it three times already, and I'd like to do it again; it's
agreat piece but very difficult —I think the most difficult
choral piece ever written.
Jahn: How was it received in Toronto? Is Tippett well known?
Davis: Tippett has actually been in Toronto quite alot The
CBC brought him over before my time, when they had
their own orchestra; he conducted some of his own music.
While Iwas there he came over twice, and was featured in
other concerts, and gave talks at the University. Last
November Iconducted the new piece, Rose 14.12e, which was
commissioned joindy by the London Symphony Orchestra,

Symphony, but basically Ilived in Toronto. Ididn't really
realize how much Imissed England until Icame back in
1988.
And now having the BBC and Glyndeboume is afantastic combination. Ialso have ayoung son of six, so Iam at
home alot —I don't travel all that much, although Ihave
just started this three-year stint as Chief Guest Conductor in
Stockholm, and we are going to be recording for Finlandia_
Again, that's nice because it's only an hour-and-a-half flight
—it's within easy reach—and Ilike Sweden. It means I've
had to give up some guest conducting, but actually Ilike
that. rd much rather have asmaller number of orchestras
that Iwork with on aregular basis because you can achieve
better results that way.
Jahn: Iwould imagine that guest conducting at aplace like the
Metropolitan Opera must be quite daunting—you're going into
something where the production is probably already established, and
the singers have already got avet),good idea of what they are going
to do.
Davis: Well, that depends on the singers. If it's someone
who's sung the same role 500 times, you're not going to
change them very much. But Ihaven't been to the Met for
several years. I'm going back in December to do Hansel und
Grew!, which is apiece I've always loved and never conduct-

D MUCH RATHER HAVE A SMALLER NUMBER OF tillaHESTRAS THAT IWORK
WITH ON A REdbiAR
'IBASIS; YOU CAN ACHIEVE BETTER RESULTS THAT WAY.

the Boston Symphony, and Toronto. Tippett came over for
that. It was actually acouple of weeks after the end of the
BBC American tour, and so he came to the Philadelphia
performance of the Second Symphony as well. I'm doing
Rose Lake with the BBC this summen Ithink that will be his
last big orchestral piece, although you never know with
Tippett [laughs]. But he has such difficulty with his eyes now.
I'm sure he'll produce some smaller pieces, but another
major orchestral piece is probably too much to expect.
Tippett was in Toronto when we did asort of preconcert
concert of Crown ofthe Year—there is avery good childrens'
chorus in Toronto that Iwas sort of responsible for founding. And there was aconcert of chamber pieces and some of
the vocal pieces at the University on the following Sunday.
So, he's got quite afollowing there.
Elgar... [laughs]. Iwas appointed to the Toronto SO in
June 1984, ayear before Itook over. Iwent and did aperformance of Elgar 2, and one friend of aBoard Member was
heard saying, "'Tell him, no more Elgarr [laughs heartily] But
thankfully, Ibroke down that resistance! Idid Gerontius a
couple of times, and the Symphonies fairly regularly, and a
lot of the major pieces —Falstaffand so on.
Jahn: Do you think nostalgiafor your homeland actually helped you
focus on the "Englishness" of this music while you were in Toronto?
Davis: Yes, Ithink that's very likely. And it's interesting...
Iwas very happy there — it's alovely city, and agreat place
to live. Ihad alovely Victorian house there, on an island in
Georgia Bay, which is by Lake Huron. So Ihad alovely
summer retreat, and Ienjoyed it all immensely, and didn't
realize how much Imissed Fngl2nd. Imean, Iwas coming
back all the time, doing things with the Philharrnonia especially, and Covent Garden and Glyndebourne and the BBC
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cd, having had to turn down acouple of opportunities to do
so in the past. Then Iam going back to do Capriccio the following season.
Jahn: How many weeks do you get to put it all together?
Davis: Well, Hansel und Gretel we do rather quickly, in two
and ahalf weeks, but it is ashort opera as they go. For
Capriccio we have four weeks. I've always enjoyed working at
the opera in Chicago more. It's something to do with the
atmosphere of the house. At the Met you do feel abit like
one of the production line in asausage factory.
Jahn: Because everyone else has already got themselves ready before
you even appear on the scene is it derlt to put across what you
want?
Davis: Well, when you go to any company like this you
expect the singers to arrive prepared; here Hansel is
Jennifer Larmore, who certainly knows it because she's
recorded it, and Gretel is Dawn Upshaw. But most singers,
unless they are great divas and are totally set in their ways,
will be quite flexible and open to new ideas. And the
orchestra... well, actually the Met Orchestra, although the
production is quite old, hasn't done Hansel und Gretel for
four or five years, so one won't be dealing with too many
preconceptions. What I've never done is gone into one of
those German houses where you go into an old production,
get three days' rehearsal, and then are thrown on. That
doesn't interest me.
Iconducted the first performances in Munich with the
Bayerisches Staatsoper of Peter Grimes, almost 50 years after
it was written. hut was interesting! It was supposed to be a
new production, and it had to be canceled because it was
designed for their very sophisticated backstage facilities, and
abug got into the system. Apparendy the pneumatics ran on
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VRE v1.0

liew Reference in ilideo Playback
The first step to achieumq usual Reality 111 gour home theater sgstem
The Visual Reality Engine y1.0 is ahighly-advanced. software-controlled 2D adaptive comb and notch filter
that provides virtually perfect separation of the chroma and lumina signals thereby
eliminating dot crawl and cross luminance for astunningly-real picture

VRE's high-performance, on-board computer samples data line-by-line over 1400 times across the screen
The on-board Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) thoroughly analyzes the content
of the incoming video signal using 10 different criteria at arate
of over one-half billion operations per second
Our custom software algorithm decides -on apixel-by-pixel basis -whether to implement
its high performance notch or comb filters for optimum separation
of the color signal from the black and white
Optional Oren Semiconductor Ghost Cancelation system (for image de-ghosting)
Optional Time-Base Corrector for optimum synchronization of color signals (video de-jittering)
Via Alchemy's proprietary Digital Video Bus. the VRE v1.0 will interface with future Alchemy VPG products
(such as our upcoming, incredibly-affordable line doubler the VRE•Pro)
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VRE v1.0 Visual Reality Engine
Introducing the Visual Reality Engine v1.0 from Alchemy VPG

NEW! Audio Alchemy's Fax-on-Demand System •Call 619.682.1017 for literature, reviews and instruction manuals
for all Audio Alchemy and Alchemy VPG products. •Visit our Web site http://www.audio-alchemy.com/

Alcheny

GO

31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • vox 818 735.0329 • FAX 818 707.2610
Call for alocal dealer near you.
19% Audio Alchemy Inc

Alchemy VPG VRE and Visual Reality Engine are trademarks of Audio Alchemy Inc

IHAD TWO REHEARSALS WITH THE BAVARIAN STATE OPERA ORCHESTRA

FOR PETER GRIMES. WE HAD TO WORK VERY HARD BECAUSE THEY DIDN'T KNOW
THE PIECE AND WERE SLIGHTLY RESISTANT TO IT -YOU KNOW, THIS ISN'T
GERMAN MUSIC, SO IT CAN'T BE ANY GOOD!
some sort of oil and abug literally got into it. They couldn't
get rid of it, and things began to move on their own, which
became very dangerous. So they had to close down the theater for about seven months. The group went and played in
all these little theaters in Weimar and Bavaria while they
fixed this thing. So the Grimes production was acasualty of
that; we ended up taking the English National Opera production, which was agreat success.
But it was my first experience of aGerman opera house
where we had four orchestra rehearsals before we started
working with the stage. We had two rehearsals and it was going
very well, but we had to work very hard because they didn't
know the piece and they were slightly resistant to it —you
know, "This isn't German music so it can't be any good!" And
then we came to the second two rehearsals the next day and
the orchestra was almost entirely different —the personnel had
literally changed overnight, so I
had to start again from scratch.
The Germans have this system: They have ahuge orchestra,
and because things go into production and then come back
again fairly regularly, everybody rehearses and learns everything. But they do two performances of Meistirsilwr in Munich
every year, and they never rehearse that! The theory is, someone new comes into the orchestra and they learn from the others. 'They literally don't rehearse it, ever. Pate]
Jahn: What does it sound like?
Davis: Well, it's probably fine, because they all grew up

with it. I'm not sure, now that Peter Joncs is there and
Sawallisch has gone, whether the system is going to change,
but it was very interesting... three different leaders playing
Peter Grimes; you never knew who you were going to see
next!
Jahn: When I
was asked to review your Elgar Symphony 1
.
from the
Teldec British Line Series, Ihad just !minor a"Building aLibrary"
survey on that workforStercophile; your pedimnance would certainly have been one ()fifty choices had Ihad it in time. Hove Boult's Elgar
/or his vitality and nobility, and Barbirolli seems to be able to tap the
emotional, passionate vein. Ihear you as somewhere in between.
Davis: Well, good, because that's where I
would like to be.
I've also always admired them both. Barbirolli has always
been one of my big heroes since growing up musically, so
to speak, but Boult always had this wonderful sense of
structure.
Jahn: Yes, and moventart...
Davis: ...and shape and direction, whereas Barbirolli
would sometimes stop and smell the flowers for abit. So
that's what Itry to do — combine the virtues of both.
Actually the Elgar 1was one of the recordings Iliked the
least, largely because we didn't record it in St. Aug,ustine's,
where we'd done everything else. It was actually recorded in
Barking Town Hall, and the sound that came out was horrendous — we had to tinker with it like crazy. They had to
take it to another church and play it through loudspeakers. I

ANDREW DAVIS - A SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
Unless otherwise indicated, all recordings were
made with the BBC Symphony Orchestra,
BORODIN: Orchestral Works
Toronto Symphony
Sony Classical M2K 46459 (2 CDs)
BRTTTEN: Orchestral Music
Four Sea Interludes & Passacaglia from Peter Grimes,
kiinarious on aTheme of Frank Bridge, The Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra
Teldec British Line 9031-73126-2
DELIUS: Orchestral Music
Buis, lite' U•irlk to the Paradise Garden, In aSummer
Garden, On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring,
Sommer Night on the River, Brig': Fair
Teldec British Line 4509-90845-2
ELGAR: Enigma Variations
With: Gickaigne, boroductiosi and Allegro for Strings,
Serenade
Teldec British Line 9031-73279-2
ELGAR: The Music Makers
With: Dream Children, Elegy, SI11311111 corda, Sospiri.
Chanson de matin, Chanson de nuit, Salut d'amour
Jean Rigby, mezzo
Teldec British Line 4509-92374-2
ELGAR: Symphony 1, Pomp & Circumstance
Marches
Teldec British Line 9031-73278-2
ELGAR: Symphony 2, In the South
Teldec British Line 9031-74888-2
HOLST: The Planets, Egdon Heath
Teldec 4509-94541-2
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RESPIGHI: La Boutique Fantasque
Toronto Symphony
Sony Classical MK 46508
NICHOLAS SACKMAN: Hawthorn
NMC D0275
DAVID SAWYER: Byrnan ilbod
NMC 1)0285
SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concertos 1& 2
Dmitzi Sidcovetsky, violin
Virgin Classics VC 791143 2
R. STRAUSS: Tenor Arias
Ben Heppner, tenor, Toronto Symphony
TIPPETT: Concerto for Double String
Orchestra
With: Fantasia Gincertanre on aTheme if Critelli for
String Onhestra, Ritual Dances
Teldec British Line 4509-94542-2
TIPPETT: The Mask of Time
Robinson, Tear, Walker, Cheek, BBC Singers
EMI CDS 747705 2(2 CDs)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Amanda Roocroft, Thomas Hampson
Tcldcc British Line 4509-94550-2
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphonies 2& 8
Teldec British Line 4509-90858-2
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphonies 4& 5
Teldec British Line 4509-90844-2
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 6
With: The Lark Ascending. Fantasia on aTheme by
Tlwrrias Tallis
Tasmin Little. violin
Teldec British Line 9031-73127-2

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 9,
Job (A Masque for Dancing)
Teldec British Line 4509-98463-2 (fall 1996)
HUGH WOOD: Piano Concerto
Joanna MacGregor, piano
Collins CD 20072

COLLECTIONS
JUBILATE: Music for the Kings & Queens
of England
Music of Gibbons, Byrd, Locke, Purcell, etc.
Chanclos CHAN 6560
LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS:
The 100th Season
Bryn Terfel baritone; Evelyn Glennie, percussion
Teldec 4509-97868-2
LEST WE FORGET
A collection ofpoets),and music dedicated to the memory
of those .who fell in Iwo Ffbrld Watts
Phyllis Calvert, John Gielgud, Derek Jacobi, Peter
Orr
Teldec 0630-10201-2
ORGAN RECITAL
Music of Bach, Purcell, Ives, Messiaen, etc.
Andrew Davis, organ
Pickwick 1082
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was in despair; Ithought we were going to have to scrap it,
but it's actually okay, it came out all right.
Jahn: Do you think it's possible to listen through aless than ideal
recording if the performance is superb?
Davis: Well, some audiophiles go on about sound too much
in my opinion, even though it is important. But we've done
all the other recordings in St. Augustine's, apart from Vaughan
Williams's A Sea Symphony, because we thought the forces
required for that were too big. I'm not sure that that was correct now, because we've done some choral things there since.
But we know St. Augustine's and, although sometimes it's too
much of abathroom, it gives, particularly to Elgar, something
very special.
Jahn: So is it much easier to be doing English music with the BBC
Symphony, which has got this music in its blood, and has that irateitivefeelfor its Englishness?
Davis: Yes, it is. Although I've done Elgar alot in America
— Los Angeles, Cleveland, and Toronto — and they have
been good performances, there has always been something
missing. There is asort of bittersweet melancholy in Elgar,
which is its essence, but which is so hard to tap. English
orchestras can find that straightaway, it's in their blood.
Jahn: We've had some interesting recordings of Elgarfrom Leonard
Slatkin and David Zinman.
Davis: Yes, and we must be grateful to them for playing our
music. Idid an interesting interview with Leonard for [British
broadcaster] Richard Baker in which he played the dirty trick
of playing the opening of our two recordings of Vaughan
Williams's Sixth. Fortunately, we both agreed on which was
which, and we were right. [laughs] Leonard's done alot of
English music; he's always liked it. But Iwouldn't say that,
even after years of playing Elgar in Toronto, the Canadians

ever got the truc sense of it.
Jahn: David Zinman has taken amore passionate view in his Elgar
performances than has Leonard Slatkin.
Davis: Well, that's good, as the British are always accused of
being rather coldblooded. Imean the grandiloquence is there
to a certain extent, but take the opening of the Second
Symphony —it should be full of exuberance and bursting with
energy; it's orchestrated in this rather fulsome, plush manner.
But it has brilliance and passion, and that's what you have to
find. But you also have to keep astrong sense of direction.
Jahn: It's interesting when you make comparisons ofrecordings ofthe
saine work — timings of movements can be very deceptive.
Davis: That's right. Timings very rarely have anything to do
with whether somethingfeels fast or slow. It's what's inside that
counts. The famous Benistein "Nimrod" with the BBC SO
[on DG] takes twice as long as everybody else's. It starts... you
know... [sings ewtremely slowly]. He must have conducted it in
12! It's incredible how he sustains it, but it's so wrongheaded!
Jahn: lint mentioned that you are now going to be working with the
Stockholm Symphony Orchestra. Will you be recording mostly
Scandinavian repertoire with them?
Davis: Well, we're starting off with aSibelius tone-poem
disc, but that will be the only Scandinavian thing for the first
two years, because then we're doing the Bartók and Lutoslawski Concerti for Orchestra, and the following year
Raclunaninoff and Janácek. But in the spring we're going to
make arecord of music associated with the Nobel Prize ceremonies. I've conducted the music in their prize-giving ceremony this year—it comes between the speeches —and it
was very interesting. Next year is the hundredth anniversary
of the Nobel Prizes, so this is anice project, designed to coincide with that.
S

daVinci, Goethe, Lloyd

Wright

mbl, emulating the masters,
has successfully brought
together art and high-technology in creating the new
1611 and 1511 digital-toanalog converters.
mbl
Engineered in Germany, Enjoyed in America.
THE

1611

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG

CONVERTER

Possessing DVD compatible, one-bit delta-sigma converters,
with super high speed digital data ports and an overall
bandwidth of over 30 MHz —the mbl 1611 and 1511 converters
are equipped to handle any charge, from the intricate nuances
of classical compositions to the grit of live rock recordings.
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mbl of America 602 991 8001 fax 991 8797
8730 EVia de LaLuna #13 Scottsdale AZ 85258
E-MAIL 103704 215@ COMPUSERVE .
COM
mbl Germany 030 851 8074 fax 030851 8062
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S
AVE WITH A
UDIO A
DVISOR!
Recommended high-end gear can be hard to find—unless you call Audio Advisor!
Over the past fifteen years, more than 100,000 audiophiles have taken advantage of Audio
Advisor's huge selection and low mail-order prices on highly recommended hi-end audio &
video gear. Everything is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call us
Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio advice.

Best Selling Test/Burn-In CDs & Digital Upgrades
Tune Up Your Ears With Chesky's Ultimate
Demo Disc, Only 514.951

New Half-Price System Burn-In
& Enhancer CD by PAD!

New CD Blacklight Vibration, Static,
And Light Control Mat!

Stop Laser Light Leakage With CD
Stoplight Green Paint Pen

Speed up the natural process
1.••••
of burning in cables &audio
systems with lires Audi newest CD
Arailabk etch/suety through
Audio Advisor, rho new Mc offers
*90% of the improvement of rey
original burn a(D ot less than
half she price' soy, devgnei lies
Dud PAD 30-minute System Enhancer CD 569 95

New CD BkxklIght mat damps
controls stabs and cancels stray
laser light—all os the same
hmel Areorgeoble phos
phorescent layer optwolly
baths the (D in light to
reduce pner Yes. it really
«arks ,AudioPrism
CD Blacklight disc 539 95

Easy to apply, cost effective way to Improve (0 sound
by redwing loser lighi leakage from rho edge of the
(D, by applying Stoplight to the edge ol oll your (Ds
Recommen-ded by leading audiophile magannes
CD StopErght Pete 515 95 each, Two pens 529 90

1111111111MMIIM

Hard-To-Find Analog Upgrades
r Save With Premium "No-Name"
Rice-Paper Record Sleeves
These high quality 3.ply anti Colic
rice paper LP/loser disc record
sleeves look like copies of the
famous Discwasher HR Psleeves
1(nock-oHs ,Wire not sure
No-name rice paper sleeves
50 sleeve, 519 95

‘1111111n.

Be Sure Of Stylus Force W/Shure Gouge.
Shure SEG 2stylus lone gauge acurately manures she
stylus force for optimum sound and rammed
stylus life Die lost stylus force gouge
on the market ,Hurry'
Share stylus force
gouge, SI4 95

Mobile Fidelity Geo-Disc Phono Cartridge
Alignment Tool Is Accurate to :0.0031

The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over!
Hunt FDA MICA
6 Belem
brush from England
hes ferrotypes of
deonrng bustles
-long and thort-lo
clean records nitre nth let one post 8the large handle
make, cleaning easy Hunt [DAMNA reg 525, now 19 95

Monte

From the makers ol Original
Master Recordings in rust afew
minutes the Ceo Disc provides
accurate phono cartridge
alignment ro whin 0003'
Mob& Fidelity Gen-Disc
phono cartridge alignment LP 529 95

Align Cartridges Like A Pro
with the DB Protroc

Recommended Aldterny Phono Stoge-S199l
Great sounding romport outboard phono stoge with
odpstoble impedance, 'mere &gen for WI or MC
phono (Eldridge,. S/N <90 dB IND <0 1%. RIM c0 I
dB Output 2SV
Audio Alchemy
VIIR reg 5259
now 5199 00'•

DR Systems PTO« lets any amateur
do professional phono cartridge align•
meets Highly occurote nth any slon
dard cartridges and radial weans
DR cartridge alignment Prone,
now 34 95

"The clarity and parer of
these budget Grades is
rust totally unheard al in
this price range, reports
Stereaphdes Corey Greenberg
"Wm rerommendedl" Grade SR-60
headphones w/61t rord &mini plug adapter, 569 00
More Best Selling Grado Headphones:
Grade's (R80 features alarger. more comfortoble ear
awe than St 60 for better
bass and smoother overall
sound Great for both
portables ahome stereo
applications Grado
SR-110 headphones only 595 00

New Cordes Sweep/Degaussing Record.
New mol for improving audio systems.
the (orders Sweep Record degausses
the phono rartridge 8, the entire
audio system, and uhrosoniroliy
deem the phono cartridge stylus
sed contilmer Pressed on OUIBOg
ogin vulyi Cordes Sweep &
Degoussing Record S16.95
New, Improved Ringmot
XLR From England.
Ringmot 330 Mk11 wan top rated
for improving transients and boss
reports Siereophile's Robert Deutsch
New XLR version improves stylus
trashing OR/DNM Ringanot Mk
It SIR mat, reg 590, now 79 95

Isolation Feet & Cones

Highly Recommended Headphones
r -Way Recommended" Grado Headphone

Dromoricolly improve your
listening skills with (hesky's
llhimate Perno Dru. Cued by
the armada', you'll &trove,
what reviewers mean by
transparency depth, resolu
non, mdrange purity, and
more Chesky's Ultimate
DUI» CD only S14.95

Highly Rated Sennheiser Headphones.

r

'Shut Out The World' Senabeiser ND( 265.
Improve concentration with these dosed ear headphones,
offering audephde quaky sound for (ritual Itsiening &
you won't hear your neighboci Regular S249, now 199 95

Michael Green AudioPoint Cone Isolators
Solid milled brass with geometry to maxi
'rue energy transfer rharodenstus Set
includes das to protect wood or tile sulfates

14D580: "Uhro smooth, ultra
denoted open bock dynamic
headphones with full, extended
low freguenceet reports Siereophele,
'they're John AtIonson's reference '
Sembeiser DDSS° headphones.
regular 5349, now only 5299 95"
'Air Travel' Semlseiser 11K 451-1. Back
ground noise cancelling heodphones ideal lor air travel or
noisy hare or work Gran You'll get much better rest with
oparr at these, •says Stereophile Reg 5269, no« 229 95

AortioPoints for Electronics:
559 95/tel of 3, Iwo ten 599 90

Audio
Prom

AwrierPoirsts for lordspeakeesr
S69 00/set of 4Two sets 5169 90

rm.,
it_

NEW Audio0uest Energy-Absorbing Feet
the perfect upgrade la CD players, D/A converters, etc
New AudtoOuest feet ore mode of onew lamp
lotion of energobsorbing sorbetone GOAR.ANŒED to improve late
farts. rem% 8bass by removing
harmful vibrato«, from the

Audio Selection 'so-Cones
Cone
Highly polished German mode cone no
kolas with adiuttable steel tip 8salaam
chus to protect from scratches
Semi
German Cones II 2V Hl Black on
broP isolation tones, set of 4, leg
S60, now 49 95/tet
--German Support Dives( H1 Block or brass
drus to protect wood fmnhed, sel of 6, only 25 00/set
component's chassis hro Sum
Ambollemt Little Feet perfect for CD
players, D/A processors, en —rated up la
16 lbs/set--539 00/sel of lour
AudioChrest Rig Feet deol lot CD
!ramparts, preen's, amps, etc --rated up
to 35 lbs/set -- 559 DO/set of four

L

Upgrade & Improve Your Cable Connections With The Latest Innovations
Monster X-Terminator
Locking Bananas

Postman Binding Post Wrench,

lighten loose speaker cable comedian
with Monster Coble tXTerminator
An Indrspensible mol for ronneding
expanding/
audio weaker rubles 'A tamer's
locking
friend -says Stereophrle Dynoclear
speaker cable
POSIMOR nvo-way speaker binding
banana canees pas tigheing wrench, only 59 95
son Monster Cobk
X-Tenniaators: One
#
NEW FROM DYNACLEAR: The
pair 529 95.
Tube tapper Pend Irle mnuature
Iwo pairs (55 00, Four pans S99 90 hammer with dual eraser end desIgned
to test tube mrcrophics &reduced sri
datron Tube Topper, 53 95 each

Premium Digitol-Reody
Monster TV Splitters.

Monster Cable Gold IMale-to-2-Female RCA

The weakes; link
ahome theater
•
systems',The
spline, that divides
video signal more cable a
satellites Monster's new 2gliz
premium Omer, measurably lower
video lens for supenor wdeo &sonelde
performance Monster Cable 2gflx
2-way oneto two splines, 514 91,
3-way onetothree soldier, 519 95,
4-way one tofour spliner, 524 95

Adapters.

-1

24k hard gold plated
adopten fa spldting Duda
Ands Features pre
mum Teflon insu
lahon &Monster
(able's Turbine RCA connector Set
includes one red 8one blue moleso
neofemok R(As Metier Coble
Twee Yadapter RCA, 519 9S/pair

New Spore Age
Electronic Contact
Cleaner/Enhancer.

noise
and RF min
lerence mrh
Blankets noose absorbers for oude
interconnects, cligitol «Mks , Spower
cords Noise
Mockers:
514 95/pr tate
Stockers Ice cables
up to 1/2 1(lame
ter, 519 95/pair

(cog RroGold r
learn 8.
enhonres metol conduct,
icy of 1101s S. weaker
rabies in one application
ProGold it used in highspeed romputen—even
- 1
by NASA It's not expensive enough
(01 audiophiles to lake seriously—
'though d's probably she best ckan
enhances in the world ,ProGold GS
evironmenially safe ¡pray 514 95

No Other Source Stocks So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories!

In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.
S
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Digital Noise Stockers.

Stop Cable Distortion With

isr 1

More geor on next
two

A
UDIO A
DVISOR
G
IVES Y
OU MORE!

For AFREE Colorful
High-End Audio
Catalog, Call
1-800-451-5445.

Great Audio Books.

World's Best Selling Phono Cartridges

EVERYTHING you need to know about buying 8, enjoying high
end audio gear—for beginners 8, experienced listeners alike!

NEW
Blue Point Cartridges
IMPROVED MOOfIl
Audiophiles—and audio
reviewers— ore amazed by
the sound of burnt ko sBlue Point BLUE
high.output 12 011)moving coils, POINT
the wodes best selling phono
cartridges Try one yourself d
Sash Ow MI
discover why

Robert Harley, Editor of Stereophile, tells you what you need to know to heroine
obetter listener and better buyer of High End gear Discover how to gel the best
sound for your money, ickntify weak links in your system, and upgrade where it
will do you the most good, and how to get maximum performance from equipment
you olreody own The (*winkle Guide To High-End Auer), paperback,
480 epees, 529 95. hardcover 539 95
The Master Handbook of Acoustics.
Everything you wanted to know about ocoustics---but didn't know who to ask This
fosse source book covers everythrng horn the boles of sound to the latest in room
treatments Paperback, 366 pager, $11 95
New "Build Your Own Honte Theater" Book.

.•••••••••••

The do it yourseller's guide to the ultimate audio/video experience with everything
you need to know about building your own home theater system including designing
the system, fitting your room, Dolby vs THE —covering systems from 51,500 to
515,000 Find out where topeto home theater system w/o buying onew house
Learn bps, techniques, and buying strategies for turning ordinory systems into
something extraordinary Paperbock, 100 pages, 519 95

Great Audio Interconnect Deals
SAVE On TARA Prism 22 Audio Interconnects. Excellent choke for budget sys
terns, or wherever you need olong, low price cable Phase coherent with natural
harmonics Gold R(As Pairs 06M reg 530, now 24 95, 1.0M reg 535, now 29.95;
1.5M reg $43, now 37 95; 2.0M reg 550 now 45 00
SAVE Ow Straight Woe Flexcooisert 11 lotercoonects. With olong history os
o best buy cobte, flenonnert hos aquiet bockground with ounianding realism
extended depth Gold R(As. Pairs 05M reg 533, now 29.95, 0.00 reg 539, now
33 95; 15M reg 545, now 38 95, 2M now 5.4395
S
OY. S49 On TARA Ovantwn 66 Cables! This outstanding new unshielded solid
tore audio interconnect nideal for ED players, D/A processors, amp•preomp sonnes
rions tube gear ond morel Delivers precise detail and natural harmonics Highly
flexible and has gold R(As TARA Owootoni 66 Pairs: 0.6M reg 589, now
45.00; 1.0M reg 598, now 49 95, 15M reg 5119, now 59 95
SAVE O. hot-Soling Cordes High Speed Digital Data Cable! Our best
selling coaxial digitol data coble---which we've found no ideal for optimum eerier
mame with Audio Alchemy, Thew, and many other digital components—es Cordes
Audio's High Speed Data Coble Try it yourself ond hear why! 1.00 reg 578, now
69.95; 15M reg $98, now 89 95
TARA Labs Owlet« IV Aorta Interconnect— the sonic replacement for the
legendary highly recommended TARA Pandora '5"—with solid core Space P. Erne
conductors, now al low, low closeout prices' Pairs: 0.6M reg 5155, now 89.95, 1.0M
reg 5175, now 99 95, ISM reg 5232. now 119 95

New Deals In High End Speaker Cables
TARA Phase II/DA Speaker Coble Closeout. The only roble that sbeen
continuously on Siereophilei 'Recommended Components' Tist since 1988. "Class A
sound for obadet price," says Stereophile's Oak Olsher. 'Ibis has to be be greatest bargain in cable Iknow of."Pairs: Aft *was 5130, now 6500; Elh vas
5160, now 79.95, 12ft was 5225, now 99.95;
I
oft was S270, now 179.95; 20ft was 5350, ''11111411égiiiiate
now 149.95, 25h 5430/179.95
TARA Lab's Chiantwo Ill+ Spotlit«
Cable Returns! Our hest selling speaker cable of 1992 has just been re-introduced
by TARA It seem golden-eared audusphiles in Hong Kong kepi demanding its 'pow.
erial bass', 'full mid',
highs' Best of oll, 0111. is now 40% alll Hurry'
8h pair' was $184, now 109.95, 10ft pr wes 5219, now 179.95, 12h pr was 5255,
now 149.95, 15h pr 5309/179 95, 17h pr. 5345/199.95; 2091 pr. $398/229.95

$147/127.50 516//849.95
5219/199.95 5239/219.95
5309/279 95 5329/299.95

81e
12h
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Closeout 5-Shelf Salamander Rack, Only $149.951
Salamander audio Iflà, feature 23 -wide by 16'
deep non-resonant composite wood shelves held
together by 1/2" thick steel rods Anuts. Shell
height neasy to alert. Now at closeout pees ,
Solœnonder Standard 0.0 Rack, 36" tall inth
five 23' wide by 16' deep shelves, was 5220, while
they lost, only 149 95t
Soirsoorcer Amp Stand, 325' tall, 7r wide by
16" deep shelf MegaSpike feet. reg 5104, now 49 95
Save On RoomTunes' Rocks by Michael Green Designs
New Junior rocks hove Infinitely adjusroble 24'
wide, 16' deep, 3/4' thuk black shelves rigidly
held by 1/2' diameter steel rods/nuts. Width
between rods is 19 5' Cone point feel included.
JUSTARACK holier 30-4, 30" toll with 4
odiustobk shelves, regular 5160, now 135001
lUSTARACK twine 36-5, 5adiustable debts, 36'
tall, regular 0700. now only 169 951
Rqulat Roorduoes Racks are extra rigid
h.. ,4-5
with 3/4" support rods &adjuslabk 2315'
wide by 15 15" deep by 3/4"-thick block composite
wood shelves. (one point feet ore supplied

BM/ reg $200/169.95
ME/dreg 5300/255 00
TE/ reg 5500/399 95
OTO reg 0750/599 95

Grotto Seem Ill

Standesign Audio &Video Racks Sale
Utter-modem Stiladeli911 Audio Rods feature a
one pee 'hlted.back• welded steel frame with 14' by
18' shelves, ond spiked cone point feet Asuper strong
2'a3' beam supports all shelves.
Desigo 5Rack. 5shelves, 34' tall with 6.5'
between shelves. Regular 5439, now 369 908
Design IRock. 4shelves, 34 -tad with 9.5'
between the shelves Reg 5379, now 319.95E
Design 3Rada, 3shelves, 24' toll with
975' between shelves. 5379/299.95t

d"

LarA

SAYE On Stanclesigo TV rocks with 10'
toll one-piece welded steel frames, composite
wood shelves, and caster feet. Distonce
between shelves is 7.5".
Stanslesigo DTV28, For 15'18' TVs,
Mle or
nui
inth three 28'W x20'D shelves, regular 5299, now 249.959
Stondesign DTV32, foe 28'.32' TVs with three 32'W x20'D shelves,
regulan 5299. now 249 951
Stoodesign 015/35, ton 35' 1Vs with three 3519 by 21'0 shelves,
regular 5349, now 299 95t
New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands
New Stondeugn BB speaker stones feature rigid, one
piece welded steel consquitron with urethane
pods on top and spikes on bonom

JUSTARACK 36, 5odiustable shelves, 36' tall,
cone point lee, regular 5399, now only 349.95}
JUSTARACK 42, 6odiustable shelves, 41" toll,
cone point feet, regular 5449, now only 399 951
JUSTARACK 48. 7adjustable shelves 48' toll,
cane point feet, regular 5499, now only 399 95t

Stondesigo 1850: 65
-by 6.5 -lop plole, (home
12", 16 -,or 20" heights, 559 95/pr'
Standesign 11175:1.S by 75 -topple, choose
from IT. 16", 20-,2C or 30' Heights, 569 95 /W •

Ultra-Rigid Target Rocks As Low As $199.95
Strong, one pece welded steel fronce for maximum
rigidity and spikes for gelation Mode in England
Target TT3: 31" tall with 12 8.between the 3shelves,
was 5260, now 199 95'
Target TT5: 32" toll enth 6Ibetween the Sshelves, was
5350, now 269.959
Target TTST. 39 tall with 81between the 5shelves,
was 5395, now 199 95t
$25 Off Target Amp Stand. Ill Ifinc origid
welded steel home, 14 by It composite wood shelf
spiked leer to solare amps from the morn
Was 5105, now 79 95 —
Amp floor traed

'rge 10 11

MI

Call 1-800-942-0220
111

Signature
Signature
Signature
Srgreture

Save On Salamander, RoomTunes, Target,
Standesign Racks & Speaker Stands

5184/167 50 S204/185 00
$2451219.95 5765/249.95
53451310.00 5365/325.00

'Prue lor stereo oars with spode or pin terminations. for &mono odd $TO per set of
lour All sables revered by our errlusire 30 day satisfaction guarantee

Grade 1/30.

Top-Roted Sigootwe Wes:

Moe Point Sonia' high output
moving coil phone cartridge, w/37
refinements over the Blue Point
regular 5195, now $249.90

Now TARA ROC Prinie1000 Speaker (able. New, transparent &superb bass
RS( cable engineered for single cable br wired terminations (Reg prue/Our price.)
Length Single-Wired Single-8i Wired Length Single Wired Single.8i-Wired
6h
10i1
15ft

New Swam Blue Pelee
high output monng cod phone
cartridge, fds almost any ocre
orm, reg S195, now 0149.90

World Famous Grado Cartridges
Grade moving magnet cartridges
feature on innovative 3-piece
"transmission hoe' cantilever that
reduces record surface noise d
reveak more detail.
&rode rid.
29.95
/FIE., reg 569,
193E. P-inowoi vertioo...39.95
1E3E. 71.RPM made( .....39.95
/1 reg 5180, now......9d00

Target

"r Stands As Law As $99.95

New large, ISenn stands feature 3support legs welded
to on extra wide &Noble 14 35 rode by 12 deep "V shaped
base with aflat steel lop plate Roth lop spikes & bonom cone
point feet included
Target T-50: 20' toll with 75 by 7Slop plate, steel lop
spikes gbonom cone points, was 5130, now 99 95"
Target T-60: 14 toll inch /5by 75' tap plate, steel bp
spikes 8. bottom cone points, ans 5140, resw 109 95'
Target 3-70: 18 tall 63 by 63 top pane, steel top
pokes Afoment cane poems was 0140 now 109 95'

Forget I
60

International FAX Line:
616-975-6111
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Get more than you bargained for with Audio Advisor—
America's best high end audio dealer! Audio Advisor offers great deals
on the most popular high-end audio components and stocks hundreds
of hard or impossible to find gear and accessories. Call us toll free at
1800 94 20220 for low prices or friendly &knowledgeable service.
Check out our Web Site at http://www.audioadvisor.com
Senior Sales Rep.
Corey Kapteyn

Great Audio Close-Out Deals!
Save Now On The Bookshelf
Speaker That HP loves!
The story behind this speaker has become
opiece of auchophde lore API, the
Canadian maker of Me Sourd Dynamics
3130h bookshelf speakers wos urr about
la drscontinue the model w'hen EdnorinChief of The Absolute Sound Magazine.
Harry Pearson raved about the speaker
in Me Recommended Components' section
of Issue 93
Colts come from all over the country
demanding API continue to make the
300ti They did--until now fire mold
that forms the rings holding he drivers Is about
to wear out API estimates they can only make few hundred
more pairs before the speaker volt be discontinued forever'
The Sound Dynamics 30011 roo threewoy 8' deugn feo
wring bkxk ash finish FR 31 22 kHz. Oil impedance, 90
dB sen Recommended power 35 200W Warranty 5yrs
Soared Dynamics 300ti speakers In block ash, reg 1400
ex 499.95p —.dude apar of match.; metal eake
*di dud ot 1175l Add 039 95 shmpang in US Hurry ,

Save S155 On Music Hall CD32 CD
Player Rated Among "Top Ten Finds"
of 1995 by Audio Adventure Magazine!
silly ,you fun upend omeager 5325 and get GCD
player Mn spedocularr toys the Audo Adventure "CD32
is coherent and easy to listen ta "Now get the surprrsingly
good sounding Music Hall CD32 at alow, low closeout price
far improved stabrlity the CE132's 3beam light pen laser
transport system is
mounted in the
middle of the
chossis--ond
doubleshockmounted to
improve drsc reading Extensive front panel ore offered.
but you can control everything eh the 26 ,button Inhered
remote CD32 ploys both 35' 8525' discs FR 20 20kHz
S/N -90 dB DR >90 dB (S 80 d8 THD.None 008%
Dimensions 14 25' wale. 12 25 deep, 36' tall Warranty
1year Made in China
Musk Hall CD32 CD player, regular $321, while they lost
only 169 95' Hurry, supphes are hmited

Lam

r

AUDIO ALCHEMY D/AS, TRANSPORTS &FILTERS
SAVE On DT1•Pro 32 Anti-Jitter Filter

Neal generation jitter corredion with DTI.% 32's incrod•
bin two-stage digital filter 832 bis DSP data enhancer
Coaxial, 685/585, Tern 8gloss Moan, coax. 515/1811,
MAI outputs Audio Alchemy Dil•Pro 32 digital
onti-ener fiber, regular 51,595, now 11,495 Or

NEW HDCD

DIA

Converter Only $4991

New DDEvl 2Cl/A converter lectures the odvamed new
HIXD Mortal filter ot on unheard of low prise New
dual 'triaca output offers unmatched (lardy &focus
kcepts coax, optical AES/EBU drpral inputs &morel
Audio Aldunny DDEu1.2 D/A, reg 0599 new 0499"

$249 Off New DDS111 CD Transport

Save Now On The World's Best
Record Cleaning Machines
Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital
To Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs!
.
5,
are getting horde( to find—and more sc.uCt,t V.
ncreasegly important to keep records safe & loon Hood
washing-- even 'cab the lamest solutrons 8methods -doesn't remove all of the gunk Vacuum powered cleaning
mochmes, wdh
the right Hurd lih
away do dust &
grime You II be
shocked at how
smooth and
name free emu
um deoned OPt
sound Record
Surface narre rs
reduced by up to
on' r
'
.oluohle 'Do

Save S50 On VII 16.5 (leaning Machine!

ton roods Whod.
die Improved
Record Dodo, II n
recommended by
leafing audio
review,mogo
sines including
Siereoplule,

Thy outstanding
new CD
transport
horn Audio
Akhemy
features o
highly intelligent Sony laser drawer assembly and low id
ter output stage shock mounted in osteel rhesus Audio
Alchemy DDS111 CD transport reg 5699 now 449 95"

Upgrade DTI.Pro, DDEv1.1, DDEv3.0
DI( With Power
Station 3

Record Doctor II
Deluxe Cleaning Podcoge: Record Doctor II vacuum
powered LP cleaning marline, 4oz cleaning fluid. fluid
oppli rn t
or
Crumb aS700 value now 5169 95'

Improve the clordy,
focus. 8imaging of
your D11 Digital Engine
DA( or DEC preamp wall he new Power Station 3hIgh
omenr power supply folh many times he surent of the
regular power supply &extra ken to remove RE 8dig
tof line none Audio Alchemy Power Station 3
L upgrade power supply regular $259 nose 169 95

$200 OFF New DOS Pro CD Transport

liana
Get prolesuonal performance with Pero Alchemy's new
duol.chassts DOS Pro CD transport loth the advameg new
Pioneer'stable platter" (D transport system, both I‘S
S/PDIF Mortal output Loutboard poseer supply Audio
Akhenty DDS Pro regular 01.595 now 1.395 00'

DAC-ln-The-Box Now Only $149.951

"D1TB was an absolute killer for its puce, -roved Stereo
philes Robed Harley Save now whik DITBs less' DITO
0/0 converter accepts loslink &coax digital inputs
Features ADI 860s, 0P275 &outboard poster supply
Alchemy DITO D/A was $259, now 5149 95—

$295 Off DLC Remote Preompl

OEM
'Ihrs na righteous hnle irne stoge—inexpensive expon
dable and incredibly transparent,' raves Stereophiles
Wes Philips The DLC remote controlled line stone pre
ornp offers 4inputs and is easily upgraded Alchemy
KC preemie von $495 now only 199 95"
New Battery
Audio
Alchemy
Gear!

Power Supply Upgrade For

Drornoluony

improve the dorm,and transparency of your Alchemy
DDEv I0, EMI I, DTI, DTI., DITO, VITB, or HPAvl
with incredibly pure power from the Robyn power supply
Batteries In Robyn provide clean power without RI or A(
line noise-- &one thole lost, for haursl tAkbemy
Robyn banery power supply regular $295 now 249 9í

Protect Electronic Gear With Power Conditioners
rPower

Wedge Power Conditioners

New Panamax Max 1000+
8-Outlet A/V Surge Suppressor.

New Low Price Tice "Solo."

Wedges feature Three IomplImentory rechnologie, ta
protect year &condition power for enhanced performance
in high end oucho &home theater systems
POwer

Save now on the world's best selling record cleaning
machine the CPI HW 165 Critics prone HW 16 S's rugged
build and superb cleaning power Apowerful motor spins LPs
while the self levelIng suctron tube deep leans the record
grooves —your records never sounded sweele0 And the CPI
HW 165 comes complete vnth dust cover (not shown above)
fluid canker, bode and fomplere instrurtions

Audio Advisor's
Experienced Sales
Staff Is Ready To
Answer Your Hi-End
Audio Questions. Call
Us Toll-Free At
1-800-942-0220.

Power Wedge 116 with10 outlets far audio
'639 00
Power Wedge 114 enth 8outlets for audio
'499 00
Power Wedge 113 wI7 outlets for big Pr's/cKleo 'ON 00
Power Wedge 112 with 6outlets for audio
'389 CIO
Power Wedge 110 w/ 6hi.current amp outlets '279 00
Power Wedge 122 6outlets for 20 amp denser '479 Ot1
Power Wedge 1118 18 outlets with power conditiorung for
complete home hooter system
'1 279 00
lialecne„
Wedge
116

lice Solo A/V New full featured 8-ourler power conditioner
with Hyper Filter Design &TPT technology for increased
soundsine end improved vIdeo color «curvy Half rock ire
(8 5' wdel woh amelo1 chassis 8h power card Tice Solo
A./V 8outlet filter $399 00'

Seakay Lierre Rover, World's Best Power Filter?
FesturIng patented parallel USES filtering technology Line
Rover provides tupelo, filtering and protection la ony devise
we've tested' Line Rover a 1000 $I 850 00'

'Many thunderstorms have some and gone,' says
Stereophrles Steven Stone, 'bur none of my gear hen been
damaged' Thanks mthe Panarnax Max 1000v surge pro
testar with 8outlets (2 oudets rya 15 second delay)
roaml input auto shut off diagnostic lights, 10h power
cord &05 000 000 equipment guarantee' Pawn«
Max 1000. regular $300. now 269 95"
Audio Pow« Power Pad It New /ow price 6outlet
power filter with 4anolog
2digital outlets fast NOV
spike protection, reg
5229 now 199.95"

VPI KW-163 regular $450, now S399.950

-Call

Toll Free To Order:

1-800-942-0220
Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!

ten
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Audio Advisor: "Not aStore...More"
Shipping Charges Ground UPS: AG,
item 54 95 for
extra item odd SI 10 ecfh 'Turntable, Stands ionge from 512 95 514 95
'•Electronicsomp racks, etc ore 58 95 512 95 RacksAarge
stondsflurntables en range from SI6 95.02995
Hours Monday Ihursday 8AM 8PM Friday 8AM 6PM
Saturday 10 AM 5PM Sunday 12 4PM All times are Eastern
Standard Time Prices 8specifications are subset to change with
our notice
1996 Audro Arbour, Irx

New Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 AM-8 PM
Friday 8:30 AM-O PM. Saturday 10 AM-5 PM
Sunday 12-4 PM. All Times Are EST.
Established in 1981 Aucho Advisor Inc nthe world's largest seller of 'ugh end
audio gear by direct marl We ship to all SO 'totes Canada Mexico 8180 foreign
countries Member of the Better Buuness Bureau since 1981 Address 4649
Danvers Dr SE Kentwood MI 49512 Duet sales line 616 975 6100
AdmInnlrarlon line 616 975.6103 FAX Erne 616 975 6111

BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
ORDER

VOLUME

III,

1972-1976

VOLUME

IV,

VOLUME

V,

VOLUME

VI,

VOLUME

VII,

VOLUME

VIII,

VOLUME
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1977-1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
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VOLUME
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VOLUME

XI,

VOLUME

XII,

VOLUME

XIII,

VOLUME

XIV,

VOLUME

XV,
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1988
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1991
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VOLUME
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NOW!

ISSUES

EACH

Issues 3, 5, 6, 9, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11

$5.00
$10.00*

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues I, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

$5.00
$10.00*

Issues 1 through 10

$5.00

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

$5.00
$10.00*

Issues 3, 5, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

$5.00
$10.00*

Issues I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issues 3

$5.00
$10.00*
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Issues I through 12

$5.00

Issues I through 12

$5.00

Issues I through 12

$5.00

Issues I through 12

$5.00
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Issues I through 12

$7.00
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$7.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE
NEATLY PACKAGED
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*Photocopies
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ORDER

NOW!
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$
$
$

Add shipping & handling: One issue $2.00, two to five issues $4.00, six to ten issues $5.00, eleven issues and over $6.00.
FOREIGN ORDERS, Please add $2.00 per magazine for shipping "surface."
AIRMAIL SERVICE available to foreign countries - add $5.50 per magazine.
All foreign orders please pay U.S. dollars only.
TOTAL SHIPPING & HANDLING:
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W HAT GOES AROUND, COMES AROUND
Michael Fremer listens to the VPI TNT Mk.3 turntable
Belt-drive turntable with spring suspension, flywheel, and PLC MOVX control. Speeds:

of unit reviewed 812. Pnces: $5000; flywheel adds $1000; JMW Memorial tonearm adds

33Y3&45rpm (continuously variable. ±10%):78rpm available at extra costWow and fut-

$2 I
00.Approximate number of dealers. 120. ManufacturerVPI Industries. 77 Cliffwood

ter: 0.01%. Rumble: -90dB (DIN). Dimensions: 24"WbyTHby 19" D. Senal number

Ave. #313, Cliffwood. NJ 07721 Tel (908) 946-8606. Fax: (908) 946-8578

B

elievers in audio "creation science" will have ahard time with
the TNT Mk.3 turntable. It
wasn't created in six days, nor did
designer Harry Weisfeld rest on the
seventh. In fact, Weisfeld has hardly
rested at all since conceiving his "statement" turntable back in the early
1980s. Instead, the TNT (rumored to
stand for "The Next Turntable") has
slowly evolved over the past decade,
with its creator naturally selecting better parts and amore sophisticated implementation of his original design.
Introduced at a price of $3300 at
Stereophile's 1987 High-End Hi-Fi Show
the day before the stock market crashed,
the TNT has undergone almost constant modification ever since. But instead of infuriating original TNT owners, these changes have brought smiles
to their faces and pleasure to their ears.
All of Weisfeld's updates have been
made available to veteran TNT owners
for about the difference in price
between what they paid for their TNT
and what new purchasers pay for the
latest iteration.

ANALOG HEAVEN ON EARTH
(SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED)

1987 was a hellish year to be introducing a stratospherically priced
turntable — heavenly looking and
sounding though it was. The stock market wasn't the only thing crashing: the
vinyl market was tanking even worse.
CD's star was ascending, but Weisfeld
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

figured there were thousands of vinyl
lovers who weren't about to give up
their collections. No, he figured that
instead of downgrading their software,
they'd be more interested in upgrading
their hardware.
Thus was born the original TNT:
an impressive-looking, muscular black
acrylic turntable requiring lots of room
(it's 2' across and more than a
deep).
The TNT was (and still is) unlike any
other turntable in that it was entirely
modular. It wasn't contained in awooden box, or mounted on apiece of acrylic
like other 'tables. You didn't unpack and
install the TNT, you assembled it from
parts. I'm going to run you through the
outdated setup procedure so you can follow the designer's thinking from the
beginning as he upgraded and improved
his concept.
The original TNT featured aunique,
triangulated belt drive consisting of the
motor pulley and apair of slave pulleys
mounted on aT-shaped steel-and-lead
subassembly that sat under, but never
touched, the spring-suspended plinth.
The left side of the T terminated in a
square box containing the Hurst 12pole, AC-synchronous, 60Orpm motor.
The cross of the Twas asteel channel
holding an acrylic platform supporting
the two tall slave-pulley towers — one at
each end. The slave-pulley towers protruded through holes in the plinth,
while the motor nested in acutout on
the left side.
For the complex drive system to

function efficiently, the two slave pulleys needed to sit parallel to the motor
pulley. Hex-head screws fitted to the
channel permitted precise leveling of
the platform. The earliest TNTs actually came with two platforms, one for each
tower, each of which had to be leveled
separately.
With the pulley towers carefully leveled, the next step was to precisely measure and place the four spring-topped
corner feet. Two feet held left-turning
springs, two right. Placing opposing pairs
diagonally opposite each other prevented "chassis creep" after final assembly.
Weisfeld set the spring frequency
based on extensive listening tests. He
didn't like what he heard with the
springs tuned to 2Hz, but 4Hz sounded
good — that's what he went with. The
debate goes on: What frequency do you
"tune" the suspension to, or do you dispense with the suspension altogether?
We'll leave that controversy for another
time. With add-on active pneumatic
suspensions becoming commonplace,
perhaps the issue will soon be moot.
With the T subassembly and four
corner feet in place, it was time to lower
(preferably with the help of afriend) the
heavy plinth onto the feet. If everything
hadn't been properly placed, either the
corner cups and spring/feet assemblies
wouldn't line up, or the pulleys wouldn't fit through the plinth holes — or,
worse, nothing would fit and you'd have
to start over. (This sounds more difficult
than it really was, especially if you
137

worked with apartner, but audiophile
breath being what it is, how many of us
have such aluxury?)
Once you had the plinth securely
resting on the four spring towers and
were sure the pointed leveling screws in
the corner cups were centered on the
concave Delrin inserts atop each spring
(you'd know you had it right if the
plinth would go "bouncy bouncy"
when you pressed down on its center),
you lowered the spindle assembly into
the main bearing, followed by the separate platter.
To help isolate the massive 16-lb
acrylic-and-lead spinner from potential
bearing noise, Weisfeld ingeniously fitted it with three Tiptoe-like pointed set
screws placed equidistant around the
spindle hole. Carefully adjusted at the
factory to ensure that the platter would
spin flat out of the box, the "Tiptoes"
rested on aplatform integral to the spindle assembly.
With everything in place, including
the tonearm (which mounted to along,
1"-thick acrylic armboard fitted to the
plinth with six hex-head bolts), you'd
level the whole affair by turning the
knurled knobs atop each spring tower.
A simpler, more convenient turntableleveling system you couldn't find —
once you got the hang of the unusual
design, setup was quick and easy.
Once finished, what did you have? For
one thing, you had an extremely wellisolated triangulated drive system that
accomplished two important things: 1) it
spread the motor load evenly around the
bearing, thus preventing "pull" toward
the motor that could cause uneven bearing wear; and 2) it reduced belt contact
(the belt is actually an 0-ring) with the
platter, which limited vibrational transmission from the motor to the platter
while providing astable, accurate, hightorque drive. This was one belt drive you
couldn't foil with afmget
The original TNT spindle bearing
was quite long. Weisfeld felt extra
length offered the advantage of more
stable spin, with less "teeter-toner."
The bearing itself consisted of atungsten-carbide disc thrust-plate with a
hardness of Rockwell 92, and a 62
Rockwell chrome/steel ball with a
Delrin bushing.
At first asingle 0-ring drove the platter, but that was soon changed to parallel dual belts after acustomer found it
sounded better and Weisfeld concurred.
Some say the sound changed depending
on which of the many parallel grooves
cut into the platter and pulleys you chose
to use. Others ran the belt in the middle
138

VPI TNT Mk.3 turntable

of the platter and spent their dine actually listening to music!
The TNT's unusual design created a
stable, four-point, high-mass platform
(two big 1"-thick acrylic slabs laminated
and screwed together) whose center of
gravity was effectively situated below
the mounting tops of the four spring
towers. According to Weisfeld, when
the original TNT was designed, the arm
of choice was the linear-tracking, airbearing Eminent Technology 2, which,
with its high horizontal mass, required a
very stable platform.
Imagine alarge horizontal mass like
the ET's undulating back and forth
while tracking an off-center pressing (le,
most of 'em): ahigh-center-of-gravity
system — like the usual plinth-on-compressed-springs — would be set in
motion. Hanging alarge-mass plinth, as
in SOTA's Cosmos scheme, creates a
different but equally unstable situation
akin to aporch glider. While it might be
argued that a suspensionless 'table
would be even more stable than the
TNT, back in 1987 such adesign was
simply not feasible.
The original "PLC" motor power supply was a quartz-referenced, phaselocked-loop design that put out amodified squarewave (as recommended by
Hurst). A BCD numerical wheel with a
knurled adjustment knob allowed the
user to set the precise motor frequency
corresponding to exactly 33 or 45rpm,
or any variation from either of these, plus
or minus avery wide range. As with
other VPI models, the TNT came with
an integral, threaded record-clamping
system.

MARKET REACTIONS

The TNT made radical use of commonly available parts and created asensation: It was visually stunning, and its
triangulated, isolated drive system

struck many reviewers, and much of the
analog-loving public, as an exquisite
solution to a real problem. Plus, the
TNT sounded spectacular, creating an
immense, airy sonic picture against ajetblack background.
In the race for dynamic range, the
TNT ran stride for stride with CD, subjectively beating it out at every turn.
Despite its high price and the LP's
apparently bleak future, the TNT was
an instant success. We're not talking
tens of thousands of 'tables, my analogloving friends; we're talking a $3300
item without tonearm that, worldwide,
sold in the hundreds.

SECOND COMING

In 1990, after three successful years,
Weisfeld introduced the TNT 2. This
update incorporated a series of minor
changes to the original design: A more
neutral-sounding aluminum/acrylic platter replaced the warmer-sounding solid
acrylic one, the motor power supply was
improved with user-friendly speedadjustment pots (one for 33%rpm, one
for 45) in place of the single BCD wheel,
and the quartz-referenced phase-lockedloop drive was jettisoned in favor of a
more straightforward supply that output
aslightly softer squarewave.
The new power supply provided an
extremely stable source for the motor,
with no constant correction occurring,
the TNT sounded smoother and more
dynamic. Finally, with finer machining
available due to military contracts drying up, Weisfeld was able to obtain a
main bearing worked to afar closer tolerance, which was shorter and somewhat quieter than the original. The
TNTs price rose $200 to $3500. The
changes were made available to owners
of the original TNT in an upgrade kit
costing about $400. Changeover time
was about 15 minutes.
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ably find at your local VP! dealer. You
had been reached. Lower power into the
may encounter one with the doublesystem resulted in lower noise and less
acrylic-layer plinth and the last-generavibration.
tion platter, but don't have a cow:
Like low-fat food products, less costs
Sonically, it's as up to date as it gets. The
more: the TNT Mk.3 set you back
plinth and platter changes are more
$5000. The extra green was worth it,
about cosmetics and manufacturing ease
though: The upgrade resulted in dramatically better sound. The noisefloor and uniformity.
So what does the current TNT
dropped almost to the level of Andy
sound like? Well, as with every other
Payor's air-suspended, air-bearing RockTHIFtD COMING: THE TNT MIC.3
turntable, that partly depends on what
port designs. The increase in speed staIntroduced in 1993, the TNT Mk.3
incorporated many design changes that bility resulted in asmoother, warmer, you set it up on. I've gone from the
more voluminous sonic presentation, TNT stand filled with lead shot and
profoundly affected the sound. A comsand and topped by VPI's acrylic/MDF
and greater dynamics both at the loud
pletely isolated loop drive using astandboard, to putting the TNT on top of
alone motor housed in a21-lb stainless- end of the scale and in the minute lowthe Bright Star Audio Big Foot isolation
level changes that give reproduced
steel enclosure and athree—slave-pulley
platform, itself on top of VPI's board, to
music it's "there" quality.
acrylic subchassis replaced the steel T. In
adding the Townshend Seismic Sink
1995 saw more upgrades to the Mk.3,
the new setup the motor no longer
under the Bright Star. Each additional
but not enough to warrant a"Mk.4"
drove the platter directly or was physimoniker (though some consumers and isolating element improved the sound
cally connected to the slave-pulley sysby lowering the apparent noisefloor
a few reviewers thought so). For the
tem. Instead, the motor drove the third
and increasing the musical purity of the
record: According to Harry Weisfeld,
pulley, which drove the other two puloverall
presentation.
there
is
no
TNT
MkA.
leys and the platter.
The 1995 changes included anew,
The new design virtually eliminated
heavier, pulley subchassis, with beefy
both direct and belt-transmitted motor
stainless-steel feet in place of the tiny
vibrations. The motor pulley was also
ASSOCIATED
rubber ones, phosphor bronze bushings
changed to accommodate atop-mounted "flyweel." While the flywheel's mass that hold tolerance longer in place of
EQUIPMENT
the Delrin found in both the main bearwas relatively low, it did asurprisingly
ing and in the pulley bearings, and the
Cartridges: Transfiguration Temeffective job of reducing motor "cogper, Lyra Clavis D.C., Audioging." The effects of all of these changes addition of ahefty, stainless-steel, standQuest Fe-5, Dynavector XX-1L,
on low-level noise and the perception of alone flywheel in place of the small one
mounted atop the motor pulley.
Wilson-Benesch Carbon.
wow and flutter were dramatic.
The flywheel takes the TNT Mk.3
Tonearms: Rockport Series
The Mk.3 also replaced the original
to an even higher level of analog per6000, Graham 1.5t/C, Immedia
Delrin comer cups with heavier, more
formance. The compact, high-mass
RPM, VP! JMW Memorial.
expensive stainless-steel ones (a half turn
unit, housed in stainless steel, uses the
Preamplifiers: Audible Illusion
was added to the springs to accomsame precision bearing as the platter.
Modulus 3A, Audio Research
modate the added weight). The extra
PH-3 phono section, FM Acousweight below the spring/leveling-screw The flywheel, inserted between the
tics 122 phono section.
interface further lowered the center of motor and the third pulley, further isoPower amplifiers: Cary 805 SE
gravity, thus increasing stability. One of lates the motor from the platter, and,
spinning at 50Orpm, creates an inertial
triode, VTL Signature 175.
my complaints about the original TNT
system equivalent to having a600-lb
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
leveling system was the ease with which
Virgo, Audio Physic Terra suban accidental brush with one's arm could platter (according to Weisfeld; being
woofer.
unlevel the 'table. (There was no locking mathlexic, Ididn't do the calculations).
Cables: Yamarnura Millennium
The optional flywheel adds $1000 to
mechanism.)
the bill, bringing the total cost of a
5000, A.R.T. and XL,0 Signature
The new, sleek stainless-steel cups
interconnects, XLO Type 3.1
replaced the knurled knobs with dome- full-blown TNT Mk.3 to (gulp!)
Signature, Transparent Audio
$6000.
shaped tops containing recessed leveling
At HI-FI '96 in May Inoted afew
Ultra and Precision Interface
screws. To raise or lower acorner, you'd
new wrinkles in the TNT: the 2" sandTechnology phono cables, A.R.T.
insert ahex wrench into acenter hole to
speaker cables; Transparent,
reach the screw, aprocess that is neater, and wiched plinth has been replaced with a
solid 2" unit, made possible by improveA.R.T., Mango, WireWorld, and
less prone to accidental misadjustment.
ments in acrylic machining. According
TARA Labs AC cables.
The feet themselves were also reto Weisfeld, it had previously been
Accessories: Power Wedge 116
placed with heavier, solid Delrin units
impractical to machine a 2" chunk.
line conditioner, Bright Star
coated with aspecial foam and machined
Audio Big and Little Rock platflat on one side to accommodate the cup- Improvements in machining have also
resulted in amore refined-looking platforms, Townshend Seismic Sinks,
attaching screws.
ter. Another change, this one invisible, is
ART. "Q" dampers, DJ. Kasser
The motor power supply was upthat the circular pulley shaft now has a
Black Diamond Racing cones,
graded as well, to athree-pronged design
side machined off to allow air to escape.
Hannonix tuning feet, and Yamathat routed the ground from the motor
mura Millennium Bearing speakto the power supply to the wall. More
er supports.
—Michael Freiner
TOP THE TNT,
significant, the unit now contained a S
IWANT TO GET OFF!
dropping relay circuit that reduced voltage about 40% once synchronous speed This brings us to the TNT you'll prob-

As the owner of an original TNT, I
found that the upgrade offered subtle
sonic improvements in dynamics, lowlevel resolution, and a slightly lower
noisefloor. And the new power supply
made the TNT far more user-friendly:
the original unit with the BCD wheel
was apain in the arse.
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Over the years, Bright Star has
upgraded its TNT Bigfoot to keep pace
with Weisfeld's changes. The original
model featured a two-piece platform,
one piece functioning to isolate the T
section from the TNT's feet. When the
TNT Mk.3 was introduced, Bright Star
changed to anew platform with asmall
isolated square for the stand-alone
motor. When the stand-alone flywheel
was added, Bright Star introduced a
small outboard sand-filled box that
screwed to the side of the Big Foot, further isolating the motor from the 'table.
The outboard motor box resulted in a
major improvement in sound.
The current TNT (my reference
turntable), combined with the Bright
Star boxes and Seismic Sink, is an
imposing-looking contraption: black
with gleaming stainless-steel accents, it's
areal crowd pleaser. It screams "I am a
turntable. I EAT COMPACT DISCS FOR
LUNCH."

It's areal end-user pleaser too: Once
set up, the TNT doesn't require agreat
deal of tweaking, adjusting, or maintenance, save for one crucial thing (then
we'll get to the sound): If your platform
is not perfectly flat, or if you're using the
Bright Star Bigfoot and the sand has settled, causing the MDF top platform to
flex, you may find that the four corner
feet have "crept" out of place. If you're
not paying attention, the sound can
slowly deteriorate, so it's agood idea to
check clearances between the feet and
the stainless-steel supports every few
weeks. If the clearance is compromised,
the suspension will bind and the sound
will suffer.
A Mk3 is far easier to set up than the
original model. If you measure carefully, you should be up and running (exclusive of arm alignment) in half an
hour.

BIG TURNTABLE, BIG SOUND

So — the sound. How do you describe
the "sound" of aturntable without dealing with the arm and cartridge? Not
easily. Fortunately, I've used avariety of
arms and cartridges with the TNT (see
"Associated Equipment" sidebar). And
I've listened to some of these arms and
cartridges on other turntables.
Ithink I've got the sound of the TNT
down cold: on the slight4r warm side of
neutral — big, full, weighty, and rich. The
TNT isn't the most neutral turntable I've
ever heard, nor is it an "analytical" instrument. Idon't think the designer works
that way. Weisfeld strikes me as arealworld artisan trying to balance scientific
neutrality and the fact that, when
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exposed to the analytical light of day, too
istically, as were the small, subtle texturmany records just don't sound that good.
al gradations that give the low-end
(Weisfeld's got asizeable collection of foundation genuine musical authority.
open-reel reference tapes.)
No one will ever accuse the TNT of
Weisfeld's design and the changes offering "one-note slam."
he's made to it over the years display an
But while the bass extension was
ambivalence toward strict "neutrality,"
seemingly limitless, and low-end textures
even as he works to liberate all of the
were reproduced such that timpani and
information contained in the grooves.
stand-up bass sounded convincing, the
After all, analog reproduction — all TNT's weak suit was at the bottom end,
sound reproduction —is ablend of art where ultimate authority and focus gave
and science. When he switched from
way to abit of spreading warmth. This
the acrylic platter to the more neutral- was made clear when Ihad the Rockport
sounding aluminum/acrylic planet he
Capella in-house for review afew years
continued to make the former available
ago, and, more recently, the SOTA
for those who wanted a "warmer"
Millennia (review on hold pending a
sound.
buyer for this company).
The TNT is among the friendliestBoth of these 'tables use vacuum
sounding 'tables out there. It gets the allholddown, which Ithink is, as Martha
important midrange about as correct as
Stewart would say, "a good thing."
I've heard from analog. When you listen
Despite the naysayers, my experience —
to truly great piano recordings, for with clean records and a properly
example, what you hear is arendition of implemented low-vacuum system —
the piano that gets so much right, you
has been only positive: you don't ruin
believe.
records, you don't embed dirt, and you
Obviously, there's more to getting a don't add noise to records.
piano correct than tonal purity —the
But whether it was the lack of vacuum
TNT's speed stability, dynamic capaholddown or some other aspect of the
bilities, and upper-octave neutrality also TNT's design, its bass focus and tightness
contribute. But there was something were not at the head of the class. But
else: the TNT "floated" the sound so far that's my only complaint about the TNT
beyond the reality of astylus in agroove,
When Ilistened to something like Clasit liberated it from the mechanical
sic's explosive reissue of Fritz Reiner's
world to the living, breathing, real musirecording of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
cal world. That's the art part, and of all
Exhibition (LSC-2201) on the TNT, I
the 'tables I've heard, Ithink Weisfeld's wondered what I was complaining
TNT balancing act puts it near the head about. On that record, timpani whacks,
of the class. Only the Rockport Capella
full-tilt tutti, and the ambient space of
at $20,000 — about twice as expensive
Orchestra Hall were rendered with what
as the TNT/Rockport arm combo —
sounded like complete authority —until
beats it in my experience. (Don't ever lose
Iremembered what they sounded like
sight of that qualifier!)
on a'table that really grips the road down
Steve Hoffman's new LP mastering there.
of Oscar Peterson's West Side Story
Above that last bit of "bass creep,"
(DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2021),
though, the TNT handled the most
recorded by the great RCA engineer demanding dynamic explosions with
Bob Simpson for Verve, demonstrated
total ease. Idon't care what the numbers
what's special about the TNT The balsay —I've never heard aCD player delivance the turntable achieved between
er the kind of neck-snapping, inthe percussive strokes of felt hammers
stantaneous decibel blasts the TNT did.
on metallic strings and the woody resoThe problem with most other 'tables
nance of the sounding board and piano
I've heard —and believe me, Ican give
body just sounded right, recognizable:
you a laundry list of great products I
not too much wood, not too much
haven't auditioned (Basis, Verdier, Townmetallic "tinkle." Transient attack was
shend, Kuzma Reference, Voyd, etc.) —
fast, but not to the point where it soundis that they don't offer the TNT's seamed like a"tack" piano.
less octave-to-octave balance. Most tend
The TNT was never cloyingly warm,
to clarify the picture in ataut, exciting
like some other 'tables I've heard —it way that at first entices, but eventually
didn't present a flaccid caricature of leads to dissatisfaction.
musical "warmth," obscuring the attack
Some don't sound rich enough in the
to present a nostalgic, warmed-over midbass, or they sound threadbare in the
post-event. It created abig, walloping
midrange, or slightly harsh and mechsound without getting sloppy. Largeanical on top. With the TNT Ifound
scale bass dynamics were portrayed realmyself sinking into the music because
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the bottom-to-top integration reminded
me so convincingly of live music.
Despite the TNTs somewhat warmish
tonality, the overall balance was always
satisfying. While the trend was toward
warm, the perceived balance was essentially neutral.
The TNTs speed stability and ultralow noisefloor gave it adynamic presentation that always sounded more lifelike and less mechanical than CDs
(though that's easy). The rock-steady
speed control kept the TNT sounding
sm00000th even under the heaviest
loads (featherweight drives actually slow
down slightly during heavily modulated
passages). Edginess and brightness in
turntables, as we found out in the phaselocked-loop direct-drive days, arc often
related to minute changes in speed.
On great recordings, the TNT threw
massed strings, brass, and female voices
back at me with aconvincingly warm,
burnished tonality. The balance between
the transient attack, the fundamental and
the harmonic envelope, struck me as
inherently correct.
Perhaps partly duc to its warming
trend in the lower midbass, the TNT
threw astereo spectacular: abig, deep,
airy stage, with realistic image specificity — not edgy like bad digital (or bad
video), or watery like bad analog —
again, just ... convincing. Focused, but
not etched. And below the music, there
was silence. Not quite the eerie, black
nothingness Iheard with the Rockport,
but oh so close, and at half the price.
Hey, what can Itell you? I'm in love.

one for its own arm, and as an undrilled
option for other arms.
Ialso wonder whether the interface
between the armboard and the cutout
in the acrylic plinth would not be
helped with some kind of elastomer
damping material, rather than acrylic on
acrylic as it is now. I'm sure designer
Weisfeld has other ideas for improving
his turntable.

CONCLUSION

At $6000 complete with flywheel, the
VP! TNT is expensive, but far from the
most expensive turntable you can buy.
It's reliable, there's not much on it that
can break, and it's not made from exotic or hard-to-get parts. Nothing on my
reference unit has broken or worn out
in over six years of constant use (though,
of course, many parts were upgraded
before they could wear out). Because it's
modular, the TNT Mk3 turntable's
improvements and upgrades can be
incorporated in acost-effective manner.
The changeable armboard allows you to
replace arms without having to send the
'table back to the factory. Besides, the
TNT is made in America (sorry to
sound provincial, dear overseas readers,
but this is an election year) by acompa-

ny that's been in business for more than
17 years.
Is the TNT the best turntable in the
world? No. Is it one of the best? Yes.
Will you be happy with it? If you've got
the room, probably. Can you afford it? I
don't know, but if you can spend $2800
for the TNT Junior (see Steven Stone's
reviews in Vol.18 Nos.1 and 11), you're
on your way! From there to the fullblown TNT will cost you about the
same as if you'd started at the top. You'll
start out without the triangulated drive,
the stainless-steel cups, the PLC, and
the flywheel, but by the time you're
done you'll have them all. What other
turntable lets you do that? None that I
know of.
According to VPI, more than 1000
happy customers own TNTs, including
many high-end manufacturers who use
it as areference for new product designs. Ten years into the digital era, the
VP! TNT outperforms every digital
front-end I've ever heard. Ten years
from now, I'll bet it still will.
S

kicke d

MAKING AGOOD THING
BETTER

If the TNT's bottom end could be tightened up and put into better focus without hurting anything else, it would make
agreat turntable even better. It's always
presumptuous for a reviewer to offer
suggestions to a designer on how to
improve aproduct, but why not? I'd love
to hear the TNT with optional vacuum
holddown —as long as the platter surface
was softened àla what comes with the
Rockports. Hard surfaces and vacuum
holddown don't mix!
Ialso think the solid acrylic armboard
could be improved. Ihave a custommade, constrained-layer-damped TNT
annboard supplied by Itnmedia for their
RPM arm. A knuckle-rap produces a
dull, solid thud that sounds much deader
than with the equivalent acrylic board. I
can't help but think it will make the
'table sound better. Bob Graham is about
to offer acustom-damped TNT board
for the Graham. Ithink VPI should do
STF.REOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996
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SUCH STUFF ASDREAMS ARE M ADE ON
Wes Phillips listens to the Audio Research LS22 line stage
and VT130SE power amplifier
r
—
LS22: differential, hybrid (vacuum-tube audio circuit, solid-state power supply) line stage. Tube complement: eight 6922/E88CC. Frequency response:
1.5Hz-100kHz, ±0.5dB. Distortion: <0.01% at 2V RMS.Voltage gain: 18.3dB,
balanced main output I
2.7dB. SE main output. OdB, tape output Input impedance: 200k ohms balanced, 100k ohms unbalanced. Output impedance: 400
ohms balanced, 200 ohms unbalanced. Maximum input: 20V. Inputs: tuner,
video, phono. CD, aux, tape (XLR and RCA connectors). Outputs: 2 main.
tape (XLR and RCA). Dimensions: 19" W by 5.1F H by 11.75" D. (Handles

6550 (output). Power output I10Wpc continuous into 16 ohms (23.4dBVV),
20Hz-20kHz, ±1% THD. Power bandwidth: 15Hz-80kHz, —3dB. Frequency
response: 5Hz—I 60kHz, —3dB, at 1W. Input sensitivity I.2V RMS. Input
impedance: 200k ohms balanced. Overall negative feedback: 20dB. Slew rate:
17V/ps. Risetime: 2.0ps. Hum & noise: >5000/ RMS (98dB below rated output). Power-supply energy storage: approximately 325 joules. Power consumption: 620W at rated output; 900W maximum, 380W at idle.
Dimensions: 15.5" W by 10.9" H by 22.75" D including rear handles (front

extend 1.5" forward of the front panel; rear chassis fittings extend 0.9").

handles extend 1.5").Weight 78 lbs (98 lbs shipping). Serial number of unit

Weight 17 lbs (27 lbs shipping). Serial number of unit tested: 35385005.

tested: 25471005. Price: $7495.

Price: $3995 (remote volume control adds $500).

Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer:Audio

V7130SE: tube power amplifier with MOSFET-mulated voltage rails. Tube

Research, 5740 Green Circle Drive, Minnetonka. MN 55343-4424.Tel: (612)

complement four 6922 (input), two I2BH7A (driver), four matched pairs

939-0600. Fax: (612) 939-0604.

(‘ 0

ur memories become our
dreams," Edward Hoagland claimed. I've certainly
felt the intermingling of the two while
auditioning Audio Research's LS22 line
stage and VT130SE power amplifier —
the new gear has preserved that sense of
musical wonder that Iso cherish, while
extracting detail and dynamics that I
could only have dreamed of all those
years ago.
An Audio Research SP-6C — heavily
modified by Analogique of New York
City —was part of my beloved first highend audio system. Actually, Iacquired it
at about the time that ARC released the
SP-10, so it wasn't new, simply the best I
could afford at the time. Combined with
my Oracle turntable, Kiseki Blue phono
cartridge, a pair of Marantz 8Bs, and
Quad electrostatics, it was the control
center for abig, wet, sloppy musical kiss
of asystem. Today, Irealize that it was
woefully deficient in resolution and
dynamics (I think Irealized it even then),
but Imust confess that sometimes, in the
course of my duties as areviewer, Iregret
that Iever changed athing. For all of its
shortcomings, it was asystem that Icould
listen to hour after hour after hour with
unflagging pleasure. In fact —and Iblush
at all of the things this reveals about me
— I've even dreamed about it.

input, monitor/source, mute/operate).
Note that there's no balance control. I
have mixed feelings about this. Iunderstand the benefits of adirect circuit path
and the elimination of unnecessary
devices — and Ihave to admit that I
haven't actually used abalance pot in
years —yet I'm offended somehow not
to have the option, if needed. This feeling may not be entirely rational.
The rear panel, on the other hand, is
packed. The I
S92 has six inputs, with
both balanced and single-ended jacks for
each, as well as three outputs (two main,
one tape — also offering both connections). Since the use of balanced/
unbalanced sources is switched from the
front panel, you could conceivably plug
as many as 12 sources into the unit — a
big change from the days, not so long
ago, when the chief complaint about
practically any preamp was its limited
number of inputs. As usual with ARC
components, the AC cord is hard-wired
to the device, not aremovable IEC type.
The LS22's circuit is fully differential.

This approach, at least in tubed designs, is
somewhat controversial, since perfect
balance between the signal halves is
required for common-mode noise cancellation and lowest distortion — abalance that is compromised if the tubes age
(its deteriorate) differently. Other than
that, the design is straightforward and upto-the-minute: eight 6922 dual triodes
operating at low voltage draw relatively
high current; each amplifying stage is
buffered with a cathode follower, no
global feedback is employed; power supplies arc MOSFET-regulated and
employ ARCs Decoupled Electrolytic
Capacitor circuits (DECs).
The LS22 gets alittle hot — after all, it
has eight dual triodes—but no hotter
than the solid-state Krell KRC-H R.
Input connections are easily made, since
the XLR connectors arc between the
widely spaced RCA jacks — this means
that even the thickest, most awkward
RCAs (or Versa's Red Rollers) are asnap
to connect and disconnect. Idon't know
how important this is to the world at

LS22 LINE STAGE

The IS,2 is the audio equivalent of ahot
rod: lean, stripped of any excess, and
ready to rrrrrumble — but only if the
conditions are right. Its front panel sports
only two knobs (gain and input selector)
and four switches (power, SE/balanced
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

Audio Research LS22 preamplifier
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large, but as someone who must install
and remove gear with frequency, Ireally
appreciate it.
Whether single-ended or balanced,
the '22 is capable of driving reasonably
long interconnects —such as the 8-meter
pairs Iemploy between my preamp and
power amp. I felt that single-ended
sounded better so Iconcentrated on
auditioning it SE. Changing interconnects yielded audible changes, as
you'd expect, but these were relatively
minor in nature, not revelatory —if there
is a single synergistically perfect cable
match to the I 7, Inever found it.
Single-ended runs of ICimber KC.AG and
balanced MIT 350 interconnect seemed
most ideally suited to the system and my
preferences, so that's what Iused.
Placing the preamp on three Mark
Three Black Diamond Racing Cones
atop The Shelf by Black Diamond
Racing—itself sitting on three additional
Mark Three cones — lowered the preamp's noisefloor audibly, so Iemployed
them throughout the audition.

them, but I'd never attempt it with the
LS22. Never again, Ishould say.
The LS22's bass extension was solid
and reasonably deep, but somewhat softened in impact. This was not necessarily
an issue with the smallish loudspeakers
that Itypically prefer — and, in fact, it
made for adelightful match with the
WATT/Puppy Vi—but both the Aerial
10Ts and the Hales Concept Fives
revealed the deficiency clearly. Idon't
consider this to be as significant aflaw as
an overemphasis of the region, but chacun àson gout.
Picky, picky, picky — all of this niggling obscures the tremendous amount
of pleasure that Igot from listening to
the LS22. For one thing, it was asoundstaging champ. Not in that superdetailed, hyper-realistic sense where
every musician seems nailed into place
with tacks through the shoes, but rather
as though your glasses had recently
been cleaned—not much is newly revealed, but everything is so vivid.
Stokowski's Phase 4Stereo disc of Wagner excerpts with the LSO (London
A DREAM ITSELF IS
443 901-2) benefited from this. Despite
BUT ASHADOW
the Krell's greater sense of detail, the 22
Using the LS22 was straightforward —
resolved the edges of the soundstage in
although Ithought the channel-to-chansuch away that the players out there
nel tracking was ever-so-slightly off—
were clearly at its extremity — their
but it certainly was not boring. It soundpositions defined the area within which
ed clean and fast and unconstricted. The
the performance took place, itself part
LS22 just flat out beguiled the ear; it was
of a larger acoustic. Neither preamp
hard not to like its musical presentation. I threw ahuge stage within my room —
used it both before and after my audition
not, at least, with the speakers I've been
of the Krell KCR-HR, and it offered
using — but the Audio Research presome interesting contrasts to that worthy
sented the music much more as an
preamp. Ah-ha! Ihear you thinking; a event taking place in space. A clearly
classic tube vs solid-state shootout. Maybe a defined space, at that.
little, since the LS22 did offer agreater
And oddly, while Barry Tuckwell's
sense of depth and space and the Krell
solo horn in "Dawn and Siegfried's
has afar more solid bottom end. But over
Rhine Journey" was more dynamic
the last five years or so, the old warm'n'through the Krell, it was much more
fuzzy/cold'n'clinical distinctions have
physically palpable through the I
S9 9
lost much of their accuracy
Compared to such a paradigm of
The LS22 actually sounded brighter dynamic resolution as the KRC-HR, the
than the KCR-HR, due to aslight em22 didn't play as loud or as soft — yet,
phasis of the 2-7kHz region. Not afatal paradoxically, there were areas in which
flaw, to be sure, but the hardness it it sounded closer to the real thing. The
added to the end-blown flutes and bagcomparison of the Krell and the Audio
pipes on Gaiteiros de Lisboa by Invasaes
Research preamps was instructive
Bárbaras (Farol FAR 00007, CD) made
because, good as they both are, each perall the difference between arecording
fectly complemented the other's weakthat is unbelievably lifelike and pleasurnesses.
-Wes Phillips
able and one that could bolster the
belief that the definition of agentleman
MEASUREMENTS FROM TJN
is someone who can play the bagpipes, A complete set of measurements for the
but doesn't. Unfortunately, there are far Audio Research LS22 were made in the
too many borderline recordings of great
balanced mode, with selected measuremusic — like Steve Earle's brilliant IFeel ments also made in the unbalanced
All Right (Warner Bros. 46201-2),
mode. Except as noted, the results here
which can almost etch glass; the songs are for the balanced mode.
are superb and Itruly want to listen to
The output impedance of the LS22 at
144

its line outputs measured 575 ohms in
both channels (286 ohms unbalanced).
The input impedance measured 184k
ohms in the left channel, 195k ohms in
the right (92k ohms, left channel, unbalanced). Variations with changes in the
level control were not significant for
either the input or the output impedances. The output impedance at the
tape output was 2.5k ohms with a
source impedance of 600 ohms and 2k
ohms with asource impedance of 50
ohms, indicating that the tape outputs
are not actively buffered.
DC offset at the LS22's outputs was at
or under 0.4mV in the left channel and
13mV in the right. The polarity of the
preamp's output is pin 2positive in balanced mode, noninverting in unbalanced. Gain measured 183dB (12.8dB
unbalanced). S/N measurements are
shown in Table 1.
The lower S/N in the right channel
may indicate aweak or noisy tube. There
also appears to be aconsiderable amount
of noise above the audible range in the
unbalanced mode. (Though not indicated in the table, selective filtering
during my testing indicated that the
increased noise in the 10Hz-500kHz,
unbalanced measurement lies above
22kHz.)
The LS22's frequency response is
$111.110•91111, aycle 11•••••ch 1.$1,

',um,

,0adance.

I50:10

00.

10

Fig.1

100

Audio Research LS22. frequency response
in balanced mode at IV output into 100k
ohms for (from top to bottom at IkHz):
volume control at 9:00. maximum, 12:00,
and 3:00 (right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Audio Research 1.522. frequency response
with unbalanced drive at IV output into
100k ohms with volume control at maximum with (from top to bottom at IkHz):
front panel switch set to unbalanced, set
to balanced (right channel dashed,
0.5dBivertical div.).
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Table I Audio Research LS22
Signal to Noise (ref. IV out)
22Hz-22kHz
10 Hz-500kHz
unweighted unweighted A-Weighted
dB
dB
dB
left

94.6

84.3

99

right

76.8

76

81

left

89.2

68.6

95.8

right

82.7

66.6

87.2

Win')

(unbal.)

shown in fig.l. The volume-control
tracking was good at different settings —
within 025dB. Note that the high-end
response varies somewhat with the setting of the level control. More interesting
is the result in fig2. In both plots here the
level control is at maximum. If you use
the LS22 unbalanced and leave the frontpanel switch in the balanced position, the
preamp will continue to operate. But the
preamp then turns into ahigh-frequency
filter with amild, but very likely audible,
rolloffl
The crosstalk is shown in fig3. Along
with the THD+noise readings (shown
below), this measurement was taken
with an input of 130mV balanced
(470mV unbalanced) — the lowest input levels that minimized the effect of
noise on the results. The increase in
crosstalk at high frequencies (typically
due to capacitive coupling between the
channels) is the only effect worth noting; otherwise, this is agood result.

Fig.4 shows the manner in which the
LS22's THD+noise varies with frequency; distortion levels are low across
the board. Fig.5 shows the THD+noise
plotted against output voltage at lkHz.
Since even the least sensitive amplifiers
seldom require much more than 2V for
full output, this is afine result.
The LS22's output spectrum reproducing a50Hz input at avery high
output level of 10V is shown in fig.6. The
largest artifacts are at 100Hz and 150Hz,
at -66.7dB (approximately 0.05%) and
-70.8dB (about 0.03%), respectively.
Except for the somewhat low broadband S/N ratios and the HF rolloff that
results if you inadvertently leave the
preamp switched to balanced when
using an unbalanced hookup, the LS22's
fine test-bench performance leaves little
room for comment. -Thomas J. Norton
VTI3OSE POWER AMPLIFIER

The VT130SE seems huge — bigger,
actually, than its 15.5" W by 10.9" H by
22.75" D dimensions would suggest.
Located between the speakers, as it was
in my system, it appeared to crouch like
some waiting beast. Its front panel is
dominated by two large meters: One
shows AC voltage and is on whenever
the unit is powered; the other measures
bias, and is activated when the bias knob
is turned to either the right- or leftchannel position. Output is muted during the biasing procedure. Four rotary

SUMP.. 0•0•0 Meme 1.531CMIM

A DREAM

PAST THE WIT
OF MAN TO SAY WHAT
DREAM IT WAS

.00

00 .
00'10

Fig.5

1104

Fig.3

knobs are arrayed in arow under the
meters. From left to right, they are:
power—once the unit is switched on,
this knob controls the intensity of the
illumination in the meters; left channel
bias adjustment; the bias switch —a
three-position knob (left channel, off,
right channel); right channel bias adjustment.
The rear of the chassis has eight highquality metal binding posts, which
accommodate either bananas or spade
lugs and can be tightened with a
socket driver. The posts are labeled 0, 4,
8, and 16 ohms, but as is common in
ARC designs, the 4ohm tap is the true
ground — important to remember if
you intend to use acommon ground
switcher box or external crossover.
The tube cage, which extends from
the front panel to the rear of the chassis,
connects to the body of the amplifier via
22 small sheet-metal screws. While
biasing is asimple procedure requiring
no access to the amp's innards — or special tools — rctubing (or tubing the first
time) is alot easier if you have apower
screwdriver.
The VT130SE's input stages are
servo-balanced and DC-coupled, using
6922 dual triodes. The driver tubes are
heavy-duty 12BH7 cathode followers
driving four Russian-made 6550C
servo-balanced output tubes per channel. The output transformers are hefty
designs operated in ultralinear mode,
which utilize Audio Research's own
partial cathode coupling to provide
lower output impedance. The power
supplies arc MOSFET-regulated and
store awhopping 325 joules.

Audio Research LS22, crosstalk (from bottom to top at 2kHz): R-L balanced; L-R,
balanced: L-R, unbalanced; R-L. unbalanced
(I
OdB/vertical div.).

Audio Research LS22, distortion (%) vs
output voltage into 100k ohms (from bottom to top at IV): balanced, unbalanced.
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Fig.4 Audio Research LS22,THD+noise vs frequency at 2V output (from top to bottom
at I
kHz): unbalanced, balanced (right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Audio Research LS22. spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC- I
kHz. at I
OV into I
00kHz
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second and third harmonics are the
highest in level.

The VT130Se shared some of the
LS22's bass reticence, but not its slight
emphasis in the presence region. The
power amp sounded wetter and warmer than the preamp, although it didn't
have the muzzy friendliness of the classic tubed designs. That sonic signature
tends to give equal tonal weight to a
wide variety of instruments, whereas
the '130SE did a marvelous job of
assigning — and distinguishing — the
mass and character of the complete
range of instruments. It's true that the
leanness in the low end tends to diminish that sense of slam that bass aficionados cherish so deeply, but that's adifferent issue.
A brutal test of the ability to resolve
motivic momentum —dancelike agility
combined with relentless drive — is
145

DO WE REALLY NEED 86 QUALITY CHECKS
FOR EACH AND EVERY SPEAKER?
You may have heard whispered rumours that every sin-

even the slightest deviation fr

gle one of our justly famous Danish loudspeakers has to

doesn't go undetected. That the driver's backwards -

pass 85 merciless quality checks before final assembly.

radiated energy is really completely absorbed.

Well, they're wrong. In fart, it's 86! The moment one of

Anal that the speaker sounds as tapen. airy and natural.

our new

as transparent, precise and powerful as itith it true

siteakers leaves the hands of master-

the path of lllll siral truth

Dynaudio could and should. If you want to experience
the original Dynaualiaa effect (as shown by our exhausteal

craftsman Hugo Nielsen, it has to survive the Skanderborg

coinpany raccoon, Knudsen, in the pie) please call us at

interrogation chambers. Where we discover any possible

(847)288 1767 or fax us at (847)288 1853 for afree copy

fault in cabling, driver or crossover. And after that. our

of our most revealing "Book of Truth". Or visit your

victim is put to the ultimate test. Listening!

nearest true dealer. Even if you do not attempt to do the

Erik 'The Ear' Nielsen himself, our cold-hearted chief-

1,000-watt d

tester, and his no less fearsome mileages make stare that

overwhelming experience, too.

ErrimEramEmpal
DANES DON'T LIE:"

driver-test, we guarantee you an

INN
mot..

Audio Research VT 130SE power amplifier

provided in the climactic movement of
Beethoven's Symphony 7 (any version
will do, but Ilistened to Toscanini's
epochal 1936 performance with the
NYP). Maybe I'm revealing my Southern roots when Isay that the opening
theme of the Alleero con brio has always
reminded me of aparticularly driving
square dance, one where the band has
so much fun that it outstrips any caller's
ability to keep up. Relentlessly swirling
and powerfully sweeping, the movement is driven by one of the most compelling cello-lines in all of music.
Despite its prodigious power, the
VT130SE shaved just abit of propulsion
off that cello line, and tamed the headlong rush toward that grandest of all
codas. And this was not just with
Toscanini's momentum. Suspecting that
someone would begrudge me my use of
my favorite performance of the Seventh
because it's 60 years old, Ialso listened
to Carlos Kleiber's slightly less charming but equally compelling rendition
with the VP0 (DG 2530 706, LP).
Same result — except that since Kleiber
bases his symphonic argument less on
dance and more on structure, the loss of
balance caused by the '130's anemic low
end robs the Seventh's sonata allegro
form of its perfect proportions.
Now that seems aharsh assessment,
given how truly magical I've found the
VT130SE in almost every other way. But
that magical, seductive quality came in
part, Ibelieve, from the slight softening
of dynamic contrast and tonal color
below 200Hz. Krell's Audio Standard —
amonoblock amplifier that costs per pair
more than four times what the Audio
Research does — remains the best I've
ever heard when it comes to portraying
timbre in this region; ditto for low-end
slam. But then, the ICrells are so much
better when it comes to low-frequency
dynamic contrast that they make every
other amplifier I've heard sound broken
in this regard.
Idon't want to give the impression
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

that the '130 was awimpy amp — it
certainly was not. It grabbed hold of a
speaker the way aterrier pounces on a
rat — authoritatively, definitively. How
does this jibe with my sense of reduced
power in the bass? It's amatter of relativity, Isuppose. When listening to any
single recording, it's awfully hard to
imagine hearing it any other way; but
listen over aperiod of time, or compare
systems, and you must conclude that
there is aconsistent "sound" at work.
The '130SE had a"wet" character: it
warmed the acoustic ever so slightly
while deepening it. People have argued
about this characteristic of tube amps
for years: Some hear it as acoloration,
while others argue that it's evidence oía
higher (realer) level of resolution. Taken
to extremes, as in the classic Marantz
8B, this quality is, beyond doubt, acoloration — it obscured detail. The Audio
Research amp, however, was acham-

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT
Digital Front-end: Krell KPS-20i4.
Analog Front-end: Linn Sondek
LP12 w/Naim Armageddon power
supply/Naim ARO tonearm; Well
Tempered Reference Turntable/van
den Hul Grasshopper cartridge.
Comparison preamplifiers: Krell
KCR-HR; Naim Prefix/HiCap
phono section (Linn); Audio Research PH-3 phono section (Well
Tempered).
Comparison power amplifiers:
Ayre V3, Conrad-Johnson Premier
Eleven A, Conrad-Johnson Premier
Twelve, Krell Audio Standard.
Speakers: Aerial Acoustics 10T,
Martin-Logan SL-3, Wilson WATT/
Puppy Si, Hales Design Group Concept Five.
Cables: Kimber KCAG interconnect, XL0 Type 3.1 Signature balanced and SE interconnect, MIT balanced 350 interconnect, Kimber
Black Pearl speaker cable, MIT 850
speaker cable, Straight Wire Maestro
speaker cable.
Accessories: The Shelf by Black
Diamond Racing, Mark 3 (equipment) and Mark 4Cones (speakers)
from Black Diamond Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors;
ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps, Studio
Traps, and Slim Jim Traps; special
Gordito model Domestic Short Hair
lapcat.
-Wes Phillips

peen at uncovering details and placing
them within abelievable —and always
appropriate —acoustic. The '130 threw
an enormous soundstage, one that was
yawningly wide and reasonably deep. If
this is acoloration, it's one Ifind hard to
dislike.
"You know," Isaid to JA after rereading his take on the Classic 60
(Vol.13 No.9), "the VT130SE is the
Classic 60 with a decade's worth of
refinement and abit more power." Yeah
boy, that about says it all —at this stage
in William Z. Johnson's career, we have
apretty good idea of what to expect
from an ARC design. We know that,
while using tubes, it will be athoroughly modern design. It will sound clean
and ungimmicked. And it will illuminate the magic at the core of the
music.
Ispent hour after hour captivated by
the sound of the VT130SE, especially
when it was paired with the LS22 —they
really are afantastic match. Partially, this
was a result of the crucial difference
between critical mode and listening
mode. In critical mode, comparisons must
be made: How does this compare to the
real thing? How does it compare to other
gear I've heard? How does this compare
to other units at the same cost? Etc., etc.,
etc.
To attempt acritical assessment without entering critical mode is begging for
a nonspecific conclusion (je, "It was
okay, Iguess"). But — for me, at any rate
—critical mode is not much fun. Oh, it
beats physical labor (anything involving
ashovel, for instance), but it's not very
satisfying for amusic lover. Nor does it
tell the complete story: If the proof of
the pudding is in the eating, then to
judge ahi-fi, you must listat. 1 And not
just as acritic, either.
Most of us don't spend our listening
time constantly comparing our systems
to some ideal. We listen because it
brings us pleasure, enriches our lives,
and justifies our time on earth. Most of
us listen to music. That's something I
never tired of doing with the LS22/
VT130SE combination.
Last night my wife and Ispent some
time in the living room while Iplayed a
new recording of music by Estonian
composer Erkki-Sven Tüür (ECM New
Series 1590). Notice that Idon't say we
were listening to the disc; we played it
while we read — at least, that was the
1rye got afeeling that whoever coined that phrase
was no cook —I believe that the real proof of apudding is whether it sets or not. I've never made ahadtasting pudding, hut some of them had the consistency of chocolate soup.
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The cable that's "wired" at Carnegie

recording studio

In 1994, the world-famous venue,
Carnegie Hall, chose Rectangular Solid
Core - cables for its studio monitoring
and recording facilities. Recently they
upgraded again: to RSC Master Gen 2
and RSC Decade- cables.
If upgrading the performance of
your system is important to you, then
take it from the pros...RSC cables are
the most revealing, transparent, and
neutral cables available. Rectangular
Solid Core: the choice of more audiophiles, reviewers and audio professionals
around the world.
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impedance (though not overly high for
a tube amplifier) results in a slight
impact on the frequency response with
our simulated actual load (and should
be just audible with most real-world
loads). The 10kHz squarcwave in fig.8
indicates a good risctime. There is a
small half-cycle of overshoot, but no
ringing. (The overshoot is also barely
visible in the 1
kHz squarcwave, otherwise excellent and not shown here.)
Fig.9 shows the VT130's crosstalk —a
respectable result.
The THD+noise vs frequency
curves are plotted in fig.10 — agood
result for atube amplifier, though the
VT130 seems not entirely comfortable with a2ohm load from its 4
M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
The Audio Research VT130 is balanced- ohm tap. The waveform of the distortion at 2W into 4 ohms is shown in
input only; all measurements shown are
fig.11. It is heavily second-harmonic, with
for balanced operation.
hints of higher harmonics plus noise. The
Following the one-hour precondiwaveforms (not shown) into 8 and 2
tioning test, the VT130 was as hot as
you'd expect amoderately high-powered tube amplifier to be. The bias was
fine-tuned at this point, prior to proceeding with the rest of the testing. All
of the 8 ohm measurements shown
below were made from the 8ohm tap;
the 4 and 2 ohm measurements were
made from the amplifier's 4ohm tap.
The VT130's polarity is pin 2positive. DC offset measured 12mV in the
left channel, 1.5mV in the right. The
Fig.8 Audio Research VT130SE, small-signal
VT130's input impedance measured
I
OkHz squarewave into 8ohms.
245k ohms. The output impedance
measured under 0.84 ohms at 20Hz and
1
kHz, increasing to amaximum of 1.15
ohms at 201(Hz. Voltage gain into 8
ohms measured 26.6dB. Signal/noise
(ref. 1W into 8ohms) measured 65.4dB
over a 22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, unweighted; 64.4dB over a10Hz-500kHz
bandwidth, unweighted; and 77dB Aweighted.
Fig.7 shows the VT130's frequency
response. The slight downward tilt
Fig.9 Audio Research VT I
305E, crosstalk (from
should translate into a rather sweet
top to bottom at 2kHz): L—R, R—L
(10dIlivertical div.).
sound. The moderately high output

idea. Tüür's music is architectural, the
aural equivalent of crystal formation, if
you will. A typical work will start with
high, clear tones that give way gradually
to "clouds" of sounds that move about,
sometimes colliding with one another. I
could not not listen — the music was
compelling, and the musicians were
arrayed before me palpably.
"Palpably"? Isn't that just critic talk,
no more substantial than breath?
Perhaps, but breath can make atone and
atone can fill avoid. When listening
to the Audio Research LS22 and
VT130SE, abreath can be asubstantial
thing indeed.
—Wes Phillips
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he Artemis Eos,
already renowned for its ability
to reproduce the pace, rhythm
and emotion of alive
performance, just got better!
Introducing the
Artemis Base Module!
The perfect integration of
engineering and the sheer love
of music make the Eos/
Base Module combination
amusical experience
not soon forgotten.
Audition the
Artemis Eos and NEW
Base Module at one of our
select Artemis dealers.

Balance, articulation and
coherence for anew level of
musical understanding
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Fig.7 Audio Research VT I
30SE. 8ohm tap, frequency response at (from top to bottom
at 20kHz): I
W into 8ohms, 2W into 4
ohms, and 2.83V into simulated speaker
load (right channel dashed, 0.5d8/vertical
div.).
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Fig. I
0Audio Research VT I
30SE. THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
10kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 4ohm tap; 2W
into 4ohms, 4ohm tap; 2W into simulated
speaker load. 8ohm tap; and I
W into 8
ohms. 8ohm tap (right channel dashed).

CALL FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU

ARTEMIS SYSTEMS
214-404-8132
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Incredible Sound & Price
• Soft Vacuum Tube Sound
• Chrome Plated Chassis
• Ceramic Tube Sockets
• Cerafine & MIT Capacitors
• Gold Plated Connectors
• Quiet Encased Transformers
• 115/230VAC Operation
• Can be strapped for Mono
• All Parts 1Year Warranty

Item
Model

Description

List Price

(Amplifiers assembled and tested)

AQ1002 50W per channel stereo (KT88 or 6550) Chrome plated, bias adjust
$ 899
AQ1003 25W per channel stereo (EL34) Chrome plated, Volume, Input selector $ 655
AQ1004 30W per channel stereo (EL34) Chrome plated, bias adjust
$ 699
AQ1005
AQ1006
AQ1006
AQ1006

10W
10W
15W
22W

per channel stereo (300B) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust
Mono block (300B) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust
Mono block (211) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust
Mono block (845) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust

$ 1769
$ 1195
$ 1125
$ 1455

AQI007 20W per channel stereo (300B) Chrome plated, bias adjust

$ 1999

AQ1008 100W Mono block (6550) Chrome plated, bias adjust, Made in USA

$ 859

PP-1 Phono Preamplifier (3 tubes) RIAA equalized Stereo, Made in USA

$ 489

PA-1 Line Preamplifier (4 tubes) Stereo tone controls, Made in USA

$ 795

Amplifier Kits: All parts are included, no holes to be drilled. However, kits require extensive assembly and soldering
knowledge. Kits are not intended for unskilled persons, one must be capable of wiring from parts list and schematic.
AQ1002K kit 50W per channel stereo (K188 or 6550) Chrome plated, bias adjust
AQ1003K kit 25W per channel stereo (EL34) Chrome plated, 4 input signal selection, volume
AQ1004K kit 30W per channel stereo (EL34) Chrome plated, bias adjust
AQ1005K kit 10W per channel stereo (300B) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust
AQ1006K kit 10W Mono block (300B) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust
AQ1006K kit 15W Mono block (211) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust
AQ1006K kit 22W Mono block (845) SE Chrome plated, bias adjust
AQ1007K kit 20W per channel stereo (300B) Chrome plated, bias adjust
Tubes & Sockets
Tube 211
$35.00
Tube 6SN7
$ 7.50
Socket
300B
Tube EL34
$ 9.50
Tube KT88
$15.00
Socket 9pin
Tube 845
$39.00
Tube 300B
$68.00
Socket 845/211
Tube 12AX7
$ 5.50
Socket 300B/2A3
$ 7.00
Tube 6550

$ 699
$ 559
$ 599
$ 1385
$ 895
$ 855
$ 989
$ 1495
$ 7.00
$ 1.50
$15.00
S15.00

Antique Sound Lab West
7016 NE 138'h Street,
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Kirkland, Washington 98034 USA Phone 206-823-4937, Fax 206-821-3618
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ohms were very similar.
'The VT130's output spectrum reproducing 50Hz at 74W into a4ohm load
is shown in fig.12. The distortion products arc relatively high at this level:
-40dB or 1% at 100Hz, and decreasing
relatively slowly at higher harmonics. At
14.8V into our simulated real load about 21W, since our simulated load is
about 10.5 ohms at 50Hz -I obtained
the result in fig.13. (Clipping was clearly visible above this output.) At 100Hz
the distortion is -32.7dB, or just over
2%. Iwould expect that this distortion
would add aperhaps pleasing (but artificial) warmth to the sound.
Fig.14 shows the output spectrum
resulting from the amplifier driving a
combined 19+20kHz signal at 46.6W
into 4ohms. (Visible clipping is present
above this output level with this input
signal.) The lkHz intermodulation
product lies at -382dB, or about 12%;
the 18kHz distortion product is about
-53dB, or about 025%. The artifacts
were lower at 48W into an 8ohm load
(not shown) -about 027% and 0.17%
at 1
kHz and 18kHz, respectively.
The manner in which the VT130's
THD+noise (at 1kHz) varies with output power is shown in fig.15. (Each load
was driven from the appropriate output
transformer tap.) The discrete clipping
levels for the VT130 are shown in
Table 2.
The measurements indicate arather
warm-sounding amplifier (due to both

the slight frequency-response aberrations and the low-frequency spectrum
results), with arather low unweighted
S/N ratio. Otherwise, this is a respectable set of measurements for atube
amplifier.
-Thomas J. Norton

TREAD SOFTLY BECAUSE
YOU TREAD ON MY DREAMS

If it seems I've been intensely critical of
the Audio Research LS22 and VT130SE,
while reaching a favorable conclusion,
that's afunction of their cost. In aworld
where $2000 buys you asizeable share of
audio nirvana, companies must justify the
expense of more ambitious designs.
While ARC may not have done this
beyond reproach, Isuspect many listeners
will find that these products' strengths far
outweigh their relatively minor flaws.
Icould live happily ever after with
these components, even though neither
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4
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2
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W (dBW)
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(L)

106.9 (20.3)
II
9V
106.1 (17.3)

119V

II
9V

109.5 (20.4)
1I
9V
109.2 (17.4)
120V
929 (13.7)
120V

piece is perfect. Well, what is? At $4000,
the LS22 is afairly expensive bare-bones
line stage. For the money, however, the
ardent audio minimalist will be rewarded with alush and detailed soundstage - albeit one that suffers from a
mild brightness "shelf' effect.
Seventy-five hundred bucks buys a
seductive, powerful amplifier in the
VT130SE -one that can soundstage
with the best of them. Lovers of profound bass and bottom-end slam may
feel themselves slighted, but the '130 is
awfully hard to resist.
Sweet dreams arc made of this. Who
am Ito disagree?
-Wes Phillips
S
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Fig. I
3Audio Research VT I
30SE, 8 ohm tap, spec-
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trum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at
I4.8V into simulated loudspeaker load (linear frequency scale). Note that the second
harmonic is the highest in level at -32.7dB
(just over 2%).
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Table 2 Audio Research VT130SE
Discrete Clipping Levels
(I% THD+noise at 1
kHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven

Simulate and
Stereophile

4000

4000

Guide to Home Theater!

0000

1.

11 ^

Fig. I
4Audio Research VT I
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Fig.I 2Audio Research VT I
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Fig. I
5Audio Research VT130SE, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
100W): 8 ohms, 8 ohm tap; 4 ohms. 4 ohm
tap; and 2 ohms. 2 ohm tap.
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For The Discerning Ear & Eye
The Nucleus Minor in brushed aluminum. Availible in Black, Gold, Silver and Antique Copper. $995.00*
*Barcelona stand optional at $200.00

2551 8th Street South, Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Phone: (715) 421-5910

Fax: (715) 423-3542

SONY CDPXA7ES CD PLAYER
Thomas J. Norton
Single-box CD player. Frequency response: 2Hz-20kHz, ±0.3d8. Harmonic distortion:

Serial number of review sample: 800146. Price: $3000. Approximate number of deal-

<00015%. Dynamic range >I
00d13. Outputs: line out, fixed, unbalanced; line out, vari-

ers: 50. Distributor: Sony Electronics Inc., One Sony Drive. Park Ridge. NJ 07656.

able, unbalanced; line out, balanced; digital out. optical (TosLink); digital out, coaxial.

Tel: (201) 930-1000. Fax: (201) 930-6548.

Power consumption: 28W Weight: 33 lbs. Dimensions: I
rvv by 14R75" D by 5" H.

I

es conventional wisdom among
audiophiles: Small, high-end audio
companies build high-quality products in small numbers. Products that
are often expensive. But not always. Big
mass-market companies build cookiecutter products in big numbers. They're
usually cheap. But not always.
The real world is never that simple.
Big companies have the expertise, production facilities, and economies of
scale to produce exceptional products if
they put their minds to it. And sometimes they do put their minds to it. Sony
has been making solid, well-engineered,
genuinely high-end CD players for
many years. The CDP-XA7ES is the
latest flagship model in the premium ES
series.
Wrestling its 33-lb weight out of the
shipping carton was aclear sign that the
CDP-XA7ES is hardly your typical disposable consumer CD player (though
your first clue will come when you sign
that check or loan agreement for three
big ones!). This baby is as solid as they
come, and the weight is not deceptive.
The Sony's solidity begins with arigid
frame-and-beam internal construction
(sounds like something out of an auto
advertisement). The chassis is coppershielded —a popular design feature on
high-end Japanese electronics. Sony says
that this reduces magnetic interference.
They must mean AC electromagnetic
interference—copper is of no use
against nonchanging magnetic fields, otherwise they'd use it to shield hometheater loudspeakers. The aluminum
front panel, top plate, and ceramic disc
tray are said to be anti-resonant. The
motor has sapphire bearings, and the
laser tracking utilizes digital servo control.
The laser pickup of the CDP-XA7ES
is unusual. Typically, aCD is spun in
place while a moving laser assembly
tracks the recording. In the Sony, the
laser pickup is fixed; the spindle and disc
move on amotor-driven sled. You can
see this mechanism in operation the
first time you open the disc-loading
tray: The latter moves outward at adifS
TEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

Sony CDP-XA7ES CD player

ferent rate than the spindle itself.
Inside the Sony, a twin toroidal
power transformer feeds separate power
supplies for the analog and digital circuitry. Sony's Direct Digital Sync circuitry is said to reduce jitter. The digital
filter is afeed-forward design with 8xoversampling, and the digital/analog
converter is Sony's "current pulse"
design —Sony's take on one-bit conversion technology. Twenty-bit output resolution is claimed, though with aCD's
16-bit word length, this is not possible
in reality.
There are three sets of analog outputs
(balanced, unbalanced fixed output, unbalanced variable output) and two digital outputs (coaxial and TosLink optical), plus aheadphone output with level
control. A rear-panel switch turns the
balanced outputs on or off, afront-panel
switch does the same for the digital outputs. The same motor-driven pot that
controls the headphone output also
controls the variable-level line outputs.
Also, the CDP-XA7ES's balanced outputs are transformer-coupled.
The full-function remote control,
together with the front-panel controls,
provides all the usual bells and whistles.
There are choices for the front-panel
display mode (elapsed or remaining
time on the current track or the remaining time on the disc). There's ascanning
mode (Music Scan) to preview the first

10 seconds of each track, and arandom
mode (Shuffle Play) to keep you guessing as to which track is coming next.
You can, of course, program to your
heart's content, and there arc "Custom
Files" to allow you to pre-program up to
224 discs (everything digital seems to
come in multiples of 16) and play each
one back as programmed whenever you
load it in the player. (The programming
is, of course, stored in the player, not on
the disc.) You can search for the peak
level on adisc (useful for tape dubbing),
and an auto space function may be
selected to insert athree-second blank
between each track. There's also afadein/fade-out mode with variable fade
times. Unfortunately, this works only
from the analog outputs, making it of
little value for DAT (or CD-R) compilations — unless you want to go through
the potential degradation of an extra
D/A and A/D conversion cycle.
Even if you never use all the programming and gee-whiz features (most
audiophiles Iknow never do —I wonder if"civilians" watching "12:00" flashing on their VCRs will figure them
out), the Sony CDP-XA7ES has aslick,
silky feel throughout that anyone will
appreciate. The controls feel expensive
(Honda-like, to use another automotive
analogy). And, as with all top-of-theline Sony CD mechanisms I've seen, the
loading drawer opens and closes with a
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Check out the power
of your syste
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Sonata

Intermezzo

Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt,
including the Sonata in Bminor. Recorded with 20bit resolution.

Robert Silverman in abrilliant all Brahms program: Piano Sonata in f,
Op. 5. and Three Intermezzi. Op.
117. One of the finest piano
recordings ever made.

Festival

Test CD 1

Works by Copland,
Milhaud, and
Kohjiba
performed by
the worldrenowned Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned
microphones and 20-bit
resolution.

Phase your system, test
your speakers and listening room, and hear the
difference amike can
make. Take this disc with
you when evaluating
equipment.

Test CD 2
Place your speakers and test them for
distortion. Check your
amp for distortion
too, and hear what CD
jitter sounds like.

Concert
This tube-miked.
two-CD set
features Robert
Silverman in a
recital of works
by Schubert, Chopin, Bach,
and Schumann. Includes the
bonus track, "Mapping the
Soundstage."

Test CD 3

P08111

Use the signals
to test your
speakers and
your room. Burn-in
components with the
unique noise track.
Home in on your home
theater's balance. Check
out your system with the
soundstage map. Also
includes audiophile
music tracks.

bi

An audiophile classic
since 1989. Tube-miked
performances of works
for flute and piano by
Prokofiev, Reinecke,
and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem.

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 5960
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both subtle and pronounced were given reversal switch — which is something
full exposure without ever jumping out that doesn't happen that often.
at me. There was no sense of "Wow, listen to me!" but nothing was missing. The BALANCED OR UNsame was true of Mokave's Afriqúe All of the above observations were
(AudioQuest AQ-CD1024). And when made with an unbalanced connection
the program got complex, the Sony's from the Sony to the Rowland preamp
detailing held up without congestion or (using the fixed outputs) and from the
Rowland to the Aragon power amp.
smearing.
Nor did the midrange disappoint. But the Sony also has balanced outputs.
When Ilast reviewed aSony CD player How did these affect the sound? Icom— the CDP-X77ES, way back in pared the Sony's balanced and unbalJanuary 1991 (Vol.14 No.1) — I re- anced outputs using identical lengths of
marked on its rich, full-bodied, palpable the same TARA Labs interconnect (one
SYSTEM
Associated equipment used in this midrange. Ican certainly say the same set balanced, one unbalanced). Idid
review included the Rowland Con- for the CDP-XA7ES. Vocals were spot- keep the unbalanced connection from
summate preamplifier, Aragon 8008 on in their balancing of detail and the Rowland to the Aragon: The latter
power amplifier, and Energy Veritas warmth. Neither forward nor laid-back, lacked balanced inputs, and while abalsonic perspectives were nearly ideal. anced-input power amp was available to
v2.8 loudspeakers. Interconnects were
TARA Labs RSC Reference from D/A Imaging, while perhaps less pinpoint me, Icontinued with the Aragon rather
to preamp, and Cardas Heidink from than I've heard from other players, was than interrupt the flow of the listening
preamp to power amp. The Energys superbly natural. And while I've heard and change another variable (the power
were, ah, energized through abi-wire depth just as good from anumber of amplifier).
At matched levels, Ifound the differset of Monster M1.5 loudspeaker cables. other top-quality CD players and combinations, Ihaven't heard better on my ences between balanced and unbalanced operation of the Sony either totalsystem.
SOUND
And the Sony's bass? Not, perhaps, ly elusive or favoring the unbalanced conWe review a lot of CD players and
transports/processors here at Stereophile, above criticism — at times it seemed a figuration. The balanced connection
some of them very expensive. In that little looser and less crisply defined than sounded alittle softer, with marginally
context, the Sony CDP-XA7ES is the best I've heard. But these minor nits reduced transient detail. But the result
almost mid-priced. But $3000 is still a paled in comparison with its depth and depended on the absolute polarity of
lot of money for aCD player; as Ibegan power. The bass whacks that punctuate the system. In fact, Ifound that the
my auditioning, Ithought, "This thing "The Long Ships," on Enya's Watermark absolute polarity made noticeably more
(Geffen 24233-2), were as strong and difference to the sound than switching
had better deliver.
It did. My first reaction, coming from potent as I've ever heard them on the between balanced and unbalanced conliving with amore expensive player — Energy loudspeakers. The organ on nections. Ireturned to the unbalanced
the Theta Data III transport driving the Saint-Saëns's Oratorio de Noël (Proprius mode for the remainder of my listening.
Mark Levinson No36 processor—was PRCD 9057) shook the room.
So far, it sounded as if the Sony would AUDIO RESEARCH
no letdown. Initially, listening first to
Rickie Lee Jones's version of "Under be hard to beat in any respect. And it was COMPARISONS
the Boardwalk," from Girl At Her Vol- hard to beat —but not impossible. It By alucky coincidence, we had anew
cano (Warner Bros. WPCP-3710, Japan), could sometimes sound just alittle too sample of the Audio Research CD1 CD
Ithought the overall sound excellent, smooth. This, which Iremarked on player on hand, awaiting aFollow-Up
though with ahint of graininess (more above in discussing the Sony's high-fre- by Wes Phillips. Since the ARC is
powder than grain) at the extreme top quency response, actually affected the directly competitive with the Sony in
end. But that virtually disappeared on entire frequency spectrum. A degree of price, acomparison of the two machines
further listening. Whether the improve- musical excitement was sometimes sac- was ano-brainer.
The most obvious difference betment was due to acclimatization on my rificed for an easy-on-the-ears sound.
part or breaking-in on the part of the James Homer's Patriot Games sound- ween the two players was the Sony's
Sony Iwon't speculate, but the more I track (RCA 66051-2), for example, had richer, fuller sound. On Dead Can
Dance's Into the Labyrinth (4AD 45384listened, the better the top end sounded. alittle less tension than it should. There
In fact, contrary to that initial observa- was also less intertransient silence — the 2) — beautifully recorded in anatural
tion, on alot of program material the proverbial "black background" — than I church acoustic — the CD1 was alittle
Sony had less grain than I'm accustomed hear with some of the best separate brighter and more obviously detailed on
to hearing with lesser players. There players and transports. But Ihesitate to top, the Sony more subtle. The ARC's
was nothing obvious or overt about the make too much of this. Furthermore, bass also sounded tighter, though the
Sony's treble: It had an inherent sweet- "excitement" can be aeuphemism for Sony's bass was clearly deeper and more
ness that was impossible to miss. It an overly bright, unnaturally detailed powerful.
On material heavily dependent on
could be so smooth, in fact, that I sound — a word not in this Sony's
thought it soft-sounding —until mater- vocabulary. Iwas also able to tighten up ambience, fullness, and overall musical
ial came along with strong, complex, the sound noticeably by careful selec- perspective, Ihave to give the nod to the
. Sony. On Saint-Saëns's Oratorio de Noël,
high-frequency transients. On Al! Star tion of the system's absolute polarity,
Percussion Ensemble II (Golden String The Sony was revealing enough to let the Sony remained the richer and more
GSCD 013), Icould almost count the me clearly hear the effect of switching full-bodied, with distinctly deeper bass.
individual instrumental strands; details the Rowland Consummate's polarity- The ARC's bass was perfectly adequate

silky, quiet precision rare in any CD
player or transport, regardless of price. A
manual disc clamp is furnished with the
player, and is required for playback. My
only ergonomic complaint — aminor
one — rests with this clamp. It's
smoothly finished, and its finger-grip
surface is very slippery. Inever dropped
it, but I'm certain that plenty of others
will. While not particularly heavy, it's
massive enough to damage afavorite
disc if you let it fly accidentally.
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"Ifyou're looking for the best sound for the dollar in line-level
preamplifiers, buy aTLC-1 right now!"
John Atkinson, Stereopbile, July 1994, VoL 17, No. 7
r. Atkinson also says. "This unit is

lvi for Transparent

hot!
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ils' name olimur local dealer
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indeed the first word to come to mind as Isat there,
entranced by the music."
Entrancing transparency. For

$995.

No wonder

Mr. Atkinson was impressed. You will be too.
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(particularly if you don't have big speakers), but the Sony suggested the word
"awesome" on some of the deeper pedal
notes (and this on the quieter, more subtle passages), while the ARC did not.
The CD1 had alittle more air and inner
detailing, but the Sony was better at
allowing me to forget that what Iwas
hearing was essentially an electronic
simulation of reality. It wasn't that the
ARC sounded etched — it certainly
wasn't. But the sound from the Sony
was just simply there The vocals were
sublimely natural, sibilants were sweet.
There was apalpable realism, including
astunning yet subtle rendition of depth
that the ARC's crisper presentation didn't quite match.
On material dependent on transient
speed and inner detailing, however, the
ARC sounded noticeably tighter than
the Sony—and more open and detailed. But the call here was by no
means easy. In fact, every time I
thought, "Yeah, the ARC is thumbs-up
here," I'd then go back to the Sony and
be surprised. I listened to All Star
Percussion Ensemble II first on the ARC,
and wondered how you could beat its
excellent, quick detailing and tight, clear
presentation. Well, you can't, exactly
(not without spending alot more money,
methinks), but the Sony, while softersounding overall, was pristine and liquid
— so unforced yet natural that Ifound
myself falling for its charms all over again
every time Iswitched back to it.
In truth, Icould live happily with the
Sony or the ARC. But there are enough
differences between these two exceptional players that they won't necessarily appeal to the same listeners or work
best in the same systems. Both are clearly solid Class B.

favorite — but it was definitely aclose
call. For those of us on real-world budgets, using the Sony as a transport
requires no apology.

AGAINST THE '36

But will you ever really want to add an
outboard D/A converter to the Sony?
Only if your need for perfection is
matched by your bank balance. Inext
set up the Sony so Icould use it as
designed —as aone-piece CD player —
or to drive the Levinson No36 from its
coaxial digital outputs (using aKimber
Cable AGDL cable for the digital link).
With the review deadline approaching,
Idecided to conduct adirect A/B comparison.
With two identical sets of leads, one
pair from the No36, the other from the
Sony, feeding separate inputs on the
Rowland preamp, plus the latter's ability to memorize different level settings
for each input and switch levels as the
inputs are switched via remote, such a
comparison was apiece of cake.
The result: With the external DM
converter, the bass was tighter and the
overall sound "faster" and higher in resolution. Yes, even on a direct A/B
(though not ablind one), the differences
were audible. Having said that, howev-

er, Isuspect most listeners would be surprised to hear just how subtle the differences were. There was definitely nothing being blown away here. Was the difference worth the added $4000? For the
fussiest of us, perhaps. But by itself the
Sony is so good that most of us could
easily live with it alone, pocket the
change, or use the savings elsewhere in
the system, and not look back for a
minute.

M EASUREMENTS

Isuppose it's inevitable that when you
measure alot of audio gear, you tend to
look at things alittle differently from
those who don't. Itend to be alittle put
off by products that measure well but
sound bad and those that sound good
but measure poorly. Ilike consistency in
my audio equipment, and am most
impressed by equipment that shines
across the board.
With one exception, the Sony CDPXA7ES looked so good on the test
bench that I'd like to just limit this section to: "Measures great. Go for it." For
those of you who insist on more, the
details are presented below. Otherwise,
there just isn't much to be said about
this level of performance.
The Sony's DC offset was negligible

As ATRANSPORT

Iwas able to make two other comparisons. In the first, the Sony was run
from its coaxial digital outputs as a
transport only, against the Denon DPS1 dedicated transport. (The Denon
costs $8000, more than twice the price
of the CDP-XA7ES.) For an external
D/A converter, I used the Mark
Levinson No36. The Sony-as-transport
had a richer sound than the Denon,
with more bass warmth but less highfrequency delicacy and openness. Leo
Kottke, for example, seemed a little
more heavy-handed with his guitar on
the Sony (That's What, Private Music
2068-2-P). But the added body with
the Sony did provide awelcome punch
on some material. In the final analysis, I
preferred the Denon — a long-time
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996
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See the dimension
Sense the image
Feel the power of performance...
Challenge your perceptions
of tube amplers at aV7'L dealer today.
P.
O.Box 2604, SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
TEL (909) 627-5944

FAX (909) 627-6988
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PURE SINGLE-ENDED CLASS A
ALEPH 1.2
1CHANNEL
2 GAIN STAGES
200 WATT OUTPUT
500 WATT IDLE

PASS LABS

24449 FORESTHILL ROAD, FORESTHILL, CALIFORNIA 95631

TEL (916) 367-3690 FAX (916) 367-2193
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leleghing in at a healthy 20 lbs. -11 ounces,
we are proud to present the nevvest member
of the family Like it's bigger siblings, The Re &
Ay loudspeakers, our little one has inherited
the some pristine sonic tellies; speed, transparency, tonal neutrality & breathtaking imaging.
New crossover topology preserves the time
and phase coherence of the speaker, opening up spatial information as never before.
Minimum panel surfaces and critical bracing
support the drive units in producing high dynamic contrast and detail.
At Meret Audio, our goal is to provide the
musical truth in all of our loudspeaker designs. Unlock the hidden potential of your recordings. Audition the Re, Ay and our new
baby the Ankh.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

r47.44.4

10920 Indian Trail, Suite 301 • Dallas, Texas 75229 • 214-243-0200
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Sony CDP-XA7ES, frequency response (top)
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Sony CDP-XA7ES, crosstalk (R-L channel
dashed, 0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3

Sony CDP-XA7ES, spectrum of dithered
IkHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with noise and
spuriae (I6-bit data, V3-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).
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Sony CDP-XA7ES, spectrum of digital
silence (16-bit data, IA-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).

at ameasured 2mV in the left channel,
1.7mV in the right. In the unbalanced
mode (fixed outputs), the maximum
output was 2.6V (2.7V, or essentially the
same, balanced). The left and right
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Sony CDP-XA7ES, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz. I9+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).

channels were within 11mV of each
other. The output impedance from the
unbalanced fixed outputs was 99.5
ohms in the left channel, 128 ohms in
the right. The corresponding values for
the transformer-coupled balanced outputs were 290.5 ohms and 292 ohms,
respectively. At the variable outputs, the
output impedance was 195 ohms.
The remainder of the measurements
were taken at the unbalanced, fixed outputs, from which Ihad done most of my
auditioning. Idid check the frequency
response from the balanced outputs,
and found it virtually identical to the
unbalanced result. The latter, together
with the de-emphasis error, is plotted in
fig.l. No comment necessary here. The
channel separation is shown in fig2.
While the crosstalk is not the lowest

we've encountered in asingle-box Cl)
player, it's certainly no limitation on the
Sony's performance.
The '/3-octave spectral analysis of a
lkHz, —90dB dithered sinewave (fig3) is
nearly ideal, with extremely low powersupply noise and no discrete harmonics
visible. The same can be said of the wideband spectral analysis of asilent track (all
zeros) in figA. The noisefloor here is
extremely low; the increased noise at
higher frequencies is due to the noiseshaping typically used to obtain sufficient
resolution from low-bit DACs.
The linearity of the left channel of
the CDP-XA7ES is shown in fig.5. I
have not seen better. The right channel,
not shown, was essentially the same.
The Sony produced a nearly ideal
stairstcp waveform when processing a
1kHz, —9031dB undithered sinewave
(fig.6). The symmetry is superb, the
noise low. And, finally, the artifacts present from a19+20kHz waveform (fig.7)
are all below —90dB (0.003%).
Because of the CDP-XA7ES's internal layout, it wasn't possible — short of a
self-defeating partial disassembly — to
access the points of the digital circuitry
required to measure the player's jitter
performance; therefore. Ididn't make
our usual jitter tests.
The only result that was less than
exceptional was the CDP-XA7ES's
tracking performance, as tested using
the Pierre Vcrany Test CD. Skipping
began on track 30— a decidedly
mediocre result. While Iexperienced
no tracking problems in normal use,
problems might be encountered with
scratched discs.

CONCLUSION

The Sony CDP-XA7ES is one of those
products that continued to sound better
the more Ilistened to it. It's not perfect,
but its strengths — a smooth, sweet,
detailed sound with natural warmth and
afine, palpable presence — make such a
strong statement that searching for flaws
is alot of work with little return. And its
aura is not diminished by afeel and
apparent construction quality that are
the equal of any player — separates or
one-piece units —at any price. Icould
live happily for avery long time with
the Sony CDP-XA7ES.
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OST OF TOMORROW
fue Redefined Series
Class A Stereo Amplifier
S898.
Class A Stereo Amplifier
S1498Dual Triode Phono Stage
1498.
C.

Series
D.C. Powered Class A Stereo Amplifier
$179fr
0 C Powered Class A Stereo Amplifier
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PO. Box 1148 Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
(619) 756.9561

Single Ended Triode Preamplifier
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That only one Power Wedge...

...and there's one just right for your system!
Power conditioning and equipment protection for all audio and video systems.
Twice, winner of Stereophile's "Best Accessory of the Year" Award.
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CALIFORNIA AUDIO L sCL-10
M ULTI-DISC SERVER
Robert Harley listens to CAL's new five-disc CD player
Five-disc CD player with HDCD decoding. Frequency response: 5Hz-22kHz, ±0.1dB.

Power consumption: 25W (peak). Serial number of unit tested: 0003. Warranty: 2

S/N ratio: 95dB, A-weighted. Dynamic range: 100dB. Output impedance: 20 ohms.

years, parts and labor. Price: $1795. Approximate number of dealers: 140.

Analog output unbalanced on RCA jacks. Digital outputs: coaxial on RCA jack.

Manufacturer: California Audio Labs. 1751 Langley Ave., Irvine, CA 927 14.Tel: (714)

AESIEBU on XLR jack (optional ST-Type glass-fiber optical output adds $250 to

833-3040. Fax: (714) 833-1329.

price). Dimensions: 17W by 5" H by 15.25" D. Weight 23 lbs (net). 30 lbs (shipping).

I

tmay come as asurprise to audiophiles accustomed to single-disc
CD transports and players that the
vast majority of all CD players sold are
multi-disc units. The High End dismisses multi-disc players as amass-market compromise, in much the way we
disdain "record changers" for single-play
turntables.
But many listeners want the convenience of amulti-disc player. In fact,
when I'm asked for a CD-player recommendation by nonaudiophiles, most
of them want achanger.
CD changers have abad name among
critical listeners partly because so few
changers have benefited from aserious
design effort. (The MusicBank mechanism, used in Nakamichi's 1000mb
transport, is anotable exception.) What
would happen if an audiophile company
tried to make agood-sounding CD player/changer by using high-quality
20-bit DACs, the HDCDx decoder/
filter, a serious power supply, and a
twealcy analog output stage? That's the
question addressed by the new $1795
California Audio Labs CL-10 five-disc
CD changer.

California Audio Labs CL-10 D/A processor

keeping track of the discs would have
been confusing without such arevealing
display.
A single row of thin buttons runs in a
gentle arc just above the large drawer,
giving the CL-10 a distinctive look.
(The CL-10's cosmetics are a hint at
what we can expect from other CAL
products in the future.) My only regret
about the front panel was the lack of a
Track Skip control. That feature is available only from the remote control,
DESCRIPTION
which was moderately well-laid-out.
The CL-10 is housed in alarge chassis
The CL-10 can be programmed to
with a34"-thick front panel. The massive
drawer mechanism consumes most of play tracks randomly from adisc, randomly from up to five discs, or play
the front panel. Pressing the "Open" buttracks in a specific sequence among
ton brings out the five-disc carousel
discs. With one disc playing, selecting
smoothly, quietly, and ready for changing
discs. Two discs can be removed or another disc was surprisingly fast. The
mechanism also worked smoothly and
inserted at atime. If you want to access
flawlessly during my time with the unit.
the other disc wells, you must rotate the
Analog output is single-ended via a
carousel with the "Disc Skip" button.
pair of RCA jacks. ST-Type glass-fiber
Changing CDs can be accomplished
optical is available for an additional
while another disc is playing.
$250. The CL-10 will function as a
A graphic representation of the
transport through its coaxial and AES/
carousel on the CL-10's front-panel disEBU outputs, but CAL makes atransplay shows which disc is playing, which
trays contain discs, and the position of port version, the CLD-10, that sells for
the same price. The digital output secthe carousel. The display was effective
tions of player and transport are identiin communicating the carousel's status;
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

cal; you simply get the DAC section
with the CL-10 player. CAL plans a
multiple-input, stand-alone digital
processor for use with other transports,
or with abank of CLD-10 transports in
custom installations.

UNDER COMPUTER CONTROL

Notice that CAL calls the CL-10 a
"Multi-Disc Server," not aCD changer.
This computer-based nomenclature
reflects the CL-10's unusual ability to be
controlled by an IBM-compatible personal computer via the RS-232 serial
interface on the CL-10's rear panel. The
control program, which runs under
Windows 95, lets you adjust the CL10's analog output level, set the channel
balance, control the transport mechanism, choose the oversampling rate (2x,
4x, or 8x), and select one of seven dither
types offered by the PMD100 digital filter. The PC software is included in
the $1795 price. [Hey, what about Mac
users?— Ed.]
One of the software's screens is avirtual remote control that lets you select
the disc and track you want to hear. The
time-counter display on your computer
monitor can be switched between
161
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"I spent along time auditioning
the Waveform Mach 1-7... IIrani
no oiler system at HI-FI '96
that delivered tlrfrequere_
extremes with as much definition
and ;rimer while still producing
awide, deep soundstage and
superb imaging. John markets the
loudspeaker directly to audiophiles
for $5995/pair; otherwise,
it might cost three times that
amount."
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We're speechless! You'll be
too, when you hear musical,
transparent sound that à
affordable!
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Synergistic Research and Custom Sound Design.
The Reviewers Choice is Your Custom Matched Choice!"
"High-rez, wide-bandwidth cables that let the music speak for itself" sums up JS. Dealer can fax
Synergistic alist of components and receive back arecommended list of cables depending on system, room acoustics, and customer's musical tastes. (NR, but see JS's interview
in Vol.18 No.11) -Jonathan Scull, Stereophile Vol.19 No.4 Pg. 195 Recommended Components on Signature No.2 &No.3 Speaker Wires
"They are, simply put, excellent." -Jonathan Scull,
"Remember the difference you
Stereopbile November 1995 Vol. 18 No.
heard the first time you replaced your zip cord
11 Pg. 143 on the
with real speaker cables? This is bigger... The differences
A/C Master Coupler
wrought in my system by the additions of these power cords
were positive, dramatic, and immediately apparent... Whenever I
removed
the couplers from my systems, Ifound myself shaking my head and wondering,
Have Ibeen listening to this?" -Brian Damkroger, The Absolute Sound Volume 20,
Issue 104 on the A/C Master Coupler- $250 per 5ft. cord -call for afree reprint

Call today for your free 32-page "Explorer's Guide" and "Factory Diagnostic Service"
phone 219.471.1110
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elapsed time on track, remaining time
on track, and remaining time on disc.
Although the CL-10 responded quickly
to disc- and track-select functions from
the PC, the search control was slow
because the serial interface must also
transmit subcode data from the CL-10
to the attached PC. Unlike aTrack Skip
command, which is transmitted once,
the search command must be continually repeated.
With no computer control, the CL10 defaults to the PMD100's dither
mode 7 and 8x-oversampling. After a
brief audition of each dither, Iconcur
with CAL:s selection of dither 7: In the
context of the CL-10's DACs and output-stage topology, it was clearly the
best-sounding of the dither options.
(Other dithers may be better with other
DACs and output stages.) If CAL:s
dither numbers correspond to Pacific
Microsonics' dither numbers, then
dither 7is the lowest-amplitude dither
available in the PMD100. Dither 7also
differs from the PMD100's other dither
modes in that it has atriangular probability-density function and a wider
bandwidth. The PMD100's other
dithers arc narrowband, with most of
their energy above the audioband.
Some users will enjoy playing with
the CL-10's computer-control potential.
It's interesting to hear the different
dithers and sampling rates, but the transport control functions aren't practical for
enjoying music; the hand-held remote is
much easier to use.
The PC interface and software were,
however, designed primarily for intelligent control in custom multi-room
installations. CAL:s code can be integrated into another software-based
control system for greater user convenience. One application is abank of
CL-10 transports feeding asingle CAL
D/A converter. The user could enjoy
access to dozens of CDs via atouchscreen without ever loading adisc into a
player.

I
NSIDE THE CL-I0

While the CL-10 was designed in
California, it is built in CAI.% factory in
Bangkok, Thailand. Assembled CL-10s
are shipped to California for qualitycontrol inspection and final packaging.
The power supply features two transformers: one for the transport mechanism and display, and another to supply
the audio circuits. The CL-10 is packed
with filter capacitors; the audio board is
covered with 24 22001
1F elec-trolytics and
smaller distributed caps. The voltage references for the DACs are filtered by
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

four 1F capacitors. (One farad is equal
to amillion microfarads.) A charged 1F
cap is more like abattery than acapacitor; in fact, the 1F caps in the CL-10 arc
used as clock backup power in PCs. The
four IF capacitors ensure astable DC
voltage to the DACs. These DAC reference voltages, the left- and right-channel analog-stage supplies, the clock, and
the digital filter are independently regulated by three-pin regulators.
The CL-10's multi-disc carousel
mechanism is sourced from Matsushita.
CAL redesigns the servo systems,
clocks, amplifiers, and other electronics.
The transport sits on the chassis bottom,
isolated from the DACs and analog
stages by acopper-coated subchassis.
The serial interface board that pro-

vides computer control of the CL-10
sits on top of this subchassis, next to the
DAC and analog output board. The
Pacific Microsonics PMD100 chip provides digital filtering and HDCD
decoding. The 6dB of attenuation on
non-HDCD discs required by the
HDCD license is performed in the digital domain by the PMD100, with a
penalty of one bit of resolution. CAL
claims that because of the selectable
dithers available on the CL-10, digitaldomain attenuation produced less sonic
degradation than analog attenuation.
My experience, however, suggests that
analog-domain attenuation is preferable
to the PMD100's internal gain adjustment. Several designers have reported that the PMD100 loses its edge

BACK TO BASICS

13

efore Ijoined Stereophile, my
favorite feature in the magazine was Sam Tellig's "Audio
Cheapskate" column. "The Audio
Cheapskate" provided simple and
practical advice about which affordable components were worth considering. Sam stressed high value, and
never forgot that many music lovers
are on atight audio budget. The feature wasn't called The Audio
Cheapskate for nothing.'
Since Sam discontinued this column, it's been hard to get the magazine's writers to review low- and moderately-priced equipment If you were
areviewer and could spend the next
two months listening to a Mark
Levinson No31 transport and No30.5
processor combination, or to a$399
CD playe4 which would you choose?
Although Stereophile does review asignificant number of products that cost
less than $1000, we are sure that readers would like more reviews of affordable high-end equipment
My personal situation has provided
the perfect opportunity to explore
what's possible musically with entry1My pre-Skreophile system was aLtuonan CL-34
tube preamp(bouet at a close-out for $249),
Adcom GFA-555 power amplifier. Vortex Screen
loudspeakers, an AR turntable (a trade-in) with
an Ortofon MC-2000 cartridge (and Ortofon
step-up transformer), aSony ES-series CD player
that sold for about $700 at retail (I forget the
model munber), and Monster Cable Powerline II
loudspeaker cable and Monster interconnects. I
also had for ashort time aNew York Audio Labs
Super It phono stage.

level high-end audio. My wife and I
are building ahouse with agroundup, acoustically-designed, dedicated
listening room. While the house is
under construction, we've taken temporary quarters in asmall home. My
listening room is now an 11' by 15'
room with an 8' ceiling—a little small
for Genesis II.5s and Audio Research
VT150 monoblocks! Consequently,
I've returned the entire reference system to the respective manufacturers
and started over with asystem more
suited to this small room.
For the next six or seven issues, I'll
report on real-world components
with an emphasis on high musical
value for the dollar. In addition to
looking for the best of the affordable
products, I'll pass on any set-up techniques Ilearn along the way. Reporting on inexpensive tweaks,
room treatments, loudspeaker placement, and other cost-effective upgrades will be ahigh priority,y
The goal here is to find the products that make the most music for the
least money —and report my findings to you. Speaking from personal
experience, it's easy for reviewers to
become jaded about the cost of products. When amanufacturer sends a
review sample on loan and it makes
your system sound better, great. But
when trying to assemble amusically
satisfying system with aclose eye on
the products' cost, there will be no
such luxury.
-Robert Harley
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From A to B
The GOPM Way!
Goertz MI matched impedance speaker cables -high purity copper and silver, flat, solid conductors. The patented
Goertz design virtually eliminates high frequency roll-off, skin
effect below 501(Flz, hum from power wiring, and cross talk.
The lowest inductance in the business.
Goertz high performance interconnects -18 gauge two flat
solid conductors sandwiched together. Unprecedented clarity
of treble and high to mid-range, interconnects provide anear
match of cable characteristic impedance with the impedance at
the signal source. Offered in RCA and XLR balanced versions.
Virtually distortion free
Used together -they provide asignal path between amplifier
and transducer that is "as distortion-free as possible within the
limits of present technology" Goertz products are idealfor highend stereo and home theater applications.

Goole
by Alpha-Core, Inc.
MADE IN USA

For adealer nearest you, call 1-800-836-5920
Fax:203-384-8120 -Visit us at: http://www.alphacore. com

"You can tell
the Male Crickets
from the Female Crickets...

...the Magnepan system is, in fact, the best
surround system I've heard in my home by a
wide margin, and rivals systems costing
upwards of ten-times the asking price...
Dialogue from the center channel is superb,
but even more fascinating is the clarity with
which off-stage conversations float in their
own space yet remain inteligible. The
Magnepan Home Theater System is just short
of perfect in this regard.. 'Impressed' is not
the word Iwould use for my reaction to the
Magnepan Home Theater System—shocked,
exhilarated, perhaps flabbergasted?. And if
space considerations mean a single system
must serve both your home-theater and
music-only cravings, then this is the one system Ican heartily recommend right now--price
no object. If you hear this system and aren't
as impressed as Iam, yell about your dealer's
slipshod setup and go back when he (or she,
of course) has it right. 1,

The World's Only
All Planar/Quasi Ribbon" - Home Theater System
Suggested U.S.A. Retail Prices: Left/Right Speakers (MGLR1) $850/pair •Center Channel
Speaker (MGCC1) -$750/each •Surround Speakers (MGSS1) -$425/pair

Above excerpts reprinted by permission, August 1996 Audio
Adventure, Subscription in the USA, $17.95 for one year, $33.95 for two
years. Write to TOMART Publishing Inc., PO Box 15256, Chevy Chase
MD 20825.
Magnepan reserves the right to modify the pnce, policies and design al any time.
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The CL-10 threw aconvincing and wellformed soundstage between and behind
the Genesis I1.5s. The CL-10's image
depth was outstanding for any digital
product, never mind a$1795 changer. I
heard a nice layering of instrumental
images from the front to the rear, with
the rearmost images and hall reverberation seemingly at agreat distance. The
soundstage was also infused with asense
of open space and air between images.
Rather than congealing, images remained separate, distinct, and appeared
to hang in three-dimensional space.
Image focus was also tight, aquality that
added to the CL-10's sense of delineation. Compared to the SFCD-1, the
CL-10 was somewhat less spacious, and
lacked the tubed player's bloom around
the soundstage's outer edges.
The CL-10's overall perspective was
laid-back, though not to the point of
blandness; the mids tended to be subtle rather than forward. This contributed to the CAL:s wonderful
soundstage, but also tended to diminish the presentation's immediacy.
Rather than sounding lively and upfront, the CL-10 was a little muted
through the mids. The big snare-drum
pop on "Wishing Well," from Michael
Ruffs Speaking in Melodies (Sheffield
Lab CD35), for example, was presented with a slightly softened sense of
snap through the CL-10. Acoustic guiSYSTEM
This review of the CL-10 is my last tar was not quite as present as Ihear
within the usual reference system of from other digital front-ends, with less
Genesis 11.5 loudspeakers, Audio Re- emphasis on the attack of the string.
search VT150 tubed monoblock power Through the CL-10, it was as though
I'd taken aseat afew rows farther back
amplifiers, and aSonic Frontiers SFL-2
from the guitarist.
tubed preamplifier. Starting with the
The treble was a little more lively
December '96 issue of Stereophile, I'll be
than the mids, with atouch of hardness
exclusively reviewing low- and moderately priced components until mid- apparent compared with the SFCD-1.
Similarly, the CAL changer overlaid the
'97 (see the sidebar "Back to Basics").
midrange and treble with some grain
The CL-10 sat on a Billy Bags
when put next to the SFCD-1. Ididn't
5500-series rack and fed the SFL-2
find this grain musically objectionable;
through AudioQuest Diamond, Wireit was fine rather than coarse in texture,
World Gold Eclipse, or Magnan Type
V single-ended interconnects. Power present only to asmall degree, and wasn't accompanied by a forward image
to the system was conditioned by an
MIT Z-System consisting of a Z- perspective. Grain becomes more distracting and annoying when the overall
Center, Z-Stabilizer II, and Z-Cord II
power cords. My main point of refer- presentation is forward, or when the
ence for the CL-10 was the excellent grain is coarse and rough. My comments about the CL-10's grain should
Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1 tube CD
be taken in that context; it wasn't an
player, which is twice the price of the
impediment to enjoying music through
CL-10.
the machine.
The CL-10 had an unusual comLISTENING
bination of bass warmth and artiThe California Audio Labs CL-10's
culation. Digital products that are lean
musical performance far exceeded my
in the bass often better resolve pitch
expectations for aCD changer. It soundthan products that are overly warm and
ed smooth, musically involving, dyfull. The CL-10 had agenerous, rich,
namic, and had awonderful soundstage.

over the NPC filters on conventional
CDs when the PMD100 is operated
with internal attenuation.
The oversampled data are input to a
pair of socket-mounted Burr-Brown
PCM1702 20-bit DACs. The current/voltage stage uses discrete highspeed transistors rather than an opamp. As with other CAL products, the
analog output stage is all-discrete and
direct-coupled. A DC servo nulls any
offset. The output stage reportedly has
exceptionally wide bandwidth. CAL
claims this high speed is necessary to
provide all the dither modes available
on the PMD100. One drawback of
large amounts of ultrasonic dither is
the potential for slew-induced distortion in the current-to-voltage stage.
The I/V converter must be exceptionally fast in any product, but even faster
if fed high-amplitude dither above the
audioband.
Overall, Iwas impressed by the CL10's design and execution. The attention
to the power supply and analog output
stage are commendable. Moreover, the
multi-disc transport mechanism performed smoothly and flawlessly during
my time with the CL-10. It didn't take
long to get used to loading up the tray
with discs and have continuous music
playback for hours.
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and warm bottom end, yet maintained
good pitch definition, articulation, and
bass dynamics Bass guitar had a big,
round quality that emphasized its musical contribution. It's become astandard
joke in the recording studio that bass
players always want to hear more of
themselves in the mix; bass players will
love the CL-10.
If the CL-10 had this much warmth
without good pitch definition, I'd call
the bass bloated. But the CL-10 managed to avoid the plodding slowness and
lack of detail that often go hand-in-hand
with lots of bass weight. In fact, the CL10's bass was remarkably quick and
articulate. The CAL could even keep up
with bassist Dave LaRue's machine-gun
playing on the Steve Morse Band's new
StressFest (High Street 10345-2).
Nonetheless, the CL-10's weight
may not suit all systems. If your loudspeakers or listening room tend to be
excessively warm in the upper bass, the
CL-10 may not be the best choice in
digital front-ends. For lean or neutrally
balanced systems, the CL-10's bass may
prove to be asource of great enjoyment
— as it was for me.
Iwas also impressed by the CL-10's
dynamic impact and punch. Kickdrum
had agood feeling of power, but with a
greater emphasis on the midbass rather
than extreme bottom-end solidity. The
giant bass-drum whacks on "Exercise
#4," from Frank Zappa's The Yellow
Shark (Rykodisc RCD 40560) were
startling in their impact. They also illuminated the acoustic, which went handin-hand with the CL-10's excellent
soundstaging.
HDCD-encoded discs sounded terrific through the CL-10. Mozart's
Piano Concerto 21, as performed by
Eugene Istomin with Gerard Schwarz
and the Seattle Symphony (Reference
Recordings RR-68CD; Stereophile's
"Recording of the Month," May '95,
p229), had many of the same qualities
Ihear when listening to this disc on
state-of-the-art digital equipment. The
piano lacked glassy glare or edginess,
and the soundstage was huge and
enveloping.
In all, the CL-10 was an impressive
performer.

MEASUREMENTS

The CL-10's maximum output voltage
was amoderately high 3.05V with the
control software set to the highest output level. Because the software attenuates the signal in the digital domain with
the PMD100 filter, you should use the
software volume control only to prevent
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Chopin: Waltzes, Mazurkas, Nocturnes, Scherzos,
Polonaises, Ecossaises, Ballades, Fantasies.
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input overload in the preamplifier driven by the CL-10. (Some inexpensive
mass-market preamps will overload
with a3V input.)
The output impedance measured
40 ohms across most of the band, rising to 50 ohms at 20kHz - a little
higher than the specified 20 ohm output impedance, but still alow value.
DC levels were alow lmV (left channel) and 0.2mV (right), and the CL-10
doesn't invert absolute polarity. On
the Pierre Verany Test Disc, which
measures a transport mechanism's
tracking ability, the CL-10 played
through track 36 but skipped at track
37, meaning that the transport will
deal with large gaps in the data. This is
excellent performance.
Fig.1 is the CL-10's frequency response (top pair of curves) and deemphasis response (bottom pair). The
left channel exhibits an unusual rise
above 8kHz, reaching apeak of 0.4dB at
17kHz. The right channel shows just a
hint of arising top end. This is asmall
deviation in anarrow band in which the
ear isn't very sensitive to small amplitude variations. Ididn't hear anything
unusual in the left channel during the
auditioning. The de-emphasis response
essentially follows the frequency response, indicating that the de-emphasis
tracks nearly perfectly.
The CL-10's channel separation was
good, the crosstalk measuring better
than -100dB at 1kHz (fig.2). Increasing "crosstalk" at low frequencies

- as the left channel appears to do in
fig.2 - if not due to an under-specified power supply, is usually an indicator of noise in the channel, not
decreased channel separation.
That is indeed the case, seen as the
120Hz power-supply noise in the left
channel (fig.3). This plot is at/3-octave
spectral analysis of the CL-10's output
when playing alkHz, -90dB dithered
sinewave. The rather large amount of
120Hz noise in the left channel dominated the crosstalk measurement in
fig.2. We can see power-supply noise
at 60Hz, 120Hz, and 240Hz getting
into the audio signal, primarily in the
left channel. In addition, the overall
noise level is rather high, and there is
an unusual bump in the trace at 5kHz.
Fig.3 was made with the CL-10
plugged into a"cheater" AC plug that
lifts its ground, which produced the
lowest level of power-supply noise of
all the grounding methods I tried.
Note that fig.3, and all other measurements presented here, were made
with 16-bit test signals played on atest
CD in the CL-10's transport. Although the PMD100 filter and
PCM1702 DACs will process 20-bit
data, there's no way to get 20 bits into
the CL-10.
Fig.4 is awider-band spectral analysis
made with the CL-10 playing the silent
track (all encoded data words are zero)
on the CBS Test Disc. We can again see
the power-supply noise, and the small
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bump of energy at 5kHz revealed in
fig.3 is gone.
The CL-10's linearity (fig.5, right
channel) was good, with excellent performance down to below -100dB, where
noise dominates the measurement. The
left channel (not shown) was not quite as
good as the right channel, with apositive
linearity error starting at about -100dB.
Fig.6 is the CL-10's reproduction of a
lkHz, -90dB undithered sinewave. If
this looks like adithered sinewave, you're
right - the dither is added by the
PMD100 filter/HDCD decoder. The
waveform is also superimposed on a
low-frequency noise component (the
overall shift in position above and below
the zero axis) - probably the 120Hz
power-supply component.
Though the CL-10 produced few
audioband intermodulation products
when playing afull-scale mix of 19kHz
and 20kHz (fig.7), those it did generate
were higher in amplitude than usual.
The 1kHz difference product rises
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California Audio Labs CL- I
0. spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at -90.3IdBFS. with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, I
/3-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).

California Audio Labs CL-10, frequency
response (top) and de-emphasis response
(bottom) (right channel dashed. 0.5dB/
vertical div.).
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Fig.6 California Audio Labs CL- 10, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at -90.3 ldBFS
(I
6-bit data).
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Fig.4 California Audio Labs CL-10, spectrum of
digital silence (16-bit data. I
/3-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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above the -80dI3 horizontal division,
one of the stronger IM products I've
measured (although this level is still
below the ¡MD generated by many
power amplifiers).
Imeasured the CL-10's word-clock
jitter at the 8x (352.8kHz) clock pin on
the PCM1702 DAC, using the Mk.II
Meitner LIM Detector to demodulate
the clock signal and extract the jitter
component, and the Audio Precision's
FFT to perform the frequency analysis
of the jitter. Fig.8 is the jitter spectrum
when the CL-10 was processing alkHz
sinewave at full scale. There are few
periodic jitter components, but those
that arc evident are fairly strong, and
correlated with the lkHz test signal.
The RMS jitter level, measured over a
400Hz-20kHz bandwidth, was alow
50 picoseconds.
With the CL-10 processing the silent
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Fig.8 California Audio Labs CL-10. word-clock
jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when processing IkHz sinewave at OdBFS (linear frequency scale. 1
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track on the CBS Test Disc, the jitter
level dropped to just 25ps and the spectrum was completely free from periodic
jitter components (fig.9). Similarly, the
jitter spectrum was perfectly clean when
processing a 1
kHz, -90d13 sinewave
(4.10), and the RMS jitter level
remained low at 35ps. 'This is excellent
jitter performance, both in the clean
spectra and low RMS levels.
The CL-10's bench measurements
were mixed. 'The unit had good linearity and low jitter, hut the rather high
level of power-supply noise in the
audio output marred its technical
performance.

CONCLUSION

If the California Audio Labs CL-10 CD
changer were aconventional $1795 single-disc player with no computer control, it would have earned an enthusiastic recommendation. Its multi-disc
capability, along with the potential for
controlling the CL-10 in a custom
installation, is icing on the cake. The
CL-10 was enjoyable, easy to listen to,
and musically involving.
The CL-10 did, however, have some
defining sonic characteristics. The player's sound reminded me in many ways
of atubed amplifier, with awarm midand upper bass, laid-back presentation,
and spacious soundstage. The CL-10's
character wasn't as strongly pronounced
as that oía classic tubed amplifier, but its
sound leaned in that direction. Moreover, the player was anything but lively,
forward, or immediate. If you like an "in
your face" presentation, the CL-10 may
disappoint. But if you like arelaxed yet
detailed sound, with an expansive
soundstage and nice bloom, the CL-10
is agood choice. The CL-10's departures from neutrality were in the right
direction —toward ease and warmth —
rather than in the wrong direction of
sounding hard, thin, and brittle.
Imust also reiterate my praise of the
smooth mechanism, which performed
flawlessly during the auditioning. The
front-panel display, showing the location of discs and the carousel, also contributed to the CL-10's enjoyable
operation.
Finally there's an affordable, audiophile-quality multi-disc CD player. If
your idea of fun is loading aplayer with
six hours of music and letting the good
times roll, the California Audio Labs
CL-10 is just the ticket.

NATU
Iam aproud owner of SoundLAB
speakers and adealer of the same
for 18 years. Ican tell you that
their latest model-the Aura,
equipped with toroidal transformers (optional), offers the outstanding performance of the larger, more
expensive models yet for thousands
less. The Aura ought to become

1

SoundLAB's "best value" yet.
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AN ENSEMBLE OF EXTREMES
Jonathan Scull listens to Ensemble's Dichrono Drive CD transport
and Dichrono DAC
Ensemble Dichrono Drive. Chassis: Double stainless-steel case (sandwich construction). Drive:TEAC CMK-3VRDS mechanism. Optical pickup Sony KSS-15IA 3-beam
laser Outputs: S/PDIF 75 ohm BNC connector, AES/EBU 110 ohm XLR connector
(AT&T ST interface available on request). Power consumption: I
2W Accessories
included: remote control, stainless-steel case; HoneyPlate resonance-control platform; set of TopCones; I
m Digiflux 75 BNC-BNC digital cable; 13m Powerflux mains
cable. Dimensions:

98

ended RCA, one pair balanced XLR, fixed level with internal selection of four gain
stages).

Frequency

response:

20Hz-20kHz,

t0.06dB.

Full-scale

THD+N

(20Hz-22kHz): -90dB at I
kHz. Signal/noise ratio: 104a. 20Hz-22kHz; 107dB. A.
weighted. Accessories included: HoneyPlate resonance control platform; set of
TopCones; I.5m Powerflux mains cable. Dimensions: 17.3" W by 3.6" H by 12" D.
Weight: 19.8 lbs. Price: $9200.

W by 5.9" H by 15.75" D (+5/8" for the BNC).Weight: 28.6
Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 7. Manufacturer: Ensemble Inc.

lbs. Price: $9400.

Ltd., P.O. Box 261, CH-4I32 Muttenz I
,
Switzerland. Tel: (4 I
)6I
-461-9191. Fax: (4 I
)

Ensemble Dichrono DAC. Inputs: four 75 ohm coaxial (2 BNC, 2RCA). one 110 ohm

61-461-9325. US agent: Pro Audio Ltd.. 11 ISouth Drive. Barrington, IL 60010.Tel:

AES/EBU (XLR); AT&T ST available on request. Analog outputs: one pair single-

(847) 526-1646. Fax: (847) 526-1669.
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nother digital front-end is
knocking on the door of the
Statement Product Division —
the Swiss-made Ensemble Dichrono
Drive and DAC.
Ensemble has positioned its products
in novel fashion. Usually manufacturers
are either tweakoid to begin with, or
they eschew tweakage out of hand. But
Ensemble has it both ways: They present it as attention to detail rather than
tweakish doings. For example, the
Dichrono DAC and Drive are supplied
with the HoneyPlateTM anti-resonance
platform and TopConeT" set, which are
an integral part of their StillokTM resonance-control system.
Ensemble "locks" their components
to the resonance-absorbing structure of
the HoneyPlate with 8nun threaded aluminum-alloy TopCones, which fit into
depressions on the HoneyPlate. The
platforms, for their part, provide decoupling from the stand or platform on
which they're placed. They're beautifully
finished and feature aTeflon-like honeycomb interior. Urs Wagner (principal
Ensembler, along with wife Anne): "It
has virtually no mass and ahighly complex structure. So you can say it has no
storage capacity for energy." (For afew
more words on the entire Stillok system
and its workings, see my sidebar interview with Herr Wagner.)

DICHRONO DRIVE

The handsome, gray-faced Dichrono
Drive is based on the TEAC VRDS
unit: Vibration-Free Rigid Disc-Clamping System. This mechanism features a
nonreflective, CD-sized, high-density
overhead turntable intended to iron out
warps; a high-torque brushless Hall
motor; and afloating suspension system
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

for the Sony three-beam optical pickup.
Weighing in at afairly hefty 28.6 lbs, the
Drive is constructed with an ultra-rigid
double stainless-steel body of sandwich
construction to minimize internal resonances and prevent parasitic external
vibrations from entering the unit. Tapping the case was something like knuckling the Avalon Ascents: what resulted
was asolid, low-order thunk.
Outputs, mounted on a rigid back
panel, arc S/PDIF 75 ohm on aBNC
connector, or 110 olun balanced AES/
EBU. (An XLR shorting plug is provided for use when the BNC coax output is
chosen.) Urs, never shy of an opinion,
thinks BNC is "clearly superior to an
RCA jack," and rates AES/EBU as an
also-ran, "with asmaller bandwidth and
higher jitter rate —about ten times that
of the 75 ohm BNC."
An ST fiber-optic output can be provided on special request. Urs also doesn't
like optical connections: "You know,
Jonathan, the AT&T emitter/receiver
produces more than 20 times the jitter
rate of the 75 ohm BNC output! Glass
fiber cable, on its own an uncontestedly
excellent medium, can only transmit the
jitter-heavy signal produced by the emitter." He continued: "The Drive was
designed with careful grounding as well
as shielding, assuring lowest levels of highfrequency radiation at the output. The
electronic circuitry, including dual reclocking of the signal, reduces timedomain and other distortions to very low
levels. At each nodal point measures are
taken to purify the signal, including a
super-fast class-A-plus digital output
stage, and professional-grade Swiss-made
connectors."
The Dichrono Drive may be controlled by the contrasting, elegant light-

Ensemble Dichrono Drive CD transport

gray controls on its fascia, or by remote.
Up close, listening to the smooth sound
of the drawer close, followed by the discrete "click" of the clamp engaging,
evoked memories of acherished Leica
C3 and its collapsible Zeiss lens. It had
been given to nie in my early teens. My
brother —Microphone Maven Stephen
Paul —left it in aphone booth at the '63
World's Fair.
The remote control is housed in a
stainless-steel case that weighs a ton.
While it feels much more substantial
than aflimsy Philips affair, it proved a
real bear to lug around and use. Swiss
overkill, if Imay suggest.

DICHRONO DAC

Sporting the saine elegant, powderedgray fascia as the Drive, the Dichrono
DAC is discreet in appearance, even up
on TopCones and HoneyPlate. Belying
its looks, the DAC weighs in at ahefty
19.8 lbs. A large ergonomic aluminum
knob offers smooth, mute-controlled
selection of five sources. Urs: "Larger
than usual, not overly bright but clearly
visible LEDs indicate status. A novel
drawerlike construction in the DACs
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BILL HOLMAN
A View From The Side
JVCXR-0002-2

This big band recording features the
Grammy Award-winning But Beautiful.
More than any other arranger. Bill
Holman truly qualifies as an unsung
legend. The XRCD recording of this release
includes abonus track
previously unavailable in the U.S.

LISTEN
JVC

AND

JVCXR-0003-2

COMPARE

Multi Grammy Award-winning
saxophonist Ernie Watts is joined by
Geri Allen. Jack Gomez and Steve Swallow
on this critically acclaimed
release. Includes an -XRCD only - bonus
track previously unavailable in the U.S.

JvC MUSIC
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five full length releases

WATTS
CARMEN LUNDY

on its XRCD SERIES

Self Portrait
JVCXR-0005-2

(extended resolution CD).

Carmen's powerful and emotional voice is
supported on this release by Cedar Walton.
Ralph Penland. Gary Herbig. John Clayton.
Jr. Ernie Watts and Nathan East. Three
tracks feature afull string orchestra
arranged by Grammy Award-winning
arranger Jeremy Lubbock. The XRCD
version of Self Portrait also features a
bonus track, previously unavailable the U.S.

the enhanced process
of mastering and
manufacturing that
brings the listener
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higher fidelity and
improved audio quality.
These aluminum compact
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Tropical Heart
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Castro-Neves' music was described by
renowned jazz writer Leonard Feather
as "pure crystalline beauty. - This
brazilian flavored contemporary jazz
release features performances by
Don Grusin. Abraham Laboriet.
Alex Acuna and the late Eric Gale.

with all CD players.
TOM COSTER

mcd

From The Street
JVCXR-0010-2
tom costor
t.

JVC Music
3800 Barham Blvd.. Suite 305.
Los Angeles. CA 90068
phone: 213.878.0101
facsimile: 213.878.0202

JVC

t

Known for his work with Santana as
well as his incredible solo projects.
Tom's knack for fusing rock, funk and
jazz is unparalleled. Add to his
talents those of Mark Isham. Michael
Brecker, Dennis Chambers and Sheila E.
and From The Street is amusical
experience not to be missed.

And while Iwouldn't characterize the
JS1/J1 Drive combo as midrangey —
immediate, fast-paced, and detailed spring
more to mind—it delivers afull range of
tonal colors and texture in the mida.
The Zappa disc, for example, is typical Opus 3: plenty of creamy Blumlein
midrange on tap. These fine textures
and harmonics were well enough developed and rendered by the Dichrono to
please even one as picky as I.
With midrange on my mind, Iturned
to aGerman import, Ben Webster Meets
Oscar Peterson (Verve 829 167-2). This CD
is perfect for staring down any digital
whitening or leaning-out of texture and
color. The Dichrono sailed through with
abeautifully balanced (and always transparent) midrange sporting lots of inner
detail and harmonic integrity. No digital
front-end to this point in my experience
has ever gotten the balance so close to
my own tastes.
A telling acoustic moment occurs
during the final seconds of pianist Aaron
Davis's rendition of "Good Old World"
on the Holly Cole disc: the precision
with which the piano fades into the
ambient soundfield. The Dichrono captured acoustic decay like this so well I
could hardly believe it.
What I heard was, first of all, a
bloody long fade — the longer the better, in my book. Then too, this fade
occurred within an acoustic as transparent as anything reconstructed to date by
any digital front-end in our system. Ifelt
an exquisite closeness to the music, a
certain private thrill, engendered simply
by the sustained final chord of the piece,
played with open pedal, as it ebbed into
the noisefloor.
Despite the uniformly high level of
playback embodied by the Forsell and
Jadis digital front-ends when doing
vocals, the Ensemble Dichrono just
nipped them both here. To best describe
it, I'll invoke the single-ended model of
voice reproduction. (This is, of course,
entirely acompliment.)
Let's turn to the 24kt gold version of
Lori Lieberman's Home of Whispers CD
(PopeMusic PMG2005-2), transferred
to digital with a 20-bit Apogee
AD1000. First, the recording is as clean
and clear as amountain stream. Lori's
voice sounded astoundingly present,
beautifully defined and detailed. The
tonal balance was notable by its linearity. As Ilistened to "These Eyes," afew
things became evident. Iheard anice balance between the push-pull-like, external lighting of voices in the midrange and
above and an essential dollop of singleended's internal illumination that gave
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

this picture, it is hard to say.
Then there's the filter issue. It's said
the Pacific Microsonics PMD-100
HDCD filter chip has an agreeable
effect on unencoded discs. Ihave no idea
whether the suave but neutral sound of
the Dichrono had anything to do with
its use of the PMD-100 filter, but if it
did, than bravo. Ican say that listening to
unencoded discs on this Swiss digital
front-end always provided amusically
fulfilling experience. (Some time ago, a
reviewer reported that an earlier version
of this DAC, without the HDCD filter,
sounded atouch grainy. Let me mention simply that the Dichrono we listened to had no grain at all in its presentation. And that's areal compliment for
digital.)
To be honest, HDCD has been
something of anonevent for us. In fact,
this is the first DAC we've auditioned so
equipped. We did have afew encoded
discs lying around, but nothing Iconsider of special note. Some pertinent
excerpts from my listening notes:
"Track 3 of Reference Recordings'
Sampler Vol.2 (RR-905CD) has a few
things of interest on it. The chorus on
the Chesnokov piece is notable for its
fine separation and tonality, and track 4
is momentarily amusing and very dynamic during the opening of A Chorus
Line. [Yawn] The silence surrounding
the female vocals on track 5is impressive, as is the depth at which her voice
HDCD OR NOT TO HDCD,
seems to emerge from what Ihave to
THAT IS THE QUESTION
admit is avery quiet, black, and velvety
Having done a number of interviews
background. A nice sense of air.
with audiophile recordists, I've come to
"The upper registers are clean and
realize that very fine results are achievwell-scrubbed but still nicely harmonic
able right now with CD-standard, 16bit/44.1kHz encoding. It's mostly a on the Janácek on track 6, the leading
edge of the violin impressive by its
matter of choice and especially placement of the mikes; and secondarily, of speed and definition. The spread of
image and large, airy soundstage is very
course, the recording chain and how it's
entertaining. There's alovely sheen on
implemented. And then there are the
the brass. The cymbal work is particutweaky bits: externally clocked Nagralarly notable on track 7, the Clark Terry
Ds, SDIF datalinks, 24-bit storage
mediums, high-bit A/Ds and D/As, piece; it's clean and free of splash or distortion. The horns sound lusty and niceand so on.
ly burnished."
In spite of delays bringing aDVDListening to the Sony PCM-1630/
based audio disc to market, Ibelieve its
eventual introduction will signal the next HDCD comparos on tracks 10 and 11,
however, the difference was starkly
real step up. Cheap mass storage will
drive up word-bit lengths and sampling apparent. In this case, HDCD literally
blew away completely, embarrassingly,
rates. Idon't know whether it will shake
the standard '1630 version. There was
out to a24-bit/96kHz standard, or, as
much more apparent detail with
John Eargle suggests (July 1996, p.41),
HDCD, the ambient decay was signifisomewhere in between. If it's done propcantly longer, and there was a more
erly, we may finally have atechnical specfinely developed acoustic sense. Image
ification that will allow digital recordings
depth was remarkably enhanced, and
to really shine. (But don't imagine it
won't be just as easy to make abad- the sound was quieter and more fulsome harmonically.
sounding recording at higher bit and
In the context of listening to these sesampling rates!) Where HDCD fits in

life to the sound as it sparkled up
Lieberman's throat, out of her lips, and
right into my audiophile lap!
Vocals on the Dichrono were like
unto a soufflé: light, airy, warm, and
inviting. A treat at the end of any listening session might be Sara K.'s Tell Me I'm
Not Dreamin' (Chesky JD133). A rabid
audiophile might notice her head movements so precisely defined about the
microphones, and the small changes in
her relative position to the diaphragms
of the mikes. In fact, Ifelt as if I'd been
transported right to the tip of the mike
capsule! On amacro scale, the overall
sense of imaging was superbly drawn
and delineated, very 3-D and palpable.
But not only female vocals excelled. I
keep coming back to Seven Souls'
Material CD (Virgin America 91360-2)
to enjoy the bashed and battered voice of
William S. Burroughs narrating the
backing music. The tide track slays me
— and all of Willy-boy's mind-bending
experiences seemed to be revealed by
the Dichrono. With other front-ends,
he's always sounded alittle murky back
there, lurking behind the speakers. But
the Dichrono drew him out centerstage, illuminating him so that he really
stood out. All his many nefarious nooks
and crannies were laid bare. Iwas hearing The Voice as I've never quite heard it
before.
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CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
GAIVI MA ID /A CONVERTER
Muse Kastanovich
Digital/analog converter using Burr-Brown PCM1710U two-channel Delta/Sigma

requirements: 12—I5V DC, adapter included. Dimensions: 7" W by 2" 1-i by 7" D.

DAC with integral 8x-oversampling digital filter. Digital inputs: S/PD1F on RCA jack,

Weight 3lbs. Serial number of unit tested: 00216. Warranty. 3years. Price: $295.

TosLink optical. Analog output: unbalanced on RCA jacks. Output impedance: <50

Approximate number of dealers: 140. Manufacturer: California Audio Labs, 1751

ohms. Maximum output level: 2V. S/N Ratio: 90dB, A-weighted. THD: 0.006%. Power

Langley Ave., Irvine, CA 92714.Tel: (714) 833-3040. Fax: (714) 833-1329.
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fyou buy intelligently, the more
you spend on aD/A converter the
better it will sound. But with even
the more modest offerings from the established digital champions costing
more and more these days, is it possible
to buy good sound for under $300?
Okay, there's the Audio Alchemy
DAC-in-the-Box, which lists for $295
and was favorably reviewed by Robert
Harley in Stereophile back in March
1994. Having listened to one for more
than six months, Ican vouch for the
DITB —soundwisc, you get more than
you bargained for.
The DITB has been the only kid on
the less-than-$300 block for more than
two years, but now California Audio
Labs has brought forth achallenger for
the El Chcapo Digital throne. In their literature they say it was "Developed in
response to demand for a reasonably
priced upgrade to existing audio-video
devices..." Given the sonic success of
many of CAL:s previous affordable offerings, this new price fighter has agood
chance of competing. Still, it really
won't be worthy of recommendation
unless it can go mano amano with the
DITB for a few rounds. Let's watch
these two runts as they brawl for king of
the hill. (Actually, it's just king of the norecognition-or-fame, out-of-the-way
corner of the mound, but c'mon — the
little guys need goals to aspire to, too!)
The Gamma runs off of 12-15V DC,
meaning that it can be nicely installed in
acar. If, like Wes Phillips, you've lined
the walls of your car with adobe to create a quiet, peaceful sanctuary, you
might want to consider ahigh-quality
WA as one of your altar pieces.

DITE

is not only sans power switch, its
power input is a1
4 "mini-plug. If you try
/
to unplug it at the DITB chassis, ZAP!
Short-circuit city —or at least some pretty sparks. (If you change inputs often for
listening comparisons, you have to
unplug it from way back at the line conditioner every single time [sigh]) Another
nice touch is that the Gamma's RCA
jacks, though plastic printed-circuitboard types, are much beefier than those
on the DITB —an important point if
you swap cables often.
The current trend in half-size (and
smaller) components seems to be onepiece tubes of extruded aluminum, as in
both the Gamma and the DITB. This
type of tube makes alot of sense: It's
reasonably inexpensive, easy to assemble, nonmagnetic, strong, visually
appealing, and can have built-in grooves
that hold the circuit board firmly in
place. The Gamma's front panel is /4"
thick aluminum with holes for the lights
and buttons. The buttons are power
on/off, polarity inversion, and coax or
optical input selection, each with an
indicator light. The backlit California

Audio Labs logo comes on only when
the Gamma locks to an input. On the
back panel are the digital inputs, the
I2V DC input, and the analog outputs.
Inside, the power supplies are nicely
isolated from the power line. The three
main power-supply filter capacitors arc
separated by two large inductors, so the
power supply is filtered by five different
stages before it even reaches the first
regulator. Nice. Resistors are +I% metal-film throughout. The power-supply
capacitors are medium-sized Yealelaw
electrolytics labeled LOWESR (low
equivalent series resistance). If true, this
means that they more closely resemble
an ideal capacitor, increasing performance. What really made me happy about
these caps, though, was that they're rated
at 105°C. Even in much more expensive
equipment, it's common to find nothing
but caps rated at 85°C, which Ibelieve
will wear out much faster than the hightemperature, long-life types found in
the Gamma.
The input receiver is the Crystal
CS8412. After that, the signal goes to
the new Burr-Brown PCM1710U. This

TECHNOLOGY

Though it's small, the CAL Gamma is
still twice as large as the DITB, and its
sculpted, textured chassis is quite goodlooking. A feature the Gamma has that
the DITB does not is a front-panel
power switch. l'in not kidding — the
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SYSTEMS

not super-deep or super-dynamic, but
offering enough of afoundation to nicely fill out the entire musical picture. In
general, Ifelt that the bass and midrange
were slightly more prominent than the
treble. Tisis heaviness was very slight —
not really enough to seriously alter the
timbres of instruments on naturally balanced recordings.
The Gamma had areasonably smoothsounding midrange, the middle of the
midrange being perhaps a touch
reduced in level. Again, this coloration
was very slight, not altering timbres or
LISTEN UP
Before we listen to the Gamma duke it the balance of an ensemble enough to
really annoy. Actually, the Gamma was
out with the DITB, let's review this litwell-balanced in just about every musitle contender on its own. Presentation
cal parameter Icould think of. It did beof detail was quite good for this price
tray its modest nature when examined
range. When Iplayed the Reiner/CSO
CD of Bartók's Once° jr Orchestra with microscopic scrutiny, failing to
excel in any one aspect of sound. Yet it
(RCA Living Stereo 61504-2), Icouldn't
never seriously disappointed in any
help but notice some recording flaws.
aspect either. Its competence was uniThis was agood sips for the sound of the
Gamma. It did not glaze everything over versal, resulting in an overall satisfaction
that went beyond specific attributes to
to create asweet, sugar-coated, decidedthe heart of the musical message.
ly uninteresting sound, as some compoThe treble was good, though alittle
nents do. It was evident, however, that it
reduced in level; this gave the Gamma a
did not quite reveal the full depth of detail that exists within this fairly realistic- little bit of amellow, rather than aggressive, character. Depending on the corresounding recording, though it did come
sponding tendencies of the recording,
fairly close. Instead of dissecting the
music, the Gamma's good powers of this was agood thing... or not. On studio multi-track recordings (the majority
detail resolution helped me to digest the
of my mostly rock record collection),
whole work of composition (and perthis mellowness was quite welcome. On
fomsance!) in all of its wonderful compurist-miked recordings of acoustic muplexities.
The bass sounded relatively strong sic, however, the Gamma seemed just a
tad soft-sounding in comparison to realand full for such amodest processor —

two-channel Delta/Sigma D/A converter also performs 8x-oversampled
digital filtering. A surface-mount chip, it
is amiracle of modern miniaturization.
It's only about aquarter the size of an
old D/A converter or digital filter, yet
perfonns the functions of both. The
analog output stage consists of one BiFET Texas Instruments TL071CP opamp IC per channel. The outputs are
AC-coupled with 220e electrolytics
bypassed by tiny film caps.

SYSTEM
The D/A converters were fed from
Audio Alchemy DDS III or Rotel
RDD-980 CD transports. A Sony D335 portable CD player was auditioned briefly, also as atransport, driving ajitter-reduction box through
Sony's POC-151HG optical miniplug to TosLink adapter cable. Jitterreduction boxes used were the Audio
Alchemy DTI•Plus, Monarchy DIP,
and the Theta TLC. Ialso spent some
time listening without any jitter
boxes. The Digiflex Gold I from
Sound & Vision (HAVE/Canare)
was the best sonic match for the
Gamma, so this coaxial 75 ohm digital cable was used between jitter box
and processor. The choice of digital
cable feeding the jitter box was less
critical, though Iused high-quality
cables here also: Audio Magic Presto
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or Audio Alchemy ClearStream.
The DACs were connected to an
Audio Electronics AE-2 preamplifier
via 1m lengths of XLO Pro Type
150. Power amplification was provided by the most excellent Pass Aleph 3,
connected with 1m of Kimber PBJ.
Speakers were the Linn AV5140s,
cabled via either AudioTruth Argent
Hyperlitz or TARA Labs RSC Reference Gen2. DACs and preamp
were plugged into separate MagneTek isolation transformed for
power-line conditioning. Line-level
components sat on a RoomTune
JustaRack.
The Gamma was broken-in for
over 48 hours before Ibegan any
critical listening, and was left continuously powered throughout the
review period.
-Muse Kastanovich

ity — or, at least, the watered-down version of reality one expects from atruly
great reproduction system.
Similar to most one-bit or Delta/Sigma converters I've heard, the Gamma's
dynamics were alittle weak. The music
that canse out was not by any means
completely anemic; just alittle bit so.
The transients on Siouxsie & the
Banshees' magnificent Tinderbox (Geffen 24092-2) did not quite achieve the
speed of light. Many of the songs on this
album have great dancç beats, especially
the classic "Cities in Dust." My propensity for booty-shaking was only slightly
'tamed by the Gamma's dynamics — it
didn't shout about its lack of competence, it merely paled in comparison to
good ladder-type conveners (and, of
course, live music).
The Gamma's soundstaging, however, did not disappoint. While it didn't
achieve the excellent depth, instrument
localization, or disappearing-front-wall
effects that some expensive D/As do, it
nonetheless offered ataste of these qualities. The QSound processing on Julian
Lennon's Help linirseif (Atlantic 822802) produced images far outside the
boundaries of the speaker positions.
"Would You" (my favorite) starts out
with waves, seagulls, and awooden boat
surrounding the listener, and at 4:02 a
particularly corporeal Lennon says "it's
in your head," just in front of the left
speaker. I'm sure Lennon is aswell guy
—I'd love to hang out with him and
write songs together -- but to have
someone suddenly teleported into the
room with me is downright spooky.

UPAGAINST THE DITB

I

How well does the CAL Gamma stand
up to the Well-established Audio
Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box? It seems to
be acase of different but equal. The
DM has better dynamics, while the
Gamma has more of asolid low end.
The DITB has more layers of detail that
better reveal all the subtleties of arecording. This quality is indispensable on
very refined recordings devoid of harsh
studio effects. The Gamma is preferable
for its ability to calm down the brightness of artificial-sounding recordings and
smooth everything out alittle. It's that
old dichotomy that always seems to turn
up in my reviews: Ilike the Gamma better ois highly processed, artificial recordings, and the DITB better on everything
else. Overall, though, my favorite is the
DITB for its strong dynamics and ability to resolve most of the fine details present in recordings. The DITB also has a
clearer spatial presentation, offering a
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Introducing The Tower 'Series By Henry Kloss.
Tower
Cambridge SoundWorks'
new Tower series
speakers combine
musical accuracy.
natural tonal balance,
precise stereo imaging
and an incredibly
dynamic presence -all
without reinventing the
laws ofphisics.

Tower II

1111111111r....,

CenterStage

No Magic Formula. No Secret
Ingredients, No Mumbo Jumbo.
In 1988, we changed the ulno people bought spcukds
when we introduced our Ensemble speaker sstem by
Henry Klos.s (founder of AR, K11-1 8: Advent) -selling it
factory-directin 1996, we're changing things apin.
No Mumbo Jumbo.
We dont claim our designs are Izmir on amazing
scientific breakthroughs. No myery material. No
magical Ermula. No revolutionary technok rgy
\Xé offer caddy fine-tuned designs. !rased on yean
of merience, using the hest materials, lkit we aren't
ohsessed nith materials. We're ohsessed with sound.
Our burr series has the '.'.ide range. precise stereo
imaging and natural tonal balance of our acclaimed
Ensemble series -and ackls impn nements in efficieniy
dynamic range and "pri›.sence."
The result is somewhat unusual: speakers ownbining
the dynamic presence of high-efficiency studio
monitors, and the precise musical accuracy and
pinpoint imaging of k
rw-effidency "reference" speakenc
Tower by Henry Moss .'
Toner Ill is amo-c\av dese using awide-dispersion
matter and asingle 8"
. worifer lk the more apensive
models in the burr series, it combines high sensitivity
and outstanding cfinamic range with the natural. ioderange sound (including terrific hiss) that results from a
gendousluroportioned cabinet. It has been
meticubusly -mice& by Henry Klas.s for see)
octave-to-octave tonal 'dance and precise stew
imaging. These benefits one at amuch Ewer cast
than superficially similar models thniugh acombination
of Henry Kk eis' design e.xpertise, plus Cambridge
Soundiwks .highly efficient direct-to-the.« rnsunm
sales policy Touer Ill is the most Amiable highperformance floor-standing speaker we know of.
Like other models in the series, Touer Ill is
magnetically shiekled and features remoubk black
fidly:finished cabinets (front and rear) and goldplated binding 1XXiLS. It is finished in black ash vinyl
Factory-direct price: $599 pr.

lbwer bl Henu Moss
lùuerll is athree-way .system that is sulbtantially larger
than kitter It features nvo 8" polypropylene
woofers, a514" polyprffliene midrange driver, and a
1" s( it-dome tweeter. Aflared low-frequency vent is
kratecl at the krwer rear of the enckisure.
The large cone area of burr /Ts multiple (fillers
contributes to an effortless sound quality. giving music a
strong feeling of "presence" that is easier to hear than
(Escribe. That presence, along uith Totten snfiroth,
musical octave-fir-re:tie tonal [dance and precise
stereo imaging, pnxluce what we think is the finest
speaker system ever offered kw under $1.000.
%ell is finished in vinyl that simulates black ash
or Vemxint walnut. It is hi-wirebi-amp capable.
Factory-direct price $999 pr.
"Selling direct allows Cambridge Sound Works
to price speakers hundreds of dollars below
the competition."
Inc. magazine
Tower by Henor Kloss The flagship of our new series is athree-way bipolar
model named 7imer by Henry Klosx The bipolar
dispersion pattern helps eliminate the usual "point
source -effect of direct-radiator speakers, and ensures a
proper stereo effect in avariety of listening ix isitions.
Tower features two Email-Facing 8" \\ der\ a
forraard-facing 51
l midrange driver; a1" soft-dome
tweeter: and separate reanvareacing midrange and
tweeter units identical to those used in front. A
flared low-frequency vent is at the lower rear.
Because it has even more cone area. aver's
feeling of "presence" is. if anything, stnatger than
that of Tower //. That presence, when combined
with the three-dimensional sound of Tower's bipolar
design. results in sound that is nothing short of incredible -spec/milady realistic. Available in lacquered walnut or black ash veneers. we think Toner
is one of the finest speakers ever offered. It is hi-wire,"
hi-amp capable. Factory-direct price: $1,499 pr.
"

by

CenterStage
Henry Kloss'
CenterStage is atwo-way three-driver center
channel speaker that complements our Tower
speakers. It matches the tonal balance of all three
modeb. Its bass reach is significantly greater than
most center speakers, thanks to its dual-vent
enclosure. The dynamic range of its long-throw
drivers is enough to handle the most demanding of
video soundtracks, while their dispersion is broad
enough to include all listening positions. It is
finished in black vinyl. Factory-direct price: $349
The Surround' by Henry Moss
You can create acomplete home theater sound
systems using CenterStuge and any of our 7Wrer
speakers combined with our high-output dipole
radiator surround speaker, The Surround. Available
in black or white. Factory-direct price: $399 pr.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
All three Touer speukers and CenierVa,ge are
backed by our Seven Year Parts and labor \X'arranty
and our 30-Day lbtal Satisfactir rn Guarantee.

To Order, For aFree Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-44:34)

CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDW ORKS I,

Critically Acclaimed. Factory-Direct.
.51 i\cedltant Street. Suite 212. Neu ton, MA 02 le4
Voice: t-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 www.hitIcom
Outside US, or canada: 617-332-5936

i
i sfsfo Comfit* SoundWorks .Enssirntile is afogi5Ieled tra.kman, ot Camhfklge
SoundWerks.
K1.11 otrakmaii ,if
In,. AR and Advent are ea.lermAs Intemeenal Jensen Ins
Camlilidge Scum/work, not affiliated with WI. Ad, ent or AR.
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in the midband, it increases rapidly with
frequency.
Fig.3 is a spectral analysis of the
Gamma's output when decoding a
1
kHz, -90dB dithered sinewave with
16-bit resolution. Burr-Brown's data
sheet on the PCM1710 DAC used in
the Gamma indicates that the device is a
20-bit design, but the Gamma truncated
20-bit input signals to 16 bits. The spectral analysis shows some power-supply
noise in the audio signal, much like the
performance of CAUs CL-10 CD
changer reviewed elsewhere in this issue.
M EASUREMENTS FROM RH
We can sec the harmonic series of the
The Gamma's maximum output level
was 2.06V with afull-scale, lkHz sine- power supply at 60Hz, 120Hz, 240Hz,
and 480Hz, with slightly lower noise in
wave input. This voltage was sourced
the right channel (dotted trace).
from avery low 10 ohm impedance.
A wideband spectral analysis with an
The Gamma had no trouble locking to
input signal of all zeros (fig.4) shows the
32kHz and 48kHz data streams, and
rapid rise in the noisefloor in the top
didn't invert absolute polarity. DC levoctave of the audioband and just above
els, however, were moderately high,
the audioband, indicative of the fourthmeasuring 12.6mV in the left channel,
15.5mV in the right.
The Gamma's unusual frequency
response can be seen in the top traces of
fig.l. The response rolls off by up to
0.8dB for about two octaves in the treble, then over-corrects to produce a
small peak at 18kHz. The dip will definitely be audible. Perhaps CAL can comment on this unusual behavior in their
Manufacturer's Comment. Fig.1 also
shows the Gamma's de-emphasis trackFig.3 California Audio Labs Gamma, spectrum of
ing, which essentially was perfect. The
dithered IkHz tone at -90.3IdBFS, with
Gamma's channel separation is shown in
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, I
/3-octave
fig2. Although the crosstalk is fairly low
analysis, right channel dashed).

more detailed soundstage. The DITB
sounds just more real-assuming the
recording has tendencies toward realism
in the first place.
So-the Gamma and the DITB
have bloodied each other's noses, with
the DITB emerging victorious. The
Gamma was unsuccessful at dethroning
the little dynamo Box, but all the kids
now respect the little Gamma. He stood
up for himself and fought agood fight.
-Muse Kastanovidi
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order noiseshaping used in the
PCM1710 DAC. We can also see the
output low-pass filter begin to roll off at
about 60kHz.
Fig.5 is the Ganuna's linearity, which
shows some error beginning at -70dB
and below. The deviation isn't severe -less than ±1dB •
-hut the shape of the
linearity error is unusual. Still, this isn't
had performance for such an inexpensive D/A converter.
The high audioband noise level seen
in fig.4 swamps the 1kHz, -90dB
undithered waveform of fig.6, the topoctave noise all but obliterating the
waveshape. Fig.7 is the Gamma's noisemodulation plot. The traces are fairly
well aligned, but begin to deviate below
1kHz. The energy peak between
400Hz and 500Hz is the high level of
480Hz power-supply noise intruding
on the measurement.
Fig.8 is afrequency analysis of the
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Fig6 California Audio Labs Gamma waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at 90.31dBFS
(I6-bit data)
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California Audio Labs Gamma, spectrum of
digital silence (I6-bit data, 1
/
3-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).

Fig .7 California Audio Labs Gamma noise
modulation, -60dBFS to -100dBFS
(10dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 California Audio Labs Gamma, crosstalk
(R-L channel dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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California Audio Labs Gamma, departure
from linearity (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).

California Audio Labs Gamma. HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Gamma's output when processing a
full-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones. Tlw spectrum is clean, and the
lkHz difference component is low in
level. (This intermodulation distortion
performance is actually better than that
of CAL:s $1795 CL-10 CD changer.)
The Gamma's jitter performance was
surprisingly good for an inexpensive
converter. Fig.9 is the Gamma's clockjitter spectrum with a lkHz, full-scale
sinewave input. 'The RMS jitter level
was a low 65 picoseconds (400Hz20kHz bandwidth). The spectrum is
random rather than periodic, which
sonically makes the jitter more benign.
With an input signal of all zeros, the
Gamma's jitter spectrum was completely free from periodic components —
01000*•• C•1080.02.01...01.022.2.

2014•••••••••••• 22. 21

00

except the 735kHz component induced
by the subcode data rate in the SIPDIF
interface (fig.10). The RIMS jitter level
dropped slightly to 62ps.
Fig.11 is the Gamma's jitter spectrum
taken when the unit was processing the
torture-test signal of a lkHz, —90dB
sinewave. hie spectrum took on some
periodic components, but not to the
degree seen in some expensive converters. The liMS jitter level also remained
low, at 70ps.
The Gamma's bench performance
was good for such an inexpensive product. The frequency response was alittle
unusual, the channel separation only
fair, and there was some power-supply
noise in the audio output. On the plus
side, the linearity was good, the IMD
spectrum was clean, and the jitter performance was better than that measured
in some more expensive processors.
—Robert Harley
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Fig.9 California Audio Labs Gamma, word-clock
jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when
Processing 1
kHzsinewave at OdBFS;
PS
Audio Lambda transport (linear frequency
scale, I
OdB/vertical div., OdB=I
ns).
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As you may have learned in school,
gamma rays are more energetic versions
of the light that our eyes detect. Idon't
think California Audio Labs' Gamma
D/A converter packs quite as overpowering punch as its electromagnetic
namesake. However, the Gamma is alit-

We Are [lie
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00

tle overachiever that performs beyond
what one might expect from aDAC
with alepton-sized price.
The Gamma is small and refined on
the outside; believe it or not, that's how
it sounds, too. Not exceedingly small,
mind you, but with reduced dynamics
and only medium-strong bass in comparison to more expensive, high-quality
converters. It does have stronger low
and midbass than the Audio Alchemy
DITB, which gives it amore satisfying
weight on many recordings. It doesn't
have the kind of refinement that very
expensive, cutting-edge electronics do,
but it offers quite good sound quality for
$295.
Ifound the CAL Gamma very listenable, and well worth its price, considering that it failed to offend no matter
what kind of recording or music Ithrew
at it. This night be its best quality:
Unlike many cheap digital components,
it was completely free of any grainy or
edgy sound.
—Muse Kastanovich
S
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sheen of powder-dry texture to the
sound, acharacter that is spread across
the frequency range.
•High-level compression when pushed
hard with complex program material.
•A veiling of the sound at very low volume levels, with alack of bloom until
the volume is cranked abit.
•A truncation of much of the top octave, which reduces the shimmer of upper partials on strings, piano, and percussion.
•Reduced output below 50Hz.
Now that I've listed these flaws, you
can forget about them: they're all subtractive, balanced problems consonant
with the musical experience, and do not
in any way interfere with the speaker's
strengths, which are not found on many
speakers under $1000/pair:
•A palpably natural midrange, giving
uncanny realism on vocals and woodwinds. On Joe Harley's stunning recording of Doug MacLeod, You Can't Take
My Blues (AudioQuest AQ-CI)1041),
the presentation of MacLeod's voice was
as natural as Iheard at the live perfonnance at HI-FI '96 last June.
•An unusually natural midbass to upper-bass presentation for aspeaker of
this size. Charlie Haden is ajazz bassist
who, in live performances, uses pizzicato in short, semi-sustained, separated
tones to accentuate the "wood" of his
instrument's sound. With the Missions
on the Ginger Baker Trio's Going Back
Home (Atlantic 82652-2), I heard as
much of Haden's wood as Iwould in a
live performance. And Iwas obtaining a
realistic 50Hz sound level from these
babies.
• Excellent reproduction of massed
strings. Jascha Heifetz's violin on Bruch's
Scottish Fantasy (RCA LSC-2603) shimmered in its vibrant presence against a
background of silky orchestral strings.
There was just enough bite in the lower
highs to give the orchestral strings asense
of presence, but the rolled-off top octave
did not detract from the realism further
down in the frequency spectrum.
•Superb articulation of transients. The
acid test here is the Kohjiba cut on
Stereophile's Festival CD (Stereophile
STPH007-2); through the Missions, the
reproduction of the mallet percussion
and timpani was as realistic as I've heard
on most speakers with this record.
Acoustic guitars also sounded particularly lifelike.
On well-recorded classical music the
Missions projected a wide and deep
stage, with each of the instruments on
the stage localized with asense of body
and life (even with the lowly NAD amSTEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

plifier). Within this speaker's normal lis- The result: Live Dead at 90dB while he
windsurfs.
tening levels, dynamic range can be
As the Mission 731is cost about the
breathtaking. On Chesky's Fantasies
same as the two pairs of RadioShacks
(Chesky JD139) — the finest David
(both speakers arc heavily discounted in
Chesky compositions I've ever heard —
the New York City area), Idragged the
the rich harmonic structure of the piano
Missions in their little suitcase to the
shines through throughout its range,
beach to compare their perfonnance
and the wide dynamic range of the muwith the Milch reference rig. Although
sic enables Chesky's piano to breathe as
the sound was alittle ragged — Dan's
it does in live performance.
power amplifier was not quite up to the
Nor will rockers be disappointed by
saine quality as the rest of his rig (I gave
the Missions at reasonable volume levels.
him my Proton car amplifier after our
On "In the Meantime," from Spacehog's
session) — the sound was tremendously
Resident Alien (Sire 61834-2) — the catchimproved over the RadioShack refiest pop song I've heard in over adecade
erence. Icould appreciate much of the
— the churning electric guitars and
Missions' magic as Isat there in the sand
drums came to life at sound levels in the
with my third Bloody Mary. Iinter90-95dB range on peaks.
viewed Milch regarding the experience:
Much of the magic Iheard through
these speakers in my affordable reference system was also evident with my
entry-level system; in fact, I'm buying
these wonderful speakers for use as
monitors in my home recording studio.
But I'd resist the temptation to match
them with very inexpensive gear of
questionable quality — the Missions arc
very revealing.
Then again, the speakers arc so inexpensive as to be worthy of consideration
in applications in which aserious speaker may have not been previously contemplated. Instead of getting one of
those horribly overpriced minirack systems for the kitchen, how about apair
of Missions driven by the smallest NAD
amp and aportable CD player? Ichose
to try out the Missions in one unorthodox application, using Dan Milch's
windsurfing rig.

THESE SPEAKERS
WILL NOT SELF-DESTRUCT
IN TEN SECONDS

Dan Milch is a hard-core windsurfer
whose passion for the sport is exceeded
only by his love for the Grateful Dead
(and, okay, for his wife). Every summer
weekend he rises before dawn to load a
cacophony of windsurfing gear into a
two-storey trailer the size of aTokyo
townhouse, climbs in his Toyota Land
Crusher (sic), and hauls it all seaward:
Napeague Bay in Amagansett, New
York. With the assistance of afriend, he
carries his windsurfing sound rig to the
edge of the water.
What Dan has done is build avery
heavy wooden plank and outfitted it
with an RV battery hooked up to acar
stereo amplifier that accepts both CD
and tape cassette source material. He
then uses the amplifier to drive two
pairs of RadioShack minimonitors
spread out in the sand facing the bay.

Mission 7311 loudspeaker
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Over the last few years Audio
Electronics products have swept music
lovers into afresh new world of music
reproduction. Products with modest
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pleased to introduce the new vacuum
tube based model CD-1 compact disc
player. Following the DAC it is all analogue. Passive filtering, sweet, warm,
vacuum tube sound.
Tube based CD player model CD-1 for $1,299. 00

The new model 5.2 "tuned-pipe" loudspeakers deliver a"jump
factor" & dynamics with low power amplifiers. The 5.2's feature
a51/
2"treated paper woofer along with asoft dome fabric
tweeter in asimple 6dB per octave three part crossover network. Features include real wood veneers and abuild quality
that will challenge the competition. The 5.2 loudspeakers were
voiced with low and moderate power tube amplifiers and deliver
a"Live Musical Experience!". Call today to place your order or
receive the newest Audio Electronics catalogue of great Hi -Fi
products.

The model 5.2 Tuned Pipe Loudspeaker.
$999. 00 in Walnut or Natural Cherry
$1,299. 00 in South American Rosewood.

Affordable, High Fidelity
Fun!
ELECTRONICS
Audio Electronics

111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court

Cary, NC 27511

Tel: 919-460-6461 Fax: 919-460-3828

"Dan, how do you like the sound of
the Mission 7311 speakers?"
"Yabba babbar
"I)o you think they are asignificant
improvement over the RadioShacks?"
"Yabba babbar
Ihave only one caveat for buyers of the
731i. When the speaker was first introduced, the company was so enamored of
the cute carrying case that they didn't ship
them double-boxed. As aresult, there's a
tendency for ahot-glued coil inside the
cabinet to corne undone in shipping, in
the worst case, it can disconnect the
tweeter. Iunderstand that Mission has
now corrected the problem, but rd make
sure before taking apair home that they
function properly and don't rattle.

M EASUREMENTS FROM JA

My B-weighted estimate of the
Mission's sensitivity was around 86.5dB/
2.83V/m. Though this was somewhat
lower than spec, this little speaker is
actually quite sensitive and, all things
being equal, will go reasonably loud
with only afew amplifier watts (which,
of course, is what you need on the
beach). Its impedance (fig.1) drops to just
above 4 ohms in the lower midrange,
with rather an awkward combination of
lowish magnitude and highish phase
angle at 150Hz, but the 731i is otherwise arelatively easy load for an amplifier to drive.
Imeasured the Mission's frequency
so*

response on its woofer axis. This (fig2)
turned out to be surprisingly evenly balanced for such an inexpensive speaker,
broken only by atouch of peakiness at
the top of the woofer's passband and a
slight energy excess in the high treble.
The fonner ties in with Bob Reina's
comment about the 731i having a
"slight lack of liquidity," but the latter is
the opposite of what Iwas expecting
from BJR's description of the speaker's
"rolled-off top octave." Some other factor must be at work here. In the bass,
the nearfield responses of the woofer
and the port, shown to the left of fig2,
reveal a well-tuned reflex design, the
woofer's minimum-motion point coinciding with the port's maximum output
and the speaker's overall -6dB point,
54Hz. There was some wind noise apparent in the port's output, though, this
contributing to the raggedness of the
trace, while aresonant mode was apparent at 520Hz. This is well down in
level, however.
Regarding the Mission's dispersion,
in the vertical plane (fig3) it suffers
from severe suckouts in the crossover
region more than 10° below and 15°
above the woofer axis. (Only the offaxis response differences are shown in

•nu.. ...e.g.,

this graph, which means that the reference woofer axis responses appears to
be astraight line.) As aresult, the 731i
will not be too fussy about how high the
listener sits - as long as your ears arc
between the woofer dustcap and alittle
above the cabinet, you will hear awellbalanced presentation. Interpolating
from figs2 & 3, it would appear that the
most even treble balance will be perceived when your ears are level with the
cabinet top. Note that the Mission's unusual woofer-above-tweeter layout, in
combination with the crossover topology and drive-unit polarities, aims the
largest suckout at the floor, where its effect on the room sound will be ameliorated by the rug.
Laterally (fig.4), the tweeter's off-axis
output does fall off quite rapidly above
10kHz with increasing angles. This
could tend to make the in-room balanced sound alittle rolled-off, particularly if the ear takes the wide-dispersion
mid-treble as a reference. This also
might make the Mission sound bright in
all but very dead rooms. Other than that,
the lateral dispersion is excellent, which
would indicate well-defined, stable
imaging.
In the time domain, the step response
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Mission 731i. electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Mission 731i, vertical response family at SO", normalized to response on woofer axis, from back to
front differences in response 45°-S° above axis: reference response: differences in response 5°-45"
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Mission 731i, anechoic response on woofer
axis at 50", averaged across 30 ° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and port
responses and their complex sum plotted
below 300Hz. IkHz. and 300Hz. respectively.
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modes could be detected, these were
quite high in frequency —as is to be expected from the small panels. Fig.7, for
example, shows a waterfall plot calculated from the accelerometer's output
when it was fixed to the center of asidewall. The wall generally flexes at the
port tuning frequency, but two high-Q
modes can be seen in the 400-500Hz
region. These should be high enough in
frequency that their subjective effect
should be small.
Overall, this is a well-engineered
speaker, considering its price. Kudos to
its designer, Henry Azima.

on the woofer axis (fig.5) indicates that
the tweeter is connected with inverted
acoustic polarity, the woofer with positive. The slight sawtooth to the woofer's
leading edge reinforces the idea from the
vertical dispersion graph that the optimal
integration between the two units will
be found just above the woofer axis. The
cumulative spectral-decay, or waterfall
plot (fig.6), is pretty clean for such an
inexpensive speaker; only acouple of
ridges of delayed energy being apparent
at 2kHz and the cursor position,
4.7kHz.
Looking at the cabinet's resonant behavior with asimple plastic-tape accelerometer revealed that while some
1

I

1

Fig.5

—John Atkinson

1

This speaker was quite asurprise for Inc.
I've been searching for years for the best
entry-level speaker, and have encountered several contenders in the
$400/pair range. Ihad previously not
thought it possible for aserious high-end
speaker design to break the $400 price
barrier, but Mission has changed my
mind. At $249/pair, the Mission 731i is a
masterpiece that will enable even the
most destitute of music lovers to gain admission to our exciting hobby.

I

Mission 731i, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (Sms time window. 30kHz
bandwidth).
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OUT FRONT & CENTER
Wes Phillips goes to the movies with Aerial Acoustics' CC3
center-channel loudspeaker
Three-way. horizontal-axis, dynamic design with Environment and Program adjust.

horizontal. Finish: Catalyzed Satin Black. Dimensions: 9.5" H by 24" W by 11" D.

menu. Drive-units: 1" titanium-dome tweeter. 5" cone midrange unit, two 7" long.

Shipping weight 47 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 000055. Price: $1200.

throw cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 450Hz. 4kHz. Frequency response:

Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: Aerial Acoustics Corporation,

555Hz-22kHz, t2dB. Sensitivity: 85dB/VV/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 6ohms,

PO. Box 81248, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181. Tel./Fax: (617) 235-7715.

4ohms minimum. Amplifier requirements: 50W minimum. Dispersion: +0, -3d13, 45°

A

sthe music swelled in the background, Humphrey Bogart
leaned toward Ingrid Bergman
and tenderly said, "Mnn mmmin mnn
minn murmur."
Damn! Ihate when that happens. I
ran the laserdisc back and played it
again, this time louder.
"MNN MMMM MNN NNRM
M URRRM 11," said Bogart.
When you think about it, the center
channel is probably the most important
channel — if you don't believe this,
watch amovie sometime with the dialog speaker turned off and see how
compelling the experience is. Imean, I
like explosions, rocket launches, and
train wrecks as much as the next guy,
but what Ireally want from avideo
sound system is the words.
However, most of the center-channel
speakers that I've heard fall into what JA
calls the "cheap and cheerful" category:
squawky little boxes that obscure as
much as they reveal. They rob films of
their inherent mystery, drama, or
humor simply because they aren't very
good at what they're supposed to do.
When you consider some of the elaborate video systems people use — with
Avalon Osirises, Wilson X-1s, or B&W
800s as left- and right-channel speakers
— the vast performance gulch between
the front side channels and the center
yawns even vaster. Wouldn't it make
sense to produce atruly high-end dialog
speaker?
Aerial Acoustics' Michael Kelly obviously thought so, because Aerial has
introduced the $1200 CC3 centerchannel speaker, designed to match the
performance of their superb model 10T
loudspeaker (which Ireviewed in Vol.19
No.4). At HI-FI '96, Ikept hearing
about the great sound that Kelly was
getting in the Aerial suite, so Ihied me
hence and was startled by how natural
and dynamic the system sounded. I
groveled, and Michael graciously consented to send me one of the first proSTEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

Aerial Acoustics CC3 center-channel loudspeaker

duction samples. It has been an enlightening experience.

I

AM SHOCKED, SHOCKED...
The CC3 is not asmall speaker. It's 24"
wide and 11" deep, but only 9.5" tall. It's
also one heavy mutha, weighing in at 41
lbs —a result of its 1"-thick MDF front
and rear walls and 1
/"top, bottom, and
4
sides. It's athree-way design, which is
unusual for a center channel, where
quasi-D'Appolito (midrange/tweeter/
midrange) two-way designs rule. Kelly
explains: "We discovered that the horizontal off-axis response of atwo-way
system using 7" woofers was not good
at all. When you got off axis, you began
to see alot of comb-filtering and notching effects, duc to the midrange interference at the upper end of the two
woofers, since they were horizontally
spaced. Using 51
/"woofers, you push
4
that frequency up, but you also get alot
of midrange blur. To make along story
short, we decided to go with athreeway design, mostly to eliminate that
left/right notch effect, but also to get
cleaner, clearer midrange and increased
power handling."
The CC3s are bi-wirable via highquality solid brass binding posts and
lugs, and feature an unusual amount of
flexibility. They have two selector

switches on the rear panel: the Environment switch provides midrange/
treble adjustment to compensate for the
speaker's placement, and the Program
switch controls midrange response,
ameliorating the shouty EQ of many
soundtracks. "Atghhh!" Isnarled upon
spotting them, "I hate controls — so
many had choices, so much A/B-ing."
But it turned out that these are unambiguously beneficial. The Environment switch has three settings: "0" for
use when the speaker is placed atop the
monitor (the speaker is optimized for
this position); "+" boosts the tweeter and
midrange levels, compensating for the
bass boost when you flush-mount the
speaker in abuilt-in installation; and "—"
backs off the treble and midrange a
touch (to match the reduction of bass
when the speakers have been standmounted, as when installed beneath a
screen). The Program selector switches
among flat and two levels of attenuation
—I found the middle position, slightly
depressing the midrange, to be the most
useful setting. Comments Kelly, "We
assumed most soundtracks would benefit most from that position —although
some certainly require deeper midrange
depression — but we thought it would
be wrong to produce a speaker that
could not return to flat response."
197

As in all Aerial speakers, the drivers
are proprietary designs developed by the
company specifically for their intended
use, and all three employ dual magnets
— alarge primary magnet and asmaller
"bucker," designed to control the magnetic field. The midrange driver is
designed to handle as much of the frequency range as possible, and features a
huff primary magnet —"It's essentially
the size of the hole we mount the driver
in," claims Kelly. The tweeter is avery
close match to that of the 10T, differing
only in its twin magnets, the shape of its
rear chamber (its dual magnets didn't fit
the cup used in the 101), and the smaller diameter of its tweeter plate (which
allows for alower cabinet height). The
long-throw woofers, also optimized for
the cabinet, feature twin magnets and
extra shielding. The cabinet has massive
internal bracing, which also serves to isolate the midrange driver from the
woofers.

amp/processor, Chiro C-200 and C-300
amplifiers, Maranta LV510 laserdisc
player (sending the digital signal through
an Assemblage DAC1 and Sonic
Frontiers UltraJitterbug), and Straight
Wire cables.

bolts, and explosions hit me like hammers. (I know Isaid that Iwasn't that
much into explosions, but I meant
explosions in and of themselves.) Much
of Aliens takes place in incredibly noisy
environments, and all of that comes
through the center channel — with the
YOU PLAYED IT FOR HER,
Aerials, it matched what was coming
YOU CAN PLAY IT FOR ME
through the left and right channels as
The Aerial CD is the best argument for well.
aquality center-channel speaker that I've
Films such as Robert Almian's The
ever heard. Dialog was well-articulated
Player, which depend upon dialog —
—except in Pacino and Stallone movies,
much of it looped on top of itself—
but Ican't blame that on the speakers —
became much easier to follow with the
and aural cues never changed tonality as
CDs. We don't even give athought to
they crossed from right to center to left.
unraveling multiple strands of converThe CD is the first video speaker I've
sation in the real world (we do it every
heard that's high-end in the ways that
time we enter aroom full of people);
high-end speakers are.
with the Aerials, Icould decipher the
Iseemed to be undergoing unconmost densely packed party scene on the
trollable mood swings while watching screen as well.
films, and Ibegan to wonder if IneedAnd they shone brightly with music.
ed to seek counseling during my audiThe Aerial CD integrated seamlessly
tion of these speakers —but no, Iwas
with the 10Ts; Iwas much less conmerely responding to the emotional
scious of that nasty "center-clumping"
ROUND UP
gestalt of each movie in amuch more
that lesser dialog speakers impart to the
THE USUAL SUSPECTS
intensified fashion. Of course, that
lateral spread. Did Isay "much less conIused the CD in ahome-theater syscould be amixed blessing.
scious"? Imeant to say that this tentem employing the Aerial 10Ts as left
Watching the director's cut of Aliens,
dency was conspicuous by its absence. I
and right speakers and the Aerial SK3R
I found the suspense physically disfound the CD apowerful persuader
rear-channel speakers. Other compocomfiting, and the CC3 is such a when it came to multichannel music
nents included the Chiro C-800 predynamic speaker that the crashes, laser presentations.
Of course, the CD's vertical dispersion and lack of lobing do contribute to
•
ARCHITECTURAL AUDIO
this, but no one is ever going to praise a
•FIELD RECORDERS
•DAT
speaker solely because of these factors.
•DSS
•MINIDISC
When you come right down to it, any
•SONY DST
•WORLD BAND RADIO
speaker—no matter where you're sup•CUSTOM INSTALLATION
posed to put it — succeeds or fails due to
•PRO WALKMAN
•HOME THEATER
its sound. So how does the CD sound?
41 Expensive Eledronics Without the Expense' •
•CABLES
ACCESSORIES
Remarkably like an Aerial 10'T. (In fact,
Michael Kelly tells me that customers
•ADS
•NAKAMICHI
are
purchasing three CC3s to use as
•ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
•NILES AUDIO
LCR speakers.)
•AVIA
•OMNIMOUNT
To begin with, it's dynamic as all get
out. That's only natural, as the center
•BANG &OLUFSEN
•ONKYO
channel for video systems has to handle
•CARVER
•POLK AUDIO
alot of ordinance. Lest we forget, music
•CELESTION
•PSB
reproduction requires the ability to
delineate delicacies as well as bombast,
•ENERGY
•PROAC
and the CD proved awfully adept at
•GRADO
•SANUS
that as well. Listening to the Bern•HARMAN KARDON
•SONY DSS
stein/NYPO Mahler Symphony 3(DG
•JVC
427 328-2) in afive-channel system, I
•SONY ES
found the perspective startling, but oddly
•KEF
•SONY VIDEO
familiar. During the Langsant, Ruhevoll,
•LEXICON
•SENNHEISER
En:Blinn/en progression, it came to nie: I
•MONSTER CABLE
used to get tickets to NYPO per•TARGET
fomiances from afriend in the orchestra,
•NAD
•THORENS
generally on the day of performance and,
Just 4Blocks From the Capitol •
430 State St. Madison, WI 53703
always, in odd locations within Avery
Fisher Hall. More than once Iended up
in the box that hangs all but directly over
the double basses. The sound was magnificently direct — heck, Iwas practically

the

Happy Medium
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ADCOM

In the world
of sound,
we not only say
we're the best,
we prove it.

AERIAL
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ASC TUBE TRAPS
AUDIO NOTE
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BAG END
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GOLDEN TUBE
GRADO
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the beginning. We know how to
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get the maximum performance and
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creating sound that no other dealer

MARANTZ

top names to advance the state of

can match.

MARTIN LOGAN

the art. And we are the first with
new technologies that shape

At Overture, we don't
just sell audio equipment, we
sell performance. So call us

the industry.
For Overture, assembling
the world's finest selection
of audio equipment is only

or stop by to discover for
yourself the ultimate in
musical performance.

OVERTUnTm

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE

MARK LEVINSON

MESA BARON
M.I.T.
MITSUBISHI
NAD
NILES
PIONEER ELITE
POWERWEDGE
PROCEED
RUNCO
SEISMIC SINK
SNELL
SONY
SPECTRAL
STEWART SCREENS
SUMIKO
TARGET
THETA
THIEL
VERITY AUDIO

Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812
MUMS
certified dealer

Conveniently located off1-95, 1/2 hour from Philadelphia,
and only two hours from New York City and Washington D.0

VERSA LABS
V.P.I.
XL0
ZOETHECUS

on the stage -but looming behind me
was a truly overwhelming amount of
space. Listening to five-channel sound, I
felt that the music in front of me was just
as palpable and startlingly present as in
SIffelehe Am. CC10.• krybarwel.••1•Miel.110,11.1,./.1
Cob
1•00i

.0
000

Fig. I Aerial Acoustics CC3, worst-case electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(Program =0, Environment = +)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
1 11 1
1,

100

111Mil

WOO

those performances - and the hall
behind Inc was just as substantial.
Naturally, the CC3 sounds clean and
ungimmicked through the midrange how else could it prove so articulate and
communicative on dialog? Actually, dialog can be atelling test for aspeaker.
Many will make your favorite macho
star sound even more manly, adding a
chesty coloration to his voice. The CC3
kept everybody's testosterone in check.
Returning to my beloved Mahler, the
Aerial delineated the sound of the second movement's minuet/scherzo with
refined precision. The oboe danced
cockily in front of the pizzicato strings as did the violins, clarinet, and other
woodwinds to follow. When it comes to
timbre, the CC3 will never leave you
playing What's My Line?
Iwas surprised and pleased by the
Aerial's bass-handling characteristics
too. It's remarkably full-bodied, but not
ponderous. In fact, it's quite agile down
below, possibly due to its lack of aport.
At any rate, it'll boogie all night, if your
record collection is up to it. -Wes Phillips

OFALL THE LOUSY LABS
IN THE WORLD ...

A quick check of the CC-3's B-weighted sensitivity revealed it to be within
spitting distance of the 86dB/
W/m 10T at 84.5dB/W/m. The I.5dB
difference is basically inconsequential.
Its impedance with the tone controls set
to their worst-case positions -Program
= "0," Environment = "+" - drops
below 4 ohms in the midrange (fig.1)
but is otherwise not too demanding.
The peak at 53Hz reveals the tuning of
the sealed box.
Fie, which shows the individual
responses of the CC3's twin woofers
(left) and the midrange/tweeter section
(right), indicates that the woofers' -6dB
point lies lower than expected at 39Hz,
but this appears to be achieved by building in aslight boost through the upper
bass. (This apparent boost is partly an
artifact of the nearfield measurement
technique, which assumes a2pi rather
than an anechoic environment. However, Ibelieve this is not an unreasonable assumption in the bass, due to the

10000

Frequency rn tie

Fig.2

Aerial Acoustics CC3, acoustic crossover on
HF axis at se. corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and
midrange responses plotted below 3.5kHz
and 500Hz, respectively.
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Aerial Acoustics CC3, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield woofer
response plotted below 300Hz.
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Aerial Acoustics CC3, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front differences in response 90 °-5° off-axis: reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Fig.4 Aerial Acoustics 10T, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum of
nearfield woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz.
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Fig.6 Aerial Acoustics CC3, vertical response family at SO", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 45*-5° above axis: reference response: differences in response
5°-45° below axis.
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proximity of room boundaries well
within asingle wavelength.) The crossover to the single midrange unit lies at
550Hz, a little higher than specified.
Dominating the ultrasonic region in
fig2 is apeak due to the metal-dome
tweeter's "oil-can" resonance. At
25.4kHz, however, this will not have
any audible side effects.
This peak can also be seen in the plot
of the CC3's overall response on the
tweeter axis with the tone controls set to
their "0" positions (fig3). Other than the
aforementioned rise in the upper bass,
the balance is pretty smooth, though
with aslight but broad presence-region
emphasis. WP noted that the CC3 integrated well with the 10T left and right

Fig.7

Aerial Acoustics CC3. step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

speakers he used. Fig.4 shows the
response of the 10T taken under identical conditions. It is, indeed, both similar
to that of the CC3 and respectably flat.
As WP notes, the arrangement of the
drive-units on the CC3's front baffle is
intended to minimize the off-axis comb
filtering typical of center-channel hometheater speakers with multiple driveunits handling the same frequency
regions. Fig.5 shows how the CC3's
response changes to the sides of the
tweeter axis. (Only the changes in
response are shown in this graph, which
means that the on-axis response appears
to be a straight line.) A slight interference-related off-axis suckout can be
seen in the lower midrange, but this is
mild compared with typical "THX"
designs and lower in frequency. Other
than that, the CC3's horizontal dispersion smoothly reduces with increasing frequency -excellent!
Vertically (fig.6), it can be seen that
the balance only changes to amoderate
degree between the tweeter axis and up
to 100 below that axis. With the CD
placed above the screen, a moderate
amount of tiltdown is appropriate. But if
placed below the screen, make sure it is
tilted up to bring the listeners' ears on to
the tweeter axis.

0.00
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I STICK MY NECK OUT
FOR NOBODY

Fig.8 Aerial Acoustics CC3, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Aerial Acoustics CC3, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to back of
enclosure (MIS driving voltage to speaker. 7.55V; measurement bandwidth. 2kHz).
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In the time domain, the step
response (fig.7) indicates that the
drive-units are all connected with the
same positive acoustic polarity, but
that the speaker is not time-coherent.
This was expected from the flat baffle
and high-order crossover: its subjective
significance is uncertain. The related
cumulative spectral-decay, or waterfall, plot (fig.8) is impressively clean,
and even better than that of the 10T,
which showed alow-level ridge of resonant energy at 32kHz. There is a
suggestion of aslight step at the cursor
position in this graph -just below
2kHz - that, all things being equal,
might correlate with avery slight nasality to the speaker's character. However, Inote that WP was not bothered
by anything like this.
Finally, Iexamined the vibrational
behavior of the CC3's enclosure with a
simple plastic-tape accelerometer. As
should be expected from the speaker's
massive, well-braced construction, what
resonant modes there are are low in
level and high in frequency, both factors
minimizing the possibility of any subjective problems. Fig.9 shows atypical
waterfall plot calculated from the output of the accelerometer. The only
modes apparent are at 500Hz and
420Hz, these also found on the other
panels. They are low in level, however.
In summary, these measurements
indicate that the CC3, like the 10T, is a
well-engineered loudspeaker. I'm not
surprised that WP liked it. What does
surprise me, as he pointed out, is how
few loudspeaker companies recognize
the important contribution made by the
center speaker to the overall quality of a
home-theater system. The CD is definitely awake-up call in this area.

The Aerial CD is the first center-channel speaker I've heard that rivals topquality music-only loudspeakers. B&W
and Martin-Logan both offer designs
that have lofty high-end aspirations, but
Ihaven't heard them. I'm sure there will
be even more. For the moment, the
CC3 stands alone in my experience as
the best, pure and simple. I'm going to
find some way to fit it into my hometheater budget. You'd be well advised to
do the same, especially if you still value
film as acommunications medium.
Bogie and Bergman may always have
Paris, but for the CD and me, this is deliniteb,the start of abeautiful friendship.
-Wes Phillips
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High End
for Red People.

The Pass Aleph 5Amplifier.
The Aleph 5is the newest and most
exciting Pass amp yet. It continues the
Pass tradition of utilizing only two stages
in the most elegant and minimalist
design. With 60 pure, single-ended,
asymmetrical Class Awatts per channel,
the Aleph 5is capable of high output

with awide variety of loudspeakers,
regardless of load characteristics.
Aliteral state-of-the-art stereo amplifier
with the power to drive real speakers in
real systems. Yet, priced at avery affordable $3600. That's what we mean by
"High End for Real People."
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DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 LOUDSPEAKER
Russell Novak
Two-way, reflex-loaded dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1.2" (28mm) soft-dome

bers of units tested: 860807/8. Price: 51999/pair: MasterStands (28.6 lbs each) add

tweeter, 6.7" (170mm) woofer Crossover: 2-way, 6dB/octave at 2kHz. Frequency
response: 45Hz-22kHz, t3dR, Nominal impedance: 4 ohms. Sensitivity:

5350/pair. UltimaStands (57.2 lbs each) add $650/pair. Approximate number of deal-

85dB/2.83V/1m. IEC power handling: 150W. Dimensions: 15" H by 8" W by II.5" D.

Park, IL 6013 I
.
Tel: (847) 288-1767. Fax: (847) 288-1853.

ers: 28. Manufacturer: Dynaudio North America, 3043 North Rose Street, Franklin

Finishes: rosewood, cherry, black ash, walnut veneer. Weight 19 lbs each. Serial num-

B

leary eyed and tired after listening to hundreds of components
at the 1996 Winter CES, Ifound
myself in the Dynaudio room listening
to the Contour 13 speakers. Iknew
they were something special: they had a
resonant, vibrant, alive sound so tonally
neutral it locked into my subconscious
as being "right." They were dynamic, yet
retained the ability to present low-level
detail with delicacy and superior imaging. Above all else, there was no discernible "box" coloration — the thing
you always hear first from abox speaker. Instant attraction.
"Here, put these on," Isaid, handing
Sales Director Mike Manousselis some
CDs and receiving some literature in
return. Ipretended to read the brochure,
but really just sat there kind of amazed at
what Iheard, calculating what it would
take to con apair for review.
Iwas not disappointed when they
arrived. Aquick, down'n'dirty setup job
instantly showed me all the assets Ihad
heard at WCES and no obvious liabilities.

CONSTRUCTION

Dynaudio is a well-known Danish
drive-unit manufacturer (they make the
Esotar tweeter) whose products are used
in many high-end speaker systems.
However, as system makers themselves,
Dynaudio is not as well known in this
country. Dynaudio prides itself on manufacturing all their own parts in-house
to their own standards. The most intimate knowledge of their drivers' behavior is therefore available to them, in theory allowing optimum implementation.
Each driver is subject to afinal examination in which its characteristics are
measured by computer, the information
stored with the serial number of the
unit. This system allows exact matching
if areplacement part is required.
The Contour 13's 28mm soft-dome
tweeter has adual-magnet system and
resides in its own damped inner chamber inside the main cabinet. Power
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

handling is increased by bathing the coils
in "Magnaflux" cooling liquid, which
also provides mechanical damping of the
moving system.
The one-piece, magnesium-silicatepolymer woofer diaphragm features
shallow front-to-back geometry —"flat,
linear group delay geometry," as
Dynaudio puts it — for better dispersion
and reduced IM distortion. A 75mm
aluminum voice-coil, much lower in
mass than acopper coil, is said to provide faster transient response and
greater power-handling ability.
The crossover is fundamentally firstorder, 6dB/octave, with an impedance
correction circuit used to provide power
amplifiers with an easy resistive load.
Polypropylene capacitors and custom
air-wound coils are used.
Dynaudio does not believe in the
mass damping approach for speaker
cabinets; they believe it affects the
midrange. The cabinet is crossbraced at
locations that would otherwise create
colorations. A bitumen-based damping
compound is then applied to areas
where tests show cabinet resonances to
create problematic frequency nodes.
This was borne out by aknuckle-rap to
the side of the cabinet. It sounded dead,
but not as dead as I've heard. Yet the
Contour 13 seemed to put out no box
sound at all when playing music.

THE UNDERTAKER &
THE HOUN' DAWG

The real question is, are you Audiophile
enough to hear the true merits of Dynaudio's Contour 13, and not be led
astray by idealized conceptions of what
recordings "should" sound like? Do you
seek to tailor the sound of your home
system, or is accuracy musical to you?
To the precise extent that you're
offended by alively midrange and honest high frequencies, you'll have to back
away from matching these speakers
with "forward"-sounding or high-frequency-prominent components. This
judgment was underscored by a visit

Dynaudio Contour 1.3 loudspeaker

from The Undertaker.
Walter 'The Undertaker (so called
'cause he likes to bury the music) puts
his speakers as far away as he can in his
overdamped room. He puts soundabsorbing foam around their faces,
places them on Sorbothane feet, and
tops each off with abrick. He matches
his components to provide minimal
intrusion of the music (read: undynamic, with rolled-off highs). He ends
up with asound like an FM radio playing in the next room.
The Undertaker has read too many
reviews that crow over smoothness and
depth, and makes the mistake of assuming that all recordings actually possess a
"stage" to present. He mistakes an
absence of high-frequency energy for
smoothness and arecessed midrange for
"depth." He wants a25th-row perspec203

CLASSIC

RECORDS

(remember the ..ound...

Sounds Like
A Classic Holida
LSO 6007

JP 5003

Brought to you exclusively by Classic Music Direct, these
Classic Records releases have been pressed with aNEW
vinyl formulation called Classic 180tm. The Classic
180tm vinyl improves clarity and low level detail, resulting
in aquieter, flatter pressing than ever before possible!
All CLASSIC reissues are mastered from the original master
MaRI 81YAIONIE Revnt,o (eneg,toi

Off DAVE BAILEY SEXTET One Fool in An Gu

tapes, and include original cover art record labels and
liner notes.
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Look for these
upcoming December
vinyl releases:

SONNY MEETS HAWK!

SONNY NOUNS AND COUNAN NANANO

LSC 2230
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MS 6036
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Check out the Premium Gold Compact Disc releases from
Classic Records, available exclusively from Classic Music
Direct

LSP 2612

s
CHARLIE MINOUS

These high-definition, 20-bit analog-to-digital transfers
from the original master tapes bring the some quality and
authenticity of all Classic reissues to the audiophile
CD format.
All titles feature the original artwork, most have never
been issued on CD, and none has ever been available on an
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SONNY ROLLINS Our Mon In Jon

MO 6013
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HARRY BELAFONTE Returns to Carnegie Hall
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CHU ATKINS In Hollywood
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Order today from...
I-800-157-2577

tive — even on his mck'n'roll CDs.
Walter is forever betwixt and
between. "Well, this component makes
this recording sound good, but this
other one sounds forward ... but when I
put aSorbothane puck over the tweeter
it made the image move back, and ..."
The Undertaker is not willing to judge
accuracy and musicality of equipment,
make a decision, and let the consequences play out with the software.
He can't turn off his audiophile persona
and listen to music, to what the musicians arc doing. There's always one
more sonic intrusion to be damped. He
doesn't want to be disturbed. If you're
like The Undertaker, stay away from
this Dynaudio design.
Those more exuberant about music
(and life) may find more kinship with
the reaction of Robert "Houn' Dawg"
Clark. He's called Houn' Dawg 'cause
when he gets hot on the trail of acomponent (or an idea), he runs it down like
a bloodhound (occasionally to the
exclusion of common sense). That's
okay—Dawg admits his mistakes, and
he's an optimist excited by music and
eager for life's experiences.
Istopped Houn' Dawg from buying
one set of colored speakers, and exposure to the Dynaudio 1.3s saved
(spoiled) him from buying two others.
He reacted as Iwould have expected:
slowly rising amazement at what the
speakers were doing with his recordings, and shock that everything else he'd
auditioned was much more colored.
The "rightness" (there's no other word)
of the sound impressed him. Dawg correctly observed that the amazing thing is
that we should be so amazed. Experience hasn't prepared us for low coloration in aspeaker. Loudspeakers still
have identifiable traits.

M INIMONITORING

How should one think about the prospect of owning aminimonitor in place
of afull-size speaker? What differences
can one expect? How does this speaker
differ from other minimonitors?
As aclass, properly designed minimonitors have enormous theoretical
advantages over larger systems. The close
proximity of the drivers and the narrowness of the baffle causes aminimonitor to behave more like apoint source for
the music; they therefore image like bandits, throwing the widest, deepest soundstages you'll hear from any speaker.
Second, low coloration is anatural
byproduct of smaller cabinet size. The
smaller the cabinet, the higher in frequency the box resonances shift. The
S
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higher the frequencies in need of damping, the easier they are to kill with conventional damping materials and rigid
cabinet construction. Audiophiles will
recognize the troth in that statement as
they recall the increasing tendency for
bass and cabinet sound to infringe on
midrange purity as speaker size increases.
Manufacturers need to throw exponentially more material and money at largecabinet designs to achieve (or even approach) the low coloration asmall cabinet inherits almost naturally.
Ease of placement is the final benefit
of aminimonitor. Large bass drivers and
deep bass frequencies, while desirable in
theory, are also the most common cause
of room-placement problems. Larger
speakers will excite moderate-sized
rooms, producing a warm, woofing
sound that will ultimately exhaust your
patience —no matter how much you
like bass. Low frequencies also produce
prominent peaks and nulls in rooms;
fixing these requires great flexibility in
placement, if they're fixable at all.
Bottom line: 95% of the frequency
range of music occurs above 50Hz. For
agiven expenditure in asmall to medium-sized room, you'll be much better
off throwing your money at midrange/
treble performance and imaging capabilities.
Those are the theoretical advantages of
small-cabinet speakers, but of course all
designs do not manifest them. Designers have as large arange of "tastes"
in overall sound character as largespeaker designers do. Furthermore, in
an effort to get as much bass as possible
from asmall cabinet, they play tricks
and make compromises: in the crossovers, or in getting the extra "throw" in
small woofers that sacrifices definition.
Or compromises in accuracy — bumping up the upper bass to psychologically
compensate for limited deep bass.
The technical details are unimportant. What is important is the bottom line: the sound. While appreciating
what they do well, Ihave ruled out the
vast majority of minimonitors as
belonging to one of three categories.
The Upper Bass Boomers need no further elaboration. The Nasal Honkers
can't reproduce amale voice properly.
It's that voice-at-the-bottom-of-an-oildrum sound that makes me wonder
what some manufacturers can be thinking about. Something is probably very
wrong at the crossover point with these,
or the maker is opting for afake "depth"
effect on instrumental music. And the
Greasy Sizzlers have tweeters that sizzle
and spit, wowing you with "definition"

and "transparency" and "imaging" — all
the false artifacts of ahyped treble.
That's why Ilike the Dynaudios.

SYSTEM &SPEAKER
PLACEMENT

In my 12.5' by 19' room, Igot the best
measurements with the Contours 76"
out from the wall (measured from the
back of the cabinet) and 34.5" from
each side wall (measured from the
tweeter). The listening position was
adjusted to position my ears 36" from
the rear wall, as mentioned above, to
take advantage of a50Hz reinforcement
in the room. That left me about 8' from
the speakers. The slightest toe-in, about
1", gave me avery solid center image.
Perceived stage width was improved
by my acquisition of Acoustic Innovations Soundboards — (800) 983-6233.
These sound-absorbing panels, floorstanding or wall-mounted, were placed
halfway between the speaker and my
seating position along the side walls.
They nicely killed the early reflections
off the walls, resulting in much greater
width at the front of the soundstage and
more specific instrument placement
within that stage. $259 retail will get
you apair of 5' by 2' panels that look
very acceptable in a living-room environment, and will spare you the
headache of assembling materials and
doing construction. They're available in
avariety of fabric finishes and sizes.
The Krell KSA-300S and apassive
preamplifier worked best with the Dynaudios, preserving the tonal neutrality
that is such akeynote of these speakers.
While the Krell is certainly overkill for
a $2000/pair of speakers, it's an indicator of the type of amp that will
work well. You only need one length of
good speaker cable for the 1.3s (they're
not bi-wirable).
Ifound two good combinations of
speaker and interconnect wire. Discovery Cable interconnect with Nordost Blue Heaven speaker wire lent a
slightly sweet sound to the proceedings,
and controlled mid to upper bass well
enough to retain definition and tonal
quality. The TARA Labs RSC Decade
interconnect and speaker cable were
astounding in being able to convey the
body and unity of orchestral playing
without emphasizing bass. While the
price structure of this expensive cable is,
again, overkill with this speaker, less
expensive TARA cables retain this family sound and are worth investigating.
It's also worth noting that the Contours
were fully able to resolve the differences
in the most expensive cables. So if
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HEADPHONES TO THE MAX
INTRODUCING THE MAX,
OUR NEW STATEMENT HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.

It's got separate regulated supplies for the left and right channel, uses the amazing
(and expensive) Burr-Brown 627 op-amps, has lightning-quick polyphenoline sulfide
film capacitors at critical places in the audio path, sports the lovely Neutrick locking
headphone jacks, is controlled by a most excellent Nobel volume potentiometer, and,
last but not least, has about five pounds of super cool looking panels and knob.

o

HeadRoom Amps
Little Headroom
Little w/More Power
More Power Upgrade
Supreme HeadRoom
Cosmic HeadRoom
Home HeadRoom
The Max
Static HeadRoom
Static w/More Power

$229.00
$449.00
$229.00
$399.00
$599.00
$599.00
$1,333.00
$199.00
$399.00

Headphones,
,......-

Sennheiser 580
'
Sennheiser 545
Sennheiser HE60/HEV70
Grado SR60
Grado SR80
Grado SR125
Grado SR225
Grado SR325
Grado RS1
Etymotic ER4S
Koss Porta -Pro Jr
Koss KSC35
Koss ESP 950
Beyer DT901
Beyer DT770

Accessories
$279.00
$159.00
$1,449.00
$69.00
$95.00
$149.00
$195.00
$295.00
$695.00
$330.00
$39.95
$34.95
$499.00
$299.00
$149.00

Traveler Bag
$129.00
Case Logic DM 2
$24.95
PBJ Extension 10'
$79.00
PE!) Extension 15'
$89.00
PBJ Extension 20'
$99.00
Link Interconnect
$24.95
Kimber Interconnect 1'
$59.00
Kimber Interconnect 1m
$69.00
Portable Cable, 1/
2 meter
$19.95
Portable Cable, 1 meter
$24.95
Vampire RCA Splitters
$29.95
Headphone Splitter
$79.00
NEW! Grado Comfortable Ear Pads $10.00

Portable Systems
Budget Traveler w/SR80
$499.00
(Supreme, Grado SR80, 40, DM2, Cable)
Budget Traveler w/SR225
$599.00
(Supreme, Grado SR225, 40, DM2, Cable)
Budget Traveler w/545
(Supreme, Sennheiser 545, 40,
DM2, Cable)

Traveler w/SR325
$829.00
(Supreme, Grado SR325, Traveler Bag,
40, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Traveler w/580
$829.00
(Supreme, Senn 580, Traveler Bag, 4D,
Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Traveler w/ER4S
$859.00
(Supreme, Etymotic ER4S, Traveler Bag,
40, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)
Cosmic Traveler
$1,399.00
(Cosmic, Base Station One ,580, ER4S,
Traveler Bag, 40, Cable, 12 CD Wallet)

for

free ,
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Budget Systems

$529.00

High End Systems
Urbanite
$699.00
(Little, More Power, Sennheiser 580, Link)
Sub Urbanite
$699.00
(Little, More Power, Grado SR325, Link)
Audiophile
(Home, Sennheiser 580, Link)
Audiot
(Max, Sennheiser 580, Link)

$799.00
$1,499.00

Hi Wired
$1,699.00
(More Static, Sennheiser HE60/HEV70,
2-Links)

Quantum
(Koss Porta -Pro Jr., and our
favorite Portable CD player)

$CALL.00

Starter
$279.00
(Little, Grado SR60, Portable Cable)
Surfer
(Little, Grado SR80, Link)

$299.00

Kowabunga
(Little, Sennheiser 545, Link)
King Kowabunga
(Little, Grado SR225, Link

$399.00

Tsunami
(Little, Sennheiser 580, Link)

$429.00
$499.00

)HeadRoom
1-800-828-8184

HeadRoom Corporation -521 East Peach St. -Bozeman, MT 59715 -Phone 406-587-9466 -FAX 406-587-9484 -info@headphone.com
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you're stuck in asmall room, unable to
properly place a large speaker, you
needn't fear that throwing money at
cables and accessories won't continue to
improve the Contours.
None of my associated components
sounded really bad through the 13s. It's
forgiving in that sense, but for real perfection you must go through the slow,
deliberate process of matching and
comparing, as with any topflight component. Go for transparency, fight to
maintain tonal neutrality, avoid the molasses quality of old tube equipment, and
remember: A touch of sugar in the
upper strings is always welcome.
Two models of speaker stands are
available through Dynaudio: the MasterStands ($350/pair) and the UltimaStands
($650/pair). Both are made from heavygauge, cut and welded steel filled with a
resin-based damping material. Both are
completely rigid, heavy, and are spiked
to the floor. The MasterStand has four
legs between top and bottom plate,
while the Ultima has asingle, massive
center column. While heavier stands
certainly retain atheoretical advantage
in close comparisons, Ifailed to note
anything in long-term listening, the
sound was the same with either stand.
Call it a$2350 package.

LISTENING

The Contour 1.3s are among the very
few loudspeakers at any price point that
are, as near as Icould tell, totally uncolored. And they imaged like bastards —
fulfilling every theoretical promise of a
minimonitor. The only obvious compromise they made was in sensitivity —
but in today's market, watts is cheap.
The sound was almost like aliving
thing. Ifound myself continually looking up from my book or computer
screen to peer at the speakers, as though
seeking visual affirmation of what Iwas
hearing. The microdynamic life, the
vibrancy of the sound coupled with its
tonal neutrality, continually surprised
me throughout the months-long
reviewing process. Yet the sound was
not "dramatic," just natural. Still, this
very lack of "drama" might cause you to
miss the beauty of this baby. Istrongly
suggest you compare it side by side with
any other speaker you're considering.
You'll probably find that Brand X, by
virtue of emphasizing a particular
sound, is really inaccurate and ultimately unmusical.
The Contour not only sounded neutral, it measured neutral. Imeasured the
frequency response every 6" between
46" and 81" into the room, and only one
S
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guitar transients were well-defined
anomaly needed to be addressed: At
without sounding etched, and the bass
50Hz the speaker/room combination
line had nice bloom and balance. If your
response was down anywhere from
collection is light on Spanish guitar con-5dB to -12dB, depending on placecertos, pick this one up.
ment. Imoved my listening chair afew
Henryk Gárecki's Symphony 3(Syminches into a50Hz reinforcement in the
room and ended up measuring only phony of Sorroujill Songs, Antoni Wit,
Polish National Radio Orchestra, Naxos
-2dB. There were no broad trends or
8.550822) is ademonstration piece of
bands of frequencies that posed probdark orchestral color and soundstaging
lems. While the frequencies at 200Hz
ability that features a soprano voice
and higher measured up relative to pink
emerging from deep within the orchesnoise, the V
3-octave points were all withtra. Heavily scored for cellos, the first
in acouple of dB of each other. The bass
movement builds slowly in canon form
region between 40Hz and 200Hz averuntil, at 13:09, Zofia Kilanwicz's voice
qzed -0.5dB and was fully satisfying,
especially with pop music that tends to provides the emotional release so desperately sought by that point in the
overemphasize bass.
I've harped on the tonal accuracy of score. 'The Contours defined the size of
the dark stage, but it was the low-level
this speaker, but, just in case you missed
detail of ICilanwicz's enunciation of conit: extended, grainless highs; lively,
sonants that carried above the mass of
vibrant midrange; honest, natural bass;
strings and defined the sides of the
transparent, well-controlled midbass.
But what does it all mean in terms of room. Bravo to the 1.3s for grabbing
that low-level detail and providing asatmusic?
isfying quantity of midbass reproduction
In February, Sam Tellig clued you in
from asmall speaker. Bravo for the perto the bargain-priced Naxos CD label.
formance, which easily beats out the
Now I'd like to give you some extra spebest-selling version on Nonesuch for
cial stuff he missed.
A François-Joel Thiollicr cycle of sonics, and at least equals it for perforClaude Debussy's piano music is being mance.
Where the Górecki communicates
released in several volumes. 'These are
transcendence and spirituality, Shostaseminal works in the history of Western
kovich's Symphony 11 (Ladislav Slovák,
harmonic development, highly influCzecho-Slovak RSO, Naxos 8.550629),
ential in modern classical music and
also scored heavily for cellos, forejazz. Thiollier's feeling for this ephemshadows menace and tension as it relates
eral music is exactly right, and ranks
events in pre-Revolutionary Russia. The
very high among the 10 or 12 sets Ihave
owned. "Prélude," from Suite bergamas- performance is great (buy it), but it didn't tell me anything Ihadn't already
que (Vol.!, Naxos 8.553290) is awonlearned about the Dynaudios —except
derful introduction. The solo piano is
how surprised Iwas at how ominous
recorded in a reverberant soundfield,
and foreboding these small boxes could
and the tonal quality is delicate and
sound.
pure. The Contour 1.3s capture the
After the Fauré Requiem, the other
sense of space to perfection. The piano
is heard dead center, but the decay of great modern choral work is Karol Szymanowski's Stabat Mater. Marco Polo,
the arpeggios dies away slowly and debrother label to Naxos, has amasterful
fines the size of the room, which is quite
rendition of it (Karol Stryja, Polish State
large. The effect is magical. If you pick
Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus,
up any sense of anasal or recessed qualMarco Polo 8223293). The Contours
ity (like when you speak through
rendered the massive soundstage recupped hands), your midrange is wrong.
quired for an orchestra, choir, and soloThe Contours did it right. The piano
ists with ease, fulfilling the theoretical
was "there."
Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez promise of aclose-to-point-source pair
of drivers. The sound was liquid and
(Norbert Kraft, Nicholas Ward, Naxos
8.550729) reminds nie very much of sweet against adark velvet background.
the classic EMI sound in that the sound- "Criste, cum sit hinc exire" demonstage is slightly more distant than that of strated the delicacy, grace, and low-level
detail possible with the 1.3s. The tonal
the '60s-era RCAs and Mercurys.
Delicate, gentle, and supple, with just neutrality of the speaker served the spiritual purity of the music, while its efthe right blend between the highlighted
fortless dynamics easily tracked the
guitar and orchestra, the Contours
orchestral swells.
made the front half of the room the
Nothing like asoundstage produced
soundstage, side wall to side wall, front
in a synthesizer and mixing board —
to rear. Strings had asweet character,
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Audio Alchemy Owners•
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Dynatek AN & Home Cinema has just turbo charged the PS Bus.
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I
2S Improved! The long awaited introduction of the Excalibur Ill I
2S Cable is finally here!
The Excalibur Ill silver teflon 1
2Scable is arevolutionary design from
Camelot Technology, an international leader in digital audio.
Ihe Lxcalibur Ill greatly enhances the

pertbrmance of any Audio Alchemy (or
Camelot Technology) digital product utilizing
an IS connection. It improves transparency,
dynamics & mid-range clarity and enhances
the overall locus;, making the music more
emotionally involving. In addition to superior

•Teflon dielectrics used throughout for minimal signal loss
•Unique braiding results in maximum RF rejection.
•Gold plated 5pin connectors for maximum
conductivity and resistance to corrosion & oxidation.
•High purity, silver plated,

Limited Time

stranded copper.

Introductory
Price!

sound quality, the Fxcalibur Ill features...

A steal at the regular price of 129.95

Excalibur Ill IS ('able

Only 59995

TICE AUDIO specializes in the design & manufacture of AC powerline conditioners that dramatically improve the sound and picture
quality of any component connected to them. They do this despite the fact there is no direct link to the audio or video signal path.

Listen to what the experts say:

"We must tell you here that prior to this set-up, the whole system had been
connected to aP.... W.... which we consider to be no slouch. However, the Tice

"While other PLC's beg to be reviewed as accessories, the power

improved the video dramatically, cleared up the audio as before and virtually

Block Ill must be recognized as the final component of the finest
audio/video system... With everything plugged into the Power Block

believers of the panelists. In this business, hearing and seeing is believing and
that's what we did. The Tice Power Block Ill most likely ranks as the best such

Ill music simply breathed easier: more space, more air and the blackest,

product, and we say most likely because we haven't yet come across a better

eerily silent background I've heard... Gorgeous construction and build

unit" "...it addresses not only a single components function, but improves the

quality... the TICE Power Block III stands alone in defining Stateof-the-Art."

fau/ .4. 2ervantes•

Solo AN

$399

performance of all electronics"

Thc A,iJioOhsenut ,-.13.

Elite 3

s775

Power Block Series Ill

&Ili,'

$1,499

Fislur

r, Th 2Inricr Ear Acral

ATTENTION: All Users of
Stock AC Power Cords!
Improve the fien's (definition, detail &

The Elite dramatically improves sound
The elegantly contoured Solo Series offers
picture quality while providing the
lice performance improvements in picture
ultimate in spike and surge protection.
&sound quality at areasonable pnce.
•16 outlets -1875 watt capacity
•TP technology for increased sound

•8outlets -1875 watt capacity
•New hyper filter design
•TP technology for increased sound
stage &video color accuracy
•ff TP treated power cable
•1/4" thick black anodized aircraft grade
aluminum faceplate
•Available in worldwide power
configurations
•Warranty: 5years
•Dimension: H. 9.5" xD. 13.25' xW. 5'
Also shown:
Solo Line Enhancer S349

stage &video color accuracy
•&TP treated power cable
•3individually filtered circuits
•Front panel system control

The Power Block Ill is two independent power conditioners
in one common chassis
THE POWER BLOCK III WILL NOT LIMIT CURRENT
WHEN USED WITH HIGH POWER AMPLIFIERS
•16 outlets

1-800-DYNATEK

For brochures or
technical information
call Tice Audio
(407) 575-7577
Fax: (407) 575-0302

George Tice
Pioneering Breakthrough Technologies

illyeaTEK .e.cen„
AUDIO MO El HOME CINEMA

Only
<
/$299

•High accuracy, dual scaleAC volt meter •Independent video monitor circuit
•6point -spike &surge protection
•Separate circuits for digital, analog,
•2independent high current circuits for power amplifiers
video &power amplifiers
•3independent 300 watt circuits for source component
•Available in worldwide power
•Available in worldwide power configurations
configurations
•weight: 50 lbs. warranty: 5years
•warranty: 5years
•Dimension: H. 5" xD. 15.5' xW. 19"
•Dimension: H. 5" xD. 9" xW. 19"

OTHER INQUIRIES call 215-396-8288

spike protection &
comes with a
lifetime warranty.

•Dual scale AC volt meter
•2775-3700 watt capacity
•Dual 8' TPT treated power cables

Prices subject to change Not responsible for typographical errors

TO ORDER CALL

dynamics) of your system with the
Infinite Speed AC Power
Cord. This cord has
complete surge &

www.dynatek-ay.com
Fax: 215-396-7999

Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966

talk about exaggeration and immediacy
of performance. Art Zoyd's mix of electronic and acoustic instruments, performance art, and the avant garde gets
pretty spooky on Marathontterre (Atonal
AC!) 3015). It's as if someone stuck
your head in the synth. The sound simply billows out at the front of the room
with tremendous width, depth, and
height, while special effects remain
localized within inches inside the cloud
of sound. The Contours seemed to release themselves from the constraints of
the cabinet better than any other loudspeakers of my acquaintance, communicating mass and weight, but not the
bottom octave. Ididn't miss it. Ihad
similar experiences with Vangelis's Blade
Runner soundtrack (Atlantic 82623-2),
and Roger Waters's rock entertainment
in QSound, Amused To Death (Columbia
CK 47127) — in which, 10 seconds into
track 1, abarking dog appeared at my
right elbow.
Another quality of these speakers
heard via these electronic creations was
great power handling — something I'm
sure contributed to their excellent
rnicrodynamic ability.
Microdynamics? That's the ability to
seem dynamic and lively within moderate playback levels. Pick a chamber
music ensemble or small jazz group. Do
they have "jump factor"? Do their mod.1..*•••

now

MfOr.

4110

.000

ulations separate the players? Are there
pace, tempo, and accent in the small
things they do? Are instrumental colors
resonant? 1)o they breathe? That's
microdynamics. It gives 4fe to the music.
Irate it up there with tonal accuracy as
essential for agreat hi-fi component. III
had to, I'd sacrifice other things to get it.
Try 1)iana ICrall's fantastic new vocal
album, All For lint (A Dedication to the Nat
King Our Trio) (Impulse IMP') 182).
Krall's piano playing is derivative of
Cole's, but it's no artistic retread: She's
there and interested, her solos are alive.
Krall invests in the words. Her delivery
of "Boulevard of Broken Dreams"
defines the azure-té feeling of this song
for me for the first time. The minor
bass, guitar, and piano accents jumped
subtly through the Contours. It's not
that this CD is asome spectacular, it's
just very good. But that's the point—
the stuff in the middle still needs to
breathe. You've got to get this CI) —
"I'm Thru With Love" and "A Blossom
Fell" might become hits all over again, if
40 years of rock hasn't inured Western
sensitivity and taste.
Nothing gets past Russ Novak if it
can't pass the Frankie test. Through the
Contours, Sinatra's voice on Only the
Lonely (Capitol CDP 748471 2) had just
the right degree of "chest," didn't sound
hooded or nasal, and the sibilants were
well under control. Vocal crescendos
and strings didn't go glassy, and the midbass reproduction provided a good
underpinning without going too warm.

.=

-Russ Novak
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Fig. I Dynaudio Contour

1.3,

electrical

impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
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The Contour 1.3 measured alittle more
sensitive than the specification would
suggest, at an estimated 87d13/2.83V/m
(B-weighted), an average figure. Its
impedance, however, is moderately
demanding — fig.1 showing that it

0.00
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0.0—
-10.0

25.00
37.00
50.00

-

62.00

-24.0

111.850

›mmulatium

20.0
Spectral
-

Fig.2

varies between 3.6 ohms and 6.8 ohms
over most of the band. The phase angle
is low, however, meaning that any good
4ohm-rated amplifier should be able to
drive the speaker without complaint.
The impedance traces arc free from
midrange wrinkles and glitches, implying afreedom from cabinet resonances. This was confirmed by looking at
the output of aPVDF plastic-tape accelerometer taped to various places on
the enclosure. What resonance modes
were present were low in level and high
in frequency, both factors that will mitigate any subjective consequences. Fig2,
for example, shows acumulative spectral-decay plot, plotted from the
accelerometer's output when it was fastened to the center of the rear panel
beneath the port. The single mode present will be benign.
In the frequency domain (fig3), the
Contour 13 offered abasically flat presentation, though with a slight rising
trend evident in the mid-treble and
above. However, this will be balanced
by just aslight rise in the upper bass. (A
speaker that measures flat in the bass in
an anechoic chamber will appear to
have aslight rise with nearfield measurements, which assume a2pi environment. However, Idon't think this is
unrealistic considering the close proximity of room boundaries at bass frequencies — close meaning well less than
a wavelength.) And note the wellarranged reflex alignment: the woofer's
minimum-motion point at 42Hz (the
lowest note of the four-string double
bass and bass guitar —coincides with
the maximum port output, 6dB down
from the lkHz reference level.
Looking at the 13's dispersion in the
vertical plane (fig.4), suckouts in the
crossover region develop above and
below the tweeter axis. The listening
window is relatively large, however, at

Decay

6.45

dB,

100.0
log Frequency

1000.0
- H.

465 Hz (119), 0.088 msec (I)

leo

1000
FPNIllern1

..a.0
Fig.3

81

Dynaudio Contour 1.3, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30 °
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer and port responses and their com-

Dynaudio Contour 1.3. cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
back of enclosure beneath the port (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement

plex sum of nearfield woofer and port

bandwidth. 2kHz).

and
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responses plotted below 300Hz.400Hz.

300Hz, respectively.
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MERIDIAN 508-20
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JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2
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MERIDIAN 518
Digital Processing System
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Power Amplifier
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Loudspeaker System

GRAHAM 1.5 TIC
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MERIDIAN DSP6000
Digital Active Loudspeaker

WHEATON TRIPLANAR IV ULTIMATE
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TRANSPARENT AUDIO REFERENCE
Interconnects and Speaker Cables

BENZ-MICRO RUBY
Phono Cartridge

TARA LABS DECADE
Interconnects and Speaker Cables

LYRA PARNASSUS &CLAVIS DA CAPO
Phono Cartridge

MERIDIAN 565
Digital Surround Processor

BALANCED AUDIO TECH. VK-5
Preamplifier

FANFARE FT-1
FM Tuner
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Preamplifier
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Fig.4 Dynaudio Contour 1.3. vertical response family at 50". normalized to response on tweeter axis.
from back to front differences in response 45"-5° above axis; reference response; differences in
response 5*-45° below axis.
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Fig.5 Dynaudio Contour 1.3, horizontal response family at 50". normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front differences in response 90"-5" off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90" off-axis.

Fig.6 Dynaudio Contour 1.3. step response on
tweeter axis at SO" (Sms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

+5°,-10°. Laterally (fig.5), the speaker's
high-frequency output falls off progressively to the sides of the tweeter axis
in an almost textbook manner. In my
experience, this measured behavior always correlates with excellent imaging
precision.
The Dynaudio's step response (fig.6)
reveals that both drive-units are connected with the same acoustic polarity,
but that, as expected from the vertical

baffle, the HF unit's output arrives at
the microphone before that of the
woofer. (Remember that using afirstorder crossover doesn't in itself guarantee anine-coherent performance for
aloudspeaker.) But look at the waterfall
plot (fig.7). Other than atiny ridge of
delayed energy at 5kHz, this is superbly
clean, implying aclean, grainfree sound
with excellent detail resolution.
not surprised RN fell in love with
this speaker. The measurements indicate awell-balanced, well-engineered
design.
-John Atkinson

CONCLUSIONS
Idon't

really have criticisms. One must
remember that the Dynaudio Contour
1.3 is asmall speaker and that it won't
give you that bottom octave. But music
is an emotional and intellectual experience, not atesticular one. You should
be able to choose musicality over oomph
and not pin your ego on the size of your
woofer. If the Contour 13 sounds better
than alarger speaker system in your
room, overcome your compulsion to
equate "bigger" with "better" and buy a
pair. Consider the product: the sound,
not the size.
Ireveled in the uncolored sound
these speakers produced driven by a
passive preamp and transistor amp. That
alone should make the Contour abig
candidate for new or midprice audiophiles. At Houn' Dawg's house, aconverted church, they filled the room
without loss of body, proving that small
speakers arc not only suited to small
rooms. With tubes they sounded
euphonic, like tubes. They faithfully reflected all changes in associated equipment, thereby providing an open-ended
path to upgrade your sound.
Till the day they were ripped from
my clutches and carted away to Santa
Fe, the Contour 1.3s remained amusical experience. Of the many speakers I
have admired and coveted, speakers
that have done special things I've
thrilled to, Irecommend the Contours
as anatural musical experience at amodest
(by today's standards) price. They got
me emotional about the music again.
- Russ Novak
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•Full Function remote w/volume adjust
DDS-III CD Transport/Player

•

•Brings Jitter to aHMI
•Stereophile Recommended Class "B"

$

499

Dac4lan D/A Converter
•Built-in Tara Labs Interconnects
•Coax & Toslink Inputs
•Great Upgrade For Your
Laser Disc Player
-and CD Changers

$99
OT RAG (AG
idlikhany
•

t•

::

•••

DTI v2.0

88
3

•Separate Internal Compartments for
Isolation of Mechanism and Electrical
•Detachable AC Cord with Internal Line Filtering
•Wonderfully Smooth and Warm Sound
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••• •

=:

)

• rut

DDE v1.1

Includes Silver Digital Link
AUDIO

chemy $649.95

800-222-3465 • 916-345-1341 • Fax 916-345-7269

P.O. Box 7385, Chico, CA 95927
e-mail correspondence: hcmaudio@pinsight.com • e-mail price list: ALCHEMYhcmq,baol.com

PANAMAX

MAx

1000+ SURGE PROTECTOR
Barry Willis
rH by

Voltage surge protector and EMI/RF1 noise filter. AC clamping level: 200V. Peak volt-

Dimensions:

age suppression: 330 VAC. Peak impulse current 40k amperes. Maximum energy dis-

utors: 18. Approximate number of dealers: hundreds. Manufacturer: Panamax, 150

17.25"W by 7.25" D. Price: $299. Number of wholesale distrib-

sipation: 672 joules. Response time: <Ins. EMI/RFI noise attenuation: >50dB.

Mitchell Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94903.Tel: (415) 499-3900. US & Canada: (800) 472-

Maximum through-current capacity 15A. Operating temperature: —25°C to +45°C.

5555. Fax: (415) 472-5540.

Coaxial clamping level: 700mV. Coaxial attenuation (insertion loss): —3dB.

anamax has been in the surgeprotection business for 21 years,
but the 18-month-old (as of time
of writing), top-of-the-line Max 1000+ is
the first protector the company has
designed solely for audio/video systems.
Its 2" height and 1725" width make it
dimensionally compatible with most
consumer electronics. The addition of a
small pair of rack-mount "cars" (not supplied, but available from Panamax) will
adapt it to astandard 19" equipment rack.
The front panel has asmall Master
On/Off Switch on the left, next to
which are five LEDs indicating the presence of AC power, a good electrical
ground, AC line:neutral polarity, and
under- and over-voltage conditions. The
right side has an LEI) bar graph that
serves as an AC voltmeter from 90V to
130V. The LEDs light sequentially in 2V
increments: red (for low voltage, 90106V, yellow (106-110V), green (110122 ,
yellow again (122-124V), and red
again (for high voltages, 124-130V). The
rear panel has aheavy-duty 14 AWG
main power cord, and next to it asmaller Master Control Sensing Cable that
supplies voltage to turn the 1000+ and
everything connected to it on or off. This
cable can be plugged into another piece
of equipment, such as apreamp, which
then becomes the "master"; or it can be
plugged into aswitched outlet, enabling
the user to turn on his or tier entire system with one wall switch. This feature
can be disabled by asmall switch on the
1000+'s back panel, thereby making the
unies main switch the system master.
Eight heavy-duty grounded outlets fill
out the Max's back panel: two of these arc
always on (except in the event of severe
under- or over-voltage) for VCRs, timers,
or other equipment with clocks; two are
delayed turn-on outlets for power amps;
and four are switched outlets for CI)
players, tuners, tape decks, preamps, etc.
When the 1000+ is switched on, the
four switched outlets are activated
immediately, and the delayed outlets ten
seconds later. This allows equipment
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

Panamax Max 1000+ AC surge protector

upstream from the power amps to stabilize before the amps come on, thus preventing the transmission of annoying
and possibly speaker-damaging turn-on
transients. When the surge protector is
turned off, the sequence is reversed: the
delayed outlets are shut off immediately, but the switched outlets remain
active for about 30 seconds while the
amplifiers' power supplies drain down.
It's an automated version of the old
"first on/last off' procedure.
One of the most pervasive problems
in home-theater systems is audio or
video noise caused by "ground loops":
the cable's ground floating afew volts
above the house ground. The Max
1000's owner's manual draws attention
to this and directs CATV installers to
Article 820-40 of the National Electrical
Code, which specifies that the cable
must be grounded to the building's
ground as close as possible to the cable's
point of entry — arequirement installers
routinely ignore. Even a properly
grounded system can have ground-loop
problems if the home-entertainment
system is at some distance from the

grounding point. In addition to surge
protection and noise reduction, the Max
1000+ also cures ground loops, which
yields acleaner picture and eliminates
that irritating low-level speaker buzz.

GROUNDING

The first thing I discovered when I
plugged the Max 1000+ into the wall
was that the new electrical outlets in my
recently overhauled hideaway weren't
grounded. The metal outlet boxes and
flexible BX cable running back to the
breaker panel hadn't been properly
grounded by my landlady's contractor.
Rather than bother her and wait weeks to
have the problem corrected, !jumped on
the job myself and fixed it in about 30
minutes. You might assume that checking for agood electrical ground is one of
the first things any audiofool would do
when moving into anew pad, but since
only one piece of my gear sports athreepronged cord (with a floating ground
wire —go figure), the issue hadn't been a
major concern.
After playing electrician, Isubjected the
1000+ to afew simple tests. According to
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5oundex you're the king! Our professional

staff has the successful combination of moves to put
you in the winners circle. Whether you're searching for
your first stereo system, your next high-end audio component or the ultimate home theater, 5oundex has the
finest merchandise in every price catagory. We believe
that shopping for audio and video equipment should be fun
and exciting in a relaxed atmosphere -that's exactly what our
customers have been enjoying since 1958. Mow, it's your

Anthem
Tara Labs

move!

Dynaudio
P.S. We will remain fully operational at the same location
during our expansion project. Stay tuned for our grand
opening.

Audio Alchemy
Townsend Audio
Krell Audio Video

Balanced Audio Technology

DUNDEX

HIGH-END AUDIO • VIDEO • HOME THEATER
1100 Easton Road •Willow Grove, PA 19090 •215-659-8815

Acurus •ADS •Ampro •Anthem •Apogee •Aragon •ASC •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •Audio Prism
Audio Research •B&K •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis Audio •Benz Micro •Cal Audio Labs
Cardas •Convergent Audio Technology •Creston •Dunlavy Audio Labs •Dynaudio •EgglestonWorks
Enlightened Audio Designs •Fanfare FM •Faroudja •Forsell •Forté •German Acoustics •Grado •Graham Engineering
Krell •Krell Audio Standards •Krell Audio /Video •Krell Digital •Lexicon •Lyra Cartridges •Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson •Martin Logan •Mirage • Niles Audio •Onkyo •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Proceed •Proton •Quad
RBH •Russound •Shakti •SME •Sonic Frontiers •Sony •Stax •Stewart Filmscreen •Straight Wire •Sumiko
Tara Labs •Target •Terk •Threshold •Tice Audio •Townshend Audio •Transparent Cable •VPI •Vidikron
Well Tempered •Wilson Audio •Wood Technology

my Beckman digital voltmeter, Pacific
Gas & Electric was supplying 121.1V of
alternating current. The Max's frontpanel indicator was in full agreement, the
122V LED was barely lit. Plugging the
protector into my Variac and swinging the
AC from 90 to 128 confirmed the bar
graph's accuracy. Next Iplugged a25W
lamp into the unit's various outlets and
timed their turn-on and turn-off cycles.
The Max performed exactly as described
in its owner's manual.
The 1000's lowest sustainable voltage
was 85.6 VAC. Anything lower caused
all the outlets (including_ those labeled
"always on") to shut off—as did any
voltage above 131 VAC. "Sneaking up"
on the protector by slowly increasing
the voltage caused the sanie result as
turning it up quickly: At 131V the unit
shut down, 10 times out of 10, and
would not turn back on unless the AC
had been stable within asafe operating
range for 10 seconds.
The dangers of an over-voltage condition are fairly obvious, but why also have
the unit go into protection during
moments of /ow voltage? According to
Jerry Hoopes, Panamax electrical engineer and designer of the Max 1000+, a
low-voltage condition indicates trouble at
the power station or somewhere in the
distribution grid. When the problem is
corrected, power generators "rebound"
with afew high-voltage surges before settling down to amore or less steady state.
The danger isn't low voltage per se, but
what follows it.
Of course, neither I nor any of
Stereophile's august group of testers has
the sort of equipment needed to subject
the Panamax to simulated lightning
strokes or other serious damage. I've
toured the factory and seen the 1000+
being tested on the production line, and
yes, each unit is subjected to astrenuous
but nonlethal dose of high energy. The
company has an extremely strong warranty to back up not only this device, but
anything connected to it as well.

strip whose cord was looped through a
ferrite toroid for abit of makeshift noise
and surge suppression. Iremoved the
outlet strip and reconnected all the
power cords to the 1000+: preamp and
signal sources to the switched outlets,
power amp to the delayed outlet. The
Max's main cord was plugged into an
always-live outlet, the master sensing
cord into aswitched one. This let me
turn on the whole system in the proper
order with the flick of one switch.
The Max 1000+ is designed and marketed primarily as asurge protector rather
than as aline conditioner, but its >50dB
reduction in power-line-borne noise improved the sound of my system. An engineer acquaintance privately voiced some
doubts as to whether the unit makes an
audible difference —"Any modern, welldesigned power supply has very high
noise rejection," he said —but with it between my local utility and my audio gear,
voices and instruments sounded a bit
cleaner, more fully "shaped," better defined, more open and alive. Even the bass
seemed to have alittle extra heft. Iunderstand how the upper octaves might be
aided by some noise reduction, but the
bass...? For that Ihave no explanation.
Overall, the system's performance was
subtly rather than dramatically improved
by the 1000+.
This may seem like acomment from
audiophile fairyland, but the Max's
major sonic contribution was an increased feeling of effortlessness. It made
listening to music easier and therefore
more enjoyable.

CAVEATS

The Max's 15A current limit may be inadequate for afew high-power amplifiers
driving low-sensitivity speakers. In such
cases the amps should be connected to
the wall outlet or to another surge protector, as the 1000+ could conceivably go
into shutdown triggered by an audiophile's self-induced local brown-out.
(That is, an instantaneous drop in AC
voltage caused by overdriving acurrenthungry amplifier — not alikely scenario,
W ATCHING &LISTENING
but possible. The momentary dimming
After running the Max through my little
of house lights when apower saw is
gamut of tests, Iinserted it between the
switched on is asimilar effect.) Also, the
cable and the Sony TV in my bedroom
On/Off LED remains lit as long as the
to see if there was any visible reduction in
video noise. Negative on this one, but I unit is connected to AC, regardless of the
position of the power switch, which is a
had been very careful to ground the cable
bit confusing. The real on/off indicator is
— Inoticed no improvement or degradathe LED AC voltmeter display, which
tion in the picture. In this application, the
goes out when the unit is off. The On/
visible benefit of the 1000+ was conspicOff LED should be labeled simply "AC."
uous by its absence.
Installing it in my audio system was a
CONCLUSION
different story. All my gear had previousPanamax offers alifetime warranty on
ly been plugged into aheavy-duty outlet
STEREOPHILE. NOVEMBER 1996

the Max 1000+ and on all equipment
connected to it, provided that the electrical outlets feeding it are properly
grounded. In the event of alightning
stroke, the protector may sacrifice itself
to save your gear, if it does, Panamax
will promptly repair or replace it, and
your damaged toys as well.
Audiophiles and home-theater fans living in stormy, electrically active regions
can't afford to be without this surge protector. Those in more placid areas will
benefit from its noise-filtering circuitry. In
Stereophile's "Recommended Components" listing, Steven Stone calls the Max
1000+ "the cheapest peace of mind
money can buy." It sounds good, too. S

!RUE SUBWOOFElt
With phenomenal
two deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.

The new HRSWI2V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that 'air shaking all
around you' effect.

HSU %march HIISWIN

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSWI2V:
"...the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding
bargain."
Rotert Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater

Vol INo 2,1995
"Prodigious bass that shakes the walls"..."one heck
of athunder buster."
John E Johnson, Jr Secrets of Home Theater
and High Fidelity, May 1995

"...this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer. Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol 18 No.

1, January

1995

"has developed an enviable reputation in its few
short years of existence"
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater Vol 1
No 1.1995

"Hsu's HRSWI2V is awonderful subwoofer. It's good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'

Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image. February/March 1995

Send for full details on the 12V and the 10V

HS1J
Research

Welle or cal

HSU RESEARCH

14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Vaco/Pat)

l guarantee
e

Sold factory &act with a 30 day trial -money back
5year manufacturer's defect warranty
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STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

FRIED
PRODUCTS o CORPORATION

present the latest development in the
honest reproduction of music, the Fried
M.A.R.S. series. A bold new lineup of
musical loudspeakers featuring the
Studio V (pictured), A/6 and Beta VI
possessing clarity and openness
unmatched by most loudspeakers. The
McShane Ambience Recovery System
(M.A.R.S.) is a revolution in the way
music is reproduced. In combination
with Fried's classic transmission line
designs the result is truly stunning,
placing you at the recording site. Come
audition Fried products as well as the
other fine brands below today!

CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1395 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the
single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD
player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre
products! (Sony, no mail order on Rote!.)

EAD ULTRADISC is here! The reference standard DSP-7000 and
DSP-9000 Series Ill D/A converters have been joined by the
ULTRADISC-2000T CD transport and the ULTRADISC-2000 CD
player, both using the finest available stable platter transports. EAD also
has afull line of A-V products, including the THEATER MASTER
processor and Theater Vision laser disc player.
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives

VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system?
The VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line
and tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness far in
excess of their cost!

are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much
larger designs.
VON SCHWEIKERT Fabulous time and space aligned loudspeakers

GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 Wich of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! A miracle!

utilizing GAIN (Global Axis Integration Network). The breathtaking
VR-4 has been joined by two new products, the new VR-4.5 with all
silver wiring and the more compact, but equally impressive, VR-3.

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audio Alchemy •Audioguest •BEL •B&K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Chang Lightspeed
EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design
JM Lab •Johda •Kimber Kable •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nakamichi •Nitty Gritty
Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Sota •Stax •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Audiophile Quality Home Theatre Systems *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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RADIOSHACK AMPLIFIED
INDOOR FM ANTENNA
Don A. Scott
Printed-circuit dipole antenna with tunable +6dB amplifier, 75 or 300 ohm output.

Warranty: 1year. Price: $29.99. Manufacturer: RadioShack, One Tandy Center. Fort

and ahigh/low-gain switch, catalog #I5-1833. Power supply: 4.5VDC, 150mA outlet-

Worth,TX 76102.Tel: (800) THE-SHACK.

mounted transformer Dimensions: 7 '/8"H by 4.

I

W by Ole D. Color: Gray.

ndoor FM radio reception is
fraught with problems. Strong inand out-of-band signals cause
interference with desired stations, and
these unwanted signals arc more
prone to be picked up by an indoor
antenna, which is less directional than
a Yagi-type outside FM antenna.
Besides the usual sources of interference — other FM stations, TV signals,
and two-way radios — there are
numerous devices that breed undesired signals, particularly in multi-unit
dwellings: portable telephones, wireless doorbells, baby monitors, and
some wireless security systems that
operate at approximately 45MHz and
usually have a second or third harmonic nearly as strong as the fundamental. (Two times this frequency,
plus or minus the 10.7MHz IF frequency of the tuner's internal amplification, can cause blanking of some
stations in the FM band.)
Another source of interference is
any device with digital-clock circuitry
that does not have adequate internal
shielding: computers, some copiers,
cash registers, CD players, etc. For
example — something I found out
about the hard way after apuzzling
search as to the cause of interference —
the ICitchenAid dishwasher in my
house has amemory circuit for lastfunction recall. It appears to have a
microprocessor that operates on or
near the same clock frequency as the
digital circuitry of some tuners Iwas
reviewing (Museatex, Grundig, and
JVC) and rendered them useless on
weaker stations. The interference entered the tuners by means other than
the antenna input (power cords;
exposed, unshielded wiring harnesses),
because most of the interference was
still there when Idisconnected the
antenna. An analog tuner, the Magnum-Dynalab, provided clear reception under the same conditions.
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

Fortunately, most interference enters
atuner via the antenna terminals and
can be minimized by judicious placement of the receiving antenna and the
use of 75 ohm shielded cable. The principle here is very simple and typical:
signal/noise ratio, what is wanted, and
what is not. The antenna system must
be discriminating to ward off undesirables, giving rise to three requirements for an indoor antenna: 1) it needs
to be directional and efficient; 2) it
must be small in physical size so that it
doesn't pick up every signal in the
neighborhood and so that it can be
physically placed in the "magic spot";
and 3) the antenna amplifier needs to
double as an effective preselector, slicing off and amplifying just the desired
signal.

THE SHACK ATTACK

The RadioShack amplified indoor
antenna (catalog #15-1833) appeared to
be agood candidate for meeting these
three criteria. The antenna features
attractive, compact styling with asloping front panel on afirm, square base. A
red LED indicates power on. A
high/low-gain switch provides +6dB
gain for weaker signals or less than
unity gain to prevent overload on
stronger stations. The antenna's best
attribute is its variable tuning feature. A
medium-sized knob allows precise preselection of avery narrow spectrum to
be amplified within the 88-108MHz
band, with anear brick-wall filter to
remove the undesirables. There is some
capacitance detuning effect from ahand
on the knob at higher FM frequencies,
but it is slight and negligible if athumb
and one finger are used to turn the
knob.
The antenna is mildly directional and
needs to be oriented and placed for best
reception. This may involve using an
AC extension cord or extending the 75
ohm lead with adouble female F-con-

RadioShack's amplified indoor FM antenna;
far better than rabbit ears

nector and another piece of 75 ohm
cable. As with all amplified antennas,
some signal enters the unit via the long
wire from the power supply and may
affect reception, so this wire also needs
to be placed carefully.
It is wrong to assume that an indoor
antenna can work magic because it usually has to work with weak signals
shielded by abuilding's structure and
ridden with multipath interference
from reflecting surfaces. However, the
RadioShack indoor antenna did an
admirable job under these difficult circumstances. It added no detectable
noise or distortion to the signal, and
provided better-than-expected FM
reception; far better than typical rabbit
ears or flimsy wire antennas. Highly
recommended.
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InLida, Inc.
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Bright Stc,
Isolation Platforms
Big Rock
MODEL 1.5 Fl Auto fluid application, autoscrub, auto rotation, vinyl wood grain cab-

SJ 5026 Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier
60/60 Watts. 6550 Power Output
$895

inet

SJ 3026 Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier
50/50 Watts. EL34/6CA7 Output .
$850

$399

MODEL 1.5 Automatic scrubbing and
automatic rotation, slide-out waste fluid
tray
$335

$129/5179/579

AudioPrism FM Antennas

2026 Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier
40/40 Watts, EL34/6CA7 Output
.$895

Adire Soun

$175
$149 /$125 /$99

BigRock 2/3 /4
Little Rock 1/2/3

are all Stereoptale Reo Comp
THE POWER PACK II affordable AC Power Conditioning for High-Definition

AP-7500 7" tall. FM only,
black finish

ih

$295

Audio and Video Systems. 6 outlets. 4 analog and 2 digital. Narrow, standalone design that fits between a cabinet and the wall, or between racks. 3

AP-8500 5" tall, Omni

I." high. 1 edeep. 13 e long. Weight 7 ./ lbs

directional w/rernote.
FM only, black bosh

$199

ElectraClear

$485

_
MODEL 1.0 Manual application of fluid.
manual brushing and rotating dunng vacu-

609004 Stereo Tube Amplifier. 30W EL 34

uming

$199

...S699 Assembled. $609 At Oncl. parts 8tubesl

RECORD MASTER cleans 45s. 78s, ALPs
manually with built in adapter
1219

A01003 Integrated Sta. Tite Anyirber. 30Al
•$485 Assembled. $309 Kit f,r,ul pa9s Ot9t999

Al' 8500

AI'

5503
clean lone junior Ill Analog

AP-6500 Omni directional.
passive no gain,
black /real woal

599 /$125

$229

EAU-1, the ultimate parallel line conditioner.
eliminates AC and /IF noise and interference;

Panamas MAX 1000. Complete surge protechon Ine conditioning 8outlets
$249

stabilizes electncal current

$299

discwasher

Koss ESP 950

',USA

FIKOSS

$499

Koss OZ /2000 revolutionary muro.
career robe reckcban Marna:qv removes
outside nase 8reduces listener fatigue

Ths incredible electrostatic stereophone
o PORTABLE. It comes complete with
its own carrying case and separate bat•
lery pack. 'My lavonte ,
Sffeablef OZER
HD580....1299

Great tor air travel

$179
Transmrts up to
150 leer through
walls & flows

Sicrr"phile

coo Alllt

The Shakti Stone, aRecommended
Compaxt1

tleApi 1996 Stereopnie

neukarzesEte RR and other Least:cc
Now In
Stock!
UltraClatifier Tabletop Model reduces
Mop, fisfrgue "Anyone can easly near cisfact differences in sound qualify" HIGH
FIDELITY MAGAZINE /Sweden) April.
1993 'My layonte."

$119

and external sources The effective s-ystern enhanong device contains patent
pending ultra.scen filter technology In

... S16 ^ 2 pc
$69/2 Pc

MIDAS tune dampers

$89 /pr

Gold Aero Tubes

.

easily and attractively on roost com-

Sovtek Tubes

Call!

ponents

Svetlana Tubes

Call!

5129

T

Socket Savers
Tubesox

apoured stone enclosure design to fit
$230

Battery Ellnyinator AG

Call!
CD Laser Lens Cleaner

OMB
AO Big Feet •i» to 40 rosi

AC) Self Stick Sheet le .6 -i

$15

CD S,-, atch Remover 8 Polish

RoomTunc

>ACME,. GREEN S
Restore your precious LP records to
like new condition with the SOTA
Record Cleaning Mach,.

.. $11

AUDIO POINTS

Standard 1.0
'
Large 1.5 I. • I
Large 2.0 f;.

$59 /
$99 /
5135 /

fluchoP” 5

Bang &Olufsen

$17

11

$60
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$19

549

CDL'

ponent power supplies. digital clocks

CD Cbnlier -.edam corn
Full bow Al...

Deluxe CO HyiiiiiS,,th

Pstorkons that are generated by com-

Sonic Circles Stabilizer Rings
$6 '5 PC $11 10 pc 525/25 pc

-CD-STOP-ILIGHT

Beocom 1400

CD STOP ILIGHT

High Fidelity
Telephone ...5100

$15

2 for 528

/ 3 for 539

CD Black Light
H

Is° Bearings
Large Is° Bearings
Small Ise Bearings

JPW Sonata Loudspeakers .5335 /fx
prelim, Tweeter Lenses .$12 /15/
KONTAK Cleaner
$50

N
A.
B
C
▪

Sanus Ultimate Foundation
tIi•
Sanas Reference Foundation II i
Sanus Steel Foundation If
ti ,
Rooneune Basic-Rack
S.,'

P "

A.R.T. Demagnetizer Wand .
C.C. Cassette Demagnetizer

$60
514

Turntable Beanng Chl
AO Tonearm Damping Fluid

514
$10

5328 20 -.. $339 24"... 9339 28' $349
$249 20 -... 02A9 24'...132S9 28' 5269
5169 20'... $179 24'... 8179 28' 5189
16.20/24' Top Plate 6.5" s7.5 19 I
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A. S-711 Head Cleaner 2OZ

.

F. Galaktos 1,2L•ed , TrImt

B. ProGold Mini Spray 15 g

.38.

G. AO Laser Guide

$29

C. ProGold GS Spray

$15.

H. AO Ultra Connect

$39

D. ProGold G100 Spray

$24"

I. Yarnamura 0-151

550

$69'

J. &BT. TR-30

550

E. 02 Block°, Spray

.•

569/ se,

erelltsgte

$399

S-Tech Ballloint.tgya alcckst wePorls speakers up to 13 Es. dark/m.1e • 138
B-Tech ultra•Gnp Speaker Bracket speakers up to 15 U.:semen& black . $65
RoomTune BR38/6 if C. 575
ri 23 75" W• 49 lbs
1240
floonaune Video Basic Rack 20"H •19052r W 41 bs
5144
RoomTune 13935/5 35 H aGIS' De 23.75'1M 42 es
5229

• floomTune Video Rack Lowboy
H 24 -1) 53'
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O. RoomTune Defuse Justanck CUR 31142r
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BARBARA jAH N

Ordhms's

String
Sextets

he String Sextets were the first
significant pieces of chamber
music without piano that Brahms
was sufficiently satisfied with to
allow before the public and into
the hands of his publishers. Although
chamber music compositions were eventoally to total afifth of his complete canon,
medium
thethe String
Brahms allow
had great
troubleof
with
more
Quartet, his first eventually being published
in 1873 as Op.51. The Op.18 String Sextet in
B-flat major however, was completed in 1860
when Brahms was only 27; the second, Op36 in
G major appeared only five years late r.
Brahms found the rich sonorities of six strings —
two each of violins, violas, and cellos — much to his
liking. In particular, he could free one cello from its
usual role as provider of bass harmony and entrust its mellow tones with some of his most beautiful and structurally
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important melodies. Indeed, it's as
much the sheer voluptuousness of their
scoring as the nature of their ideas that
makes these Sextets so appealing. After
hearing the first performance of Op.18,
Clara Schumann recorded in her diary,
"it was even more beautiful than Ihad
anticipated, and my expectations were
already high."
The work opens with asonata-form
Alhe, the cello introducing both the
first and second subjects, the viola having
the second in the recapitulation. The
slow movement, a set of six elegiac
Variations on atheme in D minor, reaches its lowest ebb in the swirling, darkly
ominous waters of the third Variation;
the subsequent D major of the fourth
and fifth Variations offers some temporary relief. A brief F-major Scherzo —
which frames an animated Trio bearing
more than apassing resemblance to the
Trio in the Scherzo of Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony —is followed by a genial
Rondo Finale that owes more than alittle
to Schubert. Yet despite Brahm's
homage to past masters and the rigid
Baroque and Classical forms he used to
structure his ideas, this is a Sextet of
wonderful originality and rare beauty.
The second Sextet, in G major,
appears to have been written partially as
ameans of exorcising the lost love of
Agathe von Siebold, the daughter of a
university professor whom Brahms had
met during a summer in Gottingen;
although the liaison was intended to
have ended in marriage, it was Brahms
who appears to have got cold feet. The
first movement of this Sextet, again in
sonata form, presents amelodic spelling
of Agathe's name just after the cello's
announcement of the second subject. In
contrast to the first Sextet, the minor-key
Scherzo, which is in atime signature of
two rather than three, comes next. Its
middle section, in G, is marked presto giocoso and is avigorous Liiiidier with exciting cross-bar syncopation. Again Brahms
uses Variation form, this time for the
third movement, and again the minor
key of its theme and first four Variations
is relieved by the tonic major for the fifth
Variation and coda. This movement is
extremely difficult to bring off, the
Variations favoring rhythmic rather than
melodic invention, although asuccessful
performance will have to tap the melancholy yearning of their theme. Once
again, the work ends in joyous mood, a
Poco Alltgro of rapid semiquavers and
fugal elements proving Brahms's immense contrapuntal skill and diversity.
One of the earliest recordings (1952)
of the first Sextet still listed in Schwan,'
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

Opus can be heard as part of Sony's
"Casals Edition" (SMK 58994, coupled
with the Piano Trio 1featuring Dame
Myra Hess). With all Brahms's wonderful writing for the cello, it's abonus to
hear how such arenowned artist handles
ir, Casals is particularly inspired in the
forbidding Variations of the second
movement, although the second subject
of the first movement and the opening
Rondo theme are no less compelling. As
Isaac Stern and Alexander Schneider are
on violins, antiphonal discussion of
equal vigor and passion is also guaranteed —but be prepared for the insistent
focus of this analog remastering, and, to
my ears, a performance of individual
personalities, interesting though that is.
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SECOND SEXTET

APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN PARTIALLY
AS A MEANS OF
EXORCISING THE
LOST LOVE OF
AGATHE VON SIEBOLD.
(IT WAS BRAHMS WHO
APPEARS TO HAVE
GOTTEN COLD FEET.)

You can hear Stern in a modern
recording of both Sextets with equally
strong partners in Cho-Liang Lin and
Yo Yo Ma (Sony Classical S2K 45820,
coupled with the Theme & Variations
in cl for piano, played by Emanuel Ax).
These are fine performances that prove
that acclaimed soloists can also play well
in the intimacy of the chamber ensemble. But Sony should be reprimanded
for spreading these works over two CDs
merely for the inclusion of ten minutes
of additional music by ahitherto unused
pianist. In principle, Icouldn't recommend this.
Another recording of the first Sextet
only, this time coupled with the third
Piano Trio (Harmonia Mundi HMC
901073), is given by apredominantly
French group of no particular tide —
Regis and Bruno Pasquier, Raphael
Oleg, Jean Dupouy, Roland Pidoux, and
Etienne Peclard. This is aperformance
that takes awhile to warm up: leaden,
rubato-laden statements in the first

movement give way to
rather more fluid Variations in the second.
Thereafter, the Scherzo is
gently lilting, moving
with great aplomb into
the zesty Trio, the Rondo
thriving
upon
the
momentum already generated and
bringing the account to a well-controlled but purposeful finish. Although
recorded some 14 years ago, this analog
remastering is cleanly focused and clearly detailed.
The Amadeus Quartet have two
recordings of the Sextets on disc. The
earlier dates from 1967/68 and is part of
a three-disc set (DG 419 875-2) including marvelous performances of the
Piano Quintet with Christoph Eschenbach, the two String Quintets Opp.88
and 111, and the Clarinet Quintet with
Karl Leister. Although the recordings
sound alittle dated, these performances
of the Sextets are wonderful. Within
seconds of the opening of the first, that
glorious, plush, homogenous sound that
is the Amadeus is instantly recognizable
despite the addition of Cecil Aronowitz
on viola and William Pleth as second
cello. They begin the work rather slowly, but there is never any loss of momentum as the expression of every note is
carefully weighed. The pacing and character of the Variations are inspired, each
detail of articulation — the chordal
punctuation under the cello's broken
chords in the first, the delicate staccato
of the fifth—having been carefully
considered. The Scherzo and Trio are
similarly polished but suffer no loss of
spirit as aconsequence, while the final
Rondo represents aglorious apotheosis to
the work.
It's interesting to compare the
Amadeus's 1968 recording of the Gmajor Sextet with that made with three
members of the Alban Berg Quartet in
1987. This second recording was captured by EMI (CDC 54216) in the Salle
Favart of the Opera-Comique in Paris at
a concert that had originally been
planned as a40th-anniversary celebration for the Amadeus. However, with the
sudden death of violist Peter Schidlof,
the concert was given by the remaining
members of the Amadeus together
with the Alban Berg Quartet, agroup
of close friends for many years. The earlier Amadeus recording is covered with
fingerprints so emphatically theirs: a
gently playful Scherzo bounding the
boisterous Trio, immaculate coordination in the infinite variety of the third
movement's difficult Variations, and a
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genial but decisively conclusive AlImp to
finish. Only the first movement has its
shortcomings in some slightly strained
playing and arare imbalance in the cello
repeat of the opening statement. But
altogether this is adelightful account that
only serves to highlight the rather coarse
sound and deliberate stolidness of the live
performance with the Berg Quartet. Admittedly, this later recording has historical significance, but for repeated listening
its prosaic caution and subsequent lack of
verve and propulsion arc great disappointments.
The coupling on this disc is, understandably, the encore that the two
groups gave. Less understandable is
their choice — the second movement of
the first Sextet; sadly, this forbiddingly
passionate set of Variations does little
more than emphasize the lack of
homogeneity between the players.
Also recorded in 1987 is the Kocian
Quartet's account of these works (Denon
DEN 2141), with the help of the second
viola and second cello from the Smetana
Quartet These are performances that I
simply cannot warm to, the group's own
distinctive sound and quirky swelling of
notes proving aconstant irritation. Their
rather tentative approach also has the
effect of keeping articulation solid and
notes predictably earthbound in the first
Sextet's Scherzo. Furthermore, their
choice of tempo is too idiosyncratic for
my taste, particularly in the Variations of
the first Sextet and when juxtaposing
changes in the second and third movements of the second Sextet.
The youthful members of the
Raphael Quartet were obviously alittle
in awe either of the music or of the
recording studio when Hyperion recorded them back in 1988 (CDA66276).
Their performances of both works begin
very hesitatingly, with no bite to their
articulation and no dynamics or thrust to
their argument. Their waywardness of
pulse, too, at the opening of the first
Sextet also reveals acertain uneasiness.
Surprisingly, their lackluster Variations
are not echoed in the third movement of
the second Sextet, here they glow with
expressiveness, a good dynamic range
and tight control of the ubiquitous difficult rhythms doing much to successfully
concentrate the corporate mind. But
even the genial close to this work can do
little to compensate for the deficiencies
of the previous movements.
The budget-price Naxos label unevenly serves the Stuttgart Soloists
(8550436). The boxed-in sound of the
first Sextet highlights the raw, unrefined
edge of the artists' sound. This in turn
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

does little to complement their rather
rough-and-ready approach to the music
in the first two movements. But from
then on things improve, and the second
Sextet is really rather commendable, with
mudi genial and relaxed playing captured
in arather less constrictive acoustic.
A similarly unbalanced pair of performances is given by the Bartók
Quartet+ in digitally remastered analog
recordings from 1991 (3 CDs, Hungaroton HO) 11591/93, with String
Quartets 1-3 and the two String Quintets). Sonically things are fine, with a
bright but not strident edge that maintains good clarity. The artists open in a
gentle vein, which suits the B-flat major
Sextet's first movement, but renders the
second movement dull; there is no
threat here, no drama in the third
Variation, and elsewhere little to chill
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ACADEMY OF ST.

MARTIN-IN-THE-FIELDS
CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
SHOWS BOUNDLESS
ENERGY AND
SENSITIVITY
OF ARTICULATION
AND EXPRESSION.

the blood. The Scherzo and Trio are lively enough, and acertain panache and
flair is evident in the Finale, but on the
whole the performance lacks subtlety of
color and contrast.
The G-major Sextet, by contrast, jogs
along good-naturedly in sweet, delightful sound. The second movement is deft
and neat, but the third movement is disappointingly dispassionate, and the
work is wound up with little sense of
occasion.
Compare this, then, with the boundless energy and sensitivity of articulation
and expression shown by the Academy
of St. Martin-in-the-Fields Chamber
Ensemble (Chandos CHAN 9151).
Their speeds are convincing, their
dynamics wide-ranging, and the colors
in their palette infinite in their variety.
Both Variation movements are hauntingly beautiful and command attention;
both Scherzos and Trios are exciting and
well-paced; and both Finales are fitting
conclusions — the first is gutsy with

great drama and thrust,
the second relaxed and
pleasant and opening
out to an exciting close.
If only the Chandos
engineers had tried for a
little more open texture
and detail to the sound,
there would have been nothing to fault
here.
And so to three accounts of the second Sextet alone. The oldest is aconcert-hall recording made in Zurich in
1949 by Peter Ryber and the
Winterthur Quartet, on atwo-CI) set
celebrating the 100th anniversary of
Clara Haskil's birth in 1895 (she features in all the other couplings here:
Brahms Piano Quintet, Busoni's second
Violin Sonata, and Mozart's B-flat
major Violin Sonata, I)orian 1)RC
4007/8). The poor sonic quality of this
account is so distracting that it can only
be considered of historical interest. The
performance itself, while displaying
many attractive qualities, takes each
movement at speeds that now seem
unfashionably fast.
From 1961 comes another recording
with an amazing line-up of artists: Jascha
Heifetz, Israel Baker, William Primrose,
Virginia Majewski, Gregor Piatigorsky,
and Gabor Rejto (RCA 7965-2, coupled
with Dvorák's Piano Quintet and
Braluns's Hungarian Dances 11, 17, and
20). Once again, it's wonderful to hear
such great artists performing together, as
in Cauls's recording of the first Sextet,
their innate musicianship shapes phrasing, articulation, and dynamics to perfection. But, again, tempos are far too
fast, no amount of vigor making up for
some untidiness in coordination. The
third-movement Variations also lack that
nth degree of expression that these artists
undoubtedly had the ability to extract
from the score had they only allowed
themselves the time to do so. The close
recording allows the unquenchable
Heifetz to overdominate, the group
itself already displaying little integrity of
tonal color.
By contrast, the Zurich String Sextet
(Claves Cl) 50-8014, coupled with the
Brahms Double Concerto) take the first
movement at about half the speed, but
their seamless, expressive playing is a
study in balance, control, and sensitivity.
The performance continues with equally
unorthodox speeds — but now on the
fast side. However, everything is immaculately and convincingly given.
There only remain the Piano Trio
transcriptions of the Sextets. These were
made by Braluns's great friend, the com225
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poser Theodor Kirchner, at Brahms's
suggestion; for while Kirchner earned
little money as acomposer, he had avery
special gift as an arranger. For those
who know and love the Sextets only in
their original form (as Idid before this
article), Kirchner's versions will prove
pure delight; they have not only been so
skillfully made that they sound original,
but the new instrumentation offers such
interesting textures and colors that the
works become equally valid in this form.
There arc two recordings of Kirchner's
arrangements of the Sextets in the catalog, the earlier set donc in 1992 by
Daniel Hoxter, John Harding, and
Matthias Feile (Koch Schwann 3-13652), the other made last year by the Trio
Parnassus and featuring the Sextets separately on Vols.I and II of Brahms's
"Complete Piano Trios" on MDG Gold
(MDG 303 0655-2 coupling the Trio
Op.8 with Sextet Op36, MDG 303
0656-2 offering the Op.87 Trio with
the Sextet Op.18).
The recording made by the titleless
Trio features an account that, thanks to
alack of homogeneity of both spirit and
sound, sounds as if the three performers
wanted to preserve their individualities.
However, they are always expressive,

Acurus
Audio Physics

and articulate with neatness and precision, certainly presenting acase for the
first Sextet in this arrangement. To my
ears, the second Sextet works less well
for the piano, and here the group doesn't really get itself fired up until the
Alltgro Finale, which they take at agood,
boisterous speed despite the difficulty of
the clutch of repeated semiquavers
Kirchner has allotted to the pianist.
Imuch prefer the Trio Parnassus in
both Sextets; they tend to follow the
natural rise and fall of the phrasing quite
intuitively, and have the pacing of every
movement convincingly worked out.
Furthermore, although their instruments are lighter-toned than is ideal in
Brahms, they blend together extremely
well. In the first Sextet they are really
quite dynamic, even bringing a disarming draina and thrust to the Variations. And again in the Variations of the
second Sextet, they play with a sustained beauty and passion that are every
bit as compelling as agood performance
for strings alone.
Finally, an oddity that barely merits
consideration in this overview —the second-movement Variations of the first
Sextet in Brahms's own transcription for
solo piano, made for Clara Schumann's

41st
birthday
on
September 13, 1860 and
recorded here by Boris
Petrushansky (Symposium 1092, coupled with
the Handel and Paganini
Variations). This is an
extremely pretentious
account in similarly overbearing sonics.
At 15 minutes long, it's excessively hard
work to listen to, and does nothing to
enhance this glorious music.
So to achoice: Ilove the mellifluous
playing of the Amadeus in the threeCD set, and it could only be considered
abonus to have all the other works coupled here too. However, if you already
have them or only want to purchase a
single disc, go for the Academy of St.
Martin-in-the-Fields Chamber Ensemble (but be warned about the sound
quality). For those of you who might
need only the G-major Sextet, the
Zurich String Sextet on Claves is sheer
delight if you can still get hold of it. If
you already know and love these
Sextets, try Kirchner's piano-trio arrangement of Op.18 played by the Trio
Parnassus. And if you like that, go for
their Op36 too —the rewards will far
outweigh the cost.
S

toast
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Classic Records GOES COLD!!

CSCD6023
Ravel/ Ma Mere L'Oye
Gold CD's: $21.99
LSPCD2527
Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
CSCD6252
Herold /La Fille Mal Gardee
names
CSCD6224
Falla: The Three Cornered Hat
JPCD5002
Dean Peer: Ucross (& LP-29 92 )
LSPCD2438
Paul Desmond /Desmond Blue
LSPCD1972
Harry Belafonte /Sings the Blues
•
LSOCD6006
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall
LSPC01866
Dick Schory: Music For Bang Baroom & Harp
18C8'
RTHCD5052
Jennifer Warnes: Famous Blue Raincoat (& LP-24 92 )
LSOCD6065
Royal Ballet Gala (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)
JPCD4/5001
Art Davis: A Time Rememberediªlum.14 29 /LP
JP5003
Holly Cole /Temptation
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
L$C1893
Ravel: Daphne Et Chloe
180G LP SALE! SELECT
MS6113
Brahms /Sym.#4 /Walter
TITLES WERE
LSP1993
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood
NOW: $26.99
LSP2927
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
SPECIAL" ,Numbered
LSP2533
Charles Mingus: Tijuana Moods
Ltd. Edition Verve, Is & BM
LSP2712
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets Hawk
BA17008
Dave Bailey /One Foot In the Gutter Boxes available for $349.99
LSC2586
Gershwin: Piano Concerto/ Wild /Fiedler /BSO
LS06007
Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LP's-49n)
LSC2271
Ravel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Scheweitzer /Munch
LP
NA
2027
2025
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
2023
2024
NA

/ CD
/1097
/1051
/1099
/1100
/1098
/1089
/1096
/1092
/NA
/NA
/1091

180G LP's $23.99 /Gold CD's $21.99
CCR: Pendulum
Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
Bonnie Raitt: Nick of Time
Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
John Coltrane: Traneing In
Beach Boys: Spirit of America
Wings: At the Speed of Sound
Sonny Rollins: The Sound of Sunny
Soundtrack: For Whom The Bell Tolls
Pee Wee Russell: Portrait of Pee Wee
McCartney & Wings: Red Rose Speedway

audioquest
1042
1043
1038
1041

LP's $17.99 & CD's $12.99

Some
going oui-opprine livery!
Mighty Sam McClain /Sledgehammer Soul & Downhome Blues
Ronnie Earl /Eye To Eye
Terry Evans & Ay Cooder: Puttin' It Down (SROM)
Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)

9 IC

Clark Terry: Express

CD's/LP's $12.99
180g LP's $16.99
Mozart/E. lstomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
Chadwick: Aphrodite/Suite Sym./Elegy
Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
Janacek: The Makropoulos Case/Cunning Little Vixen
RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Burn-In CD -$27.99

M E Dick Hyman: Swing Is Here
RR-74CD
RR-76CD
REFERENCE RR-75CD
RECORDINGS RX-1000

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
- GOLD CD'S & LP'S
$29.99
APLP 032 Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Gold CD-$24 29 /Alum. CD-$14 92 )
APLP 033 Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD-$14 29 )
APLP 034 Junior Wells: Hoodoo Man Blues (LP-$29 22 )
APLP 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP & Gold)
APLP/CD 027
Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
- LP'S:s1 749 /CD'S: sl 499

APR
APR
APR
APR

3012
3014
3016
3017

epper: o n ove
Art Pepper: New York Album
Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Man
02352
02752
03152
03732
03632

Big Joe Maher: Mojo
Sweetman :Austin Back Alley Blues
Bad Influence: Live At Bad Habits Cafe
Michael Garvin: Drum Concerto At Dawn
Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances

.5'11:PA/1444LeTEXESICIPIMID19 412P4CPL LIP
CSON 57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
Gold CD's: $23.99
CSON 66226 Carole King: Tapestry
All titles now (2e012(intL!
CSON 64408 Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Order Before They're Gone!!
CSON 64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Coll for complete list.
CSON 64405 Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
CSON 52944 Robert Johnson: King of the Delta Blues Singers

0
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three
blind mice LP's $34.99
25th Ann lversor CelebratIon Nuenbefed Ltd Ed 180g LPs

TBM-1005
TBM-15
IBM-23
TBM-30
IBM-43 Nave
IBM-24
TE)m-35 WWI
TBM-38 NM
IBM-25
TBM-63
IBM-19
IBM-2
IBM-8 N.wi

Y

Scandanavian Suite: Big band jazz like you've never heard!
Blow Up: ...Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Midnight Sugar: An incredible mix of blues & standards, Wow!
Misty: Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
Conversation: Inaba & Nakamura Duo
Blue City: Great blues and jazz sextet!
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Trio
Green Caterpillar: Masaru Imada Trio
Blues World: Blues and standards!
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio!
Morning Flight: Great Standards!
Now: Bluenote Bebop at its best!
MIDNIGHT SUGAR
0: Hideto Kenai Group
Yanamoto.Ttuyoed trio tbm-23
CD
1006
1009
1005
1008
1007

POPE

MUSIC

/Gold
/2006
/2009
/2005
/2008
/2007

CD (CD's: $14.99 /Gold CD's: $27.99)
Mark Gorenstein: Farewell
Shostakovich: Symphony #5
SAMPLERS:
Lori Lieberman: Home of Whispers
Vol. 1or 2:
Mozart: Symphonies #25, 29, & 40
$6.99
Mark Gorenstein: Schnittke/ Gogo!

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB

LP
NA
254
253
IBA
260
262
NA
NA
255
NA
251
256
NA
258
263
264
261

200g LP's & Gold CD's $22.99*
I CD
/679 The Kinks: Kinda Kinks --&-- You Really Got Me (2 LP's on 1CD)
/661 Cat Stevens: IZITSO(CD Includes Back To Earth & Numbers)
/671 Moody Blues: To Our Children's, Children's, Children
/676 Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat
/670 Bing Crosby: Bing Sings Whilst Bregman Swings
/678 Peter Frampton: Comes Alive (2 LP's & 2 CD's)
/664 Counting Crows: August & Everything After
— .—
/674 Steve Winwood: Talking Back To the Night
STFNENS
/672 Bernard Herrmann: The 4Faces of Jazz
Terwer unii die Flreem
/675 Iron Butterfly: In-A -Gadda -Da-Vida
/559 Blood, Sweat & Tears: B. S, & T
/668 Queen: A Day At The Races
/682 XTC: Oranges & Lemons
/666 Nirvana: Nevermind
/680 Bee Gees: Trafalgar
•tar.
/NA Cream: Goodbye
677 REM: Reckoning
'Double CD's & LP's additional cost

DECCA LP's $34.99
ADEC 2221
ADEC 6139
ADEC 2243
ADEC 2157
ASD 608
ASD 2448
ASD 3345
ASD 2410
ASD 5258
ASD 2826

E MI LP's $29.99

Rimsky/Korsakov: The Tale of Tsar Saltan
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoreagues
Albeniz: Iberia /Turina: Danzas Fantasticas
Beethoven: Septet
ADEC 2221 Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
De Falla: 3Cornered Hat
ASD 162
Ortl: Carmina Burana
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
ASD 414
Bach: Musical Offering
Elgar: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
Maria Callas: French Operatic Arias /French Natl. Radio Orch.
Strauss: Four Last Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne /Chausson: Poeme de l'amour

PREMONITION RECORDS —
CD'S $14" & LP'S $27 9°
PREM-737
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) R2D4

usly •p[(opps
JD137
JD130
JD146
UD95
JD141
JD133
JD145
CD143
CD10
CD142

LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold $22.99

BadiAssad: Rhythms
Oregon: Beyond Words
Phil Woods: For Astor & Ells
Ultimate Demonstration Disc
Rebecca Pidgeon: NY Girls Club
Sara K: Tell Me I'm Not Dreaming
Paquito D'Rivera: Portraits Of Cuba
Schmidt: Sym. #4 /Bruckner: March in D mi.
Chesky 10th Anniv. (2 CD Sampler -$12.99!!)
J. S. Bach: The Complete Orchestral Suites /Ars Antique Austria

ego

Gold
8001
8002
8003
8004

CD's $29.99
Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestal spectacular!)
Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-bass & organ)
Favorite Opera Arias (You'll feel like your at the Met!)
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HW-19JRTurntable with Audioquest
PT-6 Tonearm Package: $899.99
HW-19JRTurntable with AO PT6Tonearm
& Benz-Micro Glider Package: $1499.99

made

tn

!FREE cartndge insfallabon upon roque,t)

Package prices available for all models!

TURNTABLES;

HW-19 JUNIOR - A totally dead solid acrylic platter, precision machined
for direct coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover. Fully
Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark III(cost $599) or HW-19 Mark 1V($1199)
$539.99
HW-19 MARK III TURNTABLE -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor
& armboard. black acrylic platter and spring suspension
$CALL
HW-19 MARK IV TURNTABLE -TNT bearing & spindle assembly, 20 lb
acrylic platter
hff
.$CALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a
22" x 16" space, TNT 3platter & bearing. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!. $CALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by asolidity only available
from super tables. Now affordable to alarger audience. 21 lb stainless
steel motor assembly
.$CALL
TNT SERIES 2.5 & 3 -The ultimate in turntable technology!

TONEARALS;

$CALL

THE JMW MEMORIAL -With years of research into tonearm engineering,
VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary
in its ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. The soundstage
is wide & deep with air & separation between the instruments. The leering
of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched.
$CALL
..„.11r.D
CLEANING MACHINES; [N.. jAoo
sin• Mt
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ruttNianding
Features' Self.conwined liquid pump: Applies Ilona homer the lei Ord
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are

aid and scrubs record at rattle time: Ri-directional
cleaning: pushbutton controls: 'The fluid tArtiste
record cleaner on the «whir
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HW-17 -$769.99
Both Fully Automatic
HW-17F -$849.99
with cooling fan

HW-16.5 Semi Automatic
$399.99

ACCESSORIES;

"this box works! Its relined
& gentle nature often makes
transistoriied sounding
equipment transform." Wing Cheung. Audio
Technique Magri:hie

ACM- Power line filter. No current limiting tie
maximum dynamic range. Bass definition is
impros ed. mid-range sound is clearer, & high
frequencies are smoother.
$399.99

Sterrophile. ihr.'9: lid IS. thl

Oulasf.lioat -Parallel shunt filter.
removes noise with no current limiting.
(set of 8 modules)
slite.119
"this is amust use AC treatment
accessory... it storks well with other
in-line passer filters too!" -Wing
(home .1mho Technique Magazine

11111•111 CD STOPLIGHT" e
"the Minn, entent was astonishing" -1).A
()Alter. Sien..mh,I. , his '90. l'rd 13. .3

$14.95 13OR MORE $12.95
elizzGeri

l.riolum: it rotating while vacuuming.
-tercsvi-risS
Vinyl oodgrain Cabinet
!TEM A' .ANIT1.0
MODEL 1.- .4uto Ncbbing.
ni
&
didc
111-ina wage fluid
Woodgrain Cabinet

CD DLACKLIONT -Combining mechanical
dampening. conduct is e
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing
jiner results in your music
sounding more natural. 3'
dimensional & dynamic
with significantly less
glare & edge... $39.99
"Ihe mat ssorks in abig svay. I
did not have to strain
to hear the improvement. Improved delintion. detail. dynamics, amore analog-like soundstage. I
o
tell sou the truth. I. begged Victor for amat on the
Spot." •Sam
Si-reap/tile. Apr. 'Sth Vol. Iv ,4

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX 317 778-2669

$199.99
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ITEM #=-ANIT1 5
$349.99
MODEL 1.5Fl - Auto fluid application. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgroin Cabin ,.
si-ttrimr, i
..
ITEM #.=ANIT1.5F1
$409.99
MOD LMINI-PRO 1-- Wet scrubs it vacuums both sides simultarreousfr
Vinyl Woodard', Cabinet
ITEM #.--ANITMPRO1
$399.99
NITTY GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$36.99
DUST COVERS
(DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$18.99
(Vlnyl for I.5Fi, 2.5F1, Mini-Pro 1& 2)
$20.99 (Acrylic -all models)
$36.99
Record Cleaning Brush
$13.99 RECORD & CD CLEANING FLUIg8 Vac Sweep Kit (4 Vac-Sweeps)
Capstan Kit (4 Capstans)
CD Buffer & Laser Buffer Pods

$13.99 Punner 2
16 oz.
$15.99
$13.99 (for all LP's) 1/2 gal-$36.99 /1gal... $59.99
$13.99 Pure CD
4oz.
$13.99

BENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:

RUBY
SCALL W/ Trade CALL
REFERENCE
$CALL W/ Trade CALL
MC H20
$CALL W/ Trade CALL
MC MO.9
$CALL Wi Trade CALL
MC L0.4
$,CALL W/ Trade CALL
MC GOLD (0.4m
S350 .W/ Trade $225
MC SILVER 12.0m V)
$350 Ar/ Trade $225
MC-20E II (2.5mV) High Output
$150
Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stage
$1,199.99
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99

"Ls eryone who's into analog is sure to
want one of the cute battery-powered
cartridge demagnetizers from
Aesthetix." -,L„rrcz 7. »
...'‘.
2,17,1,
::,...,„

THE
GLIDER
$750
With Trade -SCALL
(HI 2.0mV & MEDIUM -1.0mV
OUTPUT AVAILABLE)

"This is akiller cartridge.... more lifelike.
more holographic, more involving. more ...
musical. the Glider is way recommended."
-Lonnie Brownell. Siereophile.
Aug.'96. Vol.19 48

'1 hr Shakti offers aworthwhile and cost effective boost in sound quality.

$CALL
Focus. transparency.

clarity. and speed were better, as was the sense of space and pace. -Jonathon Scull.
Stereophile. Feb '96. Voll9 #2 elaileet.

Ultra Clarifier:

$114.1111

"Images seemed mare 3-13 and palable,
and highs sounded more refused and
sweet. The bass definitely improved - it

Clarifier: $34.99
NWT IRMAK
OP "sr
Battery Eliminator:

was deeper and tighter with better pitchdifferentiation..." -Jonathan Scull.

518.99

Sh•reophile.Feh'96. Vol.19 #2

st accessories
$14.99
Record Brush:
Anti-Static Carbon Fiber Brush
RF Stoppers:
$49.99
RF it Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Laser Guide:
$26.99
Optical Clarifier & Cleaner-improves CD
sound!"
Sorbothane CD Feet: (Pack of 4)
$32.99
4lbs. per foot rating. Exceptional damping &
isolation improves performance of components.
Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pack of 4)
$49.99
8lbs. per foot rating.

RECORD SLEEVES Inner Record Sleeves: $.40 ea/$30 per 100
High quality anti-static paper backed sleeves

Outer Record Sleeves: $.20 ea/$15 per 100
3mil, thickness, single or double LP will fit.
Mobile Fidelity Rice Paper Sleeves:
$8.00 per 10 pack /$70.00 per 100
High quality anti-static rice sleeves

Gruv-Glide H -

$19.99

Improves sound, removes static, cleans.
improves tracking. records it stylii last longer.
Callen

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc! This Gold CD-R will burn in new components
in just 24 hours and regular maintenance treatments will always keep your system sounding

its best!elmtgall»

GEO-DISCed

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
The precision cartridge alignment system, from the makers of Original Master Recordings.
Geo-Disc enables you to achieve critical alignment to within .003 of an inch in moments. not
hours. It exclusively addresses the three most important factors of alignment: proper off-set:
proper tracking angle and proper overhang.

e
VISA

ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

MODE I

SliAKTI STONE .Electro-magnetic stabilizer

AuchoPrisen

Greimhei

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

MODEL 1.0 - Manual application offluid.

W...., 4+ V9 15.5 /9.

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter
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tier several delays and successive waves of anticipation, it
seemed as if nothing, let alone
the playing of mere mortals, could live
up to the expectations surrounding
Sony's ever-impending Miles and Gil
box. A towering buildup of this sort
would have doomed alesser project to
bad reviews and inevitable disappointment. Yet these austere, haunting collaborations, most recorded nearly 40
years ago, still possess enough elegance and innovation to have made it
more than worth the wait. And even if
you've worn your copy of Miles Ahead
smooth long ago, half of this set will
still be intriguing. The incomplete
Quiet Nights album has been augmented with two late, unissued Evans/
Davis collaborations, "The Time of
the Barracudas" and 1968's "Falling
Water," which was their last work
together. There are also two full discs
of outtakes and rehearsals (some previously issued) to tug at your wallet.
The guts of this exquisitely packaged set (one that comes with the first
etched-metal binding in boxed-set
history: will it self-destruct like
Madonna's Sex book fiasco?) are the
three albums that remain among the
fullest realizations of the Third
Stream school of jazz/classical hybrids —Miles Ahead, Porgy and Bess,
and Sketdies ofSpain. Three chapters of
the same distinct narrative, these
albums continue to be asource of
inspiration, one that's resonated recently in projects by Max Roach, Joe
Zawinul, and Chick Corea.
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The magic in these sessions is how
Evans's writing drew out some of
Miles's best playing, and conversely
how Miles's gorgeous, lyrical side
became the flashpoint that made sense
of Evans's expansive arrangements. Too
fluffy and mannered for some tastes,
the long, languid phrases in "The
Duke" (from Miles Ahead), "Summertime" (from Porgy and Bess), and countless other tracks here were an entirely
different musical language from the
one Miles was speaking in Kind ofBlue
and the additional small group dates he
was recording at the same time. The
contrast added much to Miles's status as
one ofjazz's most imposing players.
The two discs of outtakes, rehearsals,
and overdubs are amoderately interesting, if overly long, window into how
Evans in particular constructed the master takes. Surprisingly few of the alternate solos or rejected takes are superior
or even equal to what was issued. Still,
it's hard to get too much Miles.
The sound on the original albums,
which varied from good (Miles's trumpet) to fuzzy and unfocused (the
orchestra), is much improved. Because
nearly all of the original takes were a
patchwork of overdubs (on Miles Ahead
only "'The Meaning of the Blues" is a
complete take), this remastering job is
astory unto itself. The story is told in
detail in asection near the back of the
package by producer/engineer Phil
Schaap, who, along with Mark Wilder,
deserves kudos for masterminding
the restoration and remastering of this
essential set.
-Robert Baird
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THE COMPLETO ZEÎ
CUMBIA STUDIO RECORDINGS

MILES DAVIS & GIL EVANS:
The Complete Columbia Studio Recordings
Gil Evans (arranger/conductor); Miles 13avis, Ernie
Royal, Johnny Coles (trumpet); Cannonball
Adderley, Lee Konitz, (alto sax); Gunther
Schuller (french horn); Paul Chambers (bass);
Philly Joe Jones (drums); many others
Columbia 67397 (6-CD set) Michael Cuscuna,
exec. prod.; Phil Schaap, Mark Wilder, Bob
Belden, reissue producers; additional engineering, Tom Ruff. TT: 6:56:39.

Borrowing from the orchestral
music of Debussy, Ravel, Delibes
(whose "The Maids of Cadiz" Evans
arranged for Miles Ahead), and others,
Evans became the maestro of large
musical canvases, splashing them with
textures and layers of tone, tempo,
and color that coalesce into smooth,
long-playing "concertos" of jazz.
Evans also championed unorthodox
instrumentation, which in these sessions meant creating akind of jazz
chamber orchestra with flutes, french
horns, and tubas. He eschewed the
saxophone, and against all advice also
dropped the traditional guitar and
piano.
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seeming mania to succeed rarely allows
the music to unfold naturally, and this
comes through, musically, only in her
occasional tendency to sing ahead of the
beat. The way we notice it is in the
exhaustion we feel at the close of this
recital. It's highly alluring, but then again,
so were the songs of the Sirens.
A very subjective listen, Irealize, but
merely to state what's heard rather than
what's sensed is as inane as attempting to
describe any great singer one-dimensionally — and "great" Larmore assuredly
is. I
just wish Igot more pleasure out of
her work.
-Robert Levine

CLASSICAL
JENNIFER LARMORE: Where Shall? Fly?
Arias by Mozart (from La lima sernidife, Le trozze di
hero'. La derneza di Tiro, Mirridate, Re di Pow, La (ban
giardistiera, Casi em (um) and Handel (front ;Sex,
tierces, Ariodanie, Sande, Rinaldo)
Jennifer Linnore, mezzo; Orchestre de Chambre de
Lausanne, Jesus Lopez-Cob°.
Teldec 96800-2 (Cl) only). James Mallinson, prod.
)I M. TT: 63:30

A fascinating disc, for many reasons.
First there's the repertoire: familiar
mixed with very offbeat arias, exhibiting
Mozart and Handel at their best and
most diverse. The arias, by turns introand extraverted, make full use of the bel
cantist bag of tricks: legato, messa di
voce, coloratura pyrotechnics. Then
there are the performances. The voice is
amazing: rich, chocolate-brown at the
bottom, velvety in the middle, bright
and shiny at the top, and perfectly knit
throughout the range.
Larmore — acompelling, complicated
singer —lashes into the fiorature with
Bartoli's ease and Cossotto's power, and
the voice is captured with absolute accuracy by Tcldec's engineers (I've heard her
live often). Her reading of "Dopo notre"
(Ariodante) is as spectacular as her "Parto,
parto" (C/tinenza). There's not abad (or
even mediocre) performance on this
disc, and the accompaniments are splendid. Her attention to the text is
admirable as well.
But this turns out to be arecital more
admirable than loveable. Lannore is abit
too aggressive, like aslightly crazed Miss
America contestant —one who never
came close to being named Miss
Congeniality. She's got the goods and
she's going to flash them vigorously and
win; by the time she's through, Ifelt
slightly beaten up. She's never mellow or
tender, despite scrupulous observance of
dynamics. Listen to "Cara sposa" (Rinaldo); you've never heard anything so
gorgeous or so insincere. Larmore's
STEREOPH1LE, N OVEMBER 1996

ASTOR PIAZZOLLA: 57 Minutos con la Realidad
Astor Piazzolla. bandoneon; Gerardo Gandini, piano;
Horatio Malvicino, guitar; Daniel Sinai, bandoneon; Jose Bragato, cello; Hector Console. bass:
Carlos Nozzi, cello; Angel Ridolfi, bass; Andy Gonzalez, bass
Intuition 1NT 3079 2(Cl) only). Kip Hanrahan, Astor
Piazzolla, prods.; Rod Leveisjoe Furla, John Fanny,
Don Hunnerberg. Paul Zimnan, engs. ??D. Tr:
53:11

57 Minutes with Reality could have been
Astor Piazzolla's last album. Compiled
from aJune 1989 BBC taping and a
November 1989 New York studio session, it's producer Kip Hanrahan's view
of the final album Piazzolla's sextet
might have made. In any case, it's a
damned good one.
With the cello of either Jose Bragato
or Carlos Nozzi and an additional bandoneon in the hands of Daniel Binelli,
the sextet has adarker, fuller sound than
Piazzolla's small groups. The cello in particular lends asmoother, moodier, less
spiky sound to the blend. Binelli provides
accompaniment while, characteristically,
Piazzolla drives the music with dancing
virtuosity. The standout here, however is
pianist Gerardo Gandini. His modernist
splashes and percussion accents are integral elements in the shifting, passionate
music. He often carries much of the
melodic material, too.
"Milonga Para Tres" and "Mimuld"
are the kinds of yearning, burning meditations that are at the core of Piazzolla's
art. Piazzolla never wallows in melancholy but invariably evokes longing and
sadness more effectively than anyone. If
you're not already hooked on Piazzolla, a
brief listen to either of these tracks should
do the trick.
Sound is good; despite occasional distortion on the BBC tracks, what these
recordings lack in air and ambience they
make up for in detail and dynamic
impact. But though you won't buy this
CD for demo-quality sound, you may
find yourself returning again and again

to its dark, ruminative, and ultimately
satisfying music. A fitting coda to a
strikingly original body of work.
—Carl Baugher

BARTÓK PLAYS BARTÓK (1941-42)
Bela Banat, Ditta Ristztory Bartok (in 7 Pieces front
Miknikostrios), piano
Suite, Op.14; Rumanian Dance No.1; Evening in
Transylvania; Bear Dance; Alltro Barbaro, Excerpts
from Hungarian Peasant Songs & Improvisations on
Hungarian Peasant Songs, Mikroleostrios, Hungarian
Folk Tunes; Petite Suite; others. Liszt: &MIMI C:orda.
Pearl GEMM CD 9166 (mono Cl) only). David Lennick, transfer rug. ADD. TT: 6926
BARTÓK: Recordings frtnn Private Collections
Music of Barra. Bach. Kodaly, Mozart, Liszt,
Beethoven. Brahms, Chopin, Debussy
Bela Bann. Dina Pistztory Bartók, Erna Dolmányi,
piano; Ede Zathureczky, Miklós V. Feller, violin;
Mihaly Székely, bass; Entó Dolmányi, Budapest
Philharmonic & Orchestra of the Hungarian Royal
Opera House; Ernest Ansermet, Budapest Concert
Symphony Orchestra; narrators
Cylinder recordings from 1910-1915; 1929 HMV
recording; 1932-1935 broadcasts; 1936-39 Babits/
Mikai Collection
Hungaroton HCD 12334-37 (4 mono CDs only). Judit
Lukacs, remastering mg.; Lido Somfai, Janos
Sebestyén, Zoltan Kocsis, eds. & prod. ADD. IT:
4:00:56

Pearl's compilation of Bartók's own
recordings, made between 1929 and
1942, is of great historical importance. It
reveals quite amazingly that, in spite of
the original 78rpm surfaces with their
occasional thumps, distortions, and
notably dry piano sound, the composer
himself provided his own atmospheric
performances. The rhythm is exceptionally solid, the pulse exciting, but
there are wonderfully lyric moments as
well. Even when playing such aviolent
piece as the Allegro bar/taro, it seems that
the composer suppressed any hint of
harshness in his playing.
Such warmly conceived, even romantic performances can be heard just as
conspicuously in the unusual Hungaroton compilation of four mono historical
CDs, all taken from some of the rarest
items ever associated with Bartók: private recordings, broadcasts, cylinders,
spoken material in Hungarian as well as
English, even a1929 His Master's Voice
test pressing of the first Romanian
Dances. Nor is it just Bartók performing
by himself who may be heard; his compatriot Ernô Dohnányi performs with
him as duo pianist in the Liszt Quarto
pathétique as well as conducting with
Bartók playing the solo part in Bach,
Mozart, and the composer's Op.1
Rhapsody.
Another duo-partner is Bartók's
wife, Ditta Pástztory, heard here in
Mozart, Debussy, and Brahms. Perhaps,
however, the most unusual solo performances are Bartók's Brahms B-Minor
Capriccio and Chopin's Op27 No.1
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Nocturne, played with all the elegance
and romantic style that one might expect
from one of the great pianists of the earlier part of this century. Those two,
among many examples here, are real earopeners. But be warned (a caveat is
essential here): your receptivity will
depend on the greatest patience imaginable. The cylinders heard at the opening
sound atrocious. Wow mars many of the
original flat discs, surface swishes
abound, and scratch is everywhere
(might EQing and filtering have been
more effectively applied without mining
what there is, if anything, of the high
end?). Not least, there are frustrations
that could not be alleviated, because in so
many cases only fragments exist. This is
obviously aset intended for the collector
interested in history, but others should
not discount it entirely because of its
many imperfections.
-I gor Kipnis

mental pieces; the remaining numbers
are all songs seductively dressed in Nicola
Walker Smith's velvety tones (occasionally double-tracked). The tide song is a
melancholy setting of a fragment by
Emily Brontë, the remaining ones deliberately tapping the same doleful vein by
using words by the equally famous
English 19th-century poets Byron, Keats,
and Elizabeth Siddal. Iurge you to try this
disc; it wouldn't surprise me if it acquired
cult status.
-Barbara Jahn

MENDELSSOHN: Paulin
Soile lsokoski, soprano; Mechthild Georg, mezzo;
Rainer Trost. tenor; Peter Lika, bass; Cologne
Chorus Musicus; Das Neue Orchester. Christoph
Spering
Opus III OPS 30-135/136 (2 CDs only). 1)aniel
Z.alay, prod., mg. DOD. TT: 2:11:31

Mendelssohn's Pan/us, known as St. Paul
even though the composer makes no
mention of sainthood, was his first oratorio (1836), preceding the better-known
SMITH: 15 Wild Decembers
Elijah by adecade. It achieved awide
Geoff Smith, kevlxurds: Nicola Walker Smith, voice
Sony Classical SK 66605 (Cl) only). Martin Harry,
popularity: 50 performances in 18
prod.: Steve Nyc, eng. 131313. TT: 58:07
months, not only in Germany, but also in
England, Sweden, Holland, Russia and
Englishman Geoff Smith's style is delight- the US. In our dine it has lapsed from
fully original and very easy to assimilate; favor, probably because of weaknesses in
what is not so easy is to categorize it. I the second half of the libretto, where we
suppose something between minimal- find almost no dramatic confrontation.
The work consists of choruses, mostly
ism, rock, and jazz comes closest, with
vocal lines that often ascend into the in the Handelian manner, and four
higher stratosphere à la Kate Bush. soloists who are used flexibly. Both
Smith's amazingly versatile multitracking soprano and tenor narrate, the tenor
keyboard techniques create -in Raindrops, sings Stephen and Ananias, and the bass
for example -an alluring succession of is Saul/Paul. (The poor alto, with only a
warm, static harmonies broken sporadi- recitative and one arioso, seems to be
cally by evocative slow-motion splashes there to balance the stage!) The text conand resounding watery oscillations. This, sists almost entirely of chorales and bibliTo the Old Place, and Possess Me are insult- cal passages, mostly from Acts. Part One
concerns the martyrdom of Stephen and
the conversion of Saul; Part Two depicts
Paul's missions and his martyrdom.
The liner notes go on at some length
to describe the advantages of period instruments in Paulus (though the Chorus
Musicus numbers only 58, which Idoubt
is close to Mendelssohn's intention). The
larger issue in making the work viable
today, though, is in avoiding the sanctimony and "kapellmeisterisde approach
that can make Paulus too sentimental, reverential, and basically dull. This challenge
is partly met by conductor Spering, particularly in many of the recitatives and
faster choruses. On the whole, though,
the work, already inclined to be submissive and meditative, needs more forward
propulsion from the performers.
The chorus, though small, sings with
energy and conviction, but the soloists
The Smiths multigenre plano-and-voice work may
are uneven. Best is the light lyric tenor of
acquire cult status.
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

Rainer Trost, while soprano Soile
Isokoski is hampered by aquick vibrato
that sometimes becomes intrusive. Peter
Lika's gruff, "elderly" bass is difficult to
believe as Saul/Paul — his rage aria
"Vcrtilge sic" sounds like something for
Osmin in Mozart's Entfühnite.
Sonia arc first-rate if you like aclose
perspective rather than the feel of a
large-hall oratorio, but Irecommend the
recordings of either Frühbcck de Burgos's (with Helen Donath and awonderful Fischer-Dieskau) or Kurt Masur
(with Janowitz and Theo Adam). But
both are presently out of the catalog, so...
sit tight.
-Paul L. Althouse

SCHULLER: Horn Concerto 1, Piano Concerto,
Bassoon Concerto
Richard Todd, horn; Jeanne Roscnbl
Kirstein,
piano; Kenneth Pasmanick, hamoon; Gunther Schuller, Saarbrucken RSO (Horn & Bassoon Concertos);
Max Rudolf, Cincinnati SO
GM GM2044CD (Cl) only). Gunther Schuller, prod.
DIX/ TT: 70:10
ROCHBERG: Music for the Magic Theater, Octet;
A Grand Fantasia
Stephen Rogers Radcliffe, New York Chamber
Ensemble
New World 80462-2 (Cl) only). Daniel Kincaid,
prod., mg. DIM/ TT: 48:41
CURFtAN: Crystal Psalms
"A concert performed by 7European radio stations, 7
choruses. 4 trombones, 4 celli, 4 violas, 4 flutes, 4
clarinets, 2tubas, 2saxophones, 6accordions, 6percussionists, plus prerecorded sounds."
New Albion NA067CD (CD only). DDD. TT: 53:20

The versatility of Gunther Schuller's
style could not have been more convincingly demonstrated than by the
selection of works compiled for this
disc. The second movement of the
Horn Concerto, Nocturne, was written
when Schuller was only 16, and he gave
its first performance two years later
when he was principal horn of the
Cincinnati SO. Although by that time
the other two movements had been
composed, the Concerto wasn't given
in its entirety until 1990. It is apleasantly tonal work that on anumber of occasions suggests or quotes other works:
Rhcingold and the Franck D-Minor
Symphony in the first movement, with
impressions of Debussy and Hoist in
the Nocturne. The Bassoon Concerto, in
the other modern recording on this
disc, is also lyrical and easy to assimilate,
although written some 40 years later.
All five movements (is the fact that
they all begin with B significant?) have
an easy-going charm. The first two,
Ballade and Berme, are pensively lyrical,
the Burlesca and final Badinerie arc garrulously playful, and the longest movement, aBlues, quotes from Stravinsky,
Mozart, and Prokofiev in an improvisatory section most skillfully handled
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by bassoonist Kenneth Pasmanick (who the subject may find this work compelling. Overall though, it is not easy liscommissioned the work).
The serial Piano Concerto of 1962 tening or, Iwould dare to say, music that
requires the most work on the part of you would wish to return to often,
the listener. Both its tonal and harmon- despite the undoubted commitment of
-Barbara Jahn
ic language and the age of its recording its message.
(made at its premiere) make it alittle
more difficult to accept. But it is amasterfully constructed work, even its form JOMMELL1: Didone Abbandonata
having been determined by the tonal Dorothea ROsclunann, Didone; Martina Borst, Enea;
William Kendall. lacha: Mcchthild Bach, Selene;
series. All performers on the disc play
Daniel Taylor, Arasape; Arno Railing, Osmida: Stun—
with dedication and commitment, and
garter Kanunerorchester, Frieder Bernius
Orfeo C 381 953 F(3 CDs only). Uwe Walter, recordthe music itself is certainly worth hearing supervisor. DDD. TT: 2:39:15
ing. But patience with the sonic quality
will be required.
Like Schuller, George Rochberg There seems to be arevival of interest in
draws on alarge amount of pre-existing Jommelli's music lately, and it's easy to
material in the composition of the tell why. Revered in his time (1714-74),
music on the second disc. The Musicfor he composed 82 operas, of which a
the Magic Theater, achamber work for 15 third are lost. His interest in wedding
players, is a"meshing of reality and fan- words to music, his use of obbligato
tasy .... a confrontation between past instruments, and his natural gifts as a
and future." This takes the form of a melodist led at least one contemporary
three-"Act" work that quotes from to refer to Jommelli as Europe's "greatMahler 9, Beethoven's String Quartet est composer." This release will give lisOp.130, Webern's Concerto for 9 teners aglimpse as to what all the fuss
instruments Op24, Varèse's Deserts, was about.
As an Italian composing for many
Stockhausen's Zeittnasse No.5, and
"Stella by Starlight." The outer move- years in Stuttgart, when Rameau was
ments revolve around acentral Act that all the craze, it was up to Jommelli to
is almost entirely given over to are- incorporate the best of the three nationorchestrated version of the Adagio from alities into his music. Judging from this
work (and Annide Abbandonata, available
Mozart's Divertimento, K287.
The second work here adopts the on FNAC), he very often did. The vocal
classical form used by Schubert and lines are decidedly, floridly Italian; the
Spohr, which mixes winds and strings words, particularly in the recitatives, are
into an Octet ensemble. In 12 short underscored in avery Lullyan fashion,
movements it, too, attempts afusion, and there is great importance given to
this time more specifically of atonal har- orchestral detail, àla Tedesco. The result
mony with the "directionality of tonal is well worth exploring.
This performance is quite good.
principles derived from the majorminor system." Here the listener is able Riischmann's Dido is vocally up to
to cling to what he understands — cg, snuff, and she captures the character's
the music of the past — while fur- many mood changes vividly; indeed,
thering his understanding of music of the success of the set rests on her shoulthe present and future in both excellent ders. Borst as amezzo Aeneas makes up
in virtuosity what she lacks in what corperformances and recording.
By contrast, Alvin Curran's Crystal rectly should be adark timbre. As Iarba,
Psalms aims to provoke avery different who loves Dido (there's asubplot here
reaction in its audience from what they untouched in Purcell's realization),
experienced with the Schuller or Roch- tenor (not countertenor, as the accomberg works. It comprises amélange of panying booklet announces) William
"live" music from six nations simultane- Kendall occasionally comes to grief in
ously broadcast along with apre-record- some florid music, but makes an othered tape of sounds, most of them typical wise fine impression. Neither Taylor
of Jewish life: the shofar (ritual ram's nor Raunig holds up the countertenor
horn), "Wailing" Wall, children in a ranks particularly well: The first is
Roman Jewish orphanage, ships' horns, hooty and the second sounds like agirl.
trains, crows, and breaking glass. It Mechthild Bach as Selene, Dido's sister
would be unfair not to warn that this is (complicatedly also in love with
aharrowing work more often than not, Aeneas), is lovely.
Beniius's leadership is exciting and
inspired as it was by the Kristallnacht
pogrom of 1938, and written as part of a the recording is stunning. It's remarkworldwide series commemorating its able that Orfeo didn't attempt to get the
50th anniversary. Those predisposed to opera on two CDs —it would have fit,
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

and the lower price might have enticed
some nonmillionaire listeners to meet
Jommelli. But that's their problem. If
rococo opera is your thing, this won't
disappoint.
-Robert Levine

Henry Purcell
THE. INDIAN
1(.1111,

QUEEN

•Do. •Aooley
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PURCELL: The Indian Queen
John Mark Ainsley. Indian Boy, Fame; Emma Kirkby,
Quivera, Zempoalla, Cupid; David Thomas, Envy,
High Priest. Married Man; Gerald Finley, Ismeron;
Tommy Williams, God of Dreams; Catherine Bon,
Orazia, Married Woman; Academy of Ancient
Music, Christopher Hogwixid
L'Oiseau-Lyre 444 339-2 (Cl) only). Chris Sayers,
prod.; John Dunkerley, Andy Groves, eng. DDD.
TT: 73:27

Purcell's final semi-opera, left unfinished at his death, presents many
obstacles to modern audiences. Even by
Purcell's standards, the music is persistently undramatic, with few opportunities for spectacles of scenery and dance.
In his liner notes, Curtis Price concedes
that this tragic play (by Dryden and Sir
Robert Howard) was not an ideal
source for opera. (He calls it "an imperfectly preserved score trapped in a
virtually unrevivable play.") The three
earliest manuscripts include an additional masque at the end written by
Daniel Purcell, Henry's younger brother. This masque deals with marriage and
supplies an upbeat conclusion that The
Indian Queen lacks. Since the masque
has nothing to do with the rest of the
piece (and is not Henry), most performances omit it, but Hogwood includes
it here. We need to accept The Indian
Queen for what it is: anondrama that
comprises fine, mature Purcell songs
interspersed with avariety of delightful
instrumental music.
This recording is very well cast,
beginning with John Mark Ainsley,
whose timbre and impressive agility suit
his music beautifully. In the mildly
comic second act bass David Thomas as
Envy uses his words for delightful theatrical effect. Emma Kirkby is in good
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form, particularly in "I attempt from
Love's sickness," and Catherine Bott is
quietly expressive in her Act IV aria
"They tell us that you mighty powers
above." Hogwood lets his Academy play
with exuberance, and they sound transparent and incisive. Sonics are alittle dry.
Hogwood would have had the field to
himself in this work except for Gardiner's recently reissued recording and a
new version conducted by Catherine
Mackintosh. Gardiner would be lily
choice unless you wanted Daniel's masque, in which case Hogwood would be
perfectly satisfactory.
—Paul L. Mthouse

BOULEZ: ... explosante-fixe
,Notations, Struttura II
Pierre Boulez, Ensemble Intercontemporain; PierreLaurent Aimard, Florent Boffard, pianos
DG 445 833-2 (CD only). Christian Gansch, prod.;
Helmut liurk, Gregor Zielinsky, Jurgen Bulgrin,
Ham-Rudolf Muller, Wolf-Dieter Karwatky, Xavier
Bordelais. Frank Rossi, Mark Buecker, engs. DDD.
TT: 69:53

While it would be amistake to say that
Pierre Boulez is mellowing in his old
age, ... explosante-jixe... (ie, "explodingfixed") strikes me as his most approachable work to date. There's asense
of almost congenial openness about the
composition that has been largely missing from his music until now. The combination of electronics (in this case,
MIDI flute) and acoustic instruments
results in adistinctly different textural
façade. But there's something compellingly immediate about this densely
constructed, intricately complex music
that is nowhere evident in earlier works.
Ihave atheory. Few would dispute
Boulez's imprint on contemporary conducting — his position in the pantheon is
secure, and his influence on modern
composers is becoming slowly more pervasive, even outside academe —consider
the impact Boulez had on Frank Zappa.
One can hardly imagine Zappa's orchestral work without hearing that peculiar
combination of Webern, Stravinsky, and
Boulez. But it's also possible that Zappa
influenced Boulez. When Boulez
recorded FZ's music in the early 1980s
(71w Pede-ct Stranger) alongside FZ's
Synclavier realizations, the similarities in
texture and rhythmic momentum were
striking.
It's just that blend of electronics and
acoustic co-existence/co-dependence
that Boulez achieves on this world-premiere recording of ...explosante:fixe...,
along with adefinite sense of adventure
and fun. Zappa often referred to
"putting the eyebrows" on the music to
describe the investing of aperformance
S
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age of 25 until his death in 1757 for the
Duchy of Würtemburg in Stuttgart.
Though he might not have known him,
he was aclose contemporary of Domenico Scarlatti, whose Italianate style his
music in part resembles. One can also
find abit of Bach, atrace of Handel,
Telemann, some French influences,
even alittle similarity with the melodiousness of the later Boccherini. The
main thing is the appeal and attractiveness of these eight brief three- to fivemovement baroque suites originally
written for the colascione, an obscure
instrument whose mainly doubled
courses were turned like the guitar of
with the right inflections and panache. today. While the music is clearly
intended for entertainment, there is
Boulez puts the eyebrows on this one.
Boulez's music is complex, densely more than ameasure of profundity to
configured, and rhythmically active in be experienced, as for example in the
the extreme. While the initial impres- Aria of the fifth Partita in C.
American guitarist Anthony Glise's
sion is often one of frantic convolutions,
the analogy of an ant farm is apt. What impressive credentials include studies in
seems at first chaotic reveals, upon clos- Boston, Cambridge, Vienna, and Italy, as
er examination, meticulous, orderly, well as the first prize at the 1991 Inpurposeful construction and activity. ternational Toscanini Competition. He
Still, it's often preferable to let music reveals obvious sympathy and sensitivity
this challenging wash over one rather for the emotion of the slower movethan analyzing methods, intentions, and ments and the style and lively character
theories. The Los Angeles Times recently of the dances (each usually less than two
quoted an LAPO musician who stated, minutes long); there is aminimum of
"It's amistake to attempt an under- romantic influence, and the playing is
standing of Boulez's concepts. He's clean and refreshingly enthusiastic. The
always way ahead of you. One just tries guitar has been captured without stridency, but the rather close-up, highto hit all the notes."
The sound is appropriately revealing level recording puts one right on top of
and analytical, if occasionally bright and the instrument. Keep the volume down.
—Igor Kipnis
edgy. (DG's 4D process might just as
well signify "4x Digital," and you know
what that sounds like.) However, with
sparkling new recordings of the by- SHOSTAICOVICH: Symphony II ("The Year
1905")
now-classic Boulez piano compositions
Inbal, Vienna Symphony
Notations and Structures II to fill out the Eliahu
Iknon CO-/8920 (Cl) only). Yoshiham Kawaguchi,
prod.; Iliroshi Goto, rug. DI)D. TT: 62:06
disc, this release is an essential addition
to any modern music library.
It will probably be awhile before clas- We've got half of areally good perforsical traditionalists start referring to mance here—the second half. In the
Boulez as "Papa Pierre." And don't hold Adagio third movement, the violas'
your breath for his music to start pop- threnody is played with beautifully
ping up on mainstream programs the blended, translucent tone; as they
world over. But it would be amistake to progress steadily upward, Inbal plays up
dismiss his compositions as coldly for- the contrast between the resinous,
bidding or over-intellectualized. ... dusky quality that they maintain well
mplosantefixe... is abreakthrough recor- into the high range and the violins'
ding —modem music of heart and soul, brighter timbre. The climaxes build easand not merely of mind. Easily the new- ily and inexorably, without the Hollymusic event of the year.
-Carl Baugher woodish taint that can afflict them. The
main theme of the moderately paced
Finale is well-sprung, with the homophonic
writing showing the VSO to
BRESCIANELLO: 8Partitas
advantage; the extended English horn
Anthony Glisc, guitar
Dorian DIS-80127 (CD only). Kristin Kuipers, prod.,
solo is reserved and stoical rather than
cis.; Anthony Glisc, prods. DM). TT: 65:41
conventionally plaintive or brooding,
Born in Bologna around 1690, Giuseppe and the forceful coda, acall to action in
Antonio Brescianello worked from the the best socialist-realist style, strikes a
%•
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properly hollow note of triumph.
But the first two movements require
better execution than the VSO musters
here. The performance begins promisingly: Inbal articulates the opening
string phrases with anice lift, and the
solo trumpet, here and throughout, precisely places each note, never becoming
strident or smudgy. But the flutes' proclamation at 5:29 is breathy and watery;
the strings move sluggishly between
their long sustained tones; and the reed
intonation beginning at 10:25 is vile. In
the Scherzo, the dogged string runs and
the winds' flat-footed phrasing suggest
that everyone was preoccupied with
simply staying together. On the plus
side, the violins are sensitive where they
take over the main theme at 4:12, with
the textures blossoming warmly at 5:43,
and the Allegro fugue has an effective if
generalized drive.
The production is excellent: the
sound brings anice depth and space to
the tuttis as well as clean detail, down to
the crystalline reproduction of the soft
snare-drum rolls; and, if your machine
provides indexing capabilities, copious
internal indexing clarifies the thematic
permutations. But musically, I'd go for
Stokowski's venerable account — incomparably vibrant and colorful, with
assured rhythmic address (EMI CDM
65206, with the previous issue's editing
error presumably corrected). Among
more modern renderings, DePreist
(l)elos DCD 3080) leads the Helsinki
Philharmonic in an alert, involved performance, while Rostropovich (Teldec
76262-2), despite apoor Scherzo, provides
unusually detailed characterizations of
the individual episodes.
—Stephen

Francis Vasta

SCHUBERT: "Trout" Quintet, 0.667
MOZART: Piano Quartet, K.478
Allied Mendel, piano; Thomas Zehetinair. violin;
Tabea Zimmermann. viola; Richard Duven, cello;
Peter Riegelbauer, double-bass
l'hilips 446 001-2 (Cl) only). Volker Sttauss. pmd,
DDD. IT: 64:47
SCHUBERT: "Trout" Quintet, 0.667; "Arpeggione" Sonata, D.821: "The Trout," D.550
Emanuel Ax, piano; Pamela Fruit. violin; Rebecca
Young, viola; Yo-Yo Ma, cello; Edgar Meyer. doublebass; Barbara Bonney, soprano
Sony Classical SK 61964 (CI) cmly). Steven Epstein,
prod.; Richard King. eng. DDD. TT: 64:50

Although each of these "Trout" Quintets may prove appealing, they differ in
key ways. The Brendel-centered account typifies his basic approach to
Schubert: intense, often aptly vibrant
and lyrical, but infused with attempts at
"expression" that occasionally cloy and
sound mannered. They include an
almost precious expansion of the tempo
for the first-movement second subject,
STEREOPHILE. N OVEMBER 1996

.ichubert:

millet, Op. 114

"The hout"/"Die Forelle"/"LaTruite
ems,

AX •'lab FRANK* Mtn YOLIN
G

e

yet has marginally sweeter tone. But
both tend to underplay the double-bass
in the "Trout," thereby giving the work
less heft than in many other recordings.
One can't go wrong with either of these
releases, achoice between them resting
mainly upon individual taste. Both performances of the quintet, by the way,
include afirst-movement repeat.
—Mortimer H. Frank

MAHLER: Symphony 1, Blumine
Jarvi. Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 9305 (Cl) only). Brian Couzens.
prod.; Ralph C0117ells. clig.DDD. TT: 59:54
_
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asentimentalized Trio in the Scherzo
(the entire movement is too expansive
for aPresto), and aslightly fussy finale.
Also questionable is the observance of
the exposition repeat in the finale, a
movement that is, in effect, asonata
structure shorn of development. As a
result, the dacapo adds nothing but
redundant length.
The Ax-centered reading is utterly
different: flexible where apt, but more
incisive, leaner in sonority, purer in
string tone, with Pamela Frank's violin
free of the overly sweet sound of
Thomas Zehetmair in the Brendel version. Interestingly, too, the Ax group
manages to relax the taut élan of the
Scherzo upon reaching the Trio without
sounding sentimental. Boasting atreatment of the work's celebrated variations
that is at once unified but filled with
contrasts, and afinale having atensile
control and no exposition repeat, this
performance recalls the magnificent
Rudolf Serkin recording made some
years ago at Marlboro.
On both of these new releases, the
fillers are compelling. Save for some
moments of fussy gentility, most of
them in the mainly assertive finale,
Brendel's group offers astylish Mozart
K.478: stern and even fierce in the
opening movement (with both of its
repeats observed), and an expansive yet
graceful and flowing slow movement.
The Ax/Ma collaboration in the
"Arpeggione" is one of the broadest I
have ever heard—too much so, perhaps, for some tastes, but made to work
by the cellist's pointed phrasing and
shading of tone, dynamics, and rhythm.
The inclusion of Barbara Bonney's
account of the song upon which the
variations of the quintet are based is certainly welcome, although her rhythm is
so inflected as to deflate the music's
buoyancy.
Sonically, both discs are impressive.
The Philips is recorded slightly closer,

I'm all for the Mahler boom, but can't
we please have amoratorium on uniIluminating, poorly controlled, throughthe-motions recordings of the bedrock
repertoire, at least?
Not that Neeme Jârvi's performance
is entirely routine — the very opening,
capturing ahushed stillness, is promising
—but it's given to superfluous injections
of rubato not only in such tempting places
as the Funeral March and the Lândler's
Trio, but also in unlikely spots (in the
Finale, the frantic hustle at 8:42, or the
ponderous broadening at 14:12), which
merely prove distracting. Most of the
unmarked tempo adjustments seem to
involve ritards, so that the music sounds
constantly on the verge of miming out
of gas. But what bothers me most is that
there isn't any real conviction to any of
this —just a series of routine "expressive" gestures swabbed on for effect.
Where yirvi does depart from routine, it
is, for example, to interpolate aLuftpause
before the Lândler's return, which kills
the suspense it is meant to prolong, or to
take the first movement's horn fanfare
in slow motion, suggesting ahigh school
orchestra's first reading. (That Jârvi is
consistent and adopts the saine tempo
when this music returns at the recap
doesn't exactly ameliorate the situation)
The orchestra has its moments — I
dislike the unmarked ritard for the
Finale's soft brass chorale at 7:50, but it
sounds gorgeous — yet the ensemble is
iffy: the fanfare leading into the firstmovement recap (14:06) threatens to
come unstuck on many recordings
nowadays, but here it actually does so,
causing some vertigo along the way.
The sound is good at walloping drum
thwacks, forward reed solos, and
sonorous brass chords; less good at subtler matters like maintaining a clear
overall focus. I'll probably listen to the
attractively plastic if overloud Bhunine
from time to time, but Idon't see any
reason ever to return to the symphony.
—Stephen Francis

Vasta
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BRAHMS: A German Requiem
Sylvia McNair, soprano; itikan Hageed, baritone;
Westminster Symphonic Choir, Kurt Masur
Teldec 98413-2 (Cl) only). Martin Pontine, prod.;
Eberhard Sengpiel, eng. DDD. TT: 60:19

Have you noticed (and perhaps been
puzzled by) the way many religious traditions do funerals these days? Instead of
dwelling on the morose, these occasions
often recall happier times and celebrate
the gift of life. Maybe our conductors
don't attend funerals; most performances of Brahms's Requiem have aleaden, funereal tone that captures the sadness, but slights the spirit of hope and
beauty that belong there as well. One
recording that does acknowledge amore
positive side to the Requiem is Masues —
it's the finest new version Ihave heard in
years.
First there is the matter of tempos. At
more or less standard speeds (which are
slower than Brahms's metronome
markings), the Requiem takes a little
more than 70 minutes. As you'd expect,
conductors like Roger Norrington and
John Eliot Gardiner are somewhat
quicker (68 and 66 minutes). Up to
now, though, the fastest version was by
none other than Bruno Walter (Sony
64469), at 62 minutes. His performance
is urgent and intense, but compromised
by 1954 sonics that are opaque, particularly for the chorus.
And now comes Masur at just over
60 minutes! Under ordinary circumstances aperformance this fast would be
stripped of feeling, cruised through
without much sense of involvement.
With Masur, though, the emotion and
sincerity are present, but his emphasis is
on the positive aspects: the Seligkeit, the
emite Freude. This is not like your typical
period-performance recording (Norrington!) in which crisp ensemble and
transparency of sound take precedence
over the piece's message. Masues is a
conception that everyone will certainly
appreciate.
Masur gets good cooperation from
the NY Philharmonic and Westminster
Choir (the same forces Walter used in
1954). The Choir hasn't quite the
impact of Klemperees Philharnionia
Chorus or the precision of Gardinees
Monteverdi Choir, but they're very
good. Sylvia McNair's rather light timbre makes her solo movement adelight
(and Ialways dislike matronly views
here). Hákan Hageed, repeating his
role from the Levine recording, projects
his texts well, though his reedy, nasal
sound is not ideal. The sonics are well
balanced, but not particularly vivid.
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER 1996

In sum, soloists, chorus, and sonics are
all very good, if not absolutely top-notch.
The reason to hear this recording is for
Masues interpretation, which has confirmed my long-held feelings about tempos and opened some new windows for
thought as well.
—Paul L. Althouse
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OSCAR PETERSON: 1951
Oscar Peterson, piano; Austin Roberts, bass
Just aMemory JAS 9501-2 (Cl) only). Daniel Vachon.
prod.; Stephanie Bergeron, remastering eng. TT: PI
OSCAR PETERSON: The More ISee You
Clark Terry, mimper, Benny Caner, alto sax; Oscar
Peterson, piano; Lome Lofsky, guitar, Ray Brown,
bass; Lewis Nash, dnuus
Telarc Jazz CD-83370 (Cl) only). Elaine Mortone,
prod.; Jack Renner, eng. PHD. IT: 6307

It's impossible not to be impressed by
Oscar Peterson's speed and fluency, his
ready imagination, his stock of pianistic devices and techniques. Those techniques sometimes lead him astray: In
the last choruses of his up-tempo tunes
his rifting sometimes sounds like the
Basie band ending "Jumping at the
Woodside." In that mood, he's apile
driver of aplayer, unstoppable but alittle mechanical, impressive but predictable. He can interrupt the flow of a
beautiful melody with acleanly executed run that needn't have appeared
at all.
During the "Body and Soul" found on
1951, Peterson quotes much of Debussy's "Clair de Lune." But why? On
his version of Brahms's "Hungarian
Dance" from the saine collection, Peterson produces aseries of effects, spending
much of achorus quoting "Three Blind
Mice" while creating athumpingly discontinuous perfonnance out of sections
that seem to have been worked out in
advance.
A collection of transcriptions made
for the CBC, 1951 was recorded toward
the beginning of Peterson's distinguished, prolific career, when he was
being compared to Art Tatum and —
with less reason —Erroll Garner. It's a
revealing collection, made six years after
Peterson's first recordings and after his
New York debut, but when he was still
an exuberant, youngish pianist with
everything to prove.
The More ISee su, on the other hand,
is Peterson's first recording after astroke
that left him unable to play: "The first
day Isat at the piano with my therapist, I
had tears in my eyes. Icouldn't even play
my original 'Love Ballade,' which even a
child can play." The good news is that

Peterson
,rtji

Carter
By

"

•

1

•

Tercet

9

_

MciL
•
ISee You

woth
Lome Iolsky. rpétar

Peterson is back, playing a little less
intensely, but with more concentration
during his solos. The main difference is
the way he lays out occasionally behind
his distinguished guests Clark Terry and
Benny Carter. Otherwise We hear typically high-quality Peterson, whether
playing block chords on "Blues for Lisa,"
or teasing single-note lines on "Gee
Baby, Ain't IGood To You."
He's joined by a group of stars,
including his longtime employee, the
wonderful bassist Ray Brown. Benny
Carter, eighty-seven at the time of this
recording, barks out a solo on Don
Redman's "Gee Baby," alternating
those rough sounds with slick, buttery
phrases that sound almost accordionlike as they slide downward. Clark
Terry has a comparably rich sound,
even when growling through a tight
mute, as he does on "The More ISee
You." These veterans take the pressure
off the pianist, playing relaxed head
arrangements in a comfortable style
that proves exciting again and again, all
recorded in characteristically warm
Telarc sound.
1951 sounds comparatively dim, of
course, although it's perfectly listenable.
Despite the presence of a bassist, it's
mostly asolo album that demonstrates
Peterson's developing styles, but not the
conversational rapport he would later
create with Brown. The repertoire
draws more on Benny Goodman's
small groups ("Seven Come Eleven,"
"Rose Room," "Air Mail Special," "The
Man ILove") than on bebop, perhaps
because Peterson was still enthralled by
the piano playing of Teddy Wilson,
whose solo on the Goodman trio's
"Body and Soul" he refers to here. The
other obvious influence is Nat Cole,
who was given to extended quotations
himself. Peterson's performances are
not perfect on 1951, but characteristically the problems are intellectual
rather than technical — his technique
243
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Synergistic Research and Audio Video Logic.
The Reviewers' Choice is Your Musical &Logical Choice!"
One of the best-sounding interconnects GL has tried; he also notes that it's easy to handle
and is fitted with excellent RCAs. Available shielded or unshielded. (NR) -Guy Lemcoe
Stereopbile April 1996 Vol. 19 No. 4Recommended Components Pg. 193 on
the Alpha Sterling Interconnect $150 per 3ft. pair
The uvrld's finest power cordÇynergistic Research's NC Master Coupler
Experience it today at Audio Video Logic!

"They are, simply put, excellent."
-Jonathan Scull, Stereophik November
1995 Vol. 18 No. 11 Pg. 143 on
the A/C Master Coupler

"This stuff sells for less than half the price of TARA Labs' best. Its performance
not only continues to impress me as it ages in the system, but presents astrong challenge
to all of the other, much costlier cables I've used in recent months." -Guy Lemcoe, Stereopbile
May 1995 Vol. 18 No. 5Pg. 161 on the Alpha Sterling Interconnect $150 per 3ft. pair

Call today for your free 32-page "Explorer's Guide" and "Factory Diagnostic Service"
phone 515.255.2134
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3702 Beaver Ave. Des Moines IA 50310

Audio Video Logic
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seems to dictate his conceptions as he
trots out phrases, whole choruses of
material that, however impressively
played, sound neither very fresh nor
very cohesive.
He's less of avirtuoso but more of a
musician on 71te More ISee You. Still,
both discs are important documents in a
magisterial half-century—long recording
career.
—Michael Ullman

POPULAR
ANGELIQUE KIDJO: Fee
Mango 162-531 039-2 (Cl)). Jean Flebral. prod. TT:
43:50
KING SUNNY ADE: E Dide/Get Up
Mesa/Blue Moon 2-92644 (CD). King Sunny Me.
Andrew Frankel, prods.; John Nelson. Scott Spain.
Tajudeen lidio. ens.. "TT: 5420

Now—Paris-based singer Angelique
Kidjo and current international industrialist (Peak Petroleum Ltd.), social
activist, and "King of Juju" bandleader
"King" Sunny Ade (KSA) arc practically
next-door neighbors. African Fonspeaking state Benin (Dahomey), where
Kidjo grew up and returned to cut most
of her current release, FOil, shares its eastern border with Nigeria, where Ade still
lives and prospers, and its west with
Togo. Although he cut his newest
release, E Dide, in Washington state's
Richmond Beach and Seattle, and she
recorded and mixed in Africa, Europe,
and Califiirnia, both albums share sensibility and complex polyrhythms.
EDide was ten years in the making—
Ade has been buss' building the domestic music video industry, establishing a
foundation to benefit musically talented
kids and retired musicians, and acting as
chairman of the newly fonned -- and
much needed — Musical Copyright
Society of Nigeria. all the time keeping
his eve on the oil biz. The album is both
full of "praise singing" (to in(lividuals,
groups. God; "praising" is an indispensable element in Yoruba culture) and
eminently danceable.
And in an area where politics is never
far from tribal beliefs ami thus religion, to
some extent both Adc and Kidjo share a
cast of characters. Interestingly enough,
derivations from Yomba-influenced animistic religion can be expressed in Foil,
while Dahomey (Benin) and Togo are
the ancestral Old World home of Haitian
Voudon ("spirit"). Kidio's plea to Shango
(Yomban god of thunder) and Ades
greeting to Yombans ("Yombal live on
in the New World as part of Haiti's transcendental. syncretic Voudon tradition.
STERE01 ,1111F, N OVEMBER 1996
STEREOPHILE, N OVEMBER MO

A.1Cs Fifo is an intriguing mix of Yoruban "praise
singing and western dance beats.

Thus Kidjo's "Shango" becomes Haiti's
loa "Sobo," amilitaristic fighter, strategist,
and protector. (Called "head of the amly"
in Haitian songs, Soho also heals ills, especially those of supernatural origin).
Similarly, Kidjo "Womb() lombo"
(dancer and boat-driver) and "Deess.se de
l'Eau" (Goddess of [sea] water) ("Goddess
of the Sea") re-emerge as Haiti's vodun
loa of the sea, Agwe (represented as a
boat) and his consort La Sirene, the aquatic form of Erzulie. Stylistically, both Kidjo
and Ade artists rely heavily on drumming
and polyrhythm to invoke the trancelike
state so similarly called forth by Haitian
Voudon ceremonial drumming and
Lenten Carnival ra-ra.
Simultaneously more accessible and
more primitive than earlier, more stylistically raw and ethnically focused
releases like Aye, 'Wit is both mystical and
personal, here focused on the continuity
of rhythms, feelings, and states of mind
Kidjo unearthed in herself in Benin and
recorded there on an 8-track tape deck
with traditional musicians. Recapitulated
in aParis studio and elsewhere. digital
technologies enabled Western musicians
(including Carlos Santana) to play along
with Beninese material, which Kidjo also
sings in English and French.
Far more cosmopolitan, polished, and
"World Beat" —including amultiplicity
of horns, good times — Adc's E Dije
veers alittle more toward New World
styles of Haitian and Cuban music that
incorporate Hispanic-embroidered rhythmic and textural elements, embodying the joy of making ensemble music
just for hell of it. Content-wise, his playful use of proverbial material is delightful. Self-described as dedicated mom to
the "development" of juin music than

"change, change, change," King Sunny
(the first to introduce pedal steel guitar
and electronic enhancements to juju)
changes nevertheless, adding, with E
Dije, women to his band, not only as
singers but —and this would he abig
deal, believe me, if you were in Nigeria
—in percussionist roles.
Both CDs are, of course, recorded just
fine; neither is "better" than the other.
Since King Sunny has long since cut his
100th disc and has pretty much taken on
Count Basic's role as ambassador of
World Beat to the community of man,
this album is welcome to me, happy, and
more universally appealing. Kidjo, combining aEuropean personal sensitivity
and aprimitive mythos, is more introspective, more unique, alittle mystical,
and, to me, more intriguing. Both are
worth owning; you'll probably have
King Sunny on alot, but listen to Kidjo.
—Beth Jacques

KING CRIMSON: THRaKaTTaK
Discipline Global Mobile DGM 9604 (Ci) only).
Robert Fripp. David Singleton, prods.; George
Glossop, David Singleton. mgrs. DDT). TT: 57:19
ROBERT FRIPP: Radiophonies
1995 Soundwipes Volume 1
Discipline Global Mobile DGM 9505 (CD only).
Robert Fnpp, prod. Carlos Pulido, John Sinks. mgrs.
1)1)1). TT: 57:10
THE LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN: Throng
Thrang Gozinindx
Discipline Global Mobile DGM 9602 (Cl) only).
Robert Fripp, David Singleton. prods.; Fred
Selnichman, David Singleton, mgrs. ADD. TT:
57:52

THRaKarEtle was, according to the
technical note ill the CD booklet, "taken
from DAT recordings of the front-ofhouse mixing desk during the KC tour
of Japan and the USA during October
and November 1995." Essentially an artful collection of the improvised segments
from their concert performances, the
album is as uncompromisingly singleminded and willfully focused as anything
yet released from aFripp-led ensemble.
Of course it's brilliant, but this is by no
means the kind of thing you'll want to
snuggle tip with on achilly night. If your
idea of great King Crimson however, is
closer to avant-garde jazz than art-rock
austerity, you'll love this album. It's the
dream disc for those who prefer the
"out" section of "Cat Food" to the idyllic
lyricism of"! Tilk To The Wind."
in an often brutally virniosic approach that figuratively bludgeons the
listener into submission, the affect of
hearing these carefully assembled, totally improvised interludes is akin to taking astrange and mysterious sonic journey. There are moments of great illumi245
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REAL WORLD PRICES!

AUDIONIDEO 8 HOME CINEMA

cherny

AUDIO
1/ti' Ielide,. in

DIGITAL AUDIO

Illortlahle Digital

India

DTI v2.0 & DDE v3.0
Combo
/?,..; SI.398

DDE v1.2
"

New $499

)5 99

-

Features HDCD digital filter
&dual 20-bit DACs.

DDS•Pro Transport

si,595

a

Modified Pioneer "stable
platter" mechanism. Ultralow jitter output: 5pico seconds. Uses proprietary

Call for price.

I'S bus digital transmission
Stereophile Class BRecommended Components 4/96

DTI•Pro32

Now
$1,295

rjs $1,595

Jitter reduction system with resolution enhancement
Uses Alchemy's breakthrough FS Bus format on
input &output. On-board DSP software takes 16 Bit
data in &outputs up to 24 bits.
Stereophile Class ARecommended Component, 4/96

ACD•PRO
CD Player

r.:„;

Pioneer stable platter mechanism.
Dual 20 bit DAC. HDCD digital filter

I.395

New
$1,195

EDI v1.0 & DDE v3.0 Combo
r,„ st 094
Now s799

Sonic Frontiers
TransDAC and UltraJitterbug
Featuring BIG performance in asmall package at asmall
price—this dynamic combo offers strong value &quality.

•

•

•
UltraJitterbug
Less than 40 ps (picosecond)
litter output. Stereophile Class A
Recommended Component, 4/96

TransDAC
20-bit Burr-Brown
PCM 1702 PJ
TransDAC

$599

▪ UltraJitterbug

$699

= TransDAC & Ultra
Jitterbug Combo

$999

Both products include 5year parts 8. labor warranty

AC IPOWERLINE CONDITIONERS If POWER CORDS

CLS 3200

15 amp capacity, 6unswitched industrial grade outlets

$295

CLS 6400 ISO

15 amp capacity, the best selling Lightspeed

$535

CLS 6400 ISO 20 AH

20 amp capacity, 6unswitched hospital grade outlets

$696

CLS 9600 ISO

20 amp, hospital grade parts w/ 11 gauge pwr. cord
30 amp capacity; for high performance pwr. amps

$819
$819

to audiophile sound & video.

CORDS

If you have not experienced the improvement
a high-end AC power cord can make, you
haven't heard what your system can really do
MAS Power masTER

reg $/25

NOW

Discovery AC Cord
Tice PC 3
WireWorld Aurora
Tara Labs RSC Master

$69
$100
$159
$180
$299

roducts.

the ESP's make your system sound as if you doubled your amplifier output
particularly during loud dynamic swings. ...you'll hear the entire quality of a
performers movement about the stage change... in agoosebump raising way."
Jinii. Fi Magazin2. VcL I, Issue 3
"These made asignif"Lant improvement to the sound of the amp, and
as Imoved them into the rest of the system. Inoted how well they
performed."
.1-mathan .5.3111,
1
,,1. 18,
II

The FIRST critical link in the path

AC POWER

unp]

Hear what the critics have to say...

Stereophile Recommended Component, April 1996

CLS 9900 Amp

ese,A

World's Greatest
AC Power Cord?Inc

Chang Lightspeed Powerline Filters
Chang Lightspeed powerline conditioners protect components from the damaging effects of voltage sources & reduce AC interference without adding
artifacts. Chang delivers current instantly—without limitation or hesitation

The Essence Power Cord:
•Multi-conductor, patent pending
geometry.

As seen in Fi Magazine, April 1996
The single

greatest
•Proprietary connector components & termination process.
performance
•Shielding prevents RFI & EMI
improvement a
emissions for the quietest
$499 component
backgrounds.
can make!!
•Precise soundstaging & resolution.

s499 /6 ft.

AUDIO/VIDEO RACKS 69 STANDS
LOVAN audio

Stereophile
Recommended
Component,
April 1996

Art of the Metal Triangle
As seen in Home Theatre Technology &Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Vol. 1, No. 2
Sovereign Hi -Fi Rack
Sovereign A/V Rack
Pyramid A/V Rack

Reg

Now

$64

$499

Classic I-4 shelf stand

$299

Classic II-4 shelf stand

$349

Classic II T-4 shelf stand

$

Sovereign Hi -Fi Rack
Sovereign NV Rack

9

24 Component Stand
4shelf audio rack available in black
or hand rubbed oak. As seen in
Stereophile &Audio Buyer's Guide
reg. $448

$449

$599

Classic II

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

reg. $218

•Individually
spiked floating
shelves
•Solid, rigid,
sand or lead
fillable racks.

Now $398

Magro 24 Console
2-tiered amp stand/component rack

$449
$74

banusbyst erns

Now s199

Stereophile Recommended
Component, April 1996
CF35 -4shelf component rack

$325

CF45 -5shelf component rack

$375

Other inquiries call 215-396-8288

INTERCONNECTS 6* SPEAKER CABLES
"The Best in the World"

Reference Series

"The Best in the World"

IIIIII1(

Type 1 Interconnects: -XL0's l'fy pe IIability to pass asignal

Type 4Digital Cable:

seemingly unchanged resealed all sorts of Iles\ little niceties in record ,
Ithought Iknew extremely well."
VI/ i. 71,2 its ,,/ti/2 &Aim/. 4,92

smooth. hannonicalls hone.I. - 1. Iris Lipni
SI '
',
t
/995
Our #1 best selling digital cable.

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

Type 5 Speaker Cable:

Type 3A Phono Cable: successor to the famous Type 3

-The

Type 5cable is better than any

--111E11=141
—1:4mium

phono cable at amuch more affordable price. One-piece-pair
construction designed specifically for phono use features completely
isolated full-floating "Faraday Cage" shielding for protection against

other speaker cable I've tried, by an even wider margin than the
interconnect that surpassed other in-house contenders." MMJ,
Th 2.4ts ,11112 S uni .101 1992
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

"The Best in the World"

"very transparent. slightis

»UO
111(11
(

F\II and RH.

"The Best in the World"

Signature Series

111(111(

Type 1.1 Interconnects: "...neutral. detailed, very fast, alive. e\cinng.

Type 4.1 Digital Cable: "There was also that as expected XL() sense M.

with areally big soundstagc, plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless
midbass, and aN,mcwhat leaner midrange than some cables, and airy, open
highs." -JALith.in
St2r2 ,11111... .4rril 1996

immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge transients-hallmarks of
Roger Skolrs cables. The XL() Signature is an exciting
cable..." -fmalh.rn S2u11. SLT_ , r1"1-- Si t2Int2r 1995

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

Type 3.1 Phono Cable: "As far as retrieval of information was concerned;
the Type 3.1 is ss idiom peer... Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. Backgrounds were

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable: "...The entire bass range was

blacker... This is great stuff!" -.1-m.okut SAW,
Sr',-.' r"11-'. S.1-1_,m1-2r 19 ,15
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

as close to perfect as l'se es er heard from acable.... Th t.
:: upper
midrange and treble.., were completely grainless and free of
brightness or other artifacts." .1 nwhin S..re//.
4/96
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

DISCOVERY CABLE

WIREOCIRLD
Wireworld cables use designer David Salz's patented symmetrical coaxial
design, resulting in cables that are practically inaudible. This concentric wrap

Discovery strongly believes in the use of stranded bare copper as their conductor of choice. All terminations are performed by hand, using lead free 4%
silver solder.

configuration more evenly distributes signals & limits electrical interactions.
INTERCONNECTS
Atlantis II
Equinox II
Eclipse II
Gold Eclipse II'

SPEAKER CABLES
1m
1m
1m
1m

$ 90
$130
$300
$1000

Orbit
Oasis II
Atlantis II
Polaris II

$ 2.70/ft
$ 7.80/ft
$12.00/ft
$22.50/ft

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96
• Wireworld conductors are made of proprietary
Grain-Optimized'N, high-purity copper and silver.
• The proprietary Wireworld connectors are made of
the most conductive metal; gold over copper for the
intermediate models, and solid silver
for the top models.
/2
• Teflon dielectrics are found on even
"...in virtually every tally ss edid
the least expensive Wireworld
on either of the two systems,
interconnect.
Wireworld Orbit came out on top.
Flattering comments heaped
"As soon as Ireplaced my reference power
cord with Aurora Iknew this was no ordi-

-Malcom Akik.m.a,

upon it took note of its excellent
focus, impressive neutrality and
top-to-bottom coherence. AI :wen& Flynt Fun •rit

Summer 1995

11 An: Th2,21.1 I lin

nary cable; the lower bass became lower, and
at the same time, the resolution improved."

As seen in

t
I;

Audio
Adventure

TARA LABS
Space ia Time Audio Products

•

We carry a complete line of
Tara Labs Prism and
RSC audio/video cables.
-

"TARA Labs Prism 22 easily gets my vote as the best sounding

interconnect under S100 a IM/pair." — E

.
Hier Fi, Jan/Feh 1996

INTERCONNECTS

SPEAKER CABLES
1-2-3*
Signature

8ft
$320
$600

10ft
$400
$750

12ft
$480
$900

TC-One
Discovery
Signature'

1 m $80
1 m $240
1 m $450

Plus Four

1m

$650

•Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96
"Discovery makes an outstanding set
of products. whose excellence is another sign of convergence on cables
that are neutral and transparent, rather
than equalizers disguised as cables.
They are real value for the money."
Anthony H. 2,
:ddesman, The
Ihsquie &A/la IkJ. 19, Issue 99

"A lot of performance for the money."
-Russ Iskvak, Srcre-rhil2, 4/96
•

11.
"Unbelievably high performance for relatively low cost..."
Atuthan Sull, Stere- rhile.14-.1. 18, 1*, 12
Discovery Cables feature:
1-2-3 speaker cables can be
terminated to be asingle wire,
bi-wire or tri-wire by utilizing the
conductor configuration.

"If you know the sound of live music,
you will love Discovery Signature interconnects. At the price, it is asteal."
-Jonathan Va/in. The

Sound.

20, Issue 103
• Power cords utilize premium
quality Hubble plugs and Schurter IEC 320 connectors.
• Self adapting RCA connectors automatically provide
proper contact area and pressure inside & outside the
connector.
• Double shielded interconnects reduce RFI and twisted dual
conducted design reduces EMI and prevents cross-talk.
• Extremely low contact resistance that remains the same
after ahigh number of insertions (less than 0.00009M.

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Alón by Acanan Systems •Atlantic Technology •Audio Alchemy •B&K Components •Chang Lightspeed •Discovery •ESP •KEF •Lovan •M&K •Magro AN Furniture
•MAS •NEAR •Parasound •Sanus •Sonic Frontiers •Tara Labs Space &Time •Tice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XL0 Electric •and many more!
Prices subject to change

Not responsible for typographIcal errors.

Fax (215) 396-7999

1390 Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966

e-mail: sales@dynanet-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

•

•

Meadtown Shopping Center •Rt. 23 •Kinnelon, NJ 07405

«bc

aid/il •Acoustic Research •Advent •Aiwa •AKG •Altec Lansing
Atlantic Technology •Audio Control •Audio Alchemy

-/t
j./".

201-263-6060

ges.

Audio Quest •Audio Source •B&K •B&O
Bazooka •BBE •Bell'oggetti •Beverdynamics
Bose •Brother •Canon •Canton •Carver

Hughes

Celestion •Cerwin Vega
Clif Designs
CodeAlarm
Coustic •C1ND
Denon •Dynarnat
Grado •Haller
Harman/
Kardon
Hitachi

Infinity •lamo

f

IBL •IVC •MO •Koss
Lexicon •Monitor Audio
Monster Cattle •Nakarnichi Car •Niks
OmniMount •Orion •Panarrwx •Panasonic
Philips •Pinnacle •Pioneer Home/Car
PPI •Proscan

PS Audio •PSB •Rane

Rockford Fosgate •Runco •Sennheiser . Sharp
Sherwood •Sonance •Sony •Soundstream
Spatializer •SSI •Stewart •brows •Target

Brand Name
Surround Sound Pro( fflor
•Dolby Pro logic-decoder
mith tbuilt-in amplifier.
•50W/Ch 1112 for center
•20W/Ch v2822 for rear
•Additional Dolby 1channel,
Hall and Stadium surround modes

Moth 012 t5

1

Monitor
Audio
MAG903
•Floor Standing
Tower Speakers

•cold
"
d
sdri,,e. ['mite
•2Mid ham drivers
•
Shielded drivers
Quantities!
•Designed for hi-mire applicatines
To w

•Mass loading
•Plat kcabinet

Technics •Terk •Thorens •Triad & More!

On.

425
limited
Quan t
•
i
t
ies
•
. $229

•Adjustable digital delay
•Input balance control ohms
•programmable rem ot
e tonfiol

,
,Alm
StockAvailabl.
0142 on
,•,. R,,,oft (Ail $1

3399991w

Shopping for Quality Audio, Video or Car Stereo Products at Affordable Pricing?
•

Please Call Us Toll-Free 1-800-542-7283

•

PAIIIIITO D'HIVERA
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"Heredia is aremarkable

...fascinating and challenging.

guitarist. Gypsy Flamenco
is amarvelous recording

...The best recording
of an acoustic guitar

of amazing music.
Buy it immediately..."
Wes Phillips, Stereophile,
Vol. 19, No. 6, June 1996

I've heard this year..."
Wes Phillips, Stereophile,
Vol. 19, No. 9, Sept 1996

"...this album is his [Paquito D'Rivera]
set of the very sweetest and magnanimous
of remembrances... ajazz classic..."
Fred Bouchard, Jazz limes, Sept 1996

You Can Hear The Difference
Chesky Records Radio City Station, PO. Boo 1268 New York. NY 10101 for a*we eaudoe or to order 14300.331-1437 or 212406-7537 listen cd learn http://www.chetk>cass/mstsét
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M USICAL FIDELITY XIO-D
Editor:
Iam delighted that Sam Tellig has picked
up on the idea that the X10-D will transform the perfonnance of modestly priced
CD players so that they are almost indistinguishable from those at elevated prices.
Musical Fidelity passionately believes
that it is not necessary to spend afortune to
enjoy fabulous hi-fi sound. In the coming
months there will be acomplete range of
X10-style products:
•January 1997 — ahigh-quality HDCD
DAC at about $400.
•February 1997 —a class-A tube headphone amp at about $250.
•February 1997 —a high-quality MC/
MM phono stage at about $250.
•March 1997 — a high-quality simple
preamp at about $250.
•April 1997 —an equalizer for low and
high frequencies to compensate for system/room imbalances at about $300.
(This will be rather like aCello Audio
Palette, except that you are able to select
two frequencies from either 50Hz,
100Hz, or 200Hz ... or 3kHz, 6kHz, and
12kHz).
Ilove fiddling with my hi-fi, adding on
accessories, and making small changes to
try and improve the sound. You might say
that the X10 range is designed for just that
purpose. Happy listening.
ANTONY MICHAELSON
Musical Fidelity
PUREST SOUND SYSTEMS
Editor:
We would like to thank Mr. Sam Tellig
for his review of our PSS Passive
Preamp. We currently have five models,
the Model 500 Line and Model 1000
Line. The price for the standard Model
500 is $325, and $385 for Silver Edition.
The prices include UPS shipping to all
50 states. All PSS Passive Preamps can be
updated to Silver Edition. The cost of
upgrading to Silver Edition are as follows: $95 for the Model 500 and $148
for Model 1000. We feel that apassive
preamp will work well in about 85% of
high-end audio systems. The PSS Passive
Preamp can run long interconnects —
up to 12', and on some systems can even
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996
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and VT130 combination. Unfortunately,
the measurement work done by Mr.
Norton indicates that the VT130 had
need of service. We believe the unit has
one or more faulty vacuum tubes, for the
following reasons:
1. The input DC offset for functional
units is well under 1 millivolt. Mr.
Norton's measurements indicated 12mV
at the left channel input, and 1.5mV at the
right channel input. In a vacuum-tube
amplifier, that indicates an input tube with
greater than normal grid current.
2. Typical units have approximately Vs
RI
NGMAT
the measured distortion (at the 74W level)
Editor:
and significantly more power at the 1%
It looks like Sam Tellig is finally learning
THD level than found by Mr. Norton.
something about hi-fi. He actually likes
This finding was probably caused by one
the Ringmat Mark III XLR.
or more output vacuum tubes in need of
Of course he should; it's an amazing
replacement. This unit was shipped to
product. For some very odd reasons it
really works and improves the sound of Stereophile on November 1, 1995, and I
suspect it has accumulated quite anumber
most turntables. But what is really amazof hours of use since then. It is also true
ing is the fact that Sam can actually hear
that extremely low line voltage can cause
the difference. I've been complaining for
this problem. Production units deliver from
years that he knows nothing about hi-fi,
110 to 120 watts at 20Hz at 1% THD. Mr.
and now he goes and embarrasses me by
Norton's findings of less power, even at
talking sense. Iguess hanging around people like me has finally paid off. What a 50Hz, would confirm aproblem.
Had the reviewer simply compared his
guy. He's my hero.
findings with our published specifications,
Ido agree that the new XLR sounds
or even asked us about his findings, he
better than the 200 and 250mm versions.
could have been made aware that the unit
If at all possible, use the thicker one. It's
required service. Isuggest that Stereophik
well worth adjusting the VTA to get the
return this amplifier, let us replace any
best out of the mat. The thinner ones
faulty tubes, and return the unit to them
(which retail for $75 each) arc really for
for asecond look.
turntables that use no mat or arc without
It is interesting to note that in spite of
VTA adjustment.
all this, the reviewer was favorably imIam perplexed by the report on the
Rep. Ihave put an XLR on the Planar 3 pressed by the sound quality.
Regarding the LS22, Iam concerned
and liked it alot. Maybe hearing the difthat some may misunderstand the graph
ference on his antique AR was too much
showing single-ended frequency refor the Cheapskate's chubby ears.
sponse. If the unit is used in the singleAs for all the Scotch whiskey Ican buy
ended mode, it is, of course, important
for each Ringmat Isell... Sam, you can
that the front panel mode switch be set to
have every drop of it. Hopefully it will
"single-ended," not "balanced." That is
stop you from coming into my room at
why the switch is there, to set the circuit
each show and guzzling the really good
for proper performance for either singlestuff.
ROY HALL
ended or balanced operation. Ialso wonMusic Hall
der if 10V output is the new test standard
for preamplifiers at Stereophik. Most
AUDIO RESEARCH
power amplifiers require no more than
Editor:
2.5 volts (most require less) for full
We are pleased that overall Mr. Phillips
power operation.
liked the sound he heard from the LS22

run longer. For longer interconnects we
can outfit the preamp with a Shunt
Volume Control, but we feel that our custom-made Bourns volume control is
superior to anything else we have tried.
We offer two weeks' home trial. We
accept personal checks, but we can't ship
the unit until the check clears, which usually takes three days. Thanks again to Sam
Tellig and the staff of Sterrophile.
DAVID Hum
Purest Sound Systems
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At $5.99, 'You're Nuts If You
Don't Load Up on Naxos'
Said Sam TeMg, in Seneophilks (February 11996):
"Naxos is the best thing to happen to
classical music recording in the last
ten years. ... If you don't explore Naxos, you are
missing out on
iiEE :rjrio ve
the
richest
single classi(Pop
RS.s347!,
cal
catalog
,:1"
4
.1n
aPh onies
available
kr„,nu,
today.
Or,
more
to the
point: "You're
nuts if you don't
load
up
on
these."
You can buy oui
entire catalog, more
than 1,000 CDs, for
less than $5,000 .*
But don't worry, you
can also buy single titles.

Sam liked these:
II Beethoven's Complete Violin Sonatas. Takako
Nishizaki and Jena Jandó (4 CDs). $23.96.
II Dvorak's Complete Symphonies. The Slovak
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Stephen
Gunzenhauser (5 CDs). $29.95.
• Grieg's Complete Piano Music. Einar SteenNokleberg (14 CDs). $83.86.
• Haydn's Complete String Quartets (lacking
only Opus 3, 17 & 50). Kodály Quartet (18 CDs).
$107.82.
• Tchaikovsky's Complete Orchestral Suites.
The National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland conducted by Stefan Sanderling (2 CDs). $11.98.
• Vivaldi's Complete Cello Concertos. Raphael
VVallfisch and the City of London Sinfonia (4 CDs).
$23.96.
Call us at 800-75-NAXOS
for a free catalog, then visit
your neighborhood CD store
or order directly from us.
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•A special offer, available only direct from Naxos of Americo
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VING fupSTATE AND SYRACUSE NEW YORK AREA
Blue Circle Merlin
BC-2 amp Music Systems
Hybrid 75W SE
monoblocks
$6,000/pr
BC-3 preamp

TSM
High resolution
speaker system
$1,900/pr

Tube linestage
$3,300
"The staccato plucking of the strings has awonderfully fleshy quality through the BC-2s, the harmonic
bloom of the cello is to die for and the lilting tone of
Schocker's flute fills St. Peter's Church..."
Stu McCreary, Positive Feedback, Vol. 6 No. 4

"But Imust be honest with you... and confess that in
aone-on-one comparison with some of the premium
speakers around ...that it was the tiny TSM that took
my heart."
Martin DeWulf, Bound for Sound, 4/96

Let fellow audiophile Rich Brkich (electricd engineer, member TAN, AES member, and contributor to
Posithe Feedback Magazine)provide you with sensible recommendations, equipment synergy's, and
friendly service to maxinize your listening enjoyment. On the web: www.poht2.com/davny02.htm
Audio Alchemy •ASC• Audient Technologies •Blue Circle •Black Diamond Racing •Cardas •DH Labs •Golden Tube
Grado •JENA LABS •Merlin Music Systems •Pass Labs •Reference Line •Rega • Room Tune •SimAudio Celeste
Tice Audio Products •Townshend Audb •Von Schweikert Research• and other products, tubes, tweaks. &accessories!

Demonstrations Are By Appointment -Browsers Or Buyers Are Welcome!
8409B Shallowcreek Road, Liverpool, NY 13090
Phone: (315) 622-4137 Fax: (315) 622-2993 E-mail: richard.brkich@tanet.com
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Finally, regarding the reviewer's comment "If there is asingle synergistically
perfect cable match to the LS22, Inever
found it," Iwould suggest that our interconnects — which have the same transmission characteristics as the internal (signal) wiring of our products — are indeed
"synergistically perfect."
W ILLIAM Z.
JOHNSON
President, Audio Research
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
Editor:
Many sincere thanks to Robert Harley and
Stemophile for giving the CL-10 multi-disc
concept an open-minded shot, and for
working hard to dispel the myth that convenience and performance are mutually
exclusive. When California Audio Labs
was founded ten years ago, the goal was to
produce musical and affordable digital
source components that customers would
use for years day in and out. We feel that
the CL-10 carries on the spirit famously.
There are acouple of minor technical
issues in the review that we feel should be
addressed: the reference to the CLD-10
Transport and certain features of the CL10's PC control software program.
The digital output sections of the CL10 Cl) player and the CLD-10 Transport
version are not the same. The CLD-10
Transport uses a completely different
clocking circuit not present in the CL-10,
and comes standard with an AT&T digital
output in conjunction with the AES/EBU
and coax S/PDIF. The Transport-only
version can be modified into the full onebox CD player with the addition of the
D/A section for $500.
Regarding the PMD 100's internal
numbering of the different dither modes,
Pacific Microsonics employs number 0
through 7, corresponding to increasing amplitude levels, with 6 representing the
highest dither level, and 7representing the
triangular probability density function
(TPDF). The CL-10 program numbers
the settings 1through 8, with 7 representing the highest amplitude of dither and
8being the TPDF mode. 'Therefore, the
control program complements the same
ordering as does the chip, only with slightly different number assignments. With no
computer control, the CL-10's default is
dither level 4. Robert's conclusion was
that the highest non-TPDF dither level —7
— worked best for his system. He is
absolutely correct in noting that other levels may be more appropriate with other
components and systems. Please note, too,
that the software is not included with the
unit, but is optional in lieu of ahigher unit
retail price. The retail price on the software program is $99.
Per the editor's note: re-engineering
for aMac version is indeed feasible, but
requires perceived demand, something
that has as yet not adequately materialized since the CL-10 was introduced. We
S
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are watching the weather on this one.
We are heartened to learn that during
his time with the CL-10, Robert recognized and apparently enjoyed the "good
times" potential behind the CL-10's
multi-disc approach. Whether partying
down in full-random mode or playing
back that Bach set in its entirety, simply
having agood time was aprimary inspiration behind the concept. We appreciate
the opportunity you've given us to share
this inspiration with your readership.
Play on...
THE CAL BOYS
California Audio Labs
ENSEMBLE DIGITAL
Editor:
Not aNew York drizzle but afull Swiss
shower of compliments is what Jonathan
Scull deserves. As audio writing often
has atendency to be more telling about
the reviewer than the thing reviewed,
our special thanks must go to Mr. Scull
for writing a review of the Dichrono
Drive CD transport and Dichrono DAC
that catches the essence of the matter so
well and makes the reader understand
why he was lastingly caught by the
Dichronos as alistener. What it comes
down to is that the Dichronos can bring
you so close to the real thing that there is
nothing in between you and the music.
In away it is similar with food: If the
diet is balanced and natural, you need no
extra vitamins or drugs. If what you hear
has that effortless natural quality, the itch
to tweak and the audiophile urge to
focus on isolated some trifles (rather
than truffles) evaporate as manifestations
of an inner unrest due to subconscious
dissatisfaction.
It has always been our aspiration to
make equipment that has those qualities
that make you sit back totally relaxed and
enjoy and savor the musical offerings. No
bullying for attention and no bull(et)proof front plates, but self-effacing quality
opening its doors to the music itself.
On atechnical level, this has alot to
do with the choices made. It is, of
course, possible to trim amachine for
certain almost unheard-of specifications.
One has to be aware, however, that in
joining this race you can give away
important sonic qualities at the same
time. The noisefloor of aDAC is agood
example for that. By doubling the DACs
you can push that floor almost to its theoretical limit, yet impressive as such a
spec may look on paper, in sonic terms
nothing has been gained whatsoever —
quite to the contrary, in fact — as the
internal jitter level will consequently be
boosted, with audible sonic consequences this time. So in the end, what
brings audio close to music is amatter of
human choices — avery refreshing and
reassuring aspect about audio.
DR. URS WAGNER
President, Ensemble, Inc.

MISSION ELECTRONICS 7311
Editor:
Thank you for your illuminating — and
entertaining! — review of the Mission 731i
loudspeaker. From the beginning, Mission
has been dedicated to providing audiophile-quality components and performance at affordable prices to consumers
the world over, and the 731i exemplifies
this philosophy. Our goal in designing the
731i was to bring true high-end sound
quality within the reach of every music
lover, and we are especially gratified that
Bob Reina and John Atkinson have
acknowledged our efforts with such
enthusiasm.
HOWARD PLEET
President, Mission Electronics, Inc.
DYNAUDIO
Editor:
We at Dynaudio would like to thank
Stereophile, Russell Novak, and John Atkinson for the outstanding review of our
Contour 1.3 loudspeakers. It was truly
rewarding to read Mr. Novak's description
of the Contours, as his experience with
the speakers serves to reassure us that the
design objectives of the speakers were
indeed met.
Russell Novak used several adjectives to
describe the sound of the Contour 1.3s:
"tonally neutral," "totally uncolored,"
"natural." Also mentioned were two key
points that are all too often overlooked:
dynamics and microdynamics. In my opinion, this is what makes musical playback
and, ultimately, any audio component,
emotionally involving: the immediacy of
contrasts between loud and quiet; the
detail of subtle nuances and textures; a
sense of truth.
These characteristics are essentially the
goals and guidelines by which we design
and develop each and every Dynaudio
loudspeaker. We do not have areference
loudspeaker model that we attempt to
emulate; instead, our reference is simply
the music. We built arecording studio inhouse to study the effects of the recording
process on playback sound quality, while
investing tremendous resources in developing our laboratory-grade Arbiter products to help drive the development of
new loudspeaker technologies. This has
helped tremendously in our quest to continuously improve the quality of our products, although Idon't think we'll ever be
truly satisfied.
One mustn't overlook the minute technical details that serve as the reason why
the speakers would never measure and
inherently sound as they do. The result of
everything from the woofer being mounted overlapping the cabinet's side walls to
eliminate cabinet surface vibrations that
would otherwise create sonic colorations,
to the materials used for and the geometric shape of the drive-units, which allows
greater transient response with decreased
group delay and uniformly controlled dis253
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persion, to the large but lightweight
voice-coil and powerful magnet system,
which increases transient speed and
allows perfect control. When you combine the powerful motor, lightweight
voice-coil, and geometrically optimized
cone, it takes less time to transfer energy
from the inside of the cone to the outside. The result is asubstantial decrease
in interniodular and group delay distortion, with correct time arrival and phase
coherence. It is the net effect of all the
aforementioned that comes together to
create the grainless sound, wide staging,
and pinpoint imaging. Mr. Atkinson's
measurements and comments would
confirm this fact.
Iwould like to take a moment to
briefly elaborate on Dynaudio as acompany. In the review, Mr. Novak refers to
Dynaudio as a"well-known drive-unit
manufacturer," which is apartially accurate statement. Dynaudio, which began
operations over two decades ago manufacturing finished loudspeaker systems, is in fact aloudspeaker manufacturer
known also for producing quality driveunits. In the pursuit of developing higher quality speaker systems, we began
building our own drive-units for our
systems a few years into operations.
While intensive efforts in the research,
development, and innovation of new
and improved driver technologies have
allowed Dynaudio to constantly improve the quality of our finished loudspeakers, the raw drive-unit business
was essentially aby-product of our systems and has never been the primary
focus of Dynaudio, although it has been
the most visible portion of our business
in this market, at least to date.
In closing, Iwant to reiterate my thanks
to everyone at Stereophile for their time,
consideration, and for the opportunity to
respond.
MIKE MANOUSSELIS
Director of Sales & Marketing,
Dynaudio North America
VON SCHWEIKERT RESEARCH
AT HI-FI '96
Editor:
All of us here at VR would like to thank
Stereophile for its efforts regarding HI-Fl
'96. It was amonumental affair that took
us months to prepare for, so we can appreciate all your work in bringing high-end
audio to Manhattan.
Iwould especially like to thank Shannon
Dickson, truly one of your most technically
oriented reviewers, for his insightful report
on our exhibit at the Waidorf=Astoria's
Astor Ballroom. Mr. Dickson was one of
the few reviewers Italked to who understood the acoustical situation we faced in
that hard-plaster room containing more
than 100,000 cubic feet of volume!
Several months before, we had visited
the ballroom (roughly the size of agymnasium with matching acoustics) and perS
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formed acoustic measurements that were
used to determine the number and size of
acoustic traps necessary to enable aneadield
listening situation. We had placed 50 seats in
the sweet spot in the front of the room
where the acoustics were fair.
However, most of our attendees had to
stand at the rear of the room, since several hundred people populated the room at
any given time. Unfortunately, the sound
at the rear of the ballroom had 18dB of
bass lift, caused by the suspended plywood
dance floor acting as apassive radiator at
frequencies between 97-126Hz. Also, the
three-second reverberation time at the rear of the
room rendered the sound almost unintelligible at midrange and treble frequencies.
Istood at the entrance to the room, at the
rear, and talked to people leaving the
room. Invariably, they loved the sound if
they had sat up front, as Mr. Dickson had.
Alas, too many people attempted to judge
the sound from the rear of the room, since
they were not able to get aseat up front.
To those thousands of customers who
were not able to listen to the VR-10 properly, Iapologize. Several customers, however, who had agood scat up front purchased the system after listening to the
other super systems at the show, so our
efforts did not go unnoticed.
ALBERT VON SCHWEIKERT
President, Chief Design Engineer,
Von Schweikert Research
WALKER AUDIO AT HI-FI '96
Editor:
First, thank you to Stereophile for bringing
HI-FI '96 to New York and opening the
show to the public. It was areal thrill to
share analog with the general public,
many of whom had no idea what the
High End, especially analog, is all about.
My only regret is that, due to the number
of people coming through the room, there
was not enough time to listen to the
music. Based on the response Igot, the
public really enjoyed the show and many
were anxious to hear and learn more. In
our room, some were completely transfixed by what they heard and saw.
Thanks also to Michael Freiner for his
enthusiastic comments in your September
issue on the new all air-bearing Proscenium Gold turntable. For the record,
the table Michael heard was apre-production unit. The production models now
incorporate several upgrades, including
damping of the arm. Both the spindle and
arm are now carbon fiber, and the mono
block contains eight direct jets —quad
vented —and is atruc air-captured bearing, high-pressure (50psi), low flow.
The table weight is now up to 200 lbs.
A new feature available is an optional rear
RCA plate that will accommodate asmall
phono amp. By exchanging the female
RCAs for male, the tonearm wires can be
plugged in directly.
Thanks again to Stereophile for agreat

show, and ajob very well done indeed.
LLOYD WALKER
Walker Audio
GRADO AT HI-FI '96
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile and Russ
Novak for the mention in Part Two of the
HI-FI '96 Show Report, in the October
'96 issue.
Unfortunately, there was one little
error. The headphones Russ was listening
to were not Grado Signature but Grado
Reference Series Model RS1. Grado Signature and Grado Reference are actually
two separate companies. Possibly somehow amention may be made to show this
correction. Ihope everyone had anice
summer.
JOHN GRADO
Grado
UNITY AUDIO ON DIPOLES
(AGAIN)
Editor:
Well gee, here we go again. The letter in
the September '96 issue (p225) from
Siegfried Linkwitz (of Audio Artistry) on
the characteristics of acoustic dipoles, and
how they load into rooms, must be responded to.
As someone who taught acoustic theory
at the university level for many years, I
have developed pet peeves that are to me
as fingernails on a blackboard. Chief
among them is the use of "assumption."
Mr. Linkwitz bases most of his arguments
relating the behavior of dipoles vs "box
speakers" on many flawed assumptions (is
"flawed assumption" redundant?). Irealize
that when you are "pushing aconcept,"
you desire to show its merits relative to
other possibilities. To have the greatest
effect it helps to compare to the "worst
case" of other design models. One may
only accomplish this with the introduction
and liberal use of "assumptions."
Chief among the "assumptions" is the
use of an "omnidirectional source" used to
represent the "normal closed box" speaker.
First and foremost, there is not asingle dosedbox design ever made thadimctions as an omnidireaional source. Mr. Linkwitz alludes to this as
he states later that "At low frequencies
(below approximately 500Hz) all box-type
loudspeakers are omnidirectional and feed
a maximum of power into the various
room modes." Here he openly acknowledges that they are not omnidirectional
above 500Hz. If we examine the horizontal response family of the Sony SS-M9
(reviewed in the same issue, page 149), we
see that it is ahnost -6dB at 275Hz, 90° offaxis. If we continue to afull 180° off-axis
we see aresponse of -9dB (as measured in
our lab). Clearly, the statement "all box
speakers behave as omnidirectional sources
below 500Hz" is not accurate. In fact, very
few behave as omnidirectional sources
above 200Hz, and many exhibit few
omnidirectional characteristics.
255

Keeping this in mind, we can see the
basis on which the power distribution of a
"textbook" dipole and an omnidirectional
source is compared is one with no relevance to an actual "box speaker." When it
is stated that the total output of adipole is
V.lof an omnidirectional radiator, we can see
that this has no direct correlation to actual
"real world" box designs (although MBL
owners are shaking in their boots...).
Assumption number two. The greatest
difference in power distribution between
an omnidinttional source and adipole is the
group delay cancellation found in the low
frequencies (Mr. Linkwitz can not seem to
make up his mind as to whether adipole
has abass peak or roll-off, as his summation
of atextbook dipole states "For instance, its
frequency response increases at 6d13/octave
at low frequencies..."). Mr. Linkwitz
should have stated that his calculations
involved an unequalized dipole vs an omnidirectional source. In simplistic ternis, the
main reason atextbook dipole doesn't load
up aroom is because aclassic dipole has no
bass! Mr. Linkwitz later states "The inherent
6dB/octave roll-off of adipole at low frequencies has to be corrected with equalization ... ", and goes on to state that Audio
Artistry employs equalization to its loudspeaker models to boost the bass.
S0000... if you have aloudspeaker that is
omnidirectional at all frequencies and is flat to
20Hz, and compare it to atextbook dipole

that is unequalized and alhnved to drop at
6dB/oaave as you decrease in frequency the
dipole may contribute
of the acoustic
power. Imay have to give him that one
(actually not, as Iwill address this point later
...). Mr. Linkwitz, however, loves to apply
this number
the power) whenever he
discusses dipoles vs any box loudspeakers,
which has no basis in fact, for the reasons just
stated, and is greatly misleading. Mr.
Linkwitz should begin his later statements
"miming all box loudspeakers behave as an
omnidirectional source, arc flat to 20Hz, and
the dipole listener hates bass, we can see that
... the '13power number may he aworkable
number for example." We can see, from my
earlier statements, that "normal box speakers" are not omnidirectional, in the low nor
high frequencies, and most are not flat to
20Hz, so an omnidirectional representation
is not aviable closed-box representation.
Since Mr. Linkwitz attempts to get into
specifics, Iam afraid Imust also (something about being amember of the Audio
Engineering Society). Mr. Linkwitz's
description of atextbook dipole is quite
accurate (I could get nitpicky and correct
stuff like baffles don't cause phase shifts,
they create longer or shorter group delays
which may, in turn, result in phase shifts,
but, Iwon't). He, however, fails to state
one of adipole's greatest weaknesses —
that being it will have adifferent polar pattern with each angle of incident to the

front baffle. What this means is that every
arca of the listening room will meet with
adistinct and highly nonlinear acoustk wave (as
Mr. Linkwitz admits in his description of
the comb effect, one that is oddly close to
the description rendered in an earlier letter by aMr. Grost). Putting this in simpler
terms, every audiophile aspires to create a
listening room that is very linear, even in
its reflections and reverberant field. A
dipole, by definition, will send ambient
and off-axis information to load the listening room that varies greatly in its sonic
characteristics about the room, with each
off-axis response being inherently non-linear.
In much the same way as if you were to
have aloudspeaker (or sound room) that
had a +12dB peak at 125Hz, followed
by a-12dB dip at 250Hz and you integrate the arca under the curve (or spectrally averaged) you would have the saine
total amplitude as aperfectly flat response
loudspeaker (spectrally averaged). What we
see with this example is that summing the
output in all directions, or "integrating
over aspherical surface with the dipole at
its center," by its definition limits the
equation to spectral averaging. k ignores
the influence of boundary reflections, and
there is no examination of how the
acoustic device may be affected by the
room boundary interface. If our sole goal is
alinear on-axis response with no concern
of off-axis phase anomalies, this theory
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and practice may be workable.
An example of this accounting method
(total amplitude averaging) is mounting a
jet
engine with the output (the blowing side)
collected in alarge tube and channeled back
into the input (the sucking side) creating a
closed system. When you turn the jet
engine on it will reach stability, and this
"closed" system will become an isobaric (no
change in pressure) system. The problem
arises, however, in that we do not experience "systems" as awhole. If we climb into
the tube and fire the engine up, we realize
that we experience the system not as a
whole, but from one specific point within the system. If we mount our jet engine in aroom
we can see that our spherical equations of
"system averaging" matter little to the poor
sticker strapped in achair inside.
From here Mr. Linkwirz attempts to
explain loudspeakers in the real world. He
states that in order to address the "comb
effect" of the textbook loudspeaker, that he
has done several things to "avoid" the problem. He states that "The baffle is made rectangular to smeared the phase shift of the rear
radiation as it meets the front radiation." In
real-world tens, he is stating that by introducing arectangular baffle, the group delay
changes with the vertical plane, substituting
one single group delay tinw in the vertical
plane for many different time delays, due to
the different lengths the rear wave must travel to reach the front radiation. When you
introduce higher numbers of group delays,
each with its own distinct phase and spectral
content, to be added to previously existing
signals, you are, indeed, smearing out the phase
shift. Exchanging large numbers of smaller
amplitude phase shifts for one resonance
point of higher amplitude may be awise
sonic tradeoff. On this, Ibelieve, Mr.
Linkwitz and Ican both agree. It can, however, never be stated as aso/untnt to the problem. Our system will, in fact, behave exactly
the same way as our textbook system with
the circular disc baffle, with the only difference being that our radius of the disc will
vary with vertical position.
Mr. Linkwitz goes on to add "In addition, the baffle is folded back to further
smooth the frequency response at different
angles. The drivers themselves become
directional at higher frequencies and less of
the rear radiation wraps around to the
front." In much the same way as adigital
system improves linearity and accuracy as
you increase the sampling rate (an infinite
sampling rate digital system can be loosely
defined as —analog), so goes the accuracy
and freedom of comb filter interference as
you increase the baffle size and group time
delays. In other words, the closer your to an
Mfinite baffle system (pioneered by Henry
Kloss in the late 1960s) the mon,inisen'ntly
linear the span will !weenie.
This brings us to my final point
(applause!), concerning the difference between the front on-axis radiation, and the
"ambient field" of adipole. Inever stated
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that you could not achieve alinear front onaxis response with adipole. As stated by Mr.
Linkwitz, all you need to do is make the
baffle sufficiently large (creating long
enough time delays) to make the loulspeaker behave as an infinite baffle deign within the
passband of the SySienl. This is, in effect, what
Mr. Linkwitz has done with his designs
(something else we can agree on...). The
net argument involves off-axis responses, as
they interface with the listening-room environment. This interface is extremely complex, and should be acknowledged as such.
Oversimplifications serve to offer "quick
answers" that can be useful in explaining
"broad concepts," but, when these concepts
arc stated in terms that are superficial, and
arc allowed to lead to conclusions that are
founded in these superficialities, the readership is done adisservice and the disrespect
for those in the high-end community by the
AES and general engineering community is
widened further. There are some subjects
and engineering principles that can not be
defined in 15-second sound bites.
In my attempt to limit my response to a
60-second sound bite, Ihave, indeed, fallen victim to the demon of superficiality
in the thorough explanation of the dipoleroom interface. This may afford Mr.
Linkwitz yet another response to me, so
we may escalate this discourse to computer-modeled room-mode analysis, complete with accompanying calculus formulas. At this point we may stick afork in
the subject, because it will be done.
Thank you for the opportunity to
respond. Iassume you loved hearing from
me again....
ROBERT L. GROST
Unity Audio
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Ihave finwarded acopy of Robert Grost's latest
missive to Siegfried Linkwitz, who may indeed
respond in the nod issue. Or not. But Ihope he
does. Inter-issue debates like this are like an
ultra-slow elm. of tennis, the tension heightened
by the lack of velocity. Makes the hamlet seem
positively frantic.

Beethoven: Symphony No. 6 in F
Major "Pastoral"

HOLOGRAPHY

Editor:
Thank you very much for a favorable
report of our demonstration (Brentworth
Sound Lab Speakers, Audio Matière
cables, etc.) at HI-FI '96.
Iwanted to bring to your attention a
minor correction, however. The amplifier
(13Wpc single-ended) is made by An
Audio, aBritish manufacturer. The power
tubes used (vv30 I)), are obtained from an
Italian company, Vaic Valve. The Production name/model of this amplifier is
the "Diavolo." All production models
delivered to the U.S. will be finished with
stainless-steel chrome-plated chassis, and
gold-plated transformer caps and volume
controls. Holography, Inc. is the sole U.S.
importer of 1)iavolo. The U.S. retail price
is $4895.
J
OSEPH J. FRATUS
Holography, Inc.
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PART DEUX
Introducing the
Processor Kit.

DAC-2.0

Digital

Improve upon perfection? Tough to do,
but we've done it. We've taken the
acclaimed DAC-1
(Stereophile's Budget
Component of the Year -1995). and managed to fit
even more high quality parts, more performance,
more great sound into its handsome chassis.
The DAC-2.0 is an audiophile's veritable DAC wish list come true.
For $499 US. you receive leading edge digital design. HDCD, 3 digital
inputs, a phase switch. 8 power supply regulation stages, super high
quality parts, and the satisfaction of assembling it yourself -the greatest value in
audio today! Only 15 solder joints and afew nuts and bolts stand between you and
audio nirvana. We're so confident that you'll want to keep this unit, that we even offer a Satisfaction
Guarantee (return within 30 days for full refund). Moreover, for the assembly-challenged, we will
guarantee to help get your unit running -if you can't.
We challenge you to find aDAC anywhere near this price with better measured perlormance, component
quality. and most importantly, sound quality. Can one improve upon "improved" perfection? Yes! The
DAC-2.0 has been designed to accommodate several future upgrades -stay tuned for upgrade kit details.
Please Write. Fax. E-Mail or Call us to order (or for more specific information on) our ASSEMBLAGE
DAC-2.0 Kit OR to order our new upcoming 1996 Catalog and Resource Guide -Volume 3.

Fax (301) 989-2552
102335,3227@compuserve.com
Visa
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2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario. Canada L6H 514
Telephone (905) 829-5858
Facsimile (905) 829-5388
Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 (U.S. 8 Canada only)
E-Mail
corn
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kalers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
(602) 955-8800
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
DB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Affordable Audio
(310) 558-0716
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The AN Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi-Ft 8Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book 8 News
(213) 465-4352
La Jolla
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Bordan
(818) 359-9131

Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Ano
Audible Difference
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft. Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme AudioNideo
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video. The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
(303) 425-6700
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Aurora
SoundTrack
(303) 671-9399
Boulder
Eads News 8 Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up #5
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
SoundTrack
(303) 442-3600
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #2
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
SoundTrack
(719) 591-1400
Denver
Gold Sound
(303) 388-8294
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Sound 8Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
SoundTrack
(303) 759-4501
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
(303) 223-3666
Grand Junction
The Sound Co
(303) 243-9821
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
(303) 779-5003
Littleton
SoundTrack
(303) 979-8900
Thornton
SoundTrack
(303) 450-6677
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
(303) 428-0823
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack. Pearce
Electronics
(303) 420-1366
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
The Stereo Shop
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Simsbury
The Audible Difference
(203) 651-7945
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552

Cleanvater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Southport Home
Entertainment
(954) 537-3353
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
(813) 392-8541
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Stereo By Design
(305) 591-1297
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
(404) 252-5360
Duluth
Stereo Festival
(770) 623-1640
Dumvoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 889-2388
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Record Service
(217) 384-2999
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 356-8700
DeKalb
Classic Hi Fi
(815) 758-4434
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
(708) 827-0673

Glenwood
The Little Guys
(708) 754-8844
Morton
Home Theater Concepts
(309) 266-6640
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
(708) 357-4190
Orland Part
Sound 8Vision
(708) 403-2500
Palatine
The Sound Lab
(708) 776-8888
Peoria Heights
Sound of Peoria
(309) 682-6550
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Carmel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 422-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broadripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Camera Corner's Visions
8Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
town City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Co)ley's Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 737-2026
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(50,1) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818

Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone. Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone. Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Silversining
Capitol Classics Newsstand
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
OAudio
(617) 547-2727
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Hopedale
RA Labs USA
(508) 478-5413
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Nonvood
Home Theater Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Wellesley
Audio/Video Design
(617) 237-8666
Worcester
O'Coin's
(508) 791-3411
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8 Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
0310) 544-8370
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
(906) 744-9400
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
(517) 792-3816
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
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BECAUSE MUSIC MATTERS,
WE OFFER THESE FINE PRODUCTS:
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PLUS OVER 30

Lynne Arriale Trio

MORE Blum's!

• FREE PHONE CoNsur.TAnoNs
•30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

with words unspoken

• EQUII'MENT TRADE-INS
• FREE SHIPPING er HANDI.ING

CD-518

Together with bassist Drew Gress
and drummer Steve Davis,
pianist Lynne Atriale crafts
performances of breathtaking beauty
and transcendent power.

NAD es

=

4697 E. EVANS

VISA

DENVER, CO 80222

"Stunning piano work. The trio has
obviously attained the level
of communication
paramount to all great threesomes."
—Jazziz

(303) 759-5505

You haven't heard your
equipment until you hear it with

GOLDEN SOUND DH CONES
DH Cones users reveal their experience:

Steve Davis
Songs We Know
CD-3005

Featuring Drew Gress, John Hart, and
Jed Levy, Songs We Know is a
remarkably unpretentious set that
combines excellent musicianship
with aspirit of adventure and discovery.
"Steve Davis is both rhythmic glue
and an improviser who
breathes life into standard turf."
—Downbeat
available at fine record stores or order direct at
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"This is the first Tweak I've used to make such an immediate audible
difference in my system, literally bring the music into focus,
like the fine adjust knob on amicroscope. Ididn't want to get them,
but after listening to my system with and without them, it was no contest.
DH Cones were in for good! Tern> product -efficient, affordable and a
real sonic improvement." Tim Fossette, N. Charleston, SC
"...what difference could some cones make? My first listening session
with DH Cones put underneath my CD player changed my thinking.
What Iheard was lots of musical detail, tighter bass, better sound stage
and fuller body of sound. The music was more vivid, palpable and
immediate. Without DH Cones, the music sounds washed out."
AVAILABLE AT:

Wayman Wong, San Francisco CA

ULTIMATE SOUND
41 GRANT AVENUE •2ND FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
TEL:

DH

CONES

(415) 781-6025

1-800-926-6545

FAX: (415) 781-5723

http://www.w2.com/dmp.html

FEATURING: Audible Illusions,VTL, Spendor, EAD and more.

Stereophile
recommended
components
April «96
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West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8. Sound
(810) 626-2780

MINNESOTA

Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1320

MISSOURI

St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1314 993-0002
MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
14061 656-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
1406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
(406) 752-5433

NEVADA
Las vegas

Image 8. Sound
(7021 876-3401
Metropolitan Newsstand
(702) 798-8002

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY

Bemardsv)lle
Sight 8Sound
(908) 766-7888
Dunelien
The Home Theater Shop
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
(609) 983-0002
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(210) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hais Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(9081 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Designs
(505) 474-4555
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085
Galisteo News
(505) 984-1316
Rare Bear
(505) 988-3531

NEW YORK

Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
(716) 343-6470
Binghamton
JSG/Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Eagle Audio Video
(718) 438-4401
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Lake Grove
Audio Den. Ltd.
(516) 360-1990
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
(518) 785-4322
Little Neck
Hi -Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Merrick
Performance Audio
(516) 378-4389
Mount Kisco
Fox & Sutherland
(914) 666-8088

Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concepts
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Gordon Brothers
(315) 446-9440
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

NORTH CAROLINA

Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modern Electronics 8Appliances
(919) 838-0000
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
(910) 838-0000

OHIO

Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dayton
Audio Etc.
(513) 429-4434
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392

Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi & Video
(216) 449-4434
Toledo
Jamiesons>
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
(405) 755-0795
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113

OREGON

Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3533
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Chelsea Audio
(503) 226-3533
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
(610) 791-5151
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Cambria Heights. Queens
TO. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
(803) 256-3277
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293

TENNESSEE

Johnson City
The Soundroom
(615) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio &Video
(901) 682-6557
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
615) 297-4700
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Amarillo

Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Sound Systems. Ltd.
(806) 353-9527
Austin
High Fidelity. Inc.
(512) 454-5833
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
Krystal Klear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Flower Mound
Intelligent Systems & Interiors
(817) 430-4694
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102

UTAH
Orem

Crandall Audio
(801) 226-8737
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

VERMONT

Middlebury
Retail Vision
(802) 388-1280

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Snell
Aerial
ProAc
Marantz

Audio Research
Theta Digital
McCormack

Pass Labs
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus
Audible Illusions

The Sound Mill
(914) 241-1230
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
J&R Music World
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101

Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500
Audio Options
(412) 421-1099
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
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STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds o
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods &textured
finishes. Custom sizes and finishes olso
available. Write or call: 1-800-848-9811
Davidson-Whitehall Company

555 Whitehall Street Atlanta. Geary° 30303
(404) 524-4534 fax (404) 659-5041

(7701801 -8977
http://www.audiosolutions.com
VPI
Synergistic Research
Grado
Magnum Dynalab
Sumiko
Sound Dynamics
Sony ES
Sony Video
Benz-Micro

Kimber Kable
Wire World
Tara Labs

VIRGINIA

Audio, Video &Home Theater Specialists

THE SOUND CONCEPT
,

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For,

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
Home Electronics Network
(804) 495-5541

WASHINGTON
Seattle

SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO

AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO

Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633

716-442-6050

'...the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
I've heard:
certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy
designation.'
—See Neallchelig
MOM* lestliesi

leir1111Serseibil Wit
Veit Stagtespresepas

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct I
or alimited time at 5899 00 apair
plus s.&h. 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty. Available exclusively front..

Van L.

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•Adcom •
Apogee. AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
B&K •
Cardas. Chicago Audio Group
•
Counterpoint •
Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•
JM Labs •
Kober Kable •
McCormack' NSM
Pinnacle •PS Audio •
Rogers. Spectrum. Sumiko
•
Taddeo •
Target. Tice 'Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

•Repairs •Parts •Kits. Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24 Site One, RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW

Silverdale
Nuts About Fh Fi
(206) 698-1348

WASHINGTON, DC

Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075

WEST VIRGINIA

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

CANADA

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

Tower Video
(916) 373-2561

THETA •VIDIKRON

Cudahy
Cudahy News 8 Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910

Charleston
American Audio
(304) 343-2244
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(4141 733-6464

Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave

RECYCLED
POWER!

BRAND NAME

POWER
AMPS

YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•B-STOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

Courtenay
Clarion Books 8 Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Tempiestowe, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
Tel: (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688
BELGIUM
See Benelux

BENELUX
National Distributor
VInmen, Netherlands
Durob Audio 13V
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583
Hasselt, Belgium
Ghijsens HiFi Store
Tel: (32) 11-22-96-59
Tel: (32) 11-22-95-71

BRUNEI

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonics Audio 8 Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Fieldale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.

QUEBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Decade

Bandar Seri Begawan
Auvisual Haven
Tel: (673) 244-88-40
Fax: (673) 244-88-41

CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
TeVFax: (562) 2-209-2134

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax. (506) 225-8231

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-03-76

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel: (42) 9000-1180
Fax: (42) 9000-1181

FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sarl
Tel: (33) 61-75-06-64
Fax: (33) 61-73-58-82
Audio Salon
Tel: (33) 61-12-33-66

Brest
Brazil
Tel (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682

Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528

GERMANY
National Distributor
Geisenheim-Stephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067

GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax (30) 1-293-3168

Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Ouébec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

HONG KONG

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
RI. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413

National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (8522) 524-8775
Fax: (8522) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (8522) 392-6368
Fax: (8522) 392-6328
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IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel (353) 1-288-8477
Fax (353) 1-283-4887
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8 Music
Tel (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
MISS Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622
KOREA
Seoul
Audio Man
Fax: (82) 2-514-2089
LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux
MACEDONIA
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Tax :(389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel. (596) 64 69 63
Fax (596) 57 96 39
NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsyaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel/Fax: (63) 2-931-3742
POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa
Artis Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio. Ltd.
Tel/fax: (48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Madura
Aiasom
Tel (351) 1474-8709
Fax (351) 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esotenca
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762

Neo Tek
Tel (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Albertan, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sorte Audio Elite
Tel (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Ail
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
Bangkok
Mining Group Ltd.
Tel/Tax :(66) 2-241-5330
Music World Co., Ltd.
Tel: (66) 2-276-5190
Fax: (66) 2-276-2456
Hi-Fi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor

I
WAGER"

You are invited to audition
The Goldmund
Components

Come
hear whe
you've be
missing...
Experience the
life-like full dimensional impact of
true stereo coupled with astonishing dynamics.

Hear what you've

been missing in High-End Audio and
Home Theater loud speakers until
now.

Evanston
847-864-95ó5
Hinsdale

We promise you:

1> 3Dimensional Holophonic Imaging!
Killer Dynamic Response!
Clarity, Accuracy & High Effieciency!
I> Reasonable Price!

7 0S- 7 89-

I
990

Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

IG ITAL CITY
8717 Wishire Blvd. Beverly Hills CA 90211
310/659-3416 lax 3101659-8325

Audiophile (D's and LP's?
Browse our large selection of the world's
finest CD's/LP's. Hear before buying!

We also Feature:
Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Gradient,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Sonus Faber, Thiel,
Threshold,
Wilson Audio,
and many more.

auDio consul:ran-1
s
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Simi: 196'

AUDIOLAB

TRINIDAD
Carew
Sanch IX.
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax (809) 645-2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

•60 Watts per Channel

•Remote Control

"2 Pre-amp Outputs

UNITED KINGDOM

•5Pre/Power Modes

'Headphone Jack

•6Inputs /3 Tape Loops

National Newsstand
Distributor
Feltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax (44) 181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel (44) 115-928-4147
Fax: (44) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultant,
Park End St
Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689
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8000S Multi-Mode Integrated

",,impossible not to recommend.
—Dominic Baker, Hi -Fi World, April 1996
. SI
•Eugene, OR
(541) 344-8287

•
.•
Mequon. WI
(414) 242-5599

AEOLIAN AUDIO
Danville. VA
(804) 792-6946

AUDIO CONSULTANT
Evanston. IL
(847) 864-9565

AUDIO CONCEPTS
Dallas, TX
(214) 360-9520

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Hinsdale, IL
(708) 789-1990

DEJA VU AUDIO
McLean. VA
(703) 734-9391

SOUND IMAGES
Westport. MA
(508)636-3400

AUDIO CONNECTION
Verona, NJ
(201) 239-1799

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Libertyville, IL
(847) 362-5594

SAVANT AUDIO
Princeton Jcn .NJ
(609) 799-9664

SOUND SAVINGS
Houston TX
(800) 985-1564

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Chicago. IL
(312) 642-5950

AUDIO OUTLET
Mount Kisco. NY
(914) 666-0550

SOUND BY SINGER
New York. NY
(212) 924-8600

STEREO UNLIMITED
San Diego, CA
(619) 223-8151
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A UDIO M ART

..............
S7EREOPHILEs ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophire from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.19 No.11
(1971 through November 1996), and every cornpanent reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1
(Please note dut an index does not include the
review or amele texts.) Currently available only on
51
4 "or 3' ,
/
2" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $19.95 to Stenvphile Almost-Complete
Index, PO. Box 5529, Santa li, NM 87502-5529.
Please indicate disk size.

ATTENTION QUAI) ANI) SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Simile, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/
ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy, QS&D,
33 McWhin Loop 41,108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406, (540)
372-3711, far (540)372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ONLINE—
Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. By modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N I. Featuring: classifieds, databases,
forums, online shopping, Internet e-mail, newsroom,
library, conferences. For details, e-mail TANINFO@
tallet.WM. Voice (818) 782-1676, TAN, 6930 Valjearr
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA—Franchised dealer for Nains, Roksan, Music
Reference, ESL, Spendor, Creek, Rep, Epos, Totem,
Quad, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Sumiko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Golden Tube, Grado,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan, Mirage,
MIT Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van den Hul,
Well Tempered, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/Amex/Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneann. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s. 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series Ill, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid 1)amper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplic„I PO. Box 187 San
Angina', CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.
AU1)10PHILE & SCHOLAR—University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wiscottsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EM), Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Microtnega, NEAR, Paradipn, Purist Audio,
Rega, Bunco, Spica, TARA, Totem, Vandersteen, Von
Schweikert, VDA. (608) 284-0001.
CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: Musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing ($129/1m pair). Call
or write for 1)0's rave review excerpt in Fr, plus others,
and full product infonnation. Thirty-day audition.
Visa/MC/Discover. Sohd C:orc Tirlowley, 3808 Wswien ,
Avenue, Wst
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Beath, FL 33407 (561)842-7316.

v

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard, Visa, American Express. MAIL
TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX:
(505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are duc on
the first working day of the month, two months
in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run
in the February 1997 Stereophile you must submit
it by December 1, 1996. No refunds. Please
Note: Phone-in ads are no longer being
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing
in your ads on the form provided at the end
of this section.

FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
Website at http://uninv,k4rerom. See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-I4), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stint , Pi/or newsletter at (800)
268-8637 also (905) 793-7953, or/ax to (905)793-5984.
E-mail to irOà@farflantrom, or write to Ruyan. FM, Box
455, Belo, NY 14225-0455.
TIRE1) OF BROKEN JEWEL CASES? Discover the
Allsop Strongliox"! A unique new jewel case guaranteed not to break. Made of special plastic blend
TFB211 and features patented hinge design. For afree
StronglIoxT" sample call (800) 426-4303; ask Pr CD
Oiler #101.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in 1)es Moines can help! Choose from
Acorns. Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest, CAL, I
kfinitive Technology,
Dunlavy, EAD, Kinergetics, McCormack, MartinLogan, ProAc, PSB, Sanus, van den Hul, Wilson Audio,
and more. (515) 255-2134.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
fiiendlv, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary, Nakamichi,
Actin's, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target. Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read &OATS Sum', 591 King St,
Chadeton, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276
SIDEREALKAP —THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICALLY neutral audio capacitor regardless of price,
pseudoscience, technobabble, or magical rituals. For
tnfomution, call, fax, or write to: SiderralKap, 1525
Brian Place, E'scondido, CA 92025. Tel: (619) 743-1997,fitx
(619) 743-2192.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C£.C.,
Densen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303)
399-5031 MST
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STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX lists every record review published in
Sterrophile from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.19 No.11
(January 1987 through November 1996). Also
includes indexes to "Building aLibrary" and musician interviews, and indicates Records lb Die For
and Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an
index does not include the review texts.) Available
on 51
/"or 31
4
/
2 floppy disks (MS-1)0S, raw ASCII
only). Send $9.95 to Stertvphik Record-R(14m bider,
P.O. Box 5529 Sawa FI, NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.

AUI)10 UNLIMITEI) OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Acsthetix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham,
Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab,
Magro, Meret, Mictomega, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Musc, NSM, Onix, Rep, Sound Anchors,
SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem, Unity Audio,
Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch, YBA, and more.
Call/faxphn Bonus at (303)691-3407 2341 W Yale Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Gmildew Guide to High-End Audio, by Roben Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, how to set up your syeem for the best sound,
and how to become abetter listener. With more dun
450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations, The
(Implrie Guide to High-End Audio is die ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction. Written
for Isepiners and experienced listeners alike. Find out
why S:un Tellig says, "Before you make amistake, buy
Bob Harley's book." Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95
(signed hardcover), plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Full money-back guarantee. Call toll-free:
(800) 848-5099 for your copy, or send check or
Visa/MC mnfoniiarion to Aram& Publishing, PO. Box
80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Aragon,
Acurus, Audio Alchemy, 1Cimber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510)549-2178.
B&W, LEGACY, KEF, THIEL, and other loudspeaker
owners: Would you like to improve on the great sound
you already have? Try apair of"Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs — anecessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716) 685-5227 anytime to drastically improve
your listening pleasure. Please also inquire about our
unbelievable interconnects!
QUICKSILVER M60 AMPS and line stage; VAC
90C1 amps and preamp; Cary SLP90 preamp; old jazz
records; and more. Call (214) 434-2820, 8ant-11 pm,
Dallas/Ft. Worth ann.
SWEET MUSIC —Used but not abused: Quad ESL63 USAs with Arcici stands; Theta I)S Pro Gen.111;
Meta Research (Goldmund) CD transpon. Contact
tel./firx (910)392-3277, anytime
STEREOPHILE, NOVEMBER 1996

SHUN MOOK DIAMOND RESONATORS, ($400)
$210; Michael Green AudioPoints, ($99) $50; Power
Wedge 116, 8' cord, ($679) $350. (612) 266-4553.

STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARDS! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion of
best-buy prixluct front Mordaunt-Short B&K, 1
)ynaco,
Magnum I
)ynalab/OCM, Musical Concepts/Design,
NEAR, many more. For details concerning this great
oppommity, contact &env Grisidtaras, (317) 474-9004.

EA1) T-8000 SERIES Ill, universal transport, black.
($4400) $2200; ELP (Finial) laser turntable, new,
($20.000) $16,000; CEDAR I)C-1 digital real-time
tick-and-pop declicker, ($16,500) $10,000; Rowland
Consununate, ($5950) $3500. (505) 662-1415, (505)
667-1330.

HI-F1 EXCHANGE — Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We buy,
sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400,
or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Nenhefrl Bled,
Nek,

CARY 300SE, $2200; Cuy SLP-94, $1800; Harmonic

$4400. (205) 877-8442.

Precision Echelon speakers. $1400; Linn Axis, $400
OBO; original owner, boxes and manuals. Siellk; (216)
779-9638 days, (216) 228-0973 outings EST

NY 11363.

ARAGON AURUM AN1) PALAI)IUMS, excellent
condition, class-A. Boxes, manuals; ($5800 new) $3000

COUNTERPOINT SA 5000 TUBE PREAMP, mint
with warranty, low hours. with MC/MM phono section, ($3595) 12000; Counterpoint SA 2tubed phono
preamp, mint, 50 hours use, ($1200) $500; 3 sets of
RoomTunes, original boxes, ($229) $125 each. Callfün,
(800) 2074378.

CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL Linaeum, EAD,
Audio Physic, linmedia, Michael Yee Audio, Lightspeed,
Lyra, WireWorld, PSE. Tice, SOTA. Benz, Klyne,
AMC, Sound Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, Audio Matière,
Yamamura, Mango. Townshend Audio. Used and
demos available. trade-ins welcome. (503) 227-1943.

for all plus shipping. 2 pairs 1
in PBJ, $75. (513) 5212425, /COW 'time'.
LEGACY CLASSIC SPEAKERS. rosewood, perfect
condition, 3 months old, boxes, manuals, ($2400)
$2000 plus shipping. Jason, (816) 826-5758, leave Meeiee

WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFP Noise-fighting accessories (50e up) and
power-line conditioners ($65 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog: viand Mod.; 1Old
Comm Rd., Shelton, C-1
.06484, (203) 929-0876.

YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are tubeproduct specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. AMC. Anthem,
AR, Audioineca, Audio Research. Audio Aldierny, Cary,
Hales, MS, Soundlab, Swans Townshend, VTL, more!

MUSICAL ZKD AUDIO STANDS: Precision vibration dissipation with brass and acrylic. Unsurpassed fit,
finish, and function surpassing current audio stands.
Custom configurations available. Dealers welcome.
ZKD, PO. Box 10098, Si1mr Spring, MD 20914. (301)

PASS ALEPH 0 STEREO AMP, 6 months old,
($4000) $2795; Mark Levinson No23.5 amplifier, 3year warranty left. ($7500) $3095; XLO Type 10
Power Cord, ($225) $150. Tim, (806) 756-4425 &five
10pirt CST

622-0427Jax (410) 964-0287

A/1)/S/ C-2000 BI-AMP CONTROL for 1230/
1530/2030 speakers, $2513; 3 McIntosh walnut equipment cabinets, $40 each. (509) 448-4986 Ibrec 73mc

INFINITY IRS BETAS, 16000; Conrad-Johnson
Premier IV. $1500; BEL 1001 Mk.II, $1500; CAT SL-1
Signature. 12500. Am. (619) 488-0315 PST
KRELL KSA-250. $3400. mint condition, will deliver
in New York-New Jersey area. Wanted: Adcom 555
Mk.11 amplifier. (718) 217-1349.
ENSEMBLE 13-50 TIGRE AMP with phono stage,
new tubes, excellent condition, sweet sound. John, (360)

HI
Fl
'97
HOAR THEATER &
SPRIAlTs AUDIO

HI-FI '97

-1

The Home
Theater &
Specialty
Audio Show

May 28-29, 1997
(Press &Trade)
May 30 —June 1,1997
(Open to the Public)

At The Westin St Francis,
San Francisco
Meet hundreds of the world's top
designers and factory representatives.
•Experience the latest innovations.
•See and hear more equipment than
you could in ayear of store visits.
•Meet and talk with Stereophile and
Guide to Home Theater editors, writers,
and industry luminaries.
•Enjoy 28 hours of live music.
•For the Trade: Attend exciting workshops and seminars. View the honest
of new and established lines. Meet the
best product trainers. FREE trade preregistration!
•Consumer tickets go on sale in
January 1997.
For more information, call (505)
982-2366, or fax (505) 989-8791.

Potential exhibitors should call
Ken Nelson, Nelson &Associates, at
(914) 476-3157. Fax (914) 969-2746.
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Arizona Tube /Indio, limpe, AZ (602) 921-9%1.

VTL M13150 AMPS, low hours, ($4000) $1800;
Audiostnic ES50 speakers with subwoofer, ($3200)
$1600; new CAL Icon Mk.11, ($1000) $700; Kinergefics
KCl) CI) player, ($1500) 5550. (908) 295-7011.
AUI)10TRUTH DIAMON1) X3 BALANCED,
1.5m, ($1300) $750 OBO; WireWorld Eclipse, 2m balanced, $350 0110. Alan, (847) 949-3971 CST

1)UNLAVY SC-IV. BLACK, with Hannonix. Mango
Dots and Tekna Sonic Vibration Absorbers: nùnt,
boxes, manual, ($6000 + $750 worth of tweaking)

TRITIUM —TUBES 'R' US. lksign, build, repair,
'nixie, buy, and sell. Extreme high-end audio designs.
modifications, and parts. Custom wood- and machineshop services. High-power theater amps and custom
turntables our speciality. New! Tritium Hi-End Audio
Primer. Setups, theories, and high-end tweaks to maximize your investinent. Includes Mike's Audio Gvkhook.
1)esnms, 1)IY cables, schematics, mods hot pieces.
Video, $33 +$7 S&H. Can you solder, but schematics arc
adrag? We can help. Beginner to advanced mods. 8301
Lipharn, Oise Allis IN/ 53214. (414) 475-0007 Jirx (414)
475-7527 tririrem@tmyccom, wrviretaupccom/
AU1)10 RESEARCH SPIO PREA/v1P, original version; SOTA Sapphire turntable with Premier FT3 ann;
excellent condition. Matt (912) 284-9832 alter 4pat EST
FOURIER TRIODE STEREO an, see Olsher's
review, Fi, issue 7/8; list $6900, latest, sealed, only
$3995. Lary, (510) 799-3858, e-mail jass@padellma.
VP1 TNT JR WITH TNT III planer, ET II, Wisa
pump, surge tank, excellent condition, ($5000) $3100.
(215) 937-5462.
MARTIN-LOGAN AERIUS speakers, hi-wire, perfect, $1400, prefer local (NY) sale. CAL DX1 Cl) player. 5250. (212) 541-0545.

IIIMMEMEMENE11
... AND THE
OTHER HALF
WENT INTO
THE TUITION
FUND .

SL
Superbly
performing products.
Sensibly priced.
ARCHIVE AUDIO
Columbus, Ohio
614-237-5699
e-mail: kirk@ca-net.pvt.k12.oh.us.

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of AndsofVideo and Co
Stereo, only a few Mores in America can
make MD Malemeni and virtually
all of tw sae locoed in college
town. adjacent Lo
hiaech Onivenitieo

Acurus
Adcom
a/cVs
Mon
Alpine
Aragon
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
AudioQuest
B&K
Bell'oggetti
Cal Audio Lab
Cannon
CWD
Denon
Dunlavy
Esoteric
Forte
Haller
Infinity
!Limber Kahle
KEF
Klipsch
Lexicon
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
NEAR

Nakanuchi
Niles Audio
Onkyo
Onkyo Integra
Panamas
PS Audio
PSB
Rock Solid
Sanus
Sennheiser
Sharp Video
Signet
Snell
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
VTL
Yamaha. &
47 More at

KIEFS Box 2

Lawrence, KS 66016
12 Showrooms
M.T.W-TIOsio8pm
F-5 10ani6prn

Eagle •
Coda •Von Schweikert •
Chapman •Music Metre
Reference Line •Minnesota Audio Labs •Golden Flutes
Diapason •Audio Magic •Bright Star Audio
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MERLIN MUSIC SYSTEMS' 1•9.4 and VSM speakers continually receive world-wide recognition as two of
the truly great buys in high-end audio! Generation 1and
II VSMs can be upgraded to the extraordinary Gen.!
Upgrade information, technical data, and reviews can be
obtained by phone, (716) 367-2390, kix (716) 367-2685,
or write to Box 146, Hemlock, NY 14466.
ROWLAND CONSONANCE PREAMP, phono
azud remote; Rowland Model 7 (pair), latest, balanced.
All black, mint, crates and manuals, $17,000 new, sell all
for $6500. Sony 1)AS-703E51)2A, $350. (505) 286-1010.
MBL 300, BLACK PIANO FINISH, mint plus
upgrades, Cardas binding posts, ($10,500) $4200; California Audio Labs Genesis, mint, ($2000) $1000. ( )
582-5455.

114

MAGNEPLANAR TYMPANI IVA, pristine. Rewired with Cardas; crossovers rebuilt with premium
parts. Monster MI cable set included. Factory cartons.
$2200. (412) 934-2714 after 6pm EST
ADCOM ACE-515 POWER-LINE CONDMONER, $100. (415) 755-3816.
AUDIOPHILE SELLS COLLECTION: 1000 classical LPs, Systemdek turntable, Rec Vac cleaner. Make
offer. (909) 899-2197
PURIST PROTEUS 8' hi-wire speaker cable, Rev. B,
$1550; trade for NBS Master/Pro, Transparent
Reference, plus cash. David, (713) 358-3228, Texas
FANFARE FFI, $850; Nains NAC72, $800; Nains
Nair 2, $625. (561) 626-0674.

BACK ISSUES: Samsphde, Absolte Sound, many more.
Must sell. Write Bob Macheska, Box 46, Ransom, PA
18653.
ECHO BUSTERS!! Decorative acoustical treamsents
for your listening mom. A hit at HI-F1 '96! Control resonances, improve imaging with decorator packages
starting at $329. Before upgrading anything else, optimize the sound you've already got. Visa/MC. (516)
433-6990, fax (516) 433-6794, e-mail MikeARoe@aolcorn.
ARC CDT-1 wrrH DAC1-20, ($6000) $2780; Krell
Studio D/A, $1900; Resolution Audio Reference 1)/A,
$650; Vanderstcen 2Ce with Sound Anchor, 5months
old, $795; Classé M700, 700W monos, modified,
$3900; Sonic Frontiers SFL-1, $700. (909) 627-3869.
CELLO DUET AMPLIFIER, 350Wpc, excellent
condition, ($8500) $4400; JMIab Alcor speakers, 12"
woofer, two 5" midranges, 1" tweeter, custom Sound
Anchor stands, ($11,000) $5200. linty, (412) 492-0418.
KRELL KMA-160 MONOBLOCKS, matched pair,
($6800) $3900; Audio Research SP-15A, ($5995)
$3200; Theta Genii, ($332130) $1200. All mint, original
boxes, manuals, etc. All prices OBO. (330) 922-4836.
Li&W DM330 LOUDSPEAKERS, $400; Synthesis
LM200 loudspeakers, $400; McIntosh MA6200 integrated, $1000; McIntosh MR74 tuner, $475; shipping
extra. (501) 846-2706.
BAT. VK-5 PREAMP, 6months, $3100; Purist Audio
Maximus Rev.A speaker cables, 6', $325; HDI balanced
interconnect, Ins, $165; GE 211 tubes, $100 each. (415)
592-3589, CA.

EXCELLENT COMPONENTS —Forté 4A amp,
Sonic Frontiers SFL-1 preansp, Magnum Dynalab 101A
tuner, all black pieces, 6 months old, boxes and warranties, listed in Srerivphde "Recommended Components," Vol.19 No.4, April 1996, ($4100) asking
$2700. (/18)779-9046.

•
Bryston, B&W, Carver, Celestion, Citation,
Classé, Definitive, Dynaudio, FI/K, KEF, Luxman,
Mirage, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Polk, Rotel, Sunfire,
Thiel, Totem, Velodyne, Wadia, Wilson, and 36 more.

CAL AUDIO DELTA, Siena II, Audio Alchemy 1711
Plus. Half-price. (415) 341-0835.

Shipping throughout the world. Incorporated 1964.
Norao,s,
,(770) 772-7700

AUDIO MART
STEREOPHILE CLASSIFIED
505/983-9106

The
Audiophiles'
Marketplace

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adcorn, Aragon,

9
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Vi Audio
RcAl Hi Fi Er TlacAtrc Slistcm

Featwrinss:
• APOGEE • D&K
DfeW
• CONRAD JOHNSON
• COVNTERPOINT
• DENON • MerK • EAD
• LVXMAN • JAMS
• MD QVART • ONKYO
• GOLDEN TVDE AVM°
• SONIC FRONTIERS
• SONVS FADER
• YAKOV ARONOV• VTL
• KIMDER KABLE
• AVDIO QVEST
• XL0
Tel: (818)282-4692
(818)282-7685
•
hivigix.netcom.com
515 WEST GARVEY AVE
MONTEREY PARK CA 91770
Bus ills: Mon-Sat 11:00-8:00PM

ALL EXCELLENT CONIATION —Theta Data
Universal transport, $1100; EAI) CD-1000 Series Ill
with FIDCD, new in box, $1500; PS Audio Lambda
with AT&T, $1200; Stewart Model A Electrescreen,
100" diagonal, 1.85 to 1, inicroperf 12V trigger, new in
box, $2200; I3&W 805 Series II, $1100; Grado HP-2,
new in box, $350; Sound Anchor stands (for li&W
801s), $400/pair; Kimber, Madrigal, AudioQuest,
Synergystic cibles
Stuidesign, Paradigm, Sound
Organisation racks. Call AILS011anynnu; (970) 379-7817
WILSON WATT/PUPPIES, $5500; Classé DAT-1,
$1895; EAD 9000 Pro DAC, $3995; Manley 350
monoblocs, 54800', MIT 2m speaker cable, $700;
Cardas Golden Cross interconnect cable, $750/pair.
Mario, (905) 856-4200 days (416) 805-7000 11 111*
,

THETA DATA BASIC TRANSPORT, mint condition, $800; Thiel SCS (black), $550/pair. Call (806)
793-4653 after 630m CST or /wee message
NO SWEEPSTAKES WINNINGS again this year? Mc
neither, but I've got some reality-priced gear that will
bring kick the tears or goosebumps of the original event
at half the expenditure you've been conditioned to
expect. Never heard Eagle amps? CODA? M esota
Audio Labs triodes? Chapman or NEAR or Von
Schweikert loudspeakers? Monarchy digital? Music
Metre cables? llse Golden Flute bass-alignment filters?
Smart dollars make Sense. Call Addis; (614) 235699.
EASTERN AUDIO —Select high-quality-condition
components. Used: ARC, Audio Note, Ayre, B&W,
Bitwise Audio, Cary, C-J, Counterpoint, Fostpte, Krell,
Lwanan, McCormack, Micromcga, Motif, Musc,
Pioneer Elite, PS Audio, ProAc, Rowland, Sonic
Frontiers, Theta, Threshold, Tice, Wadia. 1)esno:
Sonus Faber, Thiel CS2 2. New: Aragon, AudioQuest,
dbx, MIT, NBS, XL0. AMEX/MC/Visa and most
trades accepted. Call (718)961-8256
complete ineentory list, or visit our SIIMITIVIIIS at 133-02 41 Rd, Flushing, NY
liLv 0181 961-8 uI5

W
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AUDIOPHILE
STRANDED
IN IOWA
or vsithout a local dealer

HEAR THE
WORLDS BEST
In Stock -On Display

Dunlavy SC-VI /SC-V
Wilson Watt Puppy /Witt
ARC Reference 600 Amps
and Preamp

•Acurus •Angstrom •Aragon •Audio Power
•Audio Research •Audiuquest •CAL •CWD
•Chiro by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •EminentTechnology• (AD •HK
•IVC •Magnan •Magro •Martin Logan
•McCormack •Monster Cable •Onkyo
•ProAc •P58 •Sanus •Standesign •Sumilen
•Wilson Audio ... and snore.

Audiediicleo
1.•0.6•1.0
tstincl Choices.
3702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA
50310

515-255-2134

Sun 12:00-5:00PM
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MUSE DAC 2. (52M°) $1150; Pioneer CUE) 7031)
laserdisc/C1) player, ($1200) $450; Conrad-Johnson
Premier 10 line stage, ($3500) $1750; Exposure 16
monoblocks, ($7000) $4000/pair. (512) 335-6019.

1)0 NOT BUY ANY HIGH-END AMPLIFIER
until you have read this booklet on how to build your
own amplifier. This amplifier is a true high-end
amplifier, is easy to build, and will cost only $900
Canadian. For comprehensive "how-to" instruction
booklet, send $25 Canadian +$2.50 S8tH ($4.50 outside North America), check or money order, to: Thw
Audio Desiens, 10840-33 Am, Edmonton, Alberta T6J
3C/, Canada.
MARK LEVINSON NO331, $3395; Theta Basic I
Ila,
$2795; Wanted: Theta Gen.Va, balanced. Dais; (407)
260-0043 days, (407) 740-8784 evenings EST

NITTY GRITTY 1.5F1, new in box; Sonic Frontiers
SFL-I, almost new; JoLida integrated amp, mine, Audio
Research VT150SE. near new, ($15,999) $9000; Infinity
Modulus servo subwoofer, new in box, retail $2000, sell
$849; rare tulx•s from Telehmken. (;eodes, Mollard,
Amperes Bugle Boy, 1960s-vintage
)18/6922/7308/
Cca, 12AT7/7728/11739. 12AU7/7316, 12AX7/7025,
5AR4, Red-base 5691. 5692. Tung-Sol 6550, etc.
Calibrated 138eK 707 tube tester. $200; Curve-tracer
matching, low-noise selection available. Kevin Deal, (909)
931-9686 PST E-mail Jor list, upscaleprimeneuorn.

NEW! REVOLUTIONARY SINGLE-DRIVER
loudspeakers from the company that astounded reviewers with its state-of-the-art yet affordable CI) players
and cables. Possibly the only Phase Coherent loudspeakers with accurate bass response! Hearing is believing. No-obligation in-home audition. For information
on a hill range of CD players, cables, and our new
phase-coherent loudspeakers, phone, fax, or write
Danieb Audio Corporation, 1001 N. Humphny, Oak Pmk,
IL 60302. lux (708)383-3230, phone (708)383-3319. On
the Web: www.danielsaudiecom.

WATT PUPPY 5.1. $10,300; Infinity Beta, $5900;
Infinity RS-1B, $1900; Levinson ML-20, $4300;
Levinson No.38S, $3900; Audio Research SP11
$22(0. Call EKhan. (860) 464-7409 epergne EST

ARC V70, $1995; C-J MV125, $1650; Krell KRS-200,
$7500; Krell Studio, $1850; Proceed PDT 3, $1300;
Mac C22 reproduction. $1675; Nakamichi ZXL1000,
$750; Mac C.38, $1500; Mac MPI4. $1050; Maranta
#8, $650; Dyna FM3, $100; Mac MR80, $1050;
Audion Silver Knight, $1850. (713) 728-4343.

CONRA1)-JOHNSON l'F2 PREAMP, mint condition, original packaging, 6months old, $950; Straight
Wire Rhapsody II interconnect, mint condition. Ira,
(516) 783-7707 E:ST
THETA DS-PRO GENERATION 2, black, excellent
condition. $900; Carvin LI370 4-string bass. koa neck
and sides, black hardware, case, like new, $500. Stem
(919) 490-6866 EST
DUNTECH BLACK KNIGHT SPEAKERS, mint
condition. original cartons, owner's manual. Share shipping, $2200 0130. (540) 436-3747

Chase'
(A-150

PURIST AU1)10 I
)ESIGN Rev.A cables —Speaker:
Elementa. 5m, $200; Colossus, 3m, $700; Proteus,
1.5m, $975; 2m, $1135; 1.5m Quad-wire, $1450. RCA:
Elementa, 3m, $125; Colossus, 1.5m, $425; 2m, $475;
Proteus, Ini, $825; 3m, $1050. XLR: M,urinitis, 0.5m,
$225; 15m. $265; 4.5m, $375; 13m, $675; Colossus,
2m, $475; 3.5m, $550; 4m, $600; Proteus, 1.5m, $885;
9m. $1725; 10m, $1835. Bob, (419) 238-4747 or (419)
238-2442, oc1285.
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"We will even design apiece
to your exact specifications!"
AUOK IRACKS I>
rismi
ems,

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS 3A PREAMPLIFIER, latest.
factory-sealed, $1400; Celeste 40705E. ($1875) $1100;
Krell KSA-50S, ($3450) $2000; Threshold T-400,
($5450) $3100; Totem Ilk) speakers, ($2995) $2000.
All as new with warranties, all best offers. (810) 7514393 bi:1;In• 11prn ES-E
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 10 DAC/remote prearnp,
6digital inputs, 2 tape loops, ($10,500) $5700 0110;
Goldmund Laser 1 transport, (53750) 51800 OBO;
MIT CVT Sc; 330 Shotgun interconnect, 20', ($5600)
$1600; Straight Wire Maestro speaker wire, 25', ($1600)
$690; Revox 11260 remote mimer, 60 pre-sets, scan by
program signal embedded in FM carrier —Jazz.
Classical, etc. —($2175) $1000; MFSL and half-speed
LPs, have 100+, fax your wants and price. All mint, with
boxes, manuals. Best offers and packages okay. (352)
336-5984 or 24-houebir (352) 371-4542.
DEMO SALE WITH WARRANTY — Avalon
Eclipse. cherry, ($7900) $5395; Avalon Monitor with
stands. ($3635) $2595; Arcarn Xcta One, $1300; Xeta
Two, $850; Delta 270 CI), $1100; Alpha 6Cl). $850;
XL0 5.1 Sitpiature speaker wire, 7, 51100; Cardas Hex
Gold 5C, 5' hi-wire, $950. More items —call for list.
(504) 831-0050.
PASS ALEPH Os STEREO AMPLIFIER. $2200;
Reference 3A Royal Master Control monitors, $2300;
MFA Llllll inescence BIC preamp,$2000; all excellent.
limt, (212) 246-4224 days, (914) 747-1075 eVrIlillgS EST
CAL LABS SIGMA II, $375; Theta Cobalt, $250; Rotel
955AX, $200; Audio Alchemy DTI, $75; Audio
Alchemy DTI Plus, $125; Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug. $350; Batel 970BX phono stage, $175; Philips
turntable, $100; AR turntable, $95; Linn Keildh speakers with stands, 5900. (516) 981-5326.
CLASSÉ DAC-1, ($4000) $2695; and CDT-1 transport,
($2500) $1395; or $3995 together. Both arc 6 months
old, black and mint. Cardas AES/EBU digital cable,
(5230) 5140. C.allphtt, (914) 963-2013, 6-10pm EST

DEOMART

AUDIO RESEARCH VT150SE MONOBLOCKS,
($16,000) $8400; Audio Research LS22 preamp with
remote, ($4500) $2950; Winter IDAT 1)/A converter,
($14.950) $4000: Pass Aleph 0 monoblocks, ($8000)
$3750; Aerial IOT speakers with stands, ($6000) $3400;
Transparent Audio Ultra balanced interconnect, 1m,
($1600) $750; AudioQuest Diamond X3 balanced interconnect, lin, ($975) 1450. Visa/MC. (303)674-2770.

Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater

in the

The hot new place to buy and
sell video gear!
The place to buy and sell video gear
is VideoMart-the classified section
in the back of every Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater. Find buyers
nationwide.
If you're an INDIVIDUAL,
take advantage of special low rates

Classe Audio, Inc. shares adream
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with its clients-- the true re-creatiop of
alive performance. Our devotion to
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the creation of audio and home the-

!weal
nwo (ILNi He.

ater products of impeccable quailty is

to sell your gear in VideoMart.
If you're aDEALER, use VideoMart
to move demo and discontinued items,
run sales, announce new product lines,
and more.
VideoMart does for home theater
what AudioMart has been doing

an approach that an audiophile maga-

for audio for years. It appears in

zine recently called "acombination of

Horne Theater.

every issue

art and science (that) exemplifies the
best that high-end audio has to offer."

Hars

STEREO & VIDEO
2540 US Highway #1, Lawrenceville, INJ.1
609-8834338
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CI) l'I.US p.
STORAGE RACKS
Call us today for your local dealer
and acopy of our detailed Newsletter
with product photos and specifications...
4147 TRANSPORT STREET •VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 644-2185 • FAX (805) 644-0434

of Stereophile Guide to

Fax (505) 983-6327
with your ad today!
VdeaMart classified rates.
Dealers. 53.85 per word, $154 minimum
Individuals, $1 10 per word, $20 minimum
Credit cards accepted.
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TOPHAT", the world's most effective tube damper.
The results arc fantastic, unbelievable. A must fin preamps, power amps, and tube converters. Call/write for
details and users' comments. Distributed world-wide
by the people who bring you Ennui. Minch tonearms, Verdier turntables, and much more. Audio
Advancements, Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (201) 6331151, fax (201) 633-0172.
THIEL CS5i, ROSEWOOD, $9900; Alchemy Dil
v2.0, $379; Counterpoint SA-11 (17-tube remote line
stage). $5000; Yamainura 5000 AES/EBU, $425; 5000
speaker, 5', $525; ARC 1)AC-120 Mk.11 (s/#01253003),
$1650; FMS, 1m, ($600); 4m, ($1400); $750 both; Krell
KAV-500/5, $3700; Kinergetics KCD-20, $850;
Nakamichi IOC-505, $699; Pioneer 1.1)-52, world's best
laserdisc player, ($3500) $1525; Wadia 7, $9900. COI)
with shipping prepaid. San Pedir, CA, (310) 831-4675, fray
(310) 831-4489.
01)D10: AKG C-522XYV, C-407-13, KM-212; Fostex
3040; Panasonic SV-255; Sennheiser MKE-300, HD224, HD-230; Sony ECM-MS5, DRM-5, UXPRO90; Elcasets, EL-7; TEAC AL-700; Uhcr F-423, cases.
Widelux. (814) 454-2022.
WE OFFER PERFECT-CONI)MON-wiewarranty Aria-Sphere, Audio Research, Cozy, C-J, Gershman
Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, nibl, MIT, NOS, Proceed,
Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, and many more
high-end components. Call for inventory list, or visit
showrooms at Melt bid Audio, 41-25 Kissena Blvd.
#5M Flushiie NY 11355.
(718) 961-8842,W (718)
886-9530
CAT SIGNATURE MK.II PREAMP, latest, ($6000)
$4100; jadis Defy-7 MkJV power amp with KT90s,
($8000) $4200; Mirage MI In-wire speakers, mint,
$1450 (local only); Transparent Reference interconnects
with RCAs, like new, ($2100) $1200; Janis WI/V/3 subs
with separate IA electronic crossovers/amps, $7004600
(local only). Call (718) 793-4856, M-E 5-11pui EST anytime on weekends.

IRRESISTIBLE RHYTHMS -World music's hottest
sounds! African Pop, Latin, Caribbean. Cajun/Zydeco,
Klezmer, expert special orders in any genre. Sumptuous
album descriptions. Free listening line. Fast delivery.
Money-back guaraince. Call (800) 969-5269, Jax (804)
969-4716 .forfree 72-page mall. htip://uninv.imist.corn.
ALTEC 515E, $250 each: CARY SLP94, oil, $1650;
300SE Signature, ($4600) $2850; CI) 300, $1300;
Joule Electra LA100 MIE +phono, $2400; TAD 4001,
$750 each: )CLO Reference Type 1, RCA, lin. ($275)
$150; HP LCR bridge, ($1000) $350; Haller DH500,
$375. Wanted: Aleph 3, Adcom 5300, 5400. (801) 2261018.
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTY:
Krell MD-10, $44350; KPS-20i, $6250; KPS-201/l,
$7400; KRC-HR. $4800; KSA-150, $2550; KSA-200S,
$4850; KSA-300S, 56450; Jadis 1)A-60 (Deluxe), $4800.
Loudspeakers: Ensemble. Gerslunan Acoustics. Cable:
Alpha-Core, AudioQuest. Cal for Aria-Sphere, mbl.
Buy/Trade. Td. (908) 688-8381.
l'ENTHOUSE 6AUDIO-New sounds in Chicago!
Exclusively showing Air Tight, Accuphasc, Swans,
Chario, Acrotcc. Also JoLicla, Thorens, Eminent
Technology, Synergystic, AlphaCore/Goertz, Purist
Audio, Goldline, Gold ACM, Atlantis, Magro, CWD,
SaLunander. Treat yourself to astonislunent. Call and
schedule aprivate audition with magical music. Valet
parking. (312) 667-1010
SELLING YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT??? Reach
millions of potential buyers by advertising on the World
Wide Web. Stop using exposure-limiting regional print
ads. Enjoy world-wide exposure with our service. For
information, e-mail sahlguidioclawifieds.coin or call (800)
518-7790, Jay (800) 518-6681.
AUD1OLAB 8000CDM CI) transport and 8000
IMC D-to-A converter in like-new mint condition,
only 2months old. Bought $3370, asking $2350. Call
Daniel, (713) 629-5661 CST

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.

VAC CPA1 MK.11 PHONO, $2995; Quad USA 63,
Airici, $2195; Theta Gen.V, $3695; Data II, $1095; „IIIL
460 subwoofer, $1295; McIntosh 275, $3495; 240,
$1995; Cary 3005E Signature, silver caps, silver outputs, $4295; Quicksilver KT88 monoblocks, $995;
Tannoy LGM, $1295; EAR 859 amplifier, $2295;
Garrard 301, $1000; McIntosh C32, $800; McIntosh
2105, $950; Celestion CII telescope. Trades, offers.
Kevin, (801) 373-2691.
ACCUPHASE 90/91, 80/81, C202, C280, (290, P102,
P600, FI5L; Audio Research 1)150, SP3A-I, SP6C-I;
Bag End HLE-2; Bryston 10B; Cello Suite, Performance,
Strings; Crown Macro Reference; Daniel-I; Day
Sequerra FM-I Panalyser, David Deming ZH270, TF10; David Rifler DH500 (Musia Concept); Eagle 7A;
Electrovoice EV3OW 30" subwoofer, Futterman OTLIINC12; Genelcx KT66/68; Infinity RS4.5; Lexicon
CPI Plus; McIntosh AA2, MC275 II, MC1000,
MCI900, IS/IC.3500; Levinson MU, 60, LNC-1/2;
Melos 402G Mono; Quad ESL, II, FM66; Quicksilver
preamplifier, 8417; Si
dab Al; Spectral DMC-20,
1)MA-100,1)MA-180; 3000 LPs, tapes. Best offer. (408)
737-2980, fax (408)735-1426.
PREMIUM-GRAI)E PARTS! Absolutely the besi
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, InfiniCaps, Hovland, SCR, Black Gate,
Ela, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Yamainura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble.
TM), 1lextied diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vihration-damping sheets and isolators, Deflex panels,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free
catalog! Michael Percy, Box 526, Invenins, CA 9493Z (415)
669-7181, fix (415) 669-7558.
SUMIKO PROJECT 12 TURNTABLE, mint,
($400) $225; NEW. DCA-33 amp, excellent, $1025.
(908) 789-4718 EST
LEVINSON NO31 TRANSPORT, mint, warranty
original packing, $5300. (415) 948-0286.

AN AUDIOWAVES
-the iinest in attordahle

AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIOOUEST
GRADO HEADPHONES •HAVE
PERFECTIONIST AUDIO
-featuring -

Featuring:
•()nod •Spendor •rmek
•.1Ion
•Threshold •(Oda
•Will •Kimber
•Magnum
•I?&K •.1ccuphase
•Sonic Frontiers lo name aim..

AUDIO ALCHEMY

.11soleuturing high end used
equitnnein
guarunieed!

DDS•Pto
DT1•Pro 32

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT - System
(sm. 1984)

Hi-Ft
Farm
TilE

BEST IN HOME GROWN Al TAO

616 Plum, Suite 5. Monett. Nit.. 24121
For InIOnnotion Toll Free:

1•800•752•4018
)7°

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention stereopme)
Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

ACD•Pro -Alchemy's new one box CD
player with Pioneer Stable Platter +HDCD.
DDEv1.2 -Alchemy's new HDCD DAC
at an extremely affordable price.
BEST PRICES •BEST SERVICE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PAC Super IDOS S429
HAVE Came Digiflex Gold 1meter S39
Grado SR 60, 80 &125 'phones -call
Audio0uest cables &interconnects -call
FREE
SHIPPING

1-800-510-4753
Phone/Fa x701-677-3299 ce,
auchowaves@ool.com
P.O. Box 461 Trinidad, CA 95570 ..tU
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EXTREMELY RARE — Marantz 10 tuner (#100034), 813, both mire; Prototype 813; Levinson ML-1;
all Marantz and McIntosh owner manuals; Fisher
FM1000; Yamaha CT7000. (718) 387-7316.

ENTEC NUMBER CRUNCHER D/A, with updates, 12000. (415) 948-0286.

I HAVE THE TUBES YOU WANT: Original
Amperex, CBS. Tdefunken, etc., at prices you'll like.
(213) 850-6739.

HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas say( r/rhod .
nll i
ll ations, low capacitance/inductance design. Interconnects, $150/meter
pair; speaker cable, $100/meter (including shipping).
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 457-

MAGNEPAN MG 3.3, $1595/pair; Audio Research
D-300 amp, $2595; Audio Research SP-9 Mk3 preamp. $1595. Original owner. (817) 776-9953.
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5 SPEAKERS, rosewood. perfect condition, $8000 list, sell for $5800. Call WWI di
(410) 560-2716.
MAGNAN SIGNATURE INTERCONNECT and
speaker cables "...transcend what the cable state of the
art has heretofore even suggested." Plus high praise for
the Type Vi —Peter Moncrielf in ZAR Hotline, '92/*93
cable survey. For infonnation, call or fax neon Gaes,
Gunarillo, CA, (805)484-9544.
OCOS SPEAKER CABLE, 10% 13' hi-wired pairs.
$430. (415) 948-0286.
AFFORIMBLE JITTER-FREE SOUND! Our Basic
Player (S549) and the Reference One transport ($649)
have made Bound JOr Sound's "Components of Merit"
list. Jitter-reducing updates and kits also available.
Dealer inquiries welcome. G&D Transfinms, (602) 6501155; e
-moil fraoulànnsenotunn.
VPI MK.4 TURNTABLE, black piano finish, Tiptoes;
SME V roncan::: Grado XTZ Mk.I1 mounted (new);
Benz Micro MC31, nude; VPI PLC; VPI HW-17
Record Cleaner, Sux I)AC XI-T converter. Equipment
mint, call for best prices. And, (718) 331-7861.
INFINITY RS1B SPEAKER SYSTEM, $2800; Krell
KSI'-7B ,$1250; linston 4-13, $950; M205 amps (2).
$1400 each; Theta .Data IL $1050; Theta Pro Prime,
$450; B&W 803 II, $1700; Creek headphone amp,
150. (502)729-2478 sUghts CST

In Southern California
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Electronic
Golden Tube
Adcom
Col. Audio Labs
Classé Audio
Counterpoint
Bryston
Maroon
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bong &Oluisen
McIntosh
Lexicon
Speakers
Mordaunt-Short
M&K
Martin Logan
Miroge
Sononce
...s,..Vandersteen

Accessories
Atlantis
Billy Bogs
AudioQuest
CWD Furniture
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Koble
Beyerdynomic
Turntables
Project I
Thorens
Denon
Video
Sharp
Proton
Vklikron

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
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AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI•PRO 32 and PS3, 5101)0.
(415)948-0286.

LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION

8748 luinre lOpin EST
MARANTZ: One, Threes. Seven, Eight B, Nine. Ten 13,
'scoped receivers and tuners; solid-state amps. Fisher
FM 1000, 5800; Scott 4310 (incredible sound);
Futterman H3a, $1400; Garrard 301, 5495; I-1/K
Citation II, updated to 65Wpc, 5800; other tube amps
also. lonovac, $600; Dynavecttsr DV3000 preamp:
Beveridge RM I/2 pi-camp. updated. $1800; Revox
A700 12-track. St350; G36 Ill. $400; RLune Audiomeca
'table, S1275. Apogee: "Full Range" orinals. Scintillas,
Calipers; all reasonable, and sound grand! Beettifial
Meridian MIO rosewood speakers. $1500. Many more
classic items; call. New (sale) list 'a-track pre-records.
SMIld I
IIMEMOUS, (718) 377-7282, M-E 3-6pon.
INTRODUCING THE NEW AIR-POD/On Air
support system, utilizing the age-old principle of
magnetic repulsion for total suspension in free air!
Model API holds 9lbs (three holding 27 lbs). Model
AP2 holds 18 lbs (three holding 54 lbs). Call The
Musical Alchemist, Inc. Ts'!: (212) 865-0875, flax (212)
865-4816.

CDs/ LPs/TAP
ES
5100 PAID FOR MINT WHITE-LABEL promo LPs
of Mercury 5R90212 (Chabrier/Paray). Others wanted! Randall Cohlman, Box I, Rancho Mine. CA 92270.
TeI./inx (888) 872-6929.

High End...
Not High Price
Anthem
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth
B&K
California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Counterpoint
Creek
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
McCormack

Monitor Audio
Rega
Sharpvision
Signet
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Sumiko
Taddeo
Transparent Audio
Vandenteen
Von Schweikert
Well Tempered

9MNINi#ORKS
V
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

716 264.0410

The Original IMPS Subwoofer ($379ea
kit, $459 assem) is one of four low distortion, high output, lowcost Subwoofers with
first octave bass extension suitable for
both high quality music and A/V applications.
All models feature our carbon filled, butyl
surround active 12" driver (single or dual
voicecoil) and a slotloaded, mass loaded
bottom firing passive radiator with user
adjustable bass damping. Our Passive
Crossover ($35ea kit. $45ea assem) allows full utilization of your system's main
amplifier, avoiding the low current, poor
quality parts, and output level restrictions
typical of so-called "powered" woofers, to
say nothing of the chuffing vent noise, cardboard enclosures, and double digit THD of
many competing designs.
Hear VMPS at the dealers below, or write
for brochures and test reports on our flagship FF1 and FF3 Focused Field Arrays
with the unique, rigid diaphragm, push pull
planar
Dynaribbon
midrange ($3600$6800pil, the "Best Buy" Tower II and
Tower II Special Edition floorstanding systems ($499-$938ea), the shielded OSO
626 A/V monitor ($289kit, $349assem)
and more. Kits are supplied with assembled
cabinets and most prices include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. 'tone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr. El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276

Fax: (510) 232-3837

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston;
Electronic Interiors. Little Falls NJ: Dynamic
Sound. Washington DC; Stereo Limited. Columbus OH, Pace Audio. Decatur GA: Chat- tanooga Valley Audio. Rossville GA; Audio/
Video Ambience. Franklin TN; Tech Electronics, Gainesville FL; Arthur Morgan, Lake
Mary FL; Sounds Deluxe, Clarendon Hills S.
Napierville IL; Audio Exchange. Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection. Terre Haute IN; Today's
Audio, Burton MI; M. Alan Assoc.. Cincinnati OH; Ruth Industries, St. Louis MO;
American Audio, Greenville SC: Shadow Creek
Ltd. Andover MN: Mark Curry. Las Vegas NV;
Hal Broda. Escondido/Beverly Hills CA:
Sounds Unique, San Jose CA: Syncopations,
Stockton CA; Ultimate Sound. San Francisco
CA; Rama Audio. Sun Valley CA; Itone Audio,
El Sobrante CA
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HIGHEST PRICES PAID for CDs and LPs. No collection too large! Classical, Jazz, Rock, Audiophiles
(S11./LSC/EMI ASE)), more. 140,000 tides in stock. Free
brochure! Primate, &lord Exrhange, 20 Milani. St, Princetort,
ng 08542. (609) 921-0881, latp://wwwpmv.corn.
REEL-TO-REEL TAPE, 71
2 ", Mardi U1)35-90, 3M,
/
BASE Jazz, Easy Listening, Classical, Oldies, etc. $5
each. (970) 245-5639, Gdorado.
"AUDIOPHILE" LABELS are dropping like flies.
Good riddance! We audiophiles prefer good sound but
must have good music. That's why Better Records speciilizes in LPs with both: music worth listening to, often
with sound that must be heard to be believed! Don't settle for less. Hear music you love with sound you never
thought possible. Our free catalog is foil of superb Jazz.
Rock, and Classical recordings — many exclusive to
Better Records —all brand new, with reviews and recommendations. We also curry the best reissue labels —
Decca, EMI, DCC, OJC, etc.—at the best prices, guaranteed. Call now! (800) 487..8611, (818) 980-3313.
LP COLLECTION —RCAs, Mercury's Bluebacks,
115/LP. (412) 462-1364.
CLASSICAL LPS AN!) OPEN-REEL TAPES.
Polyphony has provided audiophile collectors with fine,
audition-graded recordings since 1978. Catalog timing
assures overseas collectors equal access. Fire catalog.
2000+ listings. IWyphotty, Box 515C Highland link, IL
60035. Tnx:(847) 831-5577E-mail: Polypliony2M01_corn.
Winne: http://ivimiduridumcont/polyphotty/lp.htm.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
07imle, PO. Box 138, Brursville, NY 12409, phone/Lax
(914) 679-1054.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London/is Bluebacks, Lyric% Argo, EMI ASE), British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Hann,Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Apt. 1B, New York,
NY 10023.

WANTED: PS AUDIO M-500 and M-250 power
supplies, 5.5 ',tramp, related boxes and packing, TARA
Quantum Reference Mk.II, lm. (212) 567-6391.

WANTED: WADIA WT-2000 S; ML Nos31, 37 CD
transports. David, (713) 358-3228, Texas.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Supe l'ex Produas, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax; Sande.
WANTEI): TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec. Electrovoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, C-J, Linn
speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers.
Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK
73110, (405) 737-3312, fax (405)737-3355.
CASH PAIL) for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Philips, Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Stereo
Trading Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York Rd, Jerikintount,
l'A 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215)
886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.

The
Stereophile
RECORD-REVIEW
I
NDEX
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol. 18 No.1 (1987)
through this issue.
Also includes indexes to
"Building aLibrary"

WANTED: OLD, NEW, USED McIntosh, Manna,
JUL Electrovoice, Altec, Tannoy, Jensen, Fisher, Linn,

and musician interviews.
Available on 5% "or
"floppy disks

Levinson, Klyne, Krell, Spectral, Sequerra, Cello, SME
and Ortofon toncanns, Thorens, EMT, Western
Electric, tubes, etc. Maury Cub, (713)728-43434yr (713)
723-1301.
WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher,
REL FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad,
Electiovoice, Jensen, JBL, Tannoy, and others. Also:
tubes: Western Electric 252A, 300B, and KT66, KT77,
KT88. Richard Sharisky, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA
02178, (617) 484-5784, fax (617) 489-6592.

(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
V
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•
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Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529
(Please indicate disk size.)

• • • • • V

RCA. MERCURY, LON1)ON, EMI, Mclodiya, rarities, jazz, and much more. An astounding selection.
Wilier Bohdaniw, Box 4711, Silver Spring MD 20914-4711.
Tel. (301) 622-3117 fax (301) 622-7835.

AUDIO M ART ORDER FORM

WANTED

word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax

WANTED: KLIPSCH LA SCALA; ARC SP-10, D79. D-150, M-100; Mark Levinson ML-2, ML-3, ML6; Bedini 10, 15, 25: Sequerra tuner, Quad, Linn;
Marantz 1, 2, 9. (818) 241-3344, slax (818) 242-4433.
WANTED: McCORMACK DNA.5. Rich, (209) 8839179.
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON No.333/332,
No38S, No36. Must be mint condition with original
box and manual, will pay top dollar. Fax to Ern at (604)
669-5805.
WANTED: KRELL KRS-200 monoblock power
amps. Call Gary, (316) 775-1368.
WANTED: ARC M100s; Meimer/Museatex, Threshold crossover; Sony Esprit; Proceed PAV/CDD;
Canton EC-P1; B&W MPA810/CU810. (310) 8314675, fax (310) 831-4689.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo): Tannoy, JUL. Altec, old tube Marantz,

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Conunercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
numbers. e-niail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophi/e, Classified Ad Depamnent, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the Febmary 1997 Stenvphik you must submit it with payment by December 1, 1996. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next
available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
;1 Enclosed is payment in the amount of S

for

words.

;1 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
Iprefer to pay by LI Visa à MasterCard j1 American Express
My card 41,is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following mondis:
Category heading: à General J CDs/LPs/Tapes Ll Wanted
Copy (Please type or print):

WANTED: MARK LEVINSON preamps, Nos26
and 26S; power amps, Nos23 and 23.5. Mr. Choi, (718)
969-1086.
McIntosh, Leak, Futterman, Quad, RE!, Fisher, Altec
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson, ARC,
turntables, arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex,
Audemars. Omega, Rado, etc. (teed watch pans and
tools). Traveling often, Midwest and East Coast. Trade
welcome. (718) 387-7316.
MICROPHONES WANTED FOR CASH/
TRADE, broken or working: Sony, RCA. Neumann,
AKG, Altec, Telefunken, WE, etc. Ihave rare NOS
tubes for trades. Also want tube broadcast gear. AES
journals. Mike States, (907) 456-3419 tel./fax.
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. lían) Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
Acoustic Sounds

166

Celestion

36

Cello

58
Adcom
96
Aerial Acoustics
164
Alpha-Core/Goertz
210
Ambrosia Audio
226
Analog Shop
150
Antique Sound Lab West
267
Archive Audio
246
ARS Electronics
149
Artemis Systems
Audio Advisor
133-135.186
Audio Alchemy
I
30
Audio Artistry
126
Audio Connection
240
Audio Consultants
265
Audio Den
271
Audio Electronics
192
Audio Forest
194
Audiolab
265
Audio Magic
168
Audio Nexus
216
Audio Outlet
222
Audiophile Systems (Linn HiFi)
.50
Audio Plus (Mordaunt Short) ....20
Audio Plus (Atlantis)
79
Audio Power Industries
160
Audio Prism (May Audio)
240
AudioQuest Music
276
Audio Solutions
263
Audio Trading Times
242
Audio-Video Logic
244.268
AudioWaves
270
Ayre Acoustics
120
B&W Loudspeakers
4-5
Balanced Audio Technology
74
Billy Bags
269
Cable Company
190
California Audio Labs
48
Cambridge Soundworks
184
Carver Corporation
38 121
Cary Audio
8-9

182

Chesky Records
Cisco Music
Classé Audio
Classic Records
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
Custom Sound Design
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Denon Electronics
Digital City
Discovery Cable
DMP Records
Dynatek
Dynaudio
Elusive Disc

250
257
22
204
62.88
242
162

187

263
30-31
265
65
262
208.248-249
146
228-229

Energy
Esoteric Audio
Essential Sound Products
Fairport Soundworks
Fanfare International
Front Row Center
Galen Carol Audio
Gallo Acoustics
Genesis Technologies
Gryphon Audio Designs

60
68
236
271
85. I
28
172
234
152
106
180

Hales Design Group
Hal's Stereo
Happy Medium
HCM
HeadRoom

112
269
198
212
206

HiFi Buys
Hi Fi Farm
Hi Vi Audio
Hsu Research
Innovative Audio
Itone Audio/VMPS
Joseph Audio
JS Audio

246
270
268
215
232
271
168
260

JVC Music
Kief %
Kimber Kable
Krell
LAT International
Legacy Audio
Lyle Cartridges
Lyric HiFi
Madrigal
Magnepan
Marantz
Martin-Logan
MBL of America
McCormack
McIntosh Laboratories
Meret Audio

176
267
71
70
195
170
244
238
18.24
164
92.110
103
132
156
108,224
158

Meridian
40
Mirage
86
MIT
26-27
Mondial
46
Mr. Amplifier
264
Muse Electronics
14 I
Musical Design
162
Musical Surroundings
188
Naxos of America
252
Needle Doctor
218-219
N.E.W.
160
Noble Works
179
Northstar Leading The Way
I
7
Now Hear This
Nuts About HiFi
Overture

28
196
199

Paradigm
Parasound
Park Avenue Audio
Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
Pioneer Electronics
PolyFusion
ProAc USA

10
34
258-259
260
158
270
I14
52
100

PSB
76
Reference Audio Video
260
Reference Recordings
254
Rotel
15
Salamander Designs Ltd
254
Sanus Systems
105
Schwann CDs
230
Shure
120
Signature Sound
252
Solo Electronics
56
Sonic Frontiers
78
Sonic Signatures
126
Sony
12
Sound by Singer
122-123
Sound City
250
Sound Concept
264
Sound Connections
172
Soundex
214
Soundings
262
Sound Lab —UT
169
Sounds Like Music
256
Sounds of Silence
168
Stereo Shop
227
Straight Wire
142
Sunshine Stereo
220
Sutherland Engineering
104
Tandberg
82
TARA Labs
72-73.148
Theta Digital
44
Thiel
54 55
Toshiba
90
84
Ultech Audio
262
Ultimate Sound
Valve Amplification Company
2
Vandersteen Audio
116
Van L. Speakerworks
Voce Divina
Von Schweikert Research
VTL
Wadia
Waveform
Woodbridge

Subscribe NOW!

264
156
64
157
275
162
202
M6LS-7

U.
S.& CANADIAN RESIDENTS

Cl 1year, $35
($2.92/issue)

CI 2 years, $60
($2.50/issue)

ID 3 years, $75
($2.08/issue)

Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 444-8908, or mail check, money order
(US dollars only). or credit-card number to: Stereophile. P.O. Box 469027.
Escondido. CA 92046-9027 (619) 745-2809
0 Foreign subscriptions, $120/year
Call our office in England at (44) 81-289-1571, or fax this form with credit-card
information to (44) 81-289-1572.
Name

U Check/money order enclosed

Address
City
Card No.
Signature
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he reviews are in, and I'm happy t
o
say we can declare HI-FI '96 asuccess. It was gratifying to see such
lengthy coverage in the world's high-end
press. And although aconsistent feature of
most American coverage seemed to be criticisms of Stereophile's role as the Show's
sponsor, and of the Waldorf=Astoria as a
suitable Show site, once that was out of the
way pretty much all of the magazine
reports spent large amounts of ink commenting on the products they saw and the
sounds they heard.
Great! HI-FI '96 was amajor amount of
hard work for everyone concerned —from
all the people at Stereophile to all the
exhibitors to all the folks at The Academy
to all the journalists in attendance. It was
even alot of work to attend, particularly
because of the Show's size and the complicated layout of the Waldorf's sleeping
floors. I'm glad that all that work paid off in
happy attendees and significant editorial
coverage, despite the lack of ideal conditions. Thanks to those who wrote.
One of the more recently launched
competitive journals offered, along with a
general critique of HI-FI '96, an all-out
attack on Stereophile's position within highend journalism. Some of their points
deserve aresponse, which Ideliver herewith:
•Does Stereophile make inordinate amounts
of monty on the Shows? No. The additional
expenses of putting on combined trade
and consumer Shows greatly overwhelm
any increased revenue they generate. This
type of show was particularly difficult to
pull off in one of the country's finest
hotels and most expensive cities. Two of
our last three Shows have been breakeven propositions, but we hope for better
in the future.
•Is advertising an important source of revomefor
Stereophile? Yes — abit more than half.
Stereophile couldn't come close to averaging an issue size of 280 pages each
month, with 140 pages of editorial, without significant ad revenue. Iassume that
the attractiveness of ad revenue is the reason all of the recently founded magazines
accept ads.
•Do advertisers get abreak on reviews, either
through better reviews or through burying ?
VSlive reviews? No. Advertising has no effect
274
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on review content or on which reviews
get published. Furthermore, all reviews
written get published, except in the odd
situation where areviewed product is no
longer produced (and, even then, the
report usually runs). Although most
Stereophile coverage is positive — most of
the products we get in for review are really good, as are high-end products in general —negative reviews are handed out as
freely to advertisers as to nonadvertisers,

•

•

receive for review, we implore our reviewers to franldy say what they discover.
Their experience with all samples of a
product are included in the review, even
ones that don't sound as good as they
"should." Negative reviews have to be
given to products that deserve it, even if the
manufacturer is a good friend of the
reviewer's (or ofJA's or mine). Positive reviews have to be given even to manufacturen who are complete pains in the ass
what the product has earned on
its merits. Reviewers have to be willing to
abide by these strictures, and it ain't easy.
•Does Stereophile have too mud; Mfluence on
the Irgh-end marketplace? Probably. As strongly as Ibelieve that our reviewers are the
best, it's unhealthy for any one source of
information to be treated as the only valid
source. Ihave noticed alarge rush to fill this
US.
vacuum recently — there have never been
so many high-end publications in the 115.
as can be ascertained statistically. You can
•What role does "politics" have in the Stereoalso track advertising cancellations followphile review process? As small arole as we
ing negative reviews to see that manufaccan get it to have. The history of high-end
turers don't hesitate to lower our revenues
magazines has been filled with political
in order to express their displeasure.
influence, where "political" means "nega•Are nonadvenisers at adisadvantage in the
tive or positive attention received for any
review process? No. As Wes Phillips exreason other than product merit." Forplained in October's "As We See It," our
tunately, J. Gordon Holes integrity and
reviewers are on the lookout for exciting
the magazine's then-small circulation proproducts, something about which there's a tected Stereophile from falling into this trap
"buzz." Each company has to create this
before Ibecame publisher in 1982, and I
buzz on their own, but advertising is probwas determined to be more rigorously
ably the least effective way. (It does have
nonpolitical than even he was.
other beneficial effects.) There's asecure
Since 1986, JA has fought the same batroster of high-end companies that never
tle. The High End is asmall community,
or rarely advertise in Stereophile, but who
though, and even aJohnny-come-lately like
get consistently good reviews —Spectral,
me is considered an industry veteran, with
Snell, CAT, and numerous others. We still JA —who started in this field in 1976 —
try to sell them advertising, but the offer
practically qualifying as an old man. (JGH,
of good reviews is never one of our sales
having founded the subjective-review
pitches. Nor would the experience of industry, is kind of"grandfathered in.")
manufacturers who do advertise be likely
That's what makes the review standards
to persuade nonadvertisers of advertising's
described by WP last month so important
influence.
Stereophilès calling is to review the best,
•Is any kind ofpressure put on reviewers? Yes.
most exciting products out there, and the
With every piece of equipment they
best-value products. That's why you buy
the magazine. If we who run the magazine
let something other than product quality
CStercophilc-144.19 No.11, IgnrOther 1996. knee Number
202. Stereophile (ISSN #0585-2544) is published monthly,
determine what gets reviewed and what
S35 per p.m Jar US residents by Stertrphile Inc, 208 Dekado,
doesn't, you'll stop buying the magazine
Sama Fe, NM 87501. Periodical poste paid at Santa Fe, NM
and we'll go out of business. We have to
and at additional mailing (fun PC)ST.IIAS7ER: Send addrte
chabots
Stereophile, P.O. Box 469027, Escondido, CA
minimize the role of politics and friendship
92046-9027
Printed in the U.S.
—for our own survival. —Larry Archibald
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NEW

BLUES

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN
Sledgehammer Soul 6 Down Home

gloss

FROM

LIVING

LEGENDSi

Sledgehammer Soul 8 Down Home Blues
"The greatest living male soul singer on the planet today." -West Coast Blues Review
"America's best purveyor of red-clay soul/blues McClain is

o powerhouse!"

-Pulse! Magazine

The Mighty one returns with his finest work yet! Backed by the tight arrangements and
cooking horn section work of his stunning ten piece band, Sam serves up an awesome
display of soul power on his third release for ACIM.

AO 1015 Give It Up To Love

9

Once again, Mighty Sam proves that in addition to being asoul singer of international stature,
he is one of the finest blues songwriters currently active. Ten of the twelve songs
featured on Sledgehammer Soul & Down Nome Blues are written or co-written by Sam.
The title says it all. Mighty Sam McClain sings from the soul, conveying pain, joy, pride, despair
and hoe with riveting frankness. The man has delivered another classic!

auelio,••1.

AO 1042

AO 1031 Keep (ii 51e,

RONNIE EARL. PINETOP PERKINS. CALVIN
"FUZZ" JONES. WILLIE -BIG EYES" SMITH
WEM-ToWevr,
"Ronnie Earl is aguitar player's dream...he plays with the finesse of aSugar Ray Leonard and the intensity of Jake LaMotto."
-Guitar Player Magazine
"Mr. Perkins is boogieing still, playing horn lines with his right hand and dance beats and bass lines
with his left." -Black I. White glues
An incredible blues summit meeting featuring the legendary rhythm section that powered Muddy Waters for many years along
with blues guitar virtuoso and winner of Pulse! magazines' 1995 Blues Album of the year, Mr. Ronnie Earl, All Four ore multiple
Handy award nominees with Pinetop and Willie taking top honors at this years awards show in Memphis.

f

From the hard driving shuffle How Long to the sweet soul of Anna Lee, Pinetop (still going strong at 841
and the gang are in rare form on this prime slice of blues heaven!
AO 1043

JOE BEFIFID
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JOE BEARD...ring

HUME Mil ŒTHE BROFIDIFISIEF15

Enu[suniun

A01018 Still River

"What gives overwhelming power to Joe Beard's music is his intense yet soothing singing." -Living Blues
"Non-stop brilliance from start to finish...a musical masterpiece that will finally thrust Joe Beard
into prominence!" -Real Blues

1

Mississippi born bluesman Joe Beard has worked with everyone from Son House to Muddy Waters, Buddy Guy
and BB himself. Joe makes apowerful return to the scene backed by the amazing Ronnie Earl and his band along
with tenor legend David "Fathead" Newman. One listen to Joe's voice is all it takes. Joe Beard is the real deal!
AO 1039

Doug MacLeod
IOU CAN'T IAKE M T BLUES
"Big, relaxed, spacious sound and lots of sloppy backbeab my, oh my, this disc is atreat."
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile, June 1996
"You'll hear alifetime's accumulation of feelings, experiences and influences in his fingers, in his
voice and in his songs." -Michael Frerner, Tracking Angle
Doug MacLeocfis first album for AOM Come To Find received well descried praise from the worldwide
blues community. Doug takes it to awhole 'nother level with You Can't Take My Blues. Joined by
legendary harpsman Carey Bell and the great Mighty Flyers rhythm section, Doug MacLeod takes
you to the core of deep down, intimate blues.

A01027

Come

To Find

AO 1041

Also
available
from

aucJioquest

NA LJSIC

P.O. Box 6040, San Clemente, CA 92674 • e-mail: aqm@aoloquest.corn
web page: http://wwmusic.com/audiog • TEL 714-498-1977 • FAX 714-498-6223
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